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FORBWOED

Besides a restatement of current ideas on economic theory,

this book contains some matter which I beheve to be new Of

not all the new ideas, however, can I defimtely say that “this

18 my own mvention” In partioular I have had the constant

assistance of Mr R B ‘Ka-b-n The whole technical apparatus

wa« bmlt up with his aid, and many of the major problems

—

notably the problems of Pnce Discmmnation and of Exploita-

tion—were solved as much by him as by me He has also con-

tributed a number of mathematical proofs which I should have

been moapable of finding for myself In general I have en-

deavoured to bmld on the foundalaons laid by Marshall and

by Professor Pigou This is a debt which all economists owe, and

which may be taken for granted I have for the most part re-

ferred to their works only where I beheve that I have detected

them m errors of detail

Of more recent work, my chief debt is to Mr Piero SrafEa’s

articleinthoEconomiCtloumoiof December 1926, to Mr E A G
Robinson’s Strudure of Gompehttve Induetry, and to Mh G E
Shove’s articles m the Economic Journal of June 1928 and

March 1930 Mr Srafia’s article must be regarded as the fount

from which my work flows, for the chief aim of this book is to

attempt to carry out bis pregnant suggestion that the whole

theory of value should be treatedm terms of monopoly analysis

Mr Riobmson’s work on the optimum size of firms is the founda-

tion of my treatment of competitive equihbnum, and plays an
important part m the Appendix on Increasmg and Diminish-

mg Returns Mr Shove’s articles form the basis of my treat-

ment of rent and of the four cost curves But a reader who is

V
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acquainted only with those articles would very much under-
estimate my debt to him, for his teaching m Cambridge for

many years past has influenced directly and indirectly the
whole approach to many problems of economic analysis The
more specific points that I have derived from Mr Shove are

acknowledged as they occur, but my indebtedness to him must
not be regarded as being confined to tliose points

A moment has been reached in the development of eoenomic

theory when certam definite problems require to be solved, and
many wnters are at work upon them independently There are

many occasions, therefore, when several explorers are surprised,

and somewhat pamed, on meeting each other at the Pole Of

such an occasion the history of the "marginal revenue curve”

presents a strikmg example This piece of apparatus plays a

great part m my work, and my book arose out of the attempt

to apply it to various problems, but I was not myself one of the

many explorers who arnved in rapid succession at tins particular

Pole I first leamt of it from l^Ir C H P Gifford, of Magdalene

College, who was then reading for the Economics Tnpos

Shortly afterwards ]\Ir P A Sloan, of Clare College, showed

me an unpubhshed essay in which it occurred Next it was pub-

hshed by lyfr R F Harrod in the Economic Journal of June

1930, in an article which must have been written almost

simultaneously with Mr Sloan’s paper In a later article

{Economic Journal, December 1931) Mr Harrod set out in an

analytical form some of the relations between marginal and

average curves which I had discovered by geometry At this

Pole I can claim to have arnved by a route of my own, but his

anal3d}ical formulation of the fundamental relation between

average and marginal value has been of very great service to

me since it appeared Meanwhile a number of explorers were

added to the rapidly growing crowd at the Marginal Revenue

Pole ProfessorT 0 Yntema (who also anticipated ]\Ir Harrod’s

formula for the relation of average to marginal value) had.
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unknown to me, arnved there long before {Journal of Polihcal

Economy, December 1928) Dr B Schneider, Dr H v Stackel-^

berg, and Professor Mehta, amongst many others, appear to

have discovered it independently Even the naming of this

concept presented a minor comcidence I was dissatisfied with

Mr Gifford’s and Mr Hairod’s titles for it, and it was christened

for me by Mr Robinson as “margmal revenue” some time before

Professor Viner pubhshed an article (m the Zeitschrift fUr

Natiotuildkonomie, September 1931) m which he refers to it by
the same name

The conception of “elasticity of substitution” provides

another example of this kmd of comcidence, for Mr J R
Hicks pubhshed hia formulalaon of it m his Theory of Wages
some time after I had first made use of it When Mr Hicks’s

book appeared my work on the analysis of wages was almost

completed, but a study of one of his results led me to remove
an error from my argument In this port of the field my chief

debt IS to Mr D H Robertson’s lUummatmg article on “Wage
Grumbles” {Economic Fragments)

A number of writers have recently been evolving methods
for dealmg with monopoly problems which are at some pomts
similar to my own Dr Schneider and Dr v Stackelberg have
pubhshed one or two items which occur m my tool-box But m
my opmion their work is marred by the use of unnecessarily

compheated mathematical analysis where simple geometrical
methods would serve I am, however, mdebted to Dr Zeuthen’s
book on Problems of Monopoly He makes use only of Marshall’s
areas ’ techmque, but I discovered at least one important

proposition m the course of restatmg some of his results m
“margmal” terms Professor CJhamberhn’s Theory of Mono-
polistic Gompetiiion provides a plentiful crop of comcideuces,
but it appeared too late for me to notice them m detail

There are probably other explorers m the field with whose
progress I am unacquainted If my results axe anywhere found
to be the same as those of some other writer to whom no
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reference is made, it must be understood either that my
^fellow-explorer is unknown to me, or that his work was pub-

lished when mine was already completed But wherever

possible I have mentioned the names of the explorers whom

I found already at the Pole when I arrived there

Mr C W GuiUebaud was kmd enough to read my manu-

sonpt and made many helpful suggestions Finally, m addition

to his constructive suggestions, I have had the benefit ef Mr

Kahn’s cntioism at every stage of the work from its mception

For this the reader, as well as myself, must be grateful to him,

for he has weeded innumerable errors from my pages

Some passages in Chapter 7 are taken (with a few alterations)

from an article in the Economic Journal, December 1932, and

are here used with the permission of the Editor

JOAN EOBINSON

CAsnmiDaE
October 1932
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INTRODUCTION

"Among persons interested in econonuo analysis, there are tool-

makers and tool-users This book is presented to the analytical

economist as a bo:ir of tools It is an essay in the technique of

economic analysis, and can make only an mdirect contribution

to our knowledge of the actual world It is only by usmg their

tools upon observed facis that economist can build up that

workmg model of the actual world which it is their aim to con-

struct To tinker with the tool-box is merely a preliminary to the
mam attach, and, to those who are m haste for results, it may
appear an idle occupation far mfenor to the frmtful work of the

tool-users The gap between the tool-makers and the tool-users

18 a distressmelv wide one, and no econonnHt can fail to have
sympathy with the impatience of the nohtician. the busmess
m^. and the statistinn.1 mvAHtigator. who complain nf tbn ex-

tremely poor, and, or even misleadmg informatinn with which
the analytical economists provide him If a government is

anxious to know whether m an actual case it should allow a
railway the right to charge discmninatmg prices, it is poor com-
fort to be told that it wdl depend upon the relative concavities
of the demand curves for transport of various types of goods
whether the railway will carry a greater number of tons if it is

allowed to discnimnate than if it is not If a rationalisation
scheme is bemg put through, and the pubho axe anxious to know
whether the concentration of output upon a few firms is likely
to raise pnces, it wiU not help them much to be told that if the
margmal cost curves are parallel to the demand curves for the

agks for bread and the economist gives hmr' ». Rl-.nn PL But the
answer of the analytical economist to such cmepln-ints should

products of the mdividual firms the price willremam unchanged
R IS nature,1 eumigh fnr-t.he TiTn.f»tinfll mum noTnT^imn that he

^ Pigou, “^0 Fuaction of Economio Analysis”, Sidney Ball Lecture, 1929.
ropnutod ui ScotiOTtM JEasays ond AddfBsaaa, p 3

1
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'not be to fling away his tools and plimge into the tangled prob-

Jems of the real world, anned only with lus naked hands It

should be rather to set about to elaborate his analysis so much
that it can begin to be useful A simple analysis can only be

made upon simple assumptions, and the more comphcated the

analysis, the more comphcated the assumptions upon which it

will work, and the nearer the assumptions can be to the oom-

phcated conditions of the real world The practical man must be

moe. anc

the practical man’s requirements

Such an ideal is still

gr

some eener

rtftTg

m his answer If those assumptions are near enough to the actual

c^ditionis to make the answer serviceable the practical man

can accept it, but if the assumptions are very abstract the

economist will only bnng the practical man mto confusion and

himself into disrepute by allowing him to suppose that the

question which is bemg answered is the same as the question

which IS bemg asked

But the fact that economist often fail to state their assump-

tions with the necessary precision must not be attnbuted to

duphcity, but to a mistaken modesty The analytical economist

(although his manners usually conceal the fact) is conscious,m the

presence of the practicalman, of anagonismgsense of shame And

when he tries to work on some fresh problem, and sets about to

wnte out the assumptionswhich are necessaryto make it soluble,

he cannot help imagmmg what the mocking comments of the

practical man would be if his eye happened to fall on that list

of assumptions He is subject then to a strong temptation either

to mclude m his list assumptions which bung the problem close

to the real problems, but which make it qiute insoluble by the

technique at his command, or to confine the problem withm the

limits which make it soluble but to hide the assumptions which

bound it (if he is too honest to omit them altogether)m a dusty

comer of the footnotes where he hopes that no one will notice

them
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Sgch conduct, though it sprmgs from an admirable hunuhty,

IB a Boandalous breach of faith mth the praotioal man It would,

he far better that-^e econonust should take a sardomo pleasure

mshoolnng the practical man hv the brutal franknesB with
v^ch tie" seti^out hia assumntions—consohng himself for the

disgust that this conduct will inspire by his own conviction,

which he cannot expect the practical man to share, that he is

approaching the problem that has been set to him by the only

route along which there is even a chance of finding the answer
My'book attempts to hve up to this standard, and if anywhere

a necessary assumption is nussmg from the hst, it must be taken
to show that I have fallen mto the third trap which besets the

path of the economist the danger that he does not bimgelf qmte
know what his own assumptions are

In the older text-books it was customary to set out upon the
analysis of value from the pomt of view of perfect competition ,

The whole scheme appeared almost homogeneous and it had
some aesthetic charm But somewhere, m an isolated chapter,
the analysis of monopoly had to be mtroduced This presented
a hard, mdigestible lump which the competitive analysis could
never swallow To quote IMr Sraffa*a Gomment course,

whenwe are supplied with theones in respect to the two extreme
cases of monopoly and competition as part of the equipment
requiredm order to undertake the study of the actual conditions
m the difEerent mdustnes, we are warned that these generally
do not fit exactly one or other of the categories, but will be
found scattered along the mtermediate zone, and that the nature
of an mdustry wiU approximate more closely to the monopohst
or the competitive system accordmg to its particular circum-
stances’ jBut the books never contamed any very clear guidance
as to how these mtermediate cases should be treated, as a
picture of the real world the theory was unconvmomg, n.nd~^
â pure analytical construction it_ had a HOTnewbH.t
able air

Moreover, the relations between the real world and the com-
petitive an^ysis of value were marred by frequent misunder-
s^dmgs (The economists, misled by the lo^cal priority of
perfect competitionm their scheme, were somehow trapped into

DeoiZber^m
Competitive Conditions”, Economic Journal,
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thuiking that it must be of equal importance m the real world
„When they found m the real world some phenomenon, such as
“economies mtemal to the firm”, which is mconsistent with the
assumptions of perfect competition, they were mchned to look
for some comphcated eijplanation of it, before the simple ex-
planation occurred to them that the real world did not fulfil

the assumptions of perfect competition Or they were tempted
to mtroduce mto the theoretical scheme elements which, at a
superficial glance, appeared to accoimt for the phenomena of the
real world, but which completely destroyed the logicaP self-

consistency of the theoretical scheme )

It was at such a moment of confusion that Mr Sraffa de-

clared ^Tt is necessary, therefore, to abandon the path of free

competition and turnm the opposite direction, namely, towards
inonopoly” ^

Now no sooner had Mr Sraffa released the analysis of mono-
poly from its uncomfortable pen m a chapter m the middle of

the book than it immediately swallowed up the competitive

analysis without the smallest effort The whole scheme of

analysis, composed of lUst thejsaniejelements-asJbiefQre. could

now be arranged m a perfectly uniform manner, with no

awkward cleavage m the middle of the book Two simple ex-

amples will show this process at work
First consider the problem of defimng a monopoly It was

tempting, under the old^cheme, to arrange actual cases m a

series of which pure monopoly would be the hmit at one end

and pure competition at the other, but a defimtion of pure

monopoly which would correspond to the defimtion of pure

competition was extremely hard to find At first sight it seems

easy enough to say that competition exists when the demand for

a commodity in a certam market is met by a number of pr<>

<iucersrapd tiiat monopoly exists when it is met by only one

But what IS a commodity^QVIust we group together as a smgle

ftr»TyiTnndify~aiJ articles which compete agamst each other to

satisfy a smgle demand® In that case, smce every article must

have some rivals, and smcem the last resort every article repre-

sents a use of money which is nval to every other, we should be

compelled to say that no such thmg as complete monopoly

exists at aU Or must we define as a smgle commodity only a

* Zoo cU
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group of artaicles which is perfectly homogeneous ^ Then the

^ghtest degree of difference, from the pomt of view of their

customers, between rival producers even of one sufficiently*

homogeneous commodity, must be taken as a sign that we are

dealmg not with one commodity but with several For if the

mdividual buyer has any reason to prefer one producer to an-

other, the artades which they sell are not perfectly interchange-

able from the pomt of view of the buyer, and we are reduced to

regardmg the output of each producer as a separate commodity

Thus any attempt at a logical definition of a monopolist drives

either monopoly or competition quite out of the field It is easy

enough to find the hmitmg case at the competitive end of the

scale The hmitmg case occurs when the demand for the pro-

duct of an mdividual producer is perfectly elastic But what is

the hmitmg case at the other end ? The casem which the demand
for the product of the individual is the same as the total demand
for the commodity® Then we are back at the ongmal problem

of how to define a commodity We know what we mean by
“sellmg m a perfect market”, but what is a perfectly imperfect

market? ) ,

Now as soon as we abandon the attempt to confine monopoly
m a pen by itself the whole of this difficulty disappears Every
mdividual producer has the monopoly of his own output—^that

18 sufficiently obvious—and if a large number of them are sellmg

m a perfect market the state of affairs exists which we are accus-

tomed to describe as perfect competition We have only to take

the word monopoly m its hteral sense, a smgle sdler, and the

analysis of monopoly immediately swallows up the analysis of

competition

The reader may object that there is clearly some sense m
which Messrs Coats have got a monopoly of sewmg cotton, and
m which a Bedfordshire market gardener has not got a monopoly
of bruBsels-sprouts But this objection is easily answered All

that “monopoly” means, m this old-fashioned sense, is that the

output of the mdividual producer happens to be bounded on all

sides by a marked gapm the cham of substitutes Such a gapm
nature provides us with a rough-and-ready defimtion of a smgle
commodity—sewmg cotton or brussels-sprouts—^which is con-

gemal to common sense and causes no trouble When a smgle
producer controls the whole output of such a commodity the

B
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plain man’s notion of a monopolist and the logical defimtion of
a monopolist as a smgle seller comcide, and the difficulty dis-

appears

A second example of the manner m which monopoly analysis
engulfs competitive analysis can be illustrated from the teoh-

mque of analysis itself When Mr SrafEa declared that the time
had come to re-wnte the theory of value, startmg from the con-
ception of the firm as a monopolist, he suggested that the
famihar tool, ^‘maximum monopoly net revenue”, was ready to
hand and that the job could begm at once But that to(j|l is at

best a clumsy one and is mappropnate to many of the operations
which are required of it In its place the *‘marginftl” tecbmqnB
must be borrowed from the competitive chapters of the old text-

boohs, and adapted to new purposes

Whilst many pieces of techmcal apparatus have no mtrmsic
ment, and are used merely for convemence, the use of margmal
curves for the analysis of monopoly output contains withm
itself the heart of the whole matter The smgle assumption which

it 18 necessary to make m order to set that piece of apparatus at

work 18 the assumption that the mdividual finn will always

arrange its affairs m such a wav as to make the largest profits

that can be-madp. in the particular situation m which it finds

itself Now it is this assumption that makes the analysis of value

possible If mdividuals act m an erratic way only statistical

methods will serve to discover the laws of economics, and if m-
dividuals act m a predictable way, but from a large number of

compheated motives, the economist must resign his task to the

psychologist It IS the assumption that any mdividual, m his

economic life, will never undertake an action that adds more to

his losses than to his gams, and will always imdertake an action

which adds more to his gams than to his losses, which makes the

analysis of value possible And it is this assumption that under-

hes the device of drawing margmal curves With bncks of this

one simple pattern the whole structure of analysis is built up

The Tnfl.ir> theme of this book is the analysis of value It is not

easy to explam what the analysis of value is, without makmg it

appear extremely mysterious and extremely foolish The pomt

may be put like this You see two men, one of whom is givmg

a banana to the other, and is takmg a penny from him You ask.

How is it that a banana costs a penny rather than any other
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Bum* The most obvious hne of attack on this question is to break

it up into two fresh questions How does it happen that the one •

man will take a penny for a banana* and How does it happen
that the otherman will give a penny for a banana* In short, the

natural thmg is to divide up the problem under two heads

SupTjly and Demand
Under the first head the question is How does it come about

tlmt an mdividual seller sells his commodity for the pnce at

which he does sell it, rather than any other price* Now the pnce
at which he sells is netemuned on the one side by what he can

get for it. and on the other side by what it costs ham to make liT

Here we c^e once more upon the dichotomy between demand
and supply But m this context the conditions of demand are

regarded objectively, from the pomt of view of the seller, and
form part of the general circumstances which detemnne what
he wdl decide to do Next it is obvious that when a number of

seUers each actmg upon sensible and predictable motives, but

,

each actmg mdependently, are trying to sell the same com-
modity, their decisions may set up some comphcated mter-
actions which must be carefully exammed And when ttna has
been done the analysis of value has not very much more to say
about Supply
Then, turmng to the second headmg under ikemam question,

the analyst exammes pnce from the pomt of view of the mdi-
vidualbuyor luthis context the conditions of supply are looked
at obieotively. as jiart of the gfiTtarpI which will
detemnne what the buyer decides to. do And, after that, there
is not much more to be said about Demand Perhaps tlnp

account of the process of the analysis of value removes the
mystery only too thoroughly, but now it appears more foolish
than ever “I thought that at least you were gomg to teU me”,
the reader protests, “why, m some fundamental sense, a banana
costs a penny All you have done is to provide a comphcated
fihng system for a few perfectly obvious ideas with which I have
always been qmte famihar ” But this fihng system is an essen-
tial part of the eqmpment of the analytical economist, whose
ultimate aim is to mid answers to the practical questions pre-
sented to him by the real world, and it ism the hope of assistmg
him m hiB task that I have fitted out my tool-box

This book divides mto two parts Monopoly, the pnnciples of
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selling, and Monopsony, the principles of buying But this

dichotomy between supply and demand is not qmte the same
as the dichotomy m the problem of the banana As soon as the

economist steps over to the second half of that problem, and
asks. How does it come about that the buyer buys at this priced

he enters a regionm which he has very httle to say It is a region

bristhng with important questiona, but they are questions m
psychology rather than questions in economics But it the com-

modity is not required, like a ^Banana, for its own sake, but

18 required in order to help the buyer to earn money, then the

economist comes mto his own agam Consequently, the part of

this hnnk- which deals with buying 18 mamly devoted to the

prmciples of buymg, not commodities, but productive mstru-

ments and services In short, it gives the apphcation of the

analysis of value to the problem~of the prices oi particular

factors of production

The scheme of this book may be tabulated as foEows

Book I the technique Chapter 1, The Assumptions,

Chapter 2, The Geometry

In the first of these two chapters certam necessary defimtions

are given, and the assumptions which estabhsh the level of

abstraction at which our discussion must be earned on are set

out m aU their naked unreahty In the second, the elements of

the techmque are displayed

Book II monopoly equilibrium Chapter 3, Monopoly Equi-

hbnum, Chapter 4, Changes m Demand, Chapter 6,

Changes in Cost

These chapters provide the analysis of the simple problem of

what determmes the price charged by a smgle producer for his

commodity, given the producer and given the conditions of

demand and of cost

Book HI coLiPETinvE equilibeium Chapter 6, The Supply

Curve, Chapter 7, Competitive Equihbnum, Chapter 8,

A Digression on Rent, Chapter 9, The Supply Curve

under Perfect Competition
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Tn Chapter 6 the problem of the supply curve of a commodity is

considered m the hght of the results obtamed m the last Book •

Tn Chapter 7 a fresh element is mtroduced mto the problem

The reaction of monopoly profit on the number of producers

selhng any one commodity is here considered for the first tune

The titles of Chapters 7 and 9 were chosen for their brevity

and not for their logic What these two chapters (with the

digression which hes between them) actually describe is the

effect upon demand, for the mdividual seller, of a change m
the output of the mdustry, assummg that there is no effect

on his costa, and the effect upon his costs, when the simplest

kmd of changem his demand is assumed to occur Thus the two

sides of the problem of the effect of a change m the output of an

mdustry upon the pnce of the commodity produced are each

treated separately By combimng them it is possible to analyse

the supply curve of a commodity,m any given conditions, at the

level of abstraction which is mamtamed m this book

Book IV the oompakison of monopoly and ooMPETmvB
OUTPUT Chapter 10, A Digression on the Four Coat

Curves, Chapter 11, Comparisons of Monopoly and Com-
petitive Output, Chapter 12, Commentary on the Com-
parisons, Chapter 13, The Control of Monopoly Pnce,

Chapter 14, Objections to tiie Compansons

The subject-matter of Book IV is an analysis of the effect

upon the output of a perfectly competitive industry when the

number of mdependent producers in it is reduced to one,

eveiythmg else remaining the same It is descnbed as the com-
parison between monopoly and competitive output This title for

it IS sanctioned by custom, and though it is verbally mconsistent
with the conception of monopoly on which this book is based, it

would have been pedantic to avoid the use of it

Chapter 10 is a digression to acquire the techmque necessary
for the compansons In Chapters 11 and 12 the compansons
are made In Chapter 13 a corollary is drawn from them» In
Chapter 14 they are shown to be not only extremely unreahstic,
but actually to contam a logical mconsistenoy It may appear
frivolous to spend so much time upon compansons which turn
out to be idle But there are two answers to this objection First,
these compansons occupy a place m every text-book on eco-
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nomics, and they can be more convemently made by the mar-
^.gmal technique than by the technique usually adopted Certam
errors which often creep into the text-book companaons can be
avoided when this teehmque is used But if this were the only
answer it might still be considered frivolous to occupy so much
space with a mere class-room exercise, however much it may
be hallowed by tradition The second answer is that these com-
parisons, which are here made only for perfect competition, pre-

pare the way for the analysis of one of the most important

practical questions of the present age the efiect of the combma-
tion of firms, sellmg against each otherm imperfect competition,

mto a smgle nmt of control

Book V peioe DiscRiMDrATiON Chapter 16, Price Discnmi-

nation, Chapter 16, The Moral of Pnce Discmnmatiou

This Book deals with the case of a smgle firm seUmg the same

commodity at different prices It belongs logically to Book II

,

and stands here m isolation Chapter 16 contams a lapse from

the strict path of analysis, and suggests some reflections on the

question of whether pnce discnmination is desirable or not

Book VI monopsony Chapter 17, A Digression on the Buyer,

Chapter 18, Monopsony, Chapter 19, Belations of Mono-

poly and Monopsony to Perfect Competition

Book VI introduces the analysis of price from the point of view

of an mdividual buyer Chapter 17 contams some defimtions

additional to those in Chapter 1 Chapter 19 is a brief survey

of the edifice which has now been built up with two bncks the

individual buyer and the mdividual seller

Book VII the demand fob a factor of prodttotion Chap-

ter 20, A Digression on Marginal Productivity, Chapter

21, The Demand for Labour of the Individual Employer,

Chapter 22, The Demand for Labour of an Industry

This Book deals with the demand curve for a factor of produc-

tion, the factor being called Labour for the sake of convemence

Chapter 20 contams some necessary additional items m the

technical eqmpment Chapters 21 and 22 analyse the demand
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ou3r\re for a factor in a manner symmetrical with the analysis,

given m Books II and m , of the supply curve of a com^
modity The analysis is not so fully given, and only the cases

of a smgle firm, on the one hand, and a perfectly competitive

mdustry, on the other, are set out

Book VIU the compabison op monopoly and ooMPETrrrvB

DEMAND FOB LABOTJB Chapter 23, Comparisons of Mono-
poly and Competitive Demand for Labour, Chapter 24,

Correction of the Comparisons

These compansous are in every way symmetncal with the

former comparisons, and are subject to the same objections and
to the same justification This Book completes the analysis of

buying

Book IX exploitation Chapter 25, Monopohstio Exploita-

tion of Labour, Chapter 26, Monopsonistio Exploitation
of Labour

In this Book the pnces of the factors of production are looked
at, not from the pomt of view of the employer, but from the
point of view of the owners of the factors The word Labour in
the titles of the chapters ceases to stand for any factor of pro-
duction, it stands now for a factor belongmg to the general cate-
gory of factors called labour In this section perfect competition
ceases to occupy the position of an mterestmg special case, and
IS adopted as a standard of comparison The temptation to
stray from the path of analysis and to offer reflections of a moral
character is here too strong to be resisted

Book X a wobld op monopolies Chapter 27, A World
of Monopohes

In this Book we are no longer occupied with the Theory of
Value, and have stepped over mto the provmce of the Economics
of Welfare

Chapter 27 represents a primitive and tentative attempt to
show how the monopoly analysis of value may be linked up with
the work of Professor Pigou on the Economics of Welfare We
are here no longer called upon to resist the temptation to make
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moral reflections, and althougli the character of this Book is

^o less and than that of the sections which give the analysis

of value and the analysis of distribution, its theme is of an

ethical nature

The reader who is resolved to pursue his way through the

following pages will qmckly find himself m a mountamous and

inhospitable temtoiy I have tned to alleviate his situation by
providing a gmde-book At the foot of the first page of certam

chapters a note, marked with an asterisk, suggests sections

m the chapter which may convemently be omitted at a first

reading and permanently omitted by any reader who is not

mterested m purely techmcal questions, and indicates passages

which,m the language of the gmde-books, are “nurfur Schwvm-

delfreie” But the non-mathematioal reader must not take fright

at these warnmgs Such readers are often mtimidated by the

mathematical apparatus which theoretical economists employ

But I am myself almost entirely innocent of mathematics, and

though I calledm the assistance of a mathematician to provide

certam proofs, they were always reqmred to give precision to

some conclusion of which the general drift was discovered by

unsophisticated methods I hope to have demonstrated m this

book that theoretical analysis can be earned to a considerable

distance by purely economic reasonmg, combined with a know-

ledge of the conception of "elasticity” and of one or two

theorems from the book on tnangles m a school geometry



BOOK I

THE TECHNIQUE





CHAPTER 1

THE ASSUMPTIONS

1

The purpose of this book is to demonstrate that the analysis

of the output and 111:106 of a smgle commodity can be conducted

by a technique based upon the study of mdividual decisions

Thfl fundamental assumption is that each individuai acts m
a sensible mauner, m tSe circumstances in which he finds

himRelf, from the pomt of view of his own economic mterests

A teohmque which would study the economic efiEeots of

neuroses and confused thinking would be considerably more
comphcated than the technique here set out

"V^^en the fundamental assumption is made, every economic

tendency can he analysed by a senes of questions What would a

sensible man do m such a case^ Thus a pnon analysis can be

made to advance the study of economic phenomena some way
towards a position in which the effects of economic tendencies

m the real world can be checked by statistical mvestigations

The techmque is based upon the separation of the elements

m the situation which influence the decisions of the mdividual

mto two parts, which are assumed to be mdependent of each
other The two parts of the situation are represented by two
curves

Thus, whmi we are oonBidenng the decision of an mdividual

producer as to how much of his commodity to sell, the condi-

tions of demand, which
(
abstractmg from advertisement and

other marke^g costs) he_ entirely outside hia coTitrol, fl.rti repre-

sented by a demand curve
,
and the costs of produnmp: vanoi^

oul^uts are represented by a cost curve By considermg the
conditions of demand represented by the demand curve and
own costa of production, the seller can decide what output to
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plage upon the market He is assumed always to choose the out-
put which will maximise Eis net receipts Or. when wa ptp. onTi-

sidenng the amount of a factor of production employed, the two
elements m the situation are, on the one side, the supply curve
of the factor of production and, on the other side, the conditions
Df demand for the commodity, the supply curves of the other
factors and the technical conditions of production, all of which
are representedm the demand curve for the factor By consider-
mg these two sets of influences the producer can decide howmuch
of each factor to employ Hejs_asaiimBd-4dways-4<^^ake-^
choice m such a way that the cost of producing n. given output
IS lit a minimum Similarly a buyer is conceived to choose the
amount of a commodity that he wiU buy by considermg on the
one side the advantage to himself of buymg it, and on the other

the supply pnoe of various amounts of it

The study of human decisions mvolves a study nf hnmn.Ti

psychology, but the background of psychology which economics

requires is a purely behaviourist psychology When the tech-

nique of economic analysis is suf&ciently advanced to analyse

the results of neuroses and confused thmkmg, it wiU study them
only m so far as they produce statistically measurable effects

The technique set outm this book is a technique for studymg
equihbnum positions No reference is made to the effects of the

passage of time Short-penod and long-penod equihbna are

mtroduced mto the argument to illustrate various techmoal

devices, but no study is made of the process of movmg from one

position of equihbnum to another, and it is with long-penod

equihbnum that we shall be mainly concerned

The mam topic of this book was said to be the analysis of

value But the Theory of Value (at least among English econo-

mists) IS merely a traditional misnomer for the analysis of the

output of a smgle commodity, considered separately ^ It re-

quires the condition that the smgle commodities considered are,

each separately, a neghgibly small proportion of total output,

1 This point 18 illustrated by Marshall’s famous analogy “We might as

reasonably dispute whether it is the upper or the under blade of a pair of

scissors that cuts a piece of paper, as whether value is governed by utihty or

cost of production” {Pnnctples, p 348) But if costs are constant, pnce is

detemuned, as Marshall himself admits, solely by costs It remains true that

output IS detemuned by both blades of the scissors, and this is always true

except m the unusued cases of perfectly melastic demand or perfectly inelastic

supply, when output is detemuned solely by demand or solely by supply
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so that any reactions set up by a change in the output of one

commodity upon the costs of production of the output of all

industry and consequently on the demand for the commodity

can legitimately be ignored

2

Some elementary defimtions are set out in this chapter^

Others are mtroduced as the argument proceeds

A commodity is a consumable good, arbitrarily demarcated

from other kmds of goods, but which may be regarded for prac’

tical purposes as homogeneous withm itself

A firm IS a concern very similar to the firms of the real world,

but which produces only one commodity, and is controlled by
a smgle independent mterest

The controlhng mterest of a firm is an entrepreneur For long-

penod problems the entrepreneur is conceived to require a cer-

tain reward, sufficient to induce him to contmue m busmess,

which 18 independent of the amount of his output

An industry is any group of firais producmg a smgle com-
modity The correspondence of such an mdustry to the m-
dustnes of the real world is not perhaps very close Butm some
cases, where a commodity m the real world is bounded on all

sides by a marked gap between itself and its closest substitutes,

the real-world firms producmg this real-world commodity will

conform to the defimtion of an mdustry sufficiently closely to

make the discussion of mdustnesm this techmcal sense of some
mterest

A demand curve represents a hst of prices at which various
amounts of a certam commodity will be bought m a market
durmg a given penod of tune Such conceptions as the amount
of raw cotton bought m the world per year, or the number of

motor cars bought m England per month, or the number of

sdk stockmgs bought m Berwick Market per day, may be
represented by a demand curve

Similarly a supply curve represents the amounts of oulput of
a commodity, durmg a given penod of time, which be
associated with different prices

^ These defirutions ore oonstruoted appropnately to the analyms which is to
follow For other purposes different dofimtions might be required
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The demand curve is an obieotive conception, looket^ at. fram
the point of yigw of the sellers of the commodity The supply

curve IS an objective conception, looked at from the point of

view of the hnyers
A uUUtv curve is subjective from the pomt of view of the

buyer But the concept of utihty does not have to be mtroduced

until later m the argument In the first half of the book we are

concerned only with the decisions of sellers The subjective con-

ditions of demand reveal themselves m the objective demand
curve, and the concept of utihty has no place m the scheme In

the second half, when we come to consider the decisions of

buyers, utihty will be defined

The eUishcity of a curve is a geometrical conception It

measures the proportional change of the abscissa divided by the

proportional change of the ordinate, at any pomt on the curve,

when the changes are small Thus the dasUctty ofdemand at any

pnce or at any output is the proportional hbange of amount Pur-

chased m response to a small change m price, divided by the

Tvrn-nortional change of price aimilarlv,^ticaiuj>f swavly is the

elasticity of a supply curve It is convement to adopt the con-

VOTtion of regarding the elasticity of a faUmg curve as positive,

and of a nsmg curve as negative A curve of elasticity numeric-

ally less than unity is descnbed as inelaahc, and a curve of elas-

ticity greater than umty as dastic When the elasticity is equal

to zero the curve is said to be perfectly tnelastic, and when the

elasticity is equal to mfimty the curve is said to be perfectly

dastic ^

Perfect compeUtton prevails when the demand for the out-

put of each producer is perfectly elastic This entails, first, that

the pnipber of sellers is large, so that the output of any one

RftUer isa neghgibly small proportion of the tot^ output of the

commodity, and second, that buyers are all alike m respect of

their choice between rival sellers, so that the market is perfect

The problem of defimng/ocfor^ ofproduction has raised a con-

siderable amount of controversy on a number of pomts, but the

difiaculties hem finding convement defimtions of the total supply

of factors Smce this book is only concerned with smgle com-

modities considered separately these problems need not delay us

» A perfectly inelastic curve will bo parallel to the y axis, and a perfectly

,
elastic curve will be parallel to the x axis
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The factors of production are conceived to consist of the ser-

vices ofproductive units, a man-day of labour, a manager-month,

an entrepreneur-year, an acre-year, and so forth These are the

natural units of the factors, and may be arbitrarily chosen to

correspond as closely as possible to the conditions of the real

world Each umt is only employedm the production of one com-

modity at a time(The degree of abstraction mvolvedm the con-

ception of such umts of factors is considerable, smcem the real

world a smgle firm often produces many commodities, so that a

smgle productive umt, for instance a man engaged upon some

preparatory process, may be confenbutmg to the production of

several commodities at once Moreover in the real world an

mdividual entrepreneur may have a foot m a large number of

mdustnes at the same time, and may begm to producem a new
mdustry without leavmg those m n^ch he is already employed

But m the world depicted m this book an entrepreneur is an

mdivisible umt, whose function is to take decisions upon the

pnce and output pohoy of a firm, which can only take part m
the production of one commodity at a time)The natural unit of

capital, for long-penod problems, is a certain sum of money
controlled for a certam tune In the short penod—the lifetime

of the physical embodiment of capital, machmes or buildings

—^it IS convement to treat fixed capital m the same terms as

land, and to regard the natural umt as a machme-year or

maohme-day It is the services of the productive units, not
the umts themselves, which are factors of production, but for

simphcity the time dimension of a productive umt is omittedm
the foUowmg pages The natural umts of land will be referred to

sunply as acres, the natural umts of labour as men, and so forth

It has been customary to speak of four factors of production
Land, Labour, Capital, and Enterprise This traditional demar-
cation of factors is convement Each of the four traditional titles

refers to a category of productive umts with certam obvious
characteristics m common In the argument of Books VTT

,

Vin
,
and IX such phrases as "the factor land” must be taken

to mean a certam number of productive umts all havmg the
general characteristics of land, of which the most important is a
umque positionm space “The factor labour” will mean a num-
ber ofumts havmg the characteristics of labour, ofwhich themost
important is that it is provided by an mdividual human bemg
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And so forth A more precise conception of “a factor” will be
mtroduced as the argument demands Any smgle productive

process will require some units out of each of the four cate-

gones That is to say, any single process of manufacture, trans-

port, or marketmg must require space, labour, implements, and
directmg control

The above defimtions represent a considerable degree of ab-

straction, but more realistic defimtions, though cumbrous to

handle, would not require any fundamental alteration m the

technique of analysis

3

The following explanations may be found useful for reference

as the argument proceeds

Curves—^The demand curve for a particular com-

modity in a given market represents a hst of the amounts of

that commodity which would be bought at various pnces

(per day or per year, or for any other mterval of tune), all

other conditions remammg unchanged Marshall instructs us to

draw up a demand schedule on the assumption that the prices

ofall other things are fixed This not only outs ofi all hope~bf

HrawnTipi’ reahstic demand curves, but is somewhat AlogicaQu

itself A change in the actual price of a commodity will alter the

demand curve for any commodity to which it is a nval or to

which it IS supplementary This change m demand will alter

their prices unless they are produced under constant supply

pnce for the relevant amounts Marshall’s method therefore

would apply only m two cases Firstly, m the case of a com-

modity which had no rivals and was not used jomtly with any

other, and smcem the last resort all uses of money are rivals to

each other m so far as they are not co-operative, and co-opera-

tive in so far as they are not rival, such a commodity would be

impossible to find Secondly, it would apply to one commodity

provided that all others were produced under constant supply

pnce, a situation which we would not expect to find The proper

course istbat suggested by ProfessorPigo^ ^ to assume,

pq7;^rhg~tT^onditions_of supply of aU pthep co 9̂ (^ties to

be''Sxed~TSus still leaves of course many difficulties, but tne

usefulness of such a method is far wider

1 Economic Essays and Addresses, p 64
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The phrase %7idvoidu(il demand curve means, not the demand

curve of an mdmdual buyer, but the demand curve ior the

product of an individual firm Comphcai^ns are introduced into

the problem of the mdividual demand curve by the existence of

advertismg, but these have been ignored It may be assumed

that~e^enditure on advertisement necessary to mcrease the

sales of alirm can be treated as equivalent, from the point of

view of the entrepreneur, to a reduction m price having the

same effect npnn sales ^

ISTan~i^uatrv which is conducted m conditions of imperfect

competition a certain difficulty arises from the fact that the m-
diyidual demand curve for the product of each of the firms com-

posmg it mil depend to some extent upon the pnee pohey of the

others Thus if one raises its price the demand curves for the

others will be raised This may cause them to raise their prices

also, and the nse m their price will react upon the demand for

the commodity of the first fiim In drawmg up the demand
curve for any one firm, however, it is possible to take this efieot

mto account The demand curve for the mdividual firm may be

conceived to show the full effect upon the sales of that firm

which results from any change in the pnee which it charges,

whether it causes a changem the pnees charged by the others or

not It IS not to our purpose to consider this question m detail

Once the demand curve for the firm has been drawn, the tech-

mque of analysis can be brought mto play, whatever the assump-
tions on which the demand curve was drawn up

It IS frequently convement to refer to a demand curve as the
average revenue, curve of a seller

Supply Curves—^The supply curve of a commodity shows, for

each amount of the commodity, the price per unit which it is

necessary to pay m order that that amount of it shall be pro -

duced The notion of a supply curve presents innumerable
difficulties, some of which are disoussed m the following chap-
ters A short-period supply curve may have a defimte mea-mng

,

but the notion of a long-penod supply curve represents a high
de^ee ol abstraction from real conffifaons The Tnqin diffir-nlt-y

arises from the fact that, m actual oases, costs of production,
^ But Bee Kahn, Bconomto Joumol, December 1932, p 060, and Shove, “ The

Imperfection of the Market”, Economic Journal, March 1933, p 114, for a
comphcation which ib introduced into the analyBiB by the existence of market-
ing coats

O
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and therefore the supply pnce of the commodity , do not denend
purely upon the amount that is being produced at n.r>y moment
but will be influenced by the post history of the industry ^ The
conception of a curve which shows a uniqiio rfllatinnaTiiji

tween the amount of output and its supply pnce is tharfiforfl

highly unreal In onr abstract analysis, however, we make use
of this unreal conception The cost curves which we employ are
not historical curves showing at what costs actual oul^uts are
produced, they show the effect upon costs of an alteration m
output, all other conditions remaining unchanged Changes m
the techmque of production entailed by a change m the scale of

output are admitted, but changes m techmque which arise from
invention or the apphcation of new methods which might equally
well have been apphed to a different scale of production are not
an element in the cost curve, but alter the position of the whole
curve ®

The output of an mdustry is mcreased by the addition of m-
divisible umts of the factors, for mstance by the entry of a new
firm Thus a supply curve, whether it is nsmg, falling, or con-

stant, will contain small waves, but when the output of the

mdustry requires a large number of umts of the factors these

waves may be neglscted

Time—^Many of the moat formidable difficulties of economic

analysis are connected with“*time These will be glanced at

as occasion anses in the course of the argument, but for

the most part we shall be obhged to leave them on one side

Upon the side of supply we shall suppose that production is

earned on by firms which arem conditions of static equihbrium

On the side of demand, we assume that when we are deahng

with mdividual demand curves it is permissible to represent

them m two dimensions We ignore, that is to say, the fact that

the pnce charged at any one moment may alter the position of

the demand curve m the future It may be objected that this

is an unnecessary restriction and that it would be possible to

draw a long-penod demand curve connecting each pnce with

the amount that will be sold when that pnce has had tune to

exercise its full effect upon demand But this would not serve

our turn If an mdividual seller knows that a high pnce at the

1 C3f MorshoII, Pri7ictplea, p 808

* See Pigott, Economtea of Welfare, p 218
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present time will lead to a lower demand curve in the future he

has a choice between a higher profit now, with less profit m the

future, and a lower profit now with more profit m the future

What we require is not a long-penod two-dimensional demand
curve but a curve showing, at each point, the discounted future

rate of selhng which may be expected at each price This con-

ception IS distressmgly vague, smce it involves both the guess-

work of the producer as to the future effect upon sales of his

present pnce pohcy and the rate at which he discounts future

prospects, but it is obviously some such conception which an
intelhgent entrepreneur must have m mind when he is deciding

what pnce pohcy to adopt In the course of the following argu-

ment these comphcations will be ignored, and we shall assume
that it IS legitimate to make use of a two-dimensional demand
curve, without mquirmghow it is drawn up These difi&culties do
not anse m coimection with the demand curve for the output of

a competitive mdustry, they apply only to the mdividual de-
mand curve

Shapes of Curves—^In the following pages the convention is

adopted of descnbing a curve as concave when it is concave
from above, that is to say, when its convex side is towards the
X axis, and as convex when it is convex from above and its

concave side is towards the x axis *

The greater part of this book is written in very technical
language This makes it possible to put forward the results in a
precise and condensed manner, but it is important at every
stage to retranslate the techmcal language into terms of com-
mon sense When a demand curve is descnbed as concave or
cffi^x, this means, m the former case, that a given absolute
fall m pnce mduces a larger and larger absolute increase in the
amouriTiad as the price falls, and in the latter, that the
response of sales becomes leas and less as nncn falls

It seems on the whole probable that the demand curve of an
mjjmdual buyer for most ordmary commoditi^ will be convex,
smce it IS likely that lus demand will usually reacli satura-
tion at a positive price, so that the lowest part of the demand
curve is vertical Thus the demand curve of a whole market

1 In tho hmguago of tho diflorontiol ciiloulua, a curve will bo dcaonbod m
concave ^ is positive and oa convex d0 w negative Cf Figs 17 and 48
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for ajiy commodity is only likely to be concave when the mn-rW
IS composed of individuala of cblfering wealth, so that a fall m
pnce not only induces those who, at a higher pnce, consume
some of the commodity to buy more, but also mduces new
buyers to come mto the field The same effect would he pi^
duced if the taste for the commodity was unequally diHf.nbnt^H

amongst tbe buyers The concavity of the demand curve wiU be

increased if each successive group of buyers with a smaller in-

come, or with less desire for the commodity, is larger than the

group before it, so that a larger number of new buyers are

attracted to the commodity by each successive fall m price

The demand curve is likely to be convex if the market is com-

posed of buyers all alike m wealth and m their taste for the

commodity, and it is likely to be convex over the range where

the price is so low that even the poorest and least ardent

buyers purchase some of the commodity

In an imperfect market, where the imperfection is due to

transport costs, and where the buyers ar^venly distributed

over the area concerned, the demand curve for each mdividual

producer is likely to be concave, smce each successive drop m
pnoe-bEarged by any one of them wiE cause a wider rmg of

customers to buy from the firm which makes it On the other

hand, when there is a dense population of buyers m the neigh-

bourhood of each separate firm, and a sparse populationm the

rp.yinna between them, the demand curve for the mdiyidual firm

w& tend to be convex, since as the price is first reduced below

the level at which The firm sells nothmg, buyers from its own

nmgEbourEood will be attracteaboTitm large numbers, but each

succeedmg reduction m pnce will meet with a smaller and

pT»n.l1flr response as the output of the firm penetrates further

^ and further afield, imtil it begins tomvade the denselypopulated

regions around the nval firms Similar considerations will apply

when the imperfection of the market is due to preferences on the

part of groups of buyers for particular firms In every the

shape of the demand curve can be mterpreted m the hght of

the conditions which affect it

Similarly the slmpes of the cost curvesjgilLdfipePiLi^poil^

conditions of production For instance the supply curve of a

perfectly oompetltibElnduBtry will be concave when economes

of large-scale production occur at a duninishmg rate as output
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mcreases, or when the increase of costs due to the existence of

a scarce factor occur at an increasing rate This is the state of

affairs which we should normally expect to find, but a convex

supply curve, on which costs faU at an increosmg rate or nse

at a falhng rate, is not impossible

A curve is a straight line when a given absolute change in

cost for all amounts of output There is no reason to expect that

such curves are to be found in any actual case, but they provide

us "With an analytical device of which we shall make great usem
the succeeding argument
The Entrepreneur—In the foUowmg pages the entrepreneur

IS personified and referred to as an individual But in a jomt-

stock company no single individual is responsible for the final

control of the firm Responsibility rests nommally upon the

shareholders, whereas actual control is commonly left entirely

to the directors, and the mitiation of the concern may have
been due to a company promotor Moreover, the “reward of

the entrepreneur” may not be received by the individuals who
actually carry out the functions of entrepreneurship The
pohey of the concern will be dictated by its most influential

directors, while the resulting profits or losses will fall to the
shareholders These complications are hero disregarded, and
the entrepreneur is treated as an indivisible unit of control
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THE GEOMETRY

1

The first tool required for the monopoly analysis of value is a
pair of curves, marginal and average The conceptions of average
and margmal value can be apphed to costs of production, utihty,
revenue, the productivity of factors of productions, and so
forth 1 In the present chapter we shall for purposes of illustra-

tion call the quantities under discussion cost and output, but
the discussion can be apphed equally to any other two quantities

of which one is determmed by the value of the other

cost represents the rate at which total cost mcreases as output

increases, thus the margmal cost of n umts of output is the total

cost of n mmus the total cost of (ti - 1) Average cost is the total

cost of n umts of output divided by n It is therefore possible, if

the average costs of any two successive amounts of output are

known, to calculate the margmal cost Thus ‘

^ Some parts of the technical apparatus set out m this chapter are derived

from the work of Professor Pigou (see Appendices, Bconomica of Welfare) The
algebraical formulation of the relations of margmal and average curves (p 36)

IS derived from Mr Harrod (
‘'The Law of Decreasmg Costs’ EconomtoJoumdl,

December 1931} Other writers, to whom I am not myself mdebted, have pub
hshed parts of the apparatus at various times, eg Dr H v Stackelberg

(“Grundlagen einar remer Kostentheorie”, Zettschrift ftir Natxonaldkonomie,

May 1932), Prof Amoroso, ("La curva statica di ofierta”, Oiomale degU

Eeonomtatx, 1930), Dr E Schneider {Retne Theorte monopohsttseher Wtti

achaftaformen and “Das Verteilungs und Eostenproblem m emer vertnisteten

Industrie’’, Sehmollera Jahrbuch, vol 19), Prof T O Yntema ("The Induence

of Dumpmg on Monopoly Price”, Journal of Pohttcal Economy, December

1928)
• In this numerical illustration considerable changes m amount (-j^^, tj*

etc ) are shown, for the sake of clarity, but such large changes introduce an

The reader who ta acquainted wUh the elementa of marginal analysis ts re

commended to use this chapter for reference as U ta required Other readers are

recommended to study the firat two aectiona, and to return to the more complicated

reUttionahips displayed in the remaining sections at a Utter stage

26
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Units ol Output. Average Cost Total Cost Marginal Cost

10 20 200 —
11 21 231 31

12 22 264 33

13 23 299 35

• or

Units of Output Average Cost Iota) Cost
.

Marginal Cost

10 20 200

11 19 209 9

12 18 216 7

13 17 221 6

The first example shows nsmg costs, the second falling costs If

costs are constant, margmal and average coat are equal Thus

Units of Output
1

Avenge Cost Total Cost Marginal Coat

10 M
11 msM 20
12 20 mm 20

If marginal cost is greater than average cost, average cost must
be nsmg For if it costs more to add, say, a 12th umt to out-

put than the average cost of II, the average cost of 12 will be
higher than the average cost of II Similarly jf marginal cost is

less than average cost, average cost must be falling, for of it costs

less to produce a 12th umt than the average of 11, then the
average cost of 12 will be leas than the average cost of 11 To
maintam the average at the same level, the marginal cost of the
12th umt must be as great as the average cost of the 11 umts
Thus, so long as margmal cost is greater than average cost,

average cost mcreases with output, and so long as margmal
cost 18 less than average cost, average cost is faUmg If margmal
cost is equal to average cost, average cost is constant But it is

inaccuracy into the calculation. More precisely, margmal cost la only equal
to the mcrease m total cost, due to an increment of output, divided by
the mcrement of output, if the mcrement is infinitesimal Margmal cost
_d (total cost)

d (output)
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possible for average cost to be falling while marginal cost is

rising, and vtce versa If the rate of fall of average cost

as output increases, it is possible that, after a certam pomt,
margmal cost will begin to nse Thus

Units of Output Aventse Cost Total Cost Marginal Cost

8 22 176 a..

9 21 189 13

10 20 200 11

11 19 209 0

12 18i 222 13

13 m 237J 16i
14 m 263J 16i

2

These relationships can be represented diagrammatically by

means of marginal and average curves According to the usual

convention, output is measured on the v axis and cost per unit

(average or marginal) on the y axis As we have seen, so long as

the margmal curve hes below the average curve, the average

curve must be falling, and so long as the marginal curve hes

above the average curve, the average curve must be nsmg If

the average curve is at first falling and then nsmg, the margmal

curve wiU cut the average curve at its lowest point, for the

average curve can only fall wMe the marginal curve hes Wot

It, and only nse while the margmal curve hes above it Similarly.
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if an average curve is at firstnsmg and then falling, the marginal

curve will cut it at its highest pomt
The two curves must leave the y axis at the same pomt, smce

the average and margmal cost of an indefimtely small output

are the same

It 18 possible, as we have seen, to calculate margmal cost

if the average coats of two successive outputs are known, or

m other words, if the slope of the average cost curve is

known But m order to derive average coat from margmal

cost it 18 necessary to know the course of the margmal curve

up to the outputm question We can find the total cost of n
units if we can calculate the cost of 1 umt, pfus the additional

cost of the 2nd, the additional cost of the 3rd, and so

forth up to the additional cost of the nth unit The total cost

of any output is thus shown by the area lymg below the curve

of margmal coats for aU outputs up to the output m question

Then, by dividmg by n, we can find the average cost

3

We must now explore the geometncal relationships between
these two curves The fundamental relationshipbetweenaverage

and margmal curves is that for any given output (OQm Pig 3)
the area lymg below the margmal curve (AEQO) is equal to
the rectangle (BDQO) subtended by the average curve
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From this it is possible to deduce the folio-mug relationships

If the curves are straight hues, a perpendicular from any pomt
on the average curve to the y axis -mil be bisected by the
marginal curve

Dra-vv DB and DQ perpendicular to the y and x axes re-

spectively from a point D on the average curve

Let the margmal curve out DB m C and DQ m E
Let the margmal and average curves cut the y axis m A
It IS required to prove that BC =»CD
The area BDQO =the area AEQO, smce each is equal to

the total cost of the output OQ
AABC =ACDE m area

But AB =AD =a nght angle

And the opposite angles at C are equal

AABC =ACDE m all respects

BC«0D

Thus BC IS equal to half BD By the same proof it follows

that AB is equal to DE This is eqmvalent to saymg that, for

straight Imes, the rate of fall (or rise) of the marginal curve is

twice the rate of fall (or rise) of the average curve

There is no reason to expect that the curves mth which we

shall have to deal should be straight bnes, but the simple case

of straight line curves enables us to discover the fundament^ ,

relationships upon which all the geometry of margmal and

average curves is built up We can already make some useful

deductions from them First of all, mthout leaving the reato of

straight-hne curves, we can see from the above proof that wo
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or more straight-Lne average curves cut at a point, the corre-

sponding marginal curves out haH-way from the y axis and on •

the same honzontal level

In Eig 6, the margmal curves all cut in C, and BC is equal

to CD

When we are dealmg with the analysis of monopoly we often

need to consider the behaviour of two or more pairs of average

and margmal curves This relationship between pairs of straight-

hne curves will then be of service

4

Further, the fundamental relationships set out above provide

uswith a very simple diagrammatic method of denving margmal
from average curves When the curves are straight hues the

method is obvious We know that the perpendicular drawn from
any pomt on the average curve to the y axis is bisected by the

margmal curve, so that when the average curve is known the

correspondmg margmal curve can immediately be drawn When
the average curve is not a straight Ime the case is more comph-
cated The method for denvmg the margmal curve from it

depends upon the fact that the margmal value correspondmg to

any pomt on the average curve is the same as the margmal
value correspondmg to the tangent at that pomt This must be
the cose, smce the rate of change of cost is the same at this pomt
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on the tangent and on the curve, and when we are calculatmg
the increasem total cost due to a small mcrease of output at this
pomt it IS a matter of indifference whether we calculate the
mcrease from the curve or from the tangent
Margmal value can therefore be derived from average value

as follows

Let AD be the tangent to an average curve at D
Draw DB and DQ perpendicular to the y and x axes

respectively

The margmal cost for the output OQ is the same for the

curve to which AD is the tangent at D, and for the tangent

itself

Let AE bisect BD m C and cut DQ m E
Then, treatmg the tangent AD as an average curve, AE is

margmal to it Hence the margmal curve passes through B
This device of drawmg a margmal curve to a tangent wiU

be of service m the succeedmg argument AE may be de-

scribed as the correspondent to the tangent at D
AB equals DE and QE isthemargmal cost of the outputOQ

We are now provided with a method of finding the margmal

curve correspondmg to an average curve of any shape In

order to construct a diagram it is not necessary to draw the

correspondent (AE) to the tangent, for we know that the dis-

tance AB (m the above diagram) is equal to the distance DE

Thus by drawmg a tangent at any pomt on the average curve,
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we can immediately find the oorrespondmg pomt on the mar-

gmal curve To find the point on the margmal curve correspond-

mg to a pomt on the average curve, draw a tangent to the

average curve at that pomt and a perpendicular from the pomt

to the y axis The margmal curve will he below the average

curve by the distance cut off on the y axis (AB) by the tangent

and the perpendicular

By this means, we can follow an average curve whatever its

shape, and draw the oorrespondmg marginal curve at all pomts

It follows from the fact ti[iat tiie margmal value oorrespondmg

to any pomt on an average curve is the same for the curve and

for its tangent at that pomt that if a number of average curves

are tangential to each other at a certam pomt the oorrespondmg

margmal values must be the same for all the curves That is to

say, at the output at which the average curves are tangential,

the margmal curves must cut

Fio 7

In Eig 7, the three average curves Ai, A^, and Ag have a
common tangent (AD) at D
The margmal value QE (which is equal to QD minus AB) is

the same for all the curves and for the tangent, and the
margmal curves out each other m E

Further, it can be seen that if two average curves, instead of
touchmg, cut each other at any pomt, D, then the TnaTginnl
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cu^e corresponding to the less elastic cnive must cut the hueOQ below the point at which it is cut by the marginal curve cor-responding to the more elastic average curve, and the niarffmal
curves must cut each other to the left of the hue DQ

6

The relationship between a particular average curve and the
correspondmg margmal curve will depend upon the elasticity i of
the average curve When the average curve is nsmg the margmal
values must be positive whatever the elasticity of the curve,
and when the average curve is falhng. but its elasticity w
greater than umty, so that an increase in output leads to an
mcrease m total cost, the marginal values must be positive, but
if the elasticity of the average curve is equal to unity, so that
total costs are unchanged by an mcrease m output, niB.rgiTifti

cost IS equal to zero, and if the average curve has an elasticity

6«=oo

of less than umty the correspondmg margmal curve will show
negative values *

* Soe p 18 for the definition of elasticity
* Wo have so far taken our examples from cost curves, and if the average

curve which wo are considermg shows the costs of output to any husmess uiut

it IS impossible that it should have an elasticity of less than unity, for it is

impossible for the total cost of a greater output to be loss than the total cost

of a smaller output But wo are here studying the relationships of margmal and
average curves as such, only taking cost curves as an example for the sake of

convomenoo The fact that when on average curve is inelastic the margmal
values aro negative is of importance when wo come to consider average and

margmal revenue (see p 53, below)
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The case for straight hues is illustrated m Eig 8

For any average curve the elasticity is infinite where it cuts

the y axis, and at that point the piarginal curve coincides with

it The elasticity is zero where it cuts the x axis The dasticity is

unity for a straight line at the half-way point Above this point

the average curve is elastic, and the marginal values are posi-

tive, below it the average curve is melastie, and the marginal

values are negative

It 18 possible to see, quite generally, how the exact vertical

distance between the margmal and average curves wiU depend

on the elasticity of the average curve The greater the elasticity

of the average curve at a given pomt, the closer will the mar-

gmal curve he to it

Thus, m Fig 6 above, the greater the elasticity at a given

pomt D, the smaller will be the slope of the tangent AD, the

smaller will be the distance AB, and the nearer will E he to D
If the average curve is perfectly elastic, it wiU he parallel to the

X axis, the margmal curve wdl comcide with it, and costs will

be constant The extra cost of producmg one more umt at each

point IS then equal to the average cost of the output at that and
every other pomt
The relationship between average value, marginal value and

elasticity can be precisely formulated
[Fcotnott continued]

An average cost curve of rant eleaticity is not theoretically impossible If
the outlay noceasary to produce the numnmm unit of output vrill serve lor an
indefinitely large output without any additional cost, we should have an
average cost curve of the form of a rectangular hi^erbola, and the marginal
curve would coincide with the y and x axes Sroadcastmg to various numbers
of hateners might, perhaps, afford an example of such an average cost curve
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9) Let PM be the average value for any output OM, and CM
the marginal value

Draw a tangent to the average curve at P to cut the y,axis

m A and the x axis m E
PE

Then the elasticity^ of the average curve at P is

AP
Now the triangles APE and PEM are similar

AP“ AE
But AE=PC

the elasticity at P =PM
PC

average value

average value - margmal value

If elasticity is c, average value A and margmal value M,

then 6 == X— =M— and M =A
A-M e-1 e

Erom this formula the ratio of the margmal to the average value

can be deduced as soon as the elasticity of the average curve is

known Thus, for instance, if the average curve is a rectangular

hyperbola asymptotic to the axes, so that elasticity is equal

to unity for all outputs, then the margmal value is zero for

all outputs, that is to say, the margmal curve comcides with

the axes If the elasticity of the average curve is equal to m-

finity, ! is equal to umty, and the average and margmal

e

values are equal

Ife=2,M=iA,
if € =1, M = -A, and so forth

The elasticity of a nsmg curve is regarded as negative ® For

a nsmg curve the margmal value is greater than the average

value

Thus if e = - M =3A,

if g ea - 1, M =2A,

if e « - 2, M =fA, and so forth

whether the elasticity of a nmg ou^e
^“"of'afaUmg^ouvre’

provided that it is treated as of opposite sign to the elasticn-y oi a lamus
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6

Next we must show the relationship of margmal and average

curves in certam pecuhar cases These are of importance, both

because they contribute to an understanding of the general

relationships, and because they will be necessary to us m our

Jl/
,

JIf
, I t

Fio 10 Fia 11

subsequent analysis For instance, if average cost remains con-

stant up to a certam pomt and then begins to nse gradually, the
margmal curve will diverge from it gradually (Fig 10) If the
average curve begins to nse suddenly it will be said to contain a

Fiq 12

Jcxnk} and the margmal curve will contam a discontmmtv
(Fig 11)

* The existence of a lank m a curve entails a discontinuity m its slope

D
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Su^arly a kmk may occur m a fallmg average curve K W
instance the slope of the average curve, which haa hithertobeen falhng steadily, suddenly diminishes, as m Eig 12 themargmal curve will nse discontmuously and then pursue ifo)
normal course

^

If the slope of the average curve suddenly mcreaaes (as m
Eig 13), the margmal curve wiU faU discontmuously

The presence of a kmk m the average curve may be regarded
as an extreme example of the case where the slope of the curve

undergoes a rapid change over a small range of output, and
where the margmal curve without any actual discontmmty
nses or falls very steeply over this range

7

There is one further possibihty which we have not yet con-

sidered Margmal cost may be constant while average cost is

falhng This will occur when cost is composed of two elements,

a sum which vanes directly with output and a fixed sum which

does not vary with output at aU This is clearly seen m the

famihar example of the die and medals Suppose that a die costs

£100, and that to strike a medal from it coste £1 Then margmal

and average costs would be as follows
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Medals Total Cost Averase Cost Maielnal CosL

£ £ £

1 101 101 —
2 102 61 1

3 103 34i 1

4 104 26 1

100 200 2 1

In this case marginal oost is constant and average cost falls

as output increases The average curve is a rectangular hyper-

bola subtendmg an area equal to the fixed cost (£100 m the

above example) and the margmal cost curve is a horizontal hne

to which the average curve is asymptotic ^

Curves of this type are useful m the analysis of short-penod
cost, where overhead expenses represent a fixed element and
prime costs a vanable element When average prime cost is

constant for the relevant amounts of output the situation

illustrated in the above diagram will occur

8

We must now return to the study of curves of a simpler type
We found, in Section 3, that when an average curve is a straight
line, a perpendicular drawn from it to the y axis, at any pomt,
IS bisected by the marginal curve The corresponding relation-
ships, when the curves are not straight hnes, can also be dis-
covered

If a falhng average curve is concave,* the perpendicular is cut
by the margmal curve to the left of its middle point

^ The marginal cost curve must be regarded as comciding with the yat zero output, and aa meeting the average cost curve at infinity
* See p 23
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Draw the tangent to an average curve at any point P
Then the correspondent^ cuts the marginal curve vertically

below P m C
Draw BC parallel to the x axis, to cut the y axis m B, the
marginal curve in C, the tangent m N, and the average
curve m I) Then BC «CN ®

Smce the curve is concave, I> must he outside BN
CD>CN

But CN =BC
BC<^BD

If a concave average curve is nsmg, the tangent will he to the

nght of the curve, so that BC is greater than ^BD If an average

curve is fallmg, but convex, BC is greater than ^BD, and if the

curve IS nsing, but convex, BC is less than ^BD The ratio of

BC to BD depends upon the slope and the curvature of the

average curve ®

1 See p 32 * Soo p 30
* An approximato voluo of the ratio can bo obtained as follows for the case

whore the curvature is small

Lot the correspondent to the average curve at

D cut BD in L so that BL =LD
If y =f(x) 18 the equation of the average curve,

the slope of the correspondent is 2f'{x) (p 30)

The equation of the maiginal curve is

y =f(x) +xf'(x), and the slope of the maiginal

curve IS 2/'{x)

If/*(x) IS smoll the marginal curve can bo treated

as a straight line between C and E, and it follows

thatFio 16a
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9

In mtioh of what follows we shall have to deal with the inter-

sections of pairs of marginal and average curves The above

propositions help to disclose the relationship between such

intersections When we were studymg straight-hne curves we

found! that if two average curves cut at a pomt, the marginal

curves must necessarily cut each other at a pomt midway
between the y axis and the point of mtersection of the average

curves and on the same horizontal level When the curves are

not straight hues this will no longer be generally true, as the

above relationships will show In each particular case the

(fooinote ronttnucd]

LD_2/'(a:)+»/'(a;)

CD 2S'{x)

= 1 +
2/(*)

2LD-CD
CD

=2?^-

I

CD
Bg-1
CD /'(*)

—— may bo rogardod os a moasuro of tho Gdjusted concovity of tbo avor

age curve

I am mdebted to Mr B F Kahn for thiB proof
* See p 30
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results will depend upon the ad^vsted concamUea of the curves
which determme the ratios of BC to BB

(Fig 16
)

Let two falling average curves, Ai and A^, cut at D
Draw BD parallel to the x axis

Let the corresponding marginal curves, and M^, cut BD
m Cl and Gj, and cut each other in R

Then if the average curves are concave, BCi and BOg are both

less than ^BD, and if they are convex, BCj and BOg are both

greater than ^BD
It IS therefore clear that when the average curves are concave,

the pomt R, at which 31^ and cut each other, may either he

above BD at a horizontal distance from the y axis of less than

^BD, or below BD at a distance which may be less than, equal

to, or greater than ^BD And when the average curves are

convex, the pomt R may either he below BD at a distance from

the y axis of more than ^BD, or above BD at a distance which

may be less than, equal to, or greater than ^BD Li the same

way it can be shown ^ that if a convex average curve is falling

and a concave average curve rising, the point of intersection of

the marginal curves must be more than midway from the y

axis, but the level may be above or below the level of the pomt

of intersection of the average curves, and so forth Thus the

relationships between poire of curves of all possible shapes can

be denved from the propositions set out in Section 8

10

It is further necessary to consider the movements of curves

We shall be mainly concerned with changes m the position of

average curves These may be of various types An averap

curve may be raised so that its slope, at a given output, is the

same as before The tangents, at that output, are then paraUel

Or it may retain the same slope at anygiven pnce The tangents,

at that pnce, are then parallel Or the curve may move m such

a way that its elasticity, either at a given output or at a ^ven

pBce; B the same as before, m wh.oh ease its dope w# be

diSerent “ H the elasticities are the same at one output, it can

. Th» teodot eascqaemlod mth the

th„ nnd the following dope ond do.
* For a reader unacquainted with the relationship uetwoon mopo
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be shown that the tangents, at that on^^ut, wiE meet on the

X n-THH Similarly, if the elasticities are the same at one pnce, the

tangents, at that pnce, will meet on the y axis ' Average curves

which stand m tins relationship to each other will he found of

servicem the succeeding argument, and it is convement to have

a name for them Two average curves which have the same

elasticity at a givenpnce are described as tso-dastic&t that pnce

Average curves, of course, may also move m any other way,

so that neither the slopes nor the elasticities are the same at any

pnce or at any output, but the above relations, so to speak,

map out the field of possible changes

11

The use of the geometnoal relationships which have been set

out m this chapter will become dear m succeedmg chapters

They will be apphed to vanous problems and reference will be

made to them at many pomts m the following argument At

the same time, as our analysis proceeds, some further relation-

ships will be required, and will be deduced, as occasion arises,

from the propositions contamed m this chapter

tioity the following exercise may be usefol Consider two parallel straight

Ime fallmg curves The slope of these two curves is the same A Ime through
the origm will cut the two curves at pomts of equal elasticity A line per
pendicdar to the x axis will cut the higher curve at a pomt of greater elasti

city than the lower curve Conversely a line perpendicular to the y axis will

cut the lower curve at a pomt of greater elasticity than the higher curve
^ The converse of this proposition is proved on p 68, below
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CHAPTER 3

MONOPOLY BQTHLIBRnjM

1

The first problem to be solved is the determination of the out-

put of the mdividual seller, given his costs of production, and

given the conditions of demand for his commodity

The problem may be considered either from the pomt of view

of the short period, or the quasi-long period In the short period

the productive equipment of the firm is fixed, and partoFSie

cost of production is fixed irrespective of 'output The costs

which need not beincurred if nooutput is produced (forinstance,

the cost of labour, raw matenal, and power) are known as prime

costs In the quasi-long penod the productive equipment is con-

ceived to be adapted to changes of output, and all costs except

the minimum reward of the~entrepreneur may vary with out-

In the true long penod the firm itself may be created or may
disappear

The cost curve which will be relevant to this mquiiy is the

curve of margmal cost to the mdividual firm

The curve of margmal cost may be adapted to deal with
short penod or quasi-long penod problems, and from the pomt
of view of a firm alreadym existence long-penod and quasi-long-

penod margmal costs are the same The difierence between the

longpenodandthe quasi-long penod onlyansesfrom thefactthat
m the long penod the number of firms produomg a given com-
modity may alter, whilem the quasi-long penod it cannot alter ^

In given conditions of demand, pnce and output will be
determmed by marginal cost, and the fenction of average cost

will be to showwhether, with a given pnce and output, the enfae^

^ See p 92, below

* A reader not xntereeled tn technique ta recommended to omit Secltona 5 and
6 and the latter part of Section 7

47
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preneur is eammg a profit or not, and therefore whether he will

continue to produce As^ong^ he continues in business aTall
the level of average cost will not affect the amount of his output
The importance of average costs in determining the profit-

abihty of production often leads, hy a confusion of thought, to

^ the view that they are also important, in a given situation, m
detennmmg pnce For instance, busmess men often complam
that some foreign rival has an advantagem competition because

his overhead costs are lower It is true that a film whose over-

head costs are low will be able to survive when low prices are

rulmg, while one with high overhead costs would be rmned, but

as long as both contmue to produce, the pnce is unaffected by
the overhead costs

A more sophisticated observer would be accustomed to look

not at average total cost but at prime cost, as influencmg pnce

at any moment Yet clearly it is not average but margmal prune

cost that governs short-penod pnce Thus^he rule that pnce is

governed by margmal cost apphes equally m the short penod,

when productive capacity is fixed, and in the quasi-long penod,

when it may be altered) In the short penod margmal total cost

18 simply marginal pnme cost, for it is only pnme cost which

alters when output alters The distmction between pnme and

overhead costs is thus not of much sigmficancem itself it is the

distinction between average and marginal cost that is im-

portant, whatever the penod may be which is imder discussion

Marginal cost may either fall or nse, as output increases, or

it may be constant In general we should expect that marginal

cost for an mdividual concern would at first fall, and then nse

or remam constant as output increases This is likely to be true

\^ether the technique of productim is adapted to the change

in output or not In the quasi-long penod, when the techmque

of production may be altered, there are likely to be economies of

large-scale production When there are no further economies of

large scale to be gamed from an increase m output, then, m the

absence of scarce factors, marginal costs will be constant, so

X Average prime cost « important m determining

equipment) a busmesa will produce eomotbing or nothing in a y gi

ditions of demand
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long as it IS possible for the entrepreneur to increase his output

without incurring diseconomies of large-scale management Or
margmal cost may be constant for a certain range of output if

there is an exact balance between the economies and dis-

economies entailed by increasmg output After a certain point

diseconomies of large scale may outweigh the economies, and
marginal costs may nse ^

In many cases when marginal cost is constant, or even
ri^ng, average cost will be falling There will always be a fixed

element in total cost, the reward of the entrepreneur, and in

many types of production, such as railways, the distribution of

gas, or wireless broadcastmg, the TniniTmim unit of plant neces-

sary for the smallest output has a very large capacity In
such cases average coats must necessarily he falling, over a
considerable range, with increases of output, and this has led

some writers to suppose that in such c^es pnce must neces-

sarily fall with increases of demand ® But this is a false deduc-
tion, for the fact that average cost is fallmg does not entail

that margmal cost is fallmg, and it is margmal cost which de-
termines output and price m any given situation

A similar type of case is frequently met with m the short
period when the capacity of the plant in existencem an mdustry
IS m excess of the output which is bemg produced, for the
margmal prime cost is often constant up to capacity output
Consider, for instance, the case of a cotton mill which is workmg
under capacity owmg to a dechne m demand Either the whole
mill maybeworkedforafewdays aweek, so that mcreases of out-
put, up to the pomt at wluch a full week is bemgworked without
overtime, bnng about no nsem margmal cost Orthe mill maybe
worked every day, but part of the looms or spmdles may be left
idle, thus, if the madunes are all equallygood, therewill agam be
no rise m margmal cost with mcreases of output up to the pomt
where every machme is m use and further mcreases can only
be made by workmg overtime or by reducmg the number of
machmes tended by each worker In either case margmal cost
will be constant over a considerable range of output ^

* This treatment of the cost curves of a firm is based upon. Mr E A Gxvobmson s Structuvt oj CotnpettiivB
* Eg Matshall, Pnnetplu, p 486
® In the Moond cate, though notm the first, average prune cost will fall withinorooses of output, but this does not affect the argument
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EaUmig marginal costsm the short period are probably not so

common as the frequent claim that an mcrease of output will

lead to a lower pnce would lead us to eapect It is possible,

however, that m some oases-the techmcal efficiency of produc-

tion IS much impaired by workmg an organisation at less than

the output for which it was designed, so that there are falhng

marginal costs up to the designed output This may be the case,

for instance, m the iron and steel mdustnes, where there are

large techmcal economies to be gamed by workmg plant to its

designed capacity In general, however, it may he supposed

that m the short period margmal costs begm to rise at a fairly

low level of output, as a result of the hmitation of plant and

orgamsation, and m any case there must always be some level

of output at which they begm to nse

For OUT present puipose it makes no difference for what

reason costs are constant, or are nsmg or falhng,

though the nature of the average cost curve corresponding to

any given margmal cost curve, and therefore the amount of

profit, would be different m each case And our analysis can

be apphed equally to quasi-long or to short-penod cases pro-

vided that for each problem those curves are drawn which are

relevant to the period under discussion

The demand curve for the output of the individual firm

will normally be falhng Its elasticity wiU depend upon many

factors, of which the chief are the number of other firms selhng

the same commodity and the degree to which substitution

is possible, from the pomt of view of buyers, between

the output of other firms and the output of the firm m
question K there are few or no other firms producmg closely

similar commodities, the distnbution of wealth among buyem,

the conditions of supply of rival commo^ties the cona-

tions of supply of jointly-demanded commodities, and all the

innumerable factors which affect the demand for any

modity will influence the demand curve for the

ducer But when the number of firms producing any one suffi-

ciently homogeneous commodity is large it is the competition of

1 Marshall, Pnnctfies, p 383
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these rival firms 'which "wiU have the preponderatmg influence

upon the demand curve for any one of them The elasticity of

demand for any one of them will he greater than the elasticity

of demand for the commodity as a whole, for although each

producer may have certam customers who prefer, for one reason

or another, to buy from him, a rise m his price "Will dnve some

of them to buy from his competitors before it will drive them to

give up buymg the commodity altogether

When, the number of firms bemg large, so that a change in the

output of any one of them has a neghgible effect upon the total

output of the commodity, the commodity is perfectly homogene-

ous m the sense that the buyera are all alike m respect of their

preferences (or mdifierence) between one firm and its rivals, then

competition is perfect, and the elasticity of demand for the mdi-

vidual firm is mfimte That is to say, any one producer will be

able to sell as much as he pleases at the current market price If

he lowers his pnce, by however httle, he -will be able to capture

the whole market, while if he raises his pnce, by however httle,

he 'Will be unable to sell at all

Perfect competition is never likely to prevail m the produc-

tion of any actual commodity, but it pro'Tides a hmitmg case

of imperfect competition which is of considerable service m
analysis Conditions approximating closely to perfect competi-

tion are likely to occur, for instance, m an orgamsed produce
market, such as the com exchange in a large market to'wn

4

It 18 assumed to be the aim of the producer to fix that pnce
at which the excess of gross receipts or revenue over costs will be
at g maximum He •will achieve this if he regulates output in

such a way that the addition to his total revenue from selling an
additionalumt is exactlyequalto the addition to his costs caused
byproducmg thatumt If he sold one umtless, hewould losemore
of revenue than he saved of cost, and if he produced one umt
more, he would mcur more of cost than he gamed of revenue
The addition to total revenue produced by sebmp an addi-

tional umt of output is murgiTuU revenue ^ The seller is assnTnRd

* This conception is in no way connected with Professor Pigou’s “marginal
demand price" {Economics of Welfare, p 137, note, and p 806)
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always to equate marginal revenue to marginal cost ^emaybe
fionpRivftfl t.f> Hn thin rntbpir-hy PHf.Tmnf.Tng f.ViR demand

the coat of various outputs, or by a process of trial and error ^

For the sake of simphcity the mdividnal producer may be

referred to as a monopolist

The marginal revenue curve of the monopohst is margmal to

the demand curve for hia product, and can be derived from it by

the method shown m Fig 6

The demand curve represents hia average revenue If he can

sell 1000 units at 10s each, lOs is his average revenue for 1000

umts, and his total revenue from sellmg 1000 umts is 10,000s

TTih margmal revenue will be the difference between his total

revenue when he sells 1000 units and 1001 umts As output is

mcreased sellmg pnce is reduced, so that average revenue de-

chnes as output mcreases Margmal revenue will therefore be

less than average revenue Thus

Units
Price

or \veTaBe Bevcnuo
Totil Bevenue Marginal Bevenne

10 20 200 —
11 19 209 0

12 18 216 7

The determination of output can be illustrated thus
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AR 18 the average revenue or demand curve

MR 18 the marginal revenue curve

MC 18 the margmal cost curve

OM IS the most remunerative output, and MP its price

If the demand curve la melastic, margmal revenue "will be

negative ^ Thus

Unlta Price Total Bevenne Maislnal Beventie

20 10 200
9 189 -11

22 8 176 -13

In such circumstances, it would pay the monopohst to con-

tract output, for even if an addition to output costa him
nothmg, his revenue is reduced by each addition to his sales If

the demand curve were melastic throughout its length, it would

pay him best to produce an infinitesimal amount and sell it for
an mfimte pnce A demand curve which contmues to be in-
elastic, however high the pnce, is obviously an absurdity There
must be some pomt at which sales begm to fall off rapidly as
pnce IS raised, and if a monopohst finds himself faced with an
melastic stretch of the demand curve, he will raise pnce until
the demand begins to become elastic (as m Pig 18

)

^ See p 34

E
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If the demand curve is perfectly elastic jrinTginn.] revenue and

MC

An

M
Fio 19

price are equal,^ and the output mil be such that margmal cost

IS equal to pnce (as m Fig 19)
®

5

The nf tbfl Tuonopnly nntpnt will stand in a certam

relation to its margmal cost

If e 18 the elasticity of demand, then we know* that the puce

IS equal to margmal revenue multiphed by — But for the

monopoly output margmal revenue is equal to marginal cost

Thus monopoly pnce is equal to margmal cost multiphed by

^ - This must be true whatever the shape of the cost curve,

€-1
smce margmal revenue will always be equal to margmal cost

to the monopolist, at the monopoly output

The same relationship can be expressed in another form

Let PM be the pnce of the monopoly output, OM, MC bemg

the margmal cost and margmal revenue for the output OM

Let AP be the tangent to the demand curve atP Then the

correspondent AC is margmal to the tangent AP *

» iriB^clear that the marginal method of analysM lyiU produce

same lesults as the method, used by Mai^all, of finding the pnce

area representing “monopoly net revenue" is at a “^™^Sh
,a at a maximum when marginal revenue ^d mar^al

methods can he applied to problems of competition and of mon^^y

MarahaU mtroduoed mto his system of analysis “
monopoly and competition, by competitive prob^^
“margmd” method, and monopoly problems only by the areas
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Tia 20

Draw BO perpendictjlar to the y axis, to cut itm B
Let the tangent AP out BOm E
ThenBC=pEi
AEB and PEC are similar tnangles

CP«iAB
MP«MC+^AB

Alternatively

—

smce MC =OB and AB =OA - OB,
MP=i(0A +MC)

Thus monopoly pnce is equal to the marginal cost of the mono-
poly output plw halE the distance cut off on the y aviB by the
margmal cost of that output and a tangent to the demand curve
at that output Or, alternatively, monopoly pnce is equal to
half the sum of the mtercept of the tangent on the y axis and the
marginal cost This relationship also null prove of service m the
succeedmg argument

6

It remains to consider the amount of monopoly profit, or net
receipts This -will be equal to the"difference betwe^ the area
lymg under the margmal revenue curve (aggregate revenue)
and the area lying under the marginal cost curve (aggregate
costs) Monopoly profit can also be discovered by considering
the average cost curve, which will be introduced at a later stage

^ Seo p 32
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in the argument Monopoly profit is the difference between
average cost and average revenue, multiphed by output Thus

Fio 21

Monopoly profit is equal to the area ACL, and to the area

FPHG, when MH is the average cost of the output OM

It is natural to ob]eot that this method of analysis is highly

artificial Of what use, the readermay ask, to discuss fine pomts

of analysis which depend upon the shapes of demand curves

when no everyday monopolist has any such ideas m his mmd,

and when even the most up-to-date busmesses have only the

vaguest notion of what kmd of demand curves they have to

deal with

It IS true enough that no monopohst will hit upon the exact

point at which his net revenue will be greatest unless he has an

accurate and enhghtened system of cost accountmg and a good

knowledge of the market conditions m which he has to sell But

if the conditions of demand and supply remam constant over a

fairly long period, the monopolist will be able to hit upon the

exact monopoly output merely by balancmg margmal receip

against margmal cost We need not imagme that he is able to

but such oases are probably exceptional
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plot the demand and cost curves throughout their length, but

merely that he can see whether selling a httle more of his pro-

duct than he does at present will morease or decrease his net

gams As long as margmal revenue exceeds margmal cost, there

will be a tendency for him to morease output, and as long as

margmal revenue falls short of margmal cost, there will be a

tendency for bnn to contract output, and he will be m equih-

bnum at the monopoly pomt
It may happen, however, that there are several pomts of

equihbnum, and if he hits upon one of them there will be no

tendency for him to move, even though a greater net revenue
could be gamed at some other pomt
Cases of multiple equihbnum may arise when the demand

curve changes its slope, bemg highly elasfac for a stretch, then
perhaps beconung relatively melastio, then elastic again This
mayhappen, for instance,ma market composed of severalgroups
of consumers each with a different level of mcomes There will be
several ontical pomts at which a declmem pnce suddenly brmgs
the commodity withm the reach of a whole fresh group of con-
sumers BO that the demand curve becomes rapidly more elastic

The margmal revenue curve correspondmg to sudi a demand
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curve may faU and nse and fall agam/ and there wiU be several
pomts of monopoly equilibnum

Moreover, even if the margmal revenue curve falls con-
sistently, the shape of the margmal cost curve may be such
that there are several pomts of equihbnum

OMi and OM2 are possible monopoly outputs, and MiPj

and MjPa are the correspondmg pnces

The net monopoly revenue at each pomt would be different, but

it IS unlikely that any monopolist would have sufficient know-

ledge of the situation to enable him to choose the greatest one

fromamong them If themonopolist had reached oneeqiuhbnum

pomt there would be no mfluence lurmg him towards another at

which his gams nught be greater

If the course of the margmal cost curve and margmal revenue

curve 18 known between the pomts of monopoly equihbnum it

IS possible to judge which of them will yield the largest mono-

poly revenue The net revenue of the monopohst, at any output,

18 the total revenue minus the total costs Now the total revenue

for any output is shown by the area lying below the margmal

revenue curve, and the total costs are shown by the area lying

below the marginal cost curve Thus the difference between the

* See p 38
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net revenues appropnate to OMa and OM^ is shown by the area

(c d e in Pigs 22 and 23) where the marginal revenue curve hes

above the marginal cost curve, minus the area (a b c) where
the margmal cost curve hes above the margmal revenue curve

Any small mcrease of output beyond OM^ will reduce the

monopohst’s revenue, but when he has passed the pomt (c) at

which the margmal curves cut each other for the second time it

will begm to increase agam until he reaches OMa, second

equilibrium pomt The monopoly profit for the output OMj will

be greater or less than for OM^, accordmg as the area c d e is

greater or less than the area a' b c



CHAPTER 4

OHAITGES nr DEMAND

1

The next stage m our inquiry is the study of the effect of

changes in demand upon the pnce charged hy the individual

seller

Monopoly pnce, as we have seen,^ is a function of the marginal

coat of production and the elasticity of demand The effect of a

change m demand upon pnce will therefore depend upon the

changem margmal cost and the change m elasticity of demand *

Let us first consider a case m which margmal costs are con-

stant, so that whatever change m output may be brought about

by a nse m demand there will be no change m margmal cost

lien if the demand curve is raised m such a way that its

elasticity at the onginal pnce is imaltered, the monopoly pnce

will not be changed, the larger output will be sold at the same

pnce as before This can readily be seen from the formula

Pnce =Marginal Revenue x —

—

(where c is the elasticity of

e — 1

demand) In the new position of equihbnum the margmal

revenue must be the same as m the old position, for the marginal

cost is the same, and smce the elasticity of demand at the old

pnce is also unchanged, the pnce will not alter It naturally

follows that, with constant margmal costs, if the demand curve

a The^hole of this analysis is conducted upon the assumption that the

demand curve and the cost curve of the firm are independent of each other,

see p 21, note

* Some of the geometrical argument in this chapter is complicated, but m
results are simple and congenial to common sense The

„
in technique may prefer to omit the geometry and be content with the

only be ofinUrest to readers with an appetite for purely technical quea

60
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bscomes less elastic at the old pnce as it is raised, the price will

nee, and if it becomes more elastic, the price will fall

Two ourvea which have the same elasticity as each other at a

certam pnce are said to be tso-eiastic^ at that pnce It can be

seen that two demand curves will be iso-elastic over a certam

range if the amounts bought, at any value of the pnce withm

that range, are m a constant ratio to each other For elasticity

is measured by the proportionate change in amoimt due to a

certam proportionate change m pnce If at each pnce the

amounts bought are m a constant ratio, the elasticities at each

pnce must be the same The proportionate change from 100 to

105 IS the same as the proportionate change from 200 to 210 If

the market for a certam commodity were mcreased by the

addition of new customers exactlylike the old, the demand curve

would be raised m this way That a nse m demand should leave

the elasticity at the old pnce unaltered is not, therefore, a very

improbable case

If the nse m demand which we are considermg is of this

nature, and margmal costs are not constant, it is clear that the

monopoly pnce will be altered If margmal costs are falhng the

nsem demand will cause the pnce to fall, and if they axe nsmg
it will cause the pnce to nse

We have thus already advanced some waym our mquiry The
results so far obtamed may be summarised thus

If the demand curve is raisedm such a way that the second

demand curve is iso-elastic with the first, the pnce wiU
be mcreased, reduced, or remam the same accordmg as

margmal costs axe nsmg, falhng, or constant

If margmal costs axe constant, and the new demand is

less elastic than the old (at the old pnce), the pnce will

nse, if it IS more elastic, the pnce will faU

Moreover, it is clear that if maxgmal costs axe falhng, the
pnce will remam constant provided that the second demand is

less elastic than the first to an extent sufi&cient to ofltset the faU
m margmal cost If it has more than this elasticity, the pnce wiU
faU, if less, the pncewiU nse If costs axe nsmg, the pnce wUl nse
unless the second demand curve is more elastic than the first to
an extent sufficient to ofiFset the nse m margmal costs

* Seo p 43
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2

It IS thus obvious that in many cases the change m pnce will

be the result of two forces tendmg m opposite directions, for

mstance, when margmal costs are faJlmg but the demand
becomes less elastic It will then be impossible to say immedi-

ately whether the price will nse or fall A further considera-

tion of the problem is therefore necessary

The relationship between the two pnces can be discovered

as follows

Let i?! and Z>a be any two demand curves, bemg the

higher demand curve (this convention will be mamtamed

throughout the present discussion)

LetMC be any margmal cost curve

Let PiMi be the monopoly pnce appropnate to A, and

PjjMa to Da, and let MA and MjCj be the margmal costs of

the outputs OMi and OMa
Let the tangent to D^ at Pj cut the y axis m and tne

tangent to D2 at P2 cut the y axis m A2

Then we know^ that PiM^ =^{OAi +M1C1),

and P2M2 =KOAs+M2C2)

* See p 66
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. PjM:^ -PiMi =f(0A2 -OAi +m:8C2 -m:a)
= i(AiA2 +M2O2 - MiCj)

For MjCi and M2C2 wnte Cj and C2

For AjAa "wnte t

Then the nse in the monopoly pnce due to the nse m
demand from Dj to Dj will he equal to - (cj -Cj)}, that

IS, to half the difference between the mtercepts of the

tangents on the y axis minus half the difference between

the margmal costs of the two outputs

We have now established the fact that a nse m demand wiU

raise or lower price accordmg as f is greater or less than (Cj - Cj)

A general method for testmg m every case whether a nse m
demand will raise or lower pnce can be devised

Through Pj, representmg the monopoly pnce appropnate
to Dx, draw a Ime parallel to the x axis to out D2 P and
to cut the y axis m F Measure the difference between the

margmal cost of the output appropnate to Dj (MiCj or Cj)

and the margmal cost of the output of which MP is the
pnce (MC or c) If costs are constant, this difference will be
zero, if nsmg, it will be negative, if falling (as m Fig 26),

it wiU be positive

Draw the tangent to the curve Dx at Pj, and let it out the

y axis m Aj Take a pomt A on the y axis such that A^A
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equals the difference between the two marginal costs

(cj ~c) If costs are constant, Ai and A coincide, if costs are

rising, A hes below Aj, and if falling, A hes above Aj

We are now able to estabhsh three propositions

If AP is the tangent at P to the new demand curve (Dj),

then MP is the monopoly price appropnate to and the

price 18 not changed by the nse m demand

If AP cuts Da ^ below, then the pnce will be

raised, and if AP cuts at P from above (as in Eig 26),

the pnce will be lowered

These propositions can be proved as follows

PiCi*=AiE»
But PO*PiCi + (Oi-c)

PO=AjE + (ci-c)

=AE
the marginal curve corresponding to AP passes

through C
the marginal curve correspondmg to any curve to

which AP is the tangent at P passes through 0

It immediately follows that if AP is a tangent at P to D,, then

OM IS the output appropnate to Dt and MP the pnce, and

the price is unchanged by the nse m demand If

Dn from below, then the elasticity of Da at P is less than the

elasticity of AP, consequently the margmal revenue curve corre-

spondmg to Da cuts PM below C Hence the output a^ropnate

to Do is less than OM, and the pnce mnst nse If AP cuts Da

from above, then the elasticity of Dg at P is greater than the

elasticity of AP, and the pnce must fall

The direction of the change m pnce thus depends ^on the

elasticity of the new demand curve at the old price, gi

ohanee m margmal cost The exact amount of the new pnce can

only be determmed by considenng the shape of the new ema

curve
1 See p 30
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AP cuts Dj from above, therefore Pg will lie below P The
exact position of Pg will depend upon the shape of Dg

It would be possible to show that when the pnce is raised

by the increase in demand, the nse in pnce will m general

be greater if the new demand curve is concave than if it

is a straight hne with the same slope at the old pnce, and
the nse in pnce will in general be less if the demand curve is

convex The exceptions to this rule involve very pecuhar con-
ditionsm the change ofdemand and veryrapidlyfalhng margmal
cost^ In the cases where the mcrease m demand leads to a
lower pnce, the pnce will be reduced by more for a concave
curve, and by less for a convex curve, except m the unlikely
case when the fallm pnce has occurred m spite of rapidly nsmg
margmal costs Thus, m general, the effect of concavity m the
new demand curve is to enhance either the nse or the fall

mpnce

4

We have so far exammed the effect of a nse in demand upon
pnce, rather than upon output The absolute change in demand
at the old pnce is measured m Fig 26 by the distance PiP, and
when the pnce is unchanged, this will be the mcrease m output

The reader is reoommeiided to illustrate those relationships by drawms
diagrams for them
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In all those cases where pnce falls it is obTious that output must
increase by more than P^P, and m all those oases where the

price IS raised, output must mcrease by less than P^P la

those cases where the pnce will fall it can easily be seen

that the mcrease m output will be greater the greater is the

concaTity of the new demand curve (given its slope at the

old' price) In those cases where the pnce will nse the effect

IS somewhat more comphcated Consider a demand curve

having any given slope at the pomt P Then the greater

the concavity of the demand curve the further to the left will

the corresponding margmal revenue curve cut the hue PjP

(produced to the y axis) Thus if the margmal cost curve cuts

the revenue curve below the Ime P^P, it is certam that

the mcrease m output will be less for a concave demand curve,

and greater for a convex demand curve, than for a straight

Ime havmg the same slope and, m general, the mcrease m out-

put will be less the greater the concavity of the curve But if

the margmal cost curve is falhng so rapidly (relatively to the

demand curves) that it outs the margmal revenue curve above

PiP, It IS possible that the output for a concave curve may be

greater than for a straight Ime, and the output for a convex

curve less It is, however, improbable that a case should occur

m which the price would nse m spite of rapidly falhng margmal

cost We may therefore say, m general, that the effect of con-

cavity 18 to enhance the difference between the actual output

and the mcrease in demand at the old pnce

In some cases the mcrease m demand will actually reduce

output This can easily be seen If the higher demand curve

18 steeper than the lower, the margmal revenue cur^s may cut

each other ^ Then if the margmal cost curve cuts the imr^al

revenue ourvea below their pomt of intersection, the o^nt »p-

propmte to the higher demand carve will he less than that

appropnate to the lower demand curve

. It the dwn.nd aw
“r'iav

rip."-—"m .nac at tS. aid
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5

It remains to discover m vanons 'types of case vrhether price

will rise, fall, or remam constant when demand is mcreased

It IS clear that for any change’ in margmal cost (due to the

changem output) there "wili be a certain changem the elasticity

of demand which will be just sufficient to ensure that the price

remains unchanged If we can isolate, m each case, this ontaoaJ

elasticity of the new demand curve, for which the price would

remam constant, it wiU at once be possible to say in what

conditions the pnce would nse or fall If the new elasticity

at the old pnce is less than this ontical value the pnce will

nse, and if it is more the pnce will fall We shall there-

fore employ the device with which we equipped ourselves in

Section 2 to discover, for vanous types of marginal cost curve,

the nature of the change m demand which wiU mamtain the

pnce unaltered

It 18 possible m the first place to estabhsh by this method the

proposition, enunciated above,^ that when margmal costs are

constant the new demand curve must be iso-elastio with the old

if the pnce is to remain unchanged If margmal costs are con-

stant, (Cj “ c) 18 equal to zero, and A and Aj comcide (see Fig

26) We therefore require to prove that if APj is a tangent to

Dj at 1*1 and AP is a tangent to Dg at P (P^P bemg parallel

to the X axis), then the elasticity of Dg at P is the same as the
elasticity of Dj at Pj

Let APi cut the x axis m Ej, and let AP out itm E
^ See p 61
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Then is the elasticity of at P^, and 5E ig the
PiA PA

elasticity of Z>2 at P

PiA PA
Therefore the elasticities of Dj and (at Pj and P) are

equal

Thus with constant marginal costs the elasticity of demand (at

the old price) has to remain constant if the pnce is to be un-

changed If the elasticity mereases the pnce falls, and if it is

reduced the pnce rises

When margmal costs are nsmg the elasticity of demand must

be mcreased if the pnce is to remain unchanged The extent to

which it must increase will depend on the rate at which costs

are nsmg and the amount of the mcrease m demand Beyond a

certam pomt it will he impossible for the mcrease m elasticity

to be sufficient to mamtam the same pnce, for if the new demand

curve cuts the margmal cost curve at the pomt where the mar-

gmal cost is equal to the old pnce, the pnce must nse unless de-

mand becomes perfectly elastic at that pnce, and if the new

demand curve cuts the margmal cost curve above the old pnce,

the pnce must necessarily nse, no matter how elastic the de-

mand becomes
, ^

When marginal costs are fallmg, the elasticity of demand must

be reduced if the pnce is to remam unchanged, and the amount

by which the elasticity must he reduced will depend upon the

rate of fall of the margmal cost curve and the amount of the

mcrease m demand
,

.

It can be proved that if the rate of fall of the margmal cost

curve 18 less than the slope of the old dem^d c^,
mamtam the same pnce. while the

decrease, the slope of the new demand c^e

tangent at the old pnce) must he less than rf the rid

rate of fall of the margmal cost curve is measured y P

of the chord joining the points correspondmg to the old outpu

a For the relatioca between slope and elosticaty see p 42, note
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if the slope of the demand curve at the old pnce is unchanged

the pnce must nse

Let the tangent to Dj at P cut the y axis in T, and let TP
be parallel to AiPi, the tangent to Dj at Pj
Then, m the case where the slope of CiO is less than the
slope of the parallel tangents AjPj and TP, (Ci -c) will be
less than TAj, and therefore A must he below T It follows

that AP must cut Dj from below, and the pnce must nse

In the same way, it can be seen that if the rate of fall of

margmal costs is greater than the slope of the old demand curve,
then, to mamtam the pnce imchanged, the elasticity of the new
demand must be reduced so much that the slope of the new
demand curve (at the old pnce) is greater than the slope of the
old demand curve

Emally, if the rate of fall of margmal cost is equal to the
slope of the old demand curve (so that the chord of the margmal
cost curve is parallel to the tangent to the old demand curve),
then the pnce will he unchanged if the slope of the demand
curve is unchanged ^

^ The result that "when the elope of the deimmd curve is imchanged the pncc
will nse or fall according as the slope of the marginal cost curve is less or
greatw than the slope of the demand curves was employed (for the case of
straight ^e curves) by Dr Zeuthen in connsotion with a somewhat different
mqmry, but be espieseed it by saymg that the pnce will nse or fall acoordmgM the rate of fall of average costs is less or more than half the rate of fall of theaemand curves Problems of Stonopolf/, p 19

V
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In each case, if the elasticity of demand is not reduced
sufficiently to maantam the old price, the pnce iviU fall, and if

it IS more than sufficiently reduced the price wall use

6

We have so far considered changes m demand m a purely

formal manner The results which we have obtained will only be

of interest if we are able to say what type 'of change m demand

IS likely to be found in actual cases ^

An increase m the demand for the output of an mdividual

firm may come about m various ways Eirstly, there may be an

mcreasem the number of buyers If new buyers are added to the

market and if the separate demand curve of each new buyer is

perfectly melastic, then, if the old buyers continue to act exactly

as before, a constant volume of purchases will be added to the

demand at each pnce, and the slope of the demand curve, at

any pnce, will he unaltered * The new buyers may be supposed,

for mstance, each to take only one umt of the commodity, how-

ever low its pnce falls But this is clearly an unlikely case If the

separate demand curves of the new buyers have any elasticity,

the slope of the demand curve will he reduced And if the

separate demand curves of the new buyers are exactly like those

of the old buyers, then (as we have seen) the slope of the demand

curve will be so much reduced that at each pnce its elasticity is

the same as before In any ease it is impossible that the mere

adffition of new buyers should mcrease the slope of the demand

Secondly, an mcreasem demand may come aliout through an

mcrease in the wealth of the eiostmg group ofJjuyers An

mcreasem wealth is likely to make the demand the mdividual

buyer of any partacnlar commodity less elastic ^us

"aad dl to m mc«aao of weaia » 14dy to the

elasticity of the demand curve, and may reduce the elasticity so

1 The oharaoter of the demand cur^ for

ef »<.aopd«f. p.»

(op ctt pp 16 23)
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much that the slope of the curve is increased An increase in the

taste of the existing buyers for the commodity would have much
the same efEect as'an mcrease m their wealth

Thirdly, an mcreasem the demand for the output of any one

firm may be brought about by the disappearance of nval sellers

Here there are two opposite effects The disappearance of alter-

native sources of supply will tend to make the demand of the

existmg customers of the firm less elastic, but the buyers who
formerly preferred the output of the firms which have now
disappeared may be mdifferent betweem the firms which remain,

and this will tend to make demand for the remainmg firms more
elastic It wiU largely depend upon the number of survivmg
competitors whether the first or second effect will prevail If

only one firm is left m the field, it is almost certain that the
elasticity of demand for its output will be reduced, if many
survive, the elasticity of demand for any one of them is likely

to be mcreased In any case it seems, on the whole, unhkely that
the disappearance of nval firms would reduce the elasticity

of demand sufficiently to increase the slope of the demand
curve

Fourthly, an mcrease m demand may occur because some
nval commodity has become more expensive This will reduce
the elasticity of demand, and may, m some cases, mcrease the
slope of the demand curve

A combmation of these and other factors may produce any
effect upon demand, and it would be rash to say that any sort
of changem a demand curve is impossible, but it appears on the
whole most probable that an mcreasem demand be accom-
panied by a reductionm the elasticity of the demand curve, but
a reduction insufficient to prevent the slope of the curve from
bemg reduced

If we may take, as the common case, an mcrease m dnm n.nd
which reduces both the elasticity and the slope of the demand
curve (at the old pnce), we are able to say which of the possible
effects of a nse m demand upon pnce are likely to be found m
practice

First, when margmal costs are nsmg or constant, smce we
are supposmg that the elasticity of demand wiU be reduced,
pnce must be raised by an mcrease m demand In short-penod
cases margmal costs are on the whole unlikely to be fallmg.
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thus we may say that m the short penod an morease m demand
16 hkely to lead to an morease of pnce

Second, when marginal cost is falling, and the slope of the

margmal cost curve is greater than the slope of the demand
curve m its first position, then (smce we are supposing that the

slope of the demand curve is reduced) the price must fall At

first sight it may appear unrealistic to contemplate a rate of fall

of margmal coat greater than the slope of the demand curve,

but if a particular firm is seUmgm close rivalry with others, the

elasticity of demand for its product may be very great, and

there is no reason to suppose that an impossibly rapid rate of

fall of marginal costs is required to fulfil the condition that the

slope of the margmal cost curve is greater than the slope of the

demand curve

Fmally, if margmal costs are fallmg, but the slope of the

margmal cost curve is less than the slope of the demand curve,

it IS impossible to say whether the pnce wiB nse or fall If the

elasticity were unchanged, the pnce would fall, and if the slope

of the demand curve were unchanged, the price would nse, but

smce we are assummg that both the elasticity and the slope of

the curve are reduced, the price may either nse or fall

For long-period cases, therefore, when the margmal costs of

the mdividual firm are likely to be falhng, it is impossible to say

m general terms whether an increase m demand is more hkely

to raise or to lower price, and each particular type of case must

be examined on its ments by the method here set out

Our inquiry mto the effect of changes m demand may be

turned tolcoount m examining two problems which are rf some

mterest at the present time
Vtoa

In the first place, it helps to explain a phenomenon ^

has Men > This is at tot sight surpnsmg, and the explanabo

1 For usoonisa mW Aiaonsim motor
«.« po-

nt the beginmng of tho slump m 1020
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output has fallen ofi each unit has to bear a higher share of the

overhead cost than before But overhead cost is fixed, however

large or however small the output, and it would be the height of

folly for the busmess men to regulate pnces m the way which
they describe themselves as domg It must pay them to fix the

pnce at which profits are greatest (or losses least) whether that

pnce happens to be greater or less than the average total cost of

the output which they are producing, and the attempt to charge

average total cost would merely mvolve them m a loss which
they might avoid or give them a profit leas than they might
make ' But our exammation of the effect of changes m demand
upon pnce has provided us with a rational explanation of their

conduct

In all those cases where we have found that an mcrease m
demand would lower pnce, a decrease m demand would raise

price There are two factors which will lead to a nse m pnce
when demand falls If margmal costs are falling, the reduction
m output (due to the fall m demand) wiU raise margmal cost,

and there wiU be a tendency for the pnce to be raised And if the
demand becomes less elastic as it falls there wiU be a tendency
for the pnce to be raised We found that on the whole it is hkely
that an mcrease m the demand for a particular commodity will

reduce elasticity, but the reverse effect may also be found A fall

m demand due to a oychcal movement of trade is likely to be
accompamed by a reduction m elasticity m the case of durable
goods, the replacement of which can be postponed to better
times, for only the most urgent demands for the goods will be
effective dunug the slump even if pnce is considerably reduced
A rise m pnce may therefore be the appropnate response to a
fall m demand, and not a mere act of folly on the part of the
producer

A second service which our exammation of changesm demand
can do for us is to throw hght upon the arguments advancedm favour of olosmg down surplus productive capacity under
certam rationahsation schemes, such as that undertaken by
the Bntish shipbuildmg mdustry Let us suppose, m order to

h^eti. that the moat profitable pnce was alao the pnce at vrhichw Thxa wm be the caae in conditions of full
^ it M oiHy brought about as the

r?!!;
themdiviLal business, a« theacciaents of external ciromnstance *
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sunpljfy the problem, that no changes m prodnctnrA tAni,
axe to be mtrodnced, bnt toat the mdnsJ « rblrST!
part of ,ts surplns capacity by the dcsSebon tf r^nXIplant The argument 18 advancedm favour of thflrftftnr,

'

otTb*’ b
»p™

plant which is not broken up, and that emce the survivnig flnn!

let us look at the matter from the pomt of new of one of thesurnviug firms Customers formerly attached to some of thecondemned firms will now place orders with it, and the demand
curve for its product wiU be raised The argument of the ration,
alisers that it will therefore lower its pnce seems at first sight
highly unreasonable, and when it is backed up by the famihar
claim that overhead costs mil now be spread over a larger out-
put, we begm to suspect that it must be false

But the analysis of the precedmg pages enables us to make
out a better claim for the rationahsers than they make for
themselves We found that, m general, a nse m demand wfil

raase price m the short penod, but this is not necessanly always
the case In the first place, if it can be shown that marginal
prune costs are fallmg (with increases of output) m the firmsm
question 1 there is a certam presumption that the pnce of the

product will fall when demand is concentrated on a smaller

number of firms To detenmne whether, m a particular case,

margmal costs are fallmg would require an mtimate knowledge

of the technique of the mdustry in question * There is no way of

saying a przon whether it is a probable state of affairs or not

Secondly, even if margmal costs are constant, the daun that

prices will fall can be made good if it can be shown that the

demand for the output of particular firms becomes more elastic

when some of the firms are closed down If competition is per-

fect this 18 impossible When competition is not perfect the

change in elasticity will depend upon the nature of the market

imperfection In so far as it is due merely to differences of trans-

port cost the effect of closmg down firms wdl be different aceoid-

mg to which firms are closed If the remaining firms are situated

1 It IS only possible for msz^al cost to the individual fim to be falling if

competition is not perfect (see p 96, below)

* See p 60
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close together, so that the industry becomes geographically more

concentrated, the imperfection of the market will be reduced

by the ehmmation of firms But if firms are weeded out here

and there, so that the mdustry becomes geographically more

scattered, the opposite effect will be produced, the market will

become less perfect and there will be a presumption that prices

will be raised by the concentration of demand In so far as the

imperfection of the market is due to goodwill, there is a certam

presumption (as we have seen) that the ehmmation of firms will

cause the market to become more perfect The faithful cus-

tomers of the condemned firms, once dislodged from their ad-

herence to them, may be presumed to choose with greater mcety
between the remaining firms, so that each of the remaining

firms wiU have added to their market a fringe of customers

whose demand for their particular output is more elastic than

the demand of their old customers If this is the case, prices will

be reduced by the concentration of demand, unless margmal
costs axe nsmg sufi&ciently rapidly

It IS only by considermg all the factors in the situationm this

manner that it is possible to discover whether a scheme for

rationalisation is hkely to raise or lower the price of the par-

ticular commodity concerned



CHAPTER 6

OHAHGES IN 005?T

1

The analysis of the effect of a change m cost upon the pnce of

a single producer is at once simpler and more comphcated than

the analysis of the effect of changes m demand It is simpler

because an mcrease m margmal cost will always reduce output,

and so, "with a given demand curve, raise pnce, while, as we have

seen, an mcrease m demand may either raise or lower pnce It

18 more comphcated because the change m cost may take many

more forms than the changem demand A change m cost which

IS the result of a change m technique will he likely to alter the

whole shape and course of the cost curve, and a change which is

due to an alteration m the pnce of one of the factora of produc-

tion may lead to a change m techmque In order to simplify the

problem we will suppose (foUowmg tradition) that an mcrease of

cost comes about m the sunplest possible way, for instance by

the imposition of a tax of a constant amount per umt of output

The average and margmal coat curves will then both be raised

uniformly by the amount of the tax, and there will be no

changem the shape of the curves

2

Let us first consider the case m which the demand curve is a

straight Ime

Let the margmal revenue curve be cut by the old margmal

cost curve, m and by the new marginal cost curve

(raised by the amount of the tax), MG^, m Cj

* This chapter xs not of great importance cJKept for readers interested in the

fechntque of analysts
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Now we know that the old price, MiPj, is equal to

(the old marginal coat) plus ^OA, the mtercept on the y axis

of the atraight-bne demand curve * And the new price, M2P2,

18 equal to ^MjCa (the new margmal cost) plus ^OA There-

fore the naem pnce due to the imposition of the tax is equal

to half the increase m marginal cost

When margmal costs are constant for all amounts of output

the nse m margmal cost is equal to the tax, and the price is

therefore raised by half the tax

When margmal costs are nsing, it la raised by less than half

the tax, the pnce bemg unaltered in the extreme case where the

cost curve is completely inelastic

When margmal costs are fallmg the pnce is raised by more
than half the amount of the tax, the extent to which it is raised

bemg greater (with any given demand curve) the more rapid is

the rate of fall of margmal cost with increases of output The
pnce will nse by exactly the full amount of the tax when the
rate of fall of the margmal cost curve is sufficiently great for its

slope (as measured by the chord joming the points correspond-
mg on the old margmal cost curve to the old and new outputs)
to be the same as the slope of the demand curve This can be
proved as follows

Let MgC be the old margmal cost of the new output
Then CjO is equal to the amount of the tax

* See p 66
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Fio 30

Draw CiT parallel to the z axis to cut M«C m T
Lot CCi he parallel to the demand curve

Now the slope of the marginal revenue curve is twice the

slope of the demand curve ^

Therefore (since the slope of J/Ci is assumed to be equal

to the slope of the demand curve) the slope of CCi is half

the slope of the marginal revenue curve Hence C^T is equal

to twice C«C That is,MA (the new marginal cost) is greater

than j\IiCi'(the old marginal cost) by twice C-C, which is the

amount of the ta\ But we have ]ust seen that the pnee is

raised by half the rise in marginal cost Therefore the pnee

IS raised by the amount of the tax

If the slope of the marginal cost curve is greater than the

slope of the demand curve, the price is raised by more than the

full amount of the tax

It IS impossible for the slope of the marginal cost curve to be

creatcr than the slope of the marginal revenue curve, since if it

were, there w ould be no equilibrium If the slope of the marginal

cost curve is very close to tins hmiting value, a small tax would

produce a verj' large rise m pnee =

S Tins 18 tho enso montionod b> MnrtbnW m

‘oirs »..H, ..depend... e< .be

output
amount of output
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3

We must now examine the effect of the concavity of the

demand curve

Let APj he the tangent to the demand curve at Pj, the old

price

Now, the more concave^ is the demand curve the further to

the left of the correspondent ACj will the margmal revenue
curve he

Thus, for any given nee m the margmal cost curve, the
reduction m output wiU be greater the more concave is the
demand curve * Moreover, for any given output the pnce will,

m general, be higher the more concave is the demand curve ^

Thus for two reasons the effect of the tax will be greater the

^ That IS to say, the greater is the "adjusted concavity” of the demand
curve, see p 40, note

* This IS on the assumption that the new margmal cost curve cuts the
marginal revenue curve below the level of Pj, and therefore, a forlvm, below
the intersection of MR and the correspondent AC, If the tax is sufficiently
greater than R-fli (the difference between margmal revenue and pnce for the
old output), or if marginal costs are lahmg si^ciently rapidly, the effect of
concavity may be to mitigate the reduction in output duo to the tax

* So that even m those cases where the reduction m output is loss for a
concave curve than for a straight hno it is unlikely that the nse m pnce will
be less.
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more concave m the demand curve, and less the more convex

IS the demand curve

4

We found that when the demand curve m a straight Ime and

marginal costs are constant for all amounts of output the nse in

pnce IS equal to half the tax It now appears that if the demand

curve is concave and margmal costs axe constant, the nse in

pnce will be greater than half the tax It is further possible to

isolate the case m which the nse m pnce is equal to the full

amount of the tax when margmal costs are constant Tbs will

be found when the concavity of the demand curve is so great

that the slope of the margmal revenue curve is equal to the

slope of the demand curve, the slopes bemg measured by the

chords ^oinmg the points corresponding to the old and the new

outputs Tins can easily be seen »

“

Let P.P„ the chord of the demand enrye, he paraUd to

r O the chord of the margmal revenue curve

S^nSarefromP;andO,toPAeetrtmTtndC

raiW end Cfifi^
P,T (the nse m pnoe) is equal to C,L. me rw

emd ook, which m equal to the amonnt of the tan

We fonnd that the efieot of the tan m ra«mg pime Will be
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less the more convex is the demand curve In the extreme case

the price may be unaltered If the change in slope of the demand

curve IS so rapid that it contains a kink, there will be a dis-

continuity in the marginal revenue curve,^ and if the old and

new marginal cost curves both cut the marginal revenue curve

vertically below the kmk m the demand curve, there will be

no change m pnce Thus

A demand curve of this form might be found where a mono-
pohst 18 subject to potential competition A monopohst may
have some advantage over his rivals, whose costs are higher

than his, but he may be aware that if he raises his price beyond
a certam cntioal level his rivals will find it profitable to produce
and will begm to mvade his market Above this cntic^ pnce,
therefore, his demand curve suddenly becomes very elastic,

even when his costs are augmented by the tax he TnU not finrl it

worth while to raise his price above this critical level, provided
that his nvals are not also subject to the tax

6

We have found that the effect of a tax per umt of output is

in general to raise the pnce by somethmg less than the full

amount of the tax Only when the margmal cost curve is falhng

1 Beep 38
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faster than the demand curve, or when the demand curve is
sufficiently concave, will the nse m pnce be equal to or greater
than the amount of the tax If margmal costs are nsmg Tvith in-
creases of output, or if the demand curve is convex, the effect of
the tax upon pnce will tend to be small, and m the extreme
cases where the supply is perfectly melastic or where the con-
vexity of the demand curve is inWte, so that there is a kinfc

in the curve, there will be no nse m pnce at all

But these results can only be apphed withm a narrow sphere
If we axe considermg a firm seUmg m nvalry with others, and
if the tax IS imposed on all the nval firms, then all will raise

their pnces, and the demand curve of each will be raised The
results here worked out upon the assumption that the demand
curve 18 unafiPected by the imposition of the tax will therefore

not be apphcsCble

The tax which we have been discussmg may be taken to stand

for a nse in margmal costs brought about by a nse m wages

Our results can then be apphed if the nse m wages affects only

one firm But if there is a general nsem wages the demand curve

of any one firm is hkely to be raised by the nse m the pnce

charged by its nvals The results obtamed m this chapter can

thus 'only be apphed to a smgle firm considered separately, and

the study of the effects of a nse m cost upon pnce, assummg the

demand curve to be constant, are of less general mterest than

the study of the effect of a nse m demand, assummg the cost

curve to be constant
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CHAPTER 0

THE surriA* chrvl

1

We have now completed our anal\sis of price and output for a

single firm Wo must next discuss the supph curve of n com-

modity produced bj' n number of firms The suppU cun o for n

coramoditj' represents n list of amounts of the coininodit\ uliicli

will bo associated mth various prices Asuppl\ ciine lellsuslhnt

if such and such an output is to be produced, tins will bo the

pneo And if the conditions of demand arc such that fins amount

of the commoditii is demanded nt this price, then this is the out-

put that will be produced We can imagine that we moio along

the supph cur\o b^ means of Biicccssne increases of dcmiind

As the amount demanded increases, the supph jirice nma rise,

remain constant, or fall, but each separate amount has a certain

price which it is ncccssnri to paa in order to call forth that

amount of output If the price secured ba the sale of this amount
of output were less, a smaller output would be produced And
if a higher price w ere secured b\ the sjilc of this output

, a larger

output w ould be produced In c\ on case n larger total sum must
be offered to call forth a larger total outjnit A larger output will

cost a larger total sum to produce, and a larger total olTcr must
bo made in order to procure it This must be tnie cien though
average cost maj fall as output incrca‘«es

The quasi-long-pcriod supply tur\o (the aiipph tunc of a
fixed number of firms) presents no dilliciiltv so long as com-
petition IS perfect Under perfect competition price ih equal to

marginal cost, and the output produced at an> gi\en price is

the sum of the outputs of the separate firms for which iiiargmnl

cost IS equal to the gi\cn jirice * The notion of a siijiph curve
* Tho coBtH of nn tndi\i(luul Ann mn} nltor \Mtli n tlmnuo m tlio nonlo of

Iho industr) Tiio innuncr in %\hiili tlim mit) occur w dim inafiMl in Clinpli r 1),

85 O
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has always been associated with the notion of perfect competi-

tion, but if we are to study conditions in which competition is

not perfect the orthodox conception of a supply curve must be
reconsidered

First, there is the obvious fact that if the market is imperfect

the same commodity may be sold at different pnces by drSerent

producers ^ This presents an imtial difficulty m drawmg up the

supply curve which could be disposed of if we assumed that the

cost curves of ah firms are exactly alike, that the individual

demand curves are all alike, and that individual demand curves

all movem the same way when the total demand mcreases Then

m spite of the imperfection, a smgle pnce will rule throughout

the market for each position of the total demand curve

But a more fundamental difficulty would remam When com-

petition is not perfect, the demand curve for the output of each

individual producer is not perfectly elastic, and each producer

will sell that output at which his margmal cost is equal to his

marginal receipts Marginal revenue will not be equal to price,

it is margmal revenue, not price, which detennmea the output

of the mdividual producer, and any number of different pnces

are compatible with the same margmal revenue *

The relationship between margmal revenue and pnce will

depend upon the shapes of the individual demand curves, and

the effect of a given increase m the total demand for the com-

modity upon output will depend upon the manner m which it

affects the mdividual demand curves We may assume that any

moreaae in the total demand for the commodity would heto-

bated evenly between aB the mdimd^l finna, ™
mdiTidnal demand curves all move m the same way Bu

are many possible ways in which they might move, “'ll

we can say what effect an morease in the total demrad have

nnon output it la further necessary to postulate the p^oular

way out of all the possiblewayB,m which the mdividualdemm

Ti^rwS moye We might postulate, for mstancs. that ea*

, -u firmn niters The results there obtauaed
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curve IB raised vertically, so that a ooufitant sum is added to the

price which would be paid for each amount on a given individual

demand curve Or that each curve is moved to the right, so that

a constant quantity is added to the amount that would be

bought at each price on a given mdividual demand curve Or

that the elasticity of the curves remains the same when they are

raised, so that the amount that would be bought at each price

on a given mdividual demand curve is moreased by a constant

proportion And so forth Any number of such assumptions

might be made, and upon any one of them it would be possible

to draw up a supply curve, which would show the response of

supply to a given mcrease m the total ofEer for the commodity

A certam pnce would be associated with each output, but the

result would be different on each of the different possible

assumptions Thus, although it is possible to draw up a supply

curve on any one of these assumptions, there will be a different

supply curve on each different assumption We cannot say what
mcrease m the total offer is necessary to mduce a given increase

m supply unless we know m which of all the possible ways
the mcrease m the totd.1 offer affects the mdividual demand
curves

And even when the curves are assumed to move m a certam

way, so that it is formally possible to draw up a supply curve,

it IS still necessary to recognise that the mcrease m supply is

governed by the nse m the margmal revenue curves of the

mdividual producers It is only if we have, so to speak, tethered

the demand curves to the margmal revenue curves by an
arbitrary assumption, that the mcrease m output appears to be
associated with the nse m the total demand curve In reahty,

the mcrease m output is not immediately associated with the
nse of the total demand curve, but with the nse of mdividual
margmal revenue curves

The alternative assumptions which make it possible to pre-
serve the appearance of a supply curve on which a given output
IS associated with a given pnce are all equally unplausible There
IS no reason to choose one rather than another, and m fact a
given mcrease m the total demand for a commodity is unlikely
to be associated with any one of them

Moreover, our mitial assumpfaon that a given mcrease m
demand is distnbuted evenly between the mdividual firms is
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also implausible When the total demand mcreases some firms

may find that their mdividual demand curves are raised more,

and some less, some that they are raised but made more elastic,

some that they are raised and made less elastic, or the mcrease

of demand may be concentrated wholly upon a few producers

Even if it happened by chance that the same price was charged

throughout the whole market, it would he impossible to preset

what output would he associated with that price unless we knew

exactly how the demand was distributed between the mdividual

markets Moreover, when the cost curves of the mdividual firms

are not aU alike, a further source of venation is mtroduced A
given increase m demand will produce difierent mcreases in

output, according to whether it is concentrated mainly upon

firms whose margmal costs are relatively low or on firms whose

margmal costs are higher

In short, the efifect of a given mcrease m total demand upon

total output will vary accordmg to its effect upon the demand

for the mdividual producers An mcrease m total demand will

show itselfm a nse of the mdividual demand curves, but it may

change their shape m any number of ways, and it may affect

some demand curves more than others The effect upon output

wiU be different m each different case A given nse m total

demand will produce a smaller or greater effect upon output

according to its effect upon the individual margmal revenue

curves It is even possible, if it so happened that each m^vidual

demand curve became less elastic as it was raised, that a decrease

m output would he the result of a nse in tot^
^

The simple notion of a smgle pnee associated wth a angle

output from the mdustry can only be retamed if them a a

imiLe relation which links margmal revenue to pnee The3— relationship is between margmal revenue and

output, not between pnee and output

The traditional assumption of
of pnee,

exceedingly convement one
^ fulfilled m the real

' 1 Cf P 66
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a large number of producers that a change m the output of any

one of them has a neghgible eSeot upon the output of the com-

modity as a whole, and it depends, m the second place, upon

the existence of a perfect market The first condition may often

be approximately fulfilled, but the existence of a perfect market

18 likely to be extremely rare in the real world

If the demand curve for an mdividual producer is perfectly

elastic, he is able by the least reduction m price to attract an
mdefimte amount of custom, and by the least nse m price he

will forfeit the whole of his sales Thus the notion of a perfect

market is based upon the assumption that the customers who
make up the market all react m the same way to differences m
the pnces charged by different sellers But m actual markets
the customer taies into account a great deal besides the pnces
at which nval producers offer him their goods Quite apart from
the mertia or ignorance which prevents him from movmg
instantly from one seller to another, as soon as a difference

appears between the pnces which they charge, he has a number
of good reasons for prefemng one seUer to another And these

reasons will affect different mdividuals differently

In the first place, the customer must take costs of transport
mto account This will show itself m a retail market in a re-

luctance of the customer to go far afield when he is shoppmg,
and m the wholesale market m actual differences m the freights
which he must pay to obtam dehvery from one producer rather
than another And the relative distances of the location of
differentfirms will be different fordifferent customers ' Secondly,
the different customers will be differently influenced by the
guarantee of quahty provided by a well-known name Thirdly,
they will be influenced m varying degrees by the difference
between the facihties provided by different producers—quick- .

ness of service, good manners of salesmen, length of credit, and .

the attention paid to their mdividual wants In some cases
(most disconcertmgly from Ihe pomt of view of analysis) the

^ MarahaU p 326) defines a market os a region in which the
Pnoe rides for the same oommo'dity allowing for differences m the costf Wsport, but this definition will not serve our turn, smce market imperfoo

one buyer and another,
same effect m mortia or '‘goodwiU ’ m making the individunl

So p 6^ Sraffa,ii?coni>mtc JoumoI,Mareh
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customer wU be mfluenced by the actual pnce, smce he
sometimes take a high pnee to be a sign that the article m
question is a good one, and reject a cheaper substitute because
its very cheapness makes him suspect that it is infenor Lastly
the customer will be mfluenced by advertisement, which plays
upon his mind with studied skill, and makes him prefer the
goods of one producer to those of another because they are
brought to his notice m a more pleasing or more forceful

manner
Thus there are many reasons why a customer buys from one

producer rather than another besides the simple one of a differ-

ence in the prices which they charge, and smce the rival pro-

ducers make it their business to exploit all these influences upon
the customer’s choice, the very existence of competition, in the

plain sense of the word, ensures that the market will not he

perfect Rival producers compete agamst each otherm quality,

in facilities, and m advertisement, as well as m price, and the

very intensity of competition, by forcmg them to attract

customers m every possible way, itself breaks up the market

and ensures that not all the customers, who are attached m
varying degrees to a particular firm by the advantages which

it offers them, will immediately forsake it for a rival who offers

similar goods at an infimtesimally smaller price ^

^ The existence of competition which takes the form of providmg facihties

to the customer, of improvmg the quality of goods, of advertwenieat, or any

other form than a simple lowenng of price, » awkward from the point of view

of theoretical analysis for two reasons In the first place, it very much enlisnces

the difficulty of docidmg what precisely we mean by a commodity Even if ail

the more obvious difficulties are disposed of, and we are able to decide exaotty

what we mean by a motor car or a tm of cocoa, the fact remains that, from the

pomt of view of a particular customer, atm of cocoa sold by Jones is not nsces

sanly thesame thing as a tin of cocoasold by Brown, and if theyare not the same

it IBimpossible tosum thedemond curve for Brown’soocoaand Jones cocoosoas

to obtain the demand curve for cocoa aseuch A-second andeven more

mg difficulty ansos because all forms of competition wcept a mere lowerag rt

pnee mvolTO a change m the costs of production The
f

product of the individual firm depends partly on the outlay ^
m order to attract customere This difficulty would be J®®®

outlay could be treated os sales cost entirely raparate

facture. but actually it often takes the form of changes m the quahty rf go^

aSTmt^ately bLid up with the ordmary expenses of

tot» world fl»§»»»d 0,^ .md «t» cort^0
are not mdependent presents a very formi^ble pro

and no attempt is made to solve it here (Cf p /
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3

There nre a further set of diflieulties in drawing up the supply

ourve, arising from the passage of tunc At any one moment

all the firms in an industry maj' not bo in equilibrium (from

a long-period or quasi-long-period point of view), some ma}'

bo growing, and others declining, and yet the industry as a

whole may be in equilibrium It might bo possible therefore

to draw an industry’s supply curve without assuming each firm

to be of equilibrium size The attempt to do so introduces many
formidable diflieulties which we have not considered, and they

have received more attention from economists than the diffi-

culties connected with the imperfection of markets Various

devices have been suggested to overcome them, of w'hich the

most familiar is Marshall’s Representative Firm * Since these

devices arc not designed to deal with the fundamental difficulty

invoh cd in the notion of a supply curve under imperfect com-

petition, they must be taken to represent an attempt to deal

with an imaginary world in which the market is perfect, but in

which firms take time to reach their equihbnum size This does

not appear to be a verysatisfactorymethod of approach Itwould
bo impossible to tell how rapidly firms would grow or contract

in a perfect market The influences which prevent firms from
growing are closely interrelated with the influences which make
markets imperfect, and it may even be that in a perfect market
there are no impediments at all to the growth of firms A more
fni itful line of attack appears to bo to solve firstthemost abstract

problem, in w Inch there is neither time nor market imperfection,

then to deal w ith cases in which the market is imperfect but in

which firms are imagined always to bo in individual cqmhbnum,
and, finally, to introduce the element of time, and to study cases

in winch firms are tending to grow (or contract) tow'ards the
position of individual equilibrium Last of all, factors connected
w'lth Ignorance, inertia and the "human element” generally
would have to be fitted into tho scheme

• Professor Pigou has postulated nn imagmnrv equilibrium firm which nmj
bo dilTorcnt from am actual firm in tho industry {Economtea of IJ cl/are, p 788),
but tins does not appear to proMdo a solution of tho problem, for if tho
actual firms aro not m equilibrium tlioir coats will boar no relation to tho
costa of tins imagmary firm 3Ir G F 8ho\o has suggested a sy-stom of three
dimensional cost cuncs, sco "A Sy-mposium on Increasing Returns and tho
Rcprcsontati\o Firm,” Economic Journal, March 1030, p 111



CHAPTEB 7

COMPETITIVE EQmilBBIUM

1

We have so far considered only a given mimber of firms Itrem^s to consider the reaction of monopoly profit "on thenumber of firms producmg a given commodity A change m
the number of firms mU alter the demand curve for any one
firm, and may alter its costs It is customary to regard the level
of profits in an mdustry as govemmg the entry of new firms
Normd profits is that level of profit at which there is no tend-
ency for new firms to enter the trade, or for old firms to dis-
appear out of it Abnormally high profits earned by existing
firms are regarded as luducmg new firms to begin to produce
the commodity, and abnormally low profits, by leading to a ces-

sation of new investment, are regarded as leadmg to a gradual
dechne m the number of firms m the industry ^

-Such an account of the matter is somewhat artificial, m so

far as the expansion of an mdustry is concerned An mcreaae

m the demand for the commodity attracts new entrepreneurs

to the mdustry directly, by opemng up some new possibility of

profitable investment, rather than mdirectly, by makmg their

mouths water at the sight of the high profits of the existing

firms The abnormal profits are a symptom rather than a cause

* There la likely to be a conaidarahle difference betrreen. the level of profits

just sufiacient to maintain the esiating productive equipment of an industry

and the level of profits suflScient to lead to expansion If an increase in demand

raises profits within these limits there will be no increasem the number of firms

engaged in the industry Tor industries, such as railwaya or iron and steel,

where the initial investment is necessanly large, it may be that no level of

profits likely to occur in practice will be sufficiently great to attract new

firms In such oases the quasi long period analysis must be appbed The prob

lem of the conditions mfiuencmg the entry of new firms, m response to a rise

m demand, or the disappearance of old firms, in response to a fall m demand,

presents an mteresting and largely unexplored field of inqmry

92
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of the situation m which new firms will find it profitable to

enter the trade But the artificial device of regarding the ab-

normal profits as a causal factor is of great assistance in simplify-

ing the formal argument, and provided that its artificiahty is

recogmsed, it seems permissible to make use of it

Only the expansion of an industry m response to abnormally

high profits wiU be considered here, and it will be assumed that

by a similar process mdustnes dechne when profits are less than

normal The level of normal profits must be defined in respect

to the particular mdustry The diflSculties of entering the trade

will be reflected m the level of profits, just as the difficulty of

becommg a doctor or a civil servant is reflected in the incomes

earned by doctors and civil servants The level of normal profits

m trades which are easy to enter, for instance, retail seUing on a

small scale, are hkely to be low relatively to the normal profits

of mdustnes requirmg a very large mitial mvestment or pecuhar

efficiency or pecuhar facihties of vanous kmds, just as the

eommgs of successful crossmg-sweepers are low relatively to

the earmngs of successful doctors ^

In trades mto which there is no possibihty of entry, such as

the provision of pubhc-houaesm a distnct where a fixed number
of hcenses is granted, there is no upper hunt to profit, though
there must be a lower hunt at the level of profits which is just

sufficient to maintam the existmg number of firms m business *

The analysis of such a case may be conducted m the manner
discussed m the last chapter

An mdustry is said to be in fvU equilibnum when there is no
tendency for the number of firms to alter The profits earned by
the firms in it are then normal ^

(in order to discover whether profits- are normal or not it is

necessary to mtroduce mto our analytical apparatus the average
cost curve of the firm Average cost must mclude the average
per umt of output of the normal profit of the entrepreneur
The average cost curve must therefore be falling (even if there

t ^ Further comphoations, which axe ignored in this analTsis, arise because a
change in the total demand for the commodity la likely to alter the conditions
which determine the degree of difilcvilty of entry into the trade

Firms produemg patent goods, or using patent processes, also belong to
tins class

* See Chapter 9 for the complications mtroduced by differences m the
efiScienoy of different firms
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we no econonues of kige-soale prodnobon) forsmaB onto..The sum representing normal profits mil be ,OTor a larger number of umte of output as the fim «
mse In addition there are likely to t teelimaal^„u„^“*

“
to the increased scale of operations
Ibe demand curve for each firm is assumed to be mdenendant

^‘1“ “simption, smce advartl,!md other mOTketmg costs wiU afieet the demand ciirreS
firm in actual cases ^ ®

profits mU be nomal ^vhen pnce is equal to average costThe total receipts of the firm are then exactly equal to total
costs including normal profits But the firm is m mdividuali
^uihbnum when marginal revenue is equal to marginal cost I

Full equihbnum thus requires a double condition, that margmall
revenue is equal to marginal cost, and that average revenue (or
pnce) IS equal to average cost )

The double condition of full equihbnum can only be fulfilled

when the individual demand curve of the firm is a tangent to its

average cost curve For if the demand curve everywhere hes
below the average cost curve no output can be produced at

normal profits And if the demand curve anywhere hes above
the average cost curve there will be a range of outputs at which
an abnormal profit can be made, among these outputs the firm

will choose the most remunerative, and profits will be more than

normal Only when the demand curve is a tangent to the average

cost curve will profits be normal Thus whenever the demand

curve of the mdividua 1 firm hes above its average cost curve,

new firms will be attracted into the industry by the abnormal

profits, and their competition will lower the individual demand

curve agam until it is once more tangential to the average

cost cun'e

For the output at which ihe demand curve and the average

cost curve are tangential the marginal revenue curve must cut

the marginal cost curve ®

In each diagram AC andMC are the average and margmal

cost curve of the firms AF is the demand curve, or

average revenue curve MB is the marginal revenue curve

* It la further necessary to assume that the cost curve of the firm is in

dependent of the conditions of demand This assumption also is u^alistic.

pnflnei.nota * Seep 33
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OM IS the output produced when the firm is in individual

equihbnum, lEB is the average cost of the output OM, and
ME IS the pnce In Pig 34 the firm is making abnormal
profits Then, although the firm is m eqmhbrmm, the in-

dustry IS not The abnormal profit is shown by the area

PPHG In Fig 35 profits are normal H and P comrade
(average cost is equal to pnce), and the area PPHG dis-

appears The double condition of equihbnum is thus ful-

filled when the mdividual demand curve is a tangent to

the average cost curve

(Now, when competition is perfect, margmal revenue is equal
to pnce Margmal cost must therefore be equal to price But
for full equihbnum price must be equal to average cost Full!

equihbnum can therefore only be attained, under perfect com-j
petition, when marginal cost is equal to average cost Marginal
and average cost are equal at the mimmum point on the average
cost curve It follows that under perfect competition there'
must be a minimum pomt on the average cost curve, that is to.
say, there must be a certain output beyond which the average

w

costs of the firm begin to nse
It may appear fantastic to deduce a fact about the nature of

the costs of a firm from a purely geometrical argument But upon
reflection the paradox disappears Mr Robmson * has shown
that there may be cases in which average costs for a firm do nse

^ See Fig I, p 28 * Structure of Obmjieatw Industry, chap in
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after a certain output has been reached Now if average costs are

continually falhng, as the firm expands, and never reach a

minimum pomt, marginal cost voU always he below average

cost Marginal costs may be nsmg (over a certain range of

outputs) or may be falhng If margmal costs are nsmg it will'

be possible for the firm to reach equihbnmn, where pnce is

equal to marginal cost But pnce will be less than average

cost, profits will he less than normal, and the mdnstry will not

be m equihbnum And if margmal costs are falhng the firm will'

continue to expand The expansion of one firm (or the growth of
|

the firm by amalgamation with others) will reduce the number
|

of firms until competition ceases to he perfect Thus, under per-

'

feet competition, marginal and average cost must be equal in

equihbnum aud average cost must be at a roiniTnum
,
simply

because, if this condition is not fulfilled^ competition is not

perfect

Equihbnum under perfect competitionis illustratedm Eigs 36

and 37

the firm

3

. In a perfectly costa

Ihbnum, will A®® wiU be of opiimwn size It

|are a minimum Each firm then win
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18 sometimes supposed that the optimum size of the firm is

that which is most profitable to the entrepreneur, so that the

entrepreneur has a motive for wishing his firm to he of optimum

size * But this view is mistaken It is no disadvantage to the

entrepreneur to produce more than the optimum output

Indeed it is when profits are abnormally high (because new firms

are failmg to enter the mdustry to a suficient extent to keep

profits at the normal level) that the firms are of more than opti-

mum size The entrepreneur will have no desire to return to the

situationm which his profits are reduced to normal, and the fact

that, at the optimum size, his average costs would be at a mini-

mum wiU not influence his conduct Of course it is to the mterests

of every entrepreneur to produce whatever output he may be

producmg m the most efficient way, and we are assummg
throughout this analysis that an entrepreneur will always pro-

duce any given outputm such a way that the cost to him of that

given output is at a minimum But it is not to his mterest to

choose from all possible outputs that output whose average cost

18 least It 18 to his mterest to choose the output for which (m
the existmg conditions of demand) margmal gam to him Is equal

to margmal cost

If competition is imperfect the demand curve for the output

of the mdividual firm will be failmg (Eig 36) and the double

condition of equihbnum can only be fulfilled for some output
at which average *cdst is failmg The firms wdl therefore be of

less than optimum size when profits are normal When the

conditions which produce equihbnum obtam, it is not profitable

for the firm to expand,"und the entrepreneur has no reason for

wishing to produce the optimum output, smce any mcrease be-

yond the eqjuhbnum output would mvolve a margmal cost

greater thanmargmal revenue It is only if conditions of perfect

competition prevail that firms will be of the optimum size, and
there is no reason to expect that they will be of optimum sizem
the real world, smcem the real world competition is not perfect

4

We may now attempt to draw up the supply curve of an

* E,g Schneider, “Das Verteilunge und Kostenpioblem in einer vertnisteten
InduBtne”, SehmoUars JaJirbueh, vol 19, p 6B, Hicks, Theory of Wages, p 237
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industry in conditions of full equilibnum, where pnce is equal

to average cost for the firms

In order to isolate the effect upon the output of a smgle firm

and upon its cost, of changes in the number of firms, it is neces-

sary to make certam simplifying assumptions

To ehminate the problems connected with time we may
assume first that the efficiency and the costs of mdividual firms

do not alter mth the passage of time, but only with changes m
the scale of output, and secondly, that each firm is always m
individual equilibrium, m the sense that it is always able to

produce that output at wluch its marginal gams are equal to its

marginal costs

To isolate the effect of changes in the individual demand

curves upon supply pnce it is necessary to assume that there is

no change m the cost curves of the firms when the mdustry

expands

Finally, in ‘Order to dispose of the difficulties discussed m

the last ciiaptcr and to simphfy the problem, we may assume

that all firms are ahke in respect of their costs and of the con-

ditions of demand for their mdmdual outputs ^

Now, starting from a position m uhich the mdustry is m

equilibrium, suppose that the total demand for tlie commodity

IS increased The jiidmdual demand curves mil then be raise^

and since all firms arc assumed to be always abke in respect of

conditions o£ domnnd, nil tins demnnd curves will be raise^

the nnnio n«5 The output ol each fi™ mil then increase m
pnecof the commoditj may nse. fall, or remain constant W
m anj ease the firms mil receive a eurplue profit m ev^s rf

the normal profit which is included m average ootI (of Jig
S4)

Now firms will now bo altmctcd mto the industry, and, m the

ahko from tho point ol

But
and

1 Tins docs not of

Mon- of indnidunl bmers If tboy nny one &m uuu

cunos of tho sopnrato firms ftro oU alike
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In the new position, will the pnce of the commodity be

greater or less than before® Cleaxly the answer depends upon

the mit.rmptT m which the demand curves move as they fall back

towards an equihbmun position If the mdividual demand curve

does not alter its slope it will fall back to exactly the same

position as before The output of each firm will be the same m
the new position as m the old, and the increasem the number of

firms will be m proportion to the increase m the total output *

Smce the output of the firm is unchanged, its average cost and

the price of the commodity will be unchanged If the mdividual

demand curve is less elastic m the new situation it wiU reach

equihbnum with its pomt of contact with the average cost curve

to the left of its old position The output of each firm m the new
situation will be smaller thanm the old situation The mcrease

m the number of firms will therefore be more thanm proportion

to the mcrease m output Smce the output of the mdividual

firm has decreased, its average cost wiU be raised, and the pnce

of the commodity will be raised

Conversely, if the mdividual demand curve is more elastic m
the new situation the pnce of the commodity will be lowered

In each diagram AG is the average cost curve of the firm

ARi and AR^ are the old and new demand curves

OMi is the output of the firm m the old situation and MiPj
its price

OMa IS the output m the new situation and MaPj its pnce
In Eig 38 MgPa is equal to liCiPj In Fig 39 MjPj is

greater than, and m Fig 40 less than, MjPi

^ This -will occur in the special case of perfect competition, but it may also
occur when competition is not perfect
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eonditoone postulated, an increase m the total dei^d f“^—y .ay either r.se or lower ite

6

But less purely formal oonsideretions must also be token me,C We must inquire what type of change in d^naTd^low» pnee and what types would raws it or leave it nnolSA filU discussion of this topic would lead us far afield and we will
iiere do no more than examme one example of each Wpe

<irst consider the case m which price is unchanged This
niight occur if the mcrease of demand came about by the
addition to the market of a new group of customers As new
firms are set up these additional buyers, whose demand was
temporarily satisfied by the old firms, may be supposed to
forsake them for the new firms, the demand curres of the old
firms would then fall back to their former position, and the new
demand w ould be satisfied by the new firms !Por example,
suppose that the imperfection ofthe market is due to differential

transport costs, and tliat the mcrease in demand comes entirely

from a fringe of newly estabhsbed suburbs on the outskirts of a

town The mhabitants of the suburbs would at first buy &om
the various firms m the centre of the town, but as soon as firms

were set up in tlieir oivn districts they would transfer their

custom to tlie new firms The elasticity of the mdividual demand

curve would then be the same as before

Next consider the case in winch pnee is raised by the mcrease

in demand This would occur, whatever the nature of the

initial rise m demand, if the new firms, when they enter the

industry', attract aw'uy all the most fickle customers of the old

firms, and leave only those who are more strongly attached

to them The individual demand curves wrould then become

less elastic There may have been, for mstance, a frmge of

customers attached to the market of each firm who were never

* Professor Pigou lins published a confirmatioti and generalisation of these

results, in nnnlyticnl form, m tho JEcononne Journal, March 1033 (pp

Mr Shovo {tb pp 116 17) haa mudo somo cnticisms on my analysis which

appear to suggest that lio would disagtco with tho propoeition that, when

oompotition is imporfcct, Iho firm must bo producing under conditioM ot

falling avorago coat m full oquihbmiro, but tho apparent conflict anses from

a diftoronco botwocn Mr Bhovo’s intorprotation of cost and my own
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provided for m the manner which they would reaUy have pre-

ferred (for instance, the location of the old firms may have been

inconvenient or, if we relax the assumption that the commodity
IS perfectly homogeneous, the types of article produced by the

old firms may all have been equally unsatisfactory to buyers

with pecuhar tastes) They were therefore mdifferent between
the old firms But the mcrease m total demand has called mto
existence firms which exactly meet their vaxious requirements

The mdifferent fnnge of the old markets now disappears, and
the new firms are each provided with a group of buyers whose
preference for their wares is strong The elasticity of the m-
dividual demand" curves is then leas than before

Lastly, consider the case m which the price falls This would
occur if the mcrease m demand were spread evenly over the

whole market, for instance by a uniform mcrease m the density

of population, and if the new firms were set up, so to speak, in

between the old firms (either geographically or m respect of

special quahties which appeal m various degrees to different

customers) The difference, from the pomt of view of buyers,
between any one firm and the next would thus be reduced, the
customers of each firm would become more mdifferent, and the
elasticity of demand would be mcreased

There are some grounds for supposmg that the last type of
change m demand is the most frequent It may therefore be
considered probable that an mcrease m total demand will lower
pnce rather than raise it It is worth while to remark, however,
that successive increases of demand of this type would ulti-

mately remove market imperfection altogether and estabhsh
the optimum size as the eqmhbnum size of the firms, but m
considermg the imperfection of the market as mdependent of
the action of the firms we have drawn a highly simphfied picture
of the conditions which prevail m the real world In the real
world when a firm finds that the market is becommg uncomfort-
ably perfect it can resort to advertisement and other devices
which attach particular customers more fiirmly to itself If a
number of firms all act m this way the market is broken up
agam and the eqmhbnum size of the firms is reduced

n



CHAPTER 8

A DIGRESSION ON RENT

Berobb we can proceed with the second part of the analysis of

the supply curve, and consider the reactions of a change in the

output of an industry on the costs of the firms composmg it,

we must pause to consider a particular kmd of cost of which the

nature is not obvious

. The essence of the conception of rent is the conception of a

surplus earned by a particular part of a factor of production

over and above the TYnTHTnum earnings necessary to induce

it to do its work This conception of rent, both verbally and

histoncally, is closely connected with the conception of

gifts of nature”)The chief of these free gifts of nature (of which

the essential cliaracteristic is that they do not owe their ongin

to human effort) is space, and for this reason they have usually

been referred to simply as “land”—land bemg understood to

comprise aU the other “free gifts” besides mere space Conse-

Quently the term rent, which m ordinary speech means a pay-

ment made for the hire of land, was borrowed by the econ^te

as the title of the sort of surplus earnmgs which the free gife ot

nature receive ThejMe of the earmpgsoHagd m the etono

imsfs sense is reiJlTSTeoenoniirt's
tom

the defimtioiTrflho free gifts of nature that they are m

any case, and do not require to be paid m order

'But the conception of rent has often heffl o ^ ,

w'oven with the conception of land

prodoohon which belong tc.^otheLteeehrea^
i.hnor, entraorenenrahip. and,^Etal;_^£^^-^_^.,^^

get The mminnmi payment which is ne aiy

® 102

man
can
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liiTn to continue to work with any given intensity is the real

income which will maintam his physiological eflSciency at an

adequate level The necessary -mmiTninTi for an entrepreneur is

the level of earnings which is sufficient to prevent him from

relapsmg into the ranks of employed labour And many men
obviously receive a real income greater than this necessary

mimmum The question of what level of eanimgs is necessary to

induce a man to be bom is another matter, into which we need
not here mquire ^ Further, it is obvious that capital also often

receives a surplus over the necessarymimmum Many mdividuals

would still be prepared to save and to lend a given amount of

money if the payment they received for it was less than it

actually is, and some might save and lend even at a nega-
tive rate of mterest Thus, m each of the broad categones of

factors, particular pieces of factors may be found which earn
rent

The same pomt may be made clear if we look at the matter
from another angle It is obvious that no part of a factor will

earn rent if the factor in question is in perfectly elastic supplyfor
allamounts Animagmary example of a factorm perfectly elastic

supply may be constructed as follows Suppose that mdividuals
are prepared to save and to lend money to any extent provided
that they receive five per cent on it .^d suppose that a lower
rate will fail to induce them to lend at all Then the rate of
mterest canneverdepart from five per cent If the rate nses above
five per cent such a flood of savmgs will be put on to the market
for loans that the rate must fall agam And if the rate falls

below five per cent no new loans will be forthcoming and the
stock of capital will gradually be depleted until it once more
earns five per cent Money capital would then be m perfectly
elastic supply, and each particular part of the factor capital
would be receiving no more than its necessary mimmum earn-
ings Now the extraordmanly unreal nature of this example
makes it obvious that not even capital is m perfectly elastic
supplym the real world And it is still more obvious that factors
belongmg to the other broad categories are not likelv to hn m
perfectly elastic supply It is therefore clear that factors of anv
type are often likely to receive rent

*

* ThM whole treatment la over sunplifled See Robertaon
centjve

, m Economic Fragmcnis, for a full diacuaaion
"Economic In
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But all this IS quite beside the utirDORP nf m,*

This hook does not deal with the^quesbon of
It . confined to the study of the"
modity considered in isolation Now from the nomf nfa^d^ producing a partacular commoditylhi^S'^

payment for a factor is not the
cause that factor to exist, but the payment

^ particular industry'

cost of any unit of a factor, from the pomt of view of one
industry, is therefore determined by the reward which that umt
can earn m some other mdustry A worker, an entrepreneur or
an acre of land, will be transferred to one use from others when
the reward that it can earn m the one use is higher than m the
others (allowing for various impediments to movement which
we shall consider later on) Thus when we are studymg the
supply of a factor to any one industry we are not concerned with
the total supply of the factor, but with the level of eammgs
which IS necessary in order to mduce umts of the factor to

transfer themselves from other uses to the industrym question

The pnce which is necessary to retam a given umt of a factor in

a certam industry may be called its transfer e^ings os transfer

^zce
, since a reduction of the payment made for it below this

pncje would cause it to be tranrferred elsewhere, and any parti-

cular unit of a factor may be said to ho at the margin of transfer-

ence, or to be a marginal umt, if the eanungs which it receives in

the industry where it is employed are only just sufficient to

prevent it from transferrmg itself to some other use * A uiut

which would remain m the industry for a smaller payment

than it actually receives may be called an inira-margmal

unit

Now it IS quite possible, even when the total supply of a

factor is perfectly inelastic, for its supply to any one industry

to he perfectly elastic

A second unagmaiy example will make this clear Consider a

world in which all land is alike in every respect, hut limited in

amount relatively to the economic demand for it Hen there

I See Henderson, Supply and Demand, p 04, and Shove, "Varying Costa and

>TqTginn.1 Net Products”, EamomK Journal, June 1^28, p 259

* See Henderson, loc cat
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will be a certain flat rate of rent per acre paid for all land m all

uses, and tbe supply of land will be absolutely inelastic No
increase in the price paid for it, however great, will call forth an

increased supply Now suppose that the demand for one com-

modity mcreases The makers of this commodity, by paymg a

rent very slightly greater than that offered by the other em-

ployers of land, can obtain as much as they please

The general level of rent, m this illustration, represents the

tr»r>H^r eanungs^ lind from the pomt of view of each iwe

considered separately The factor, land, is m perfectly elastic

supply to each use considered separately, and from the pomt

ofvi^ of each" mdustry it earns no rent

2

But although the total supply of factors has nothmg to do

withthe caselit is clear that there may be pieces of factors which

eam^ore^m the mdustry m which they are employed than

\rould be ]U8t suflScient to mduce them to take service m it

WhSti this occurs it is consonant with the general notion of rent

to~B^cnbe the difference between the actual eanungs of the

unit^of the factor and its transfer eammgs as rent from the

pomt^f view of the mdustry ^ A third artificial example will

illustrate the pomt
Imagme a certam stnp of the coast which is smtable for sea-

side hotels, and for which the only possible alternative use is

grazmg sheep Suppose that an acre under hotels can earn £20,

and under sheep £2 Then the transfer pnce of an acre of land
IS £2, and its rent £18 Next suppose that the demand for hotel

accommodation is less strong, and that the pnce which will be
offered by would-be hotel propnetors for the use of an acre of

land is only £10 No owner of the land (unless influenced by
sesthetic considerations) will prefer to let his land to sheep
farmers The amount of land under hotels will be the same as
before, and as before, the transfer pnce of an acre of land wdl
be £2, but the rent is now only £8 Next suppose that some
revolution m sheep-farmmg raises the earnings of grazmg land
to £12 Now the land-owners will prefer to let to the fanners,

* This conception was developed by Mr Shove from the work of Mr
son, see Shove, loe cU
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and the transfer pnce from the pomt of nev of sheep-farznine

mil be £10, and the rent £2

Thus each piece of land -mil hare a hierarchy of possible uses

and each would be, m a fnctionless world, deroted to its most
profitable use As demands and methods of production diange,

the hierarchy alters and the use to which the ate is put -mil

alter It is a nustake to suppose that one use of a factor is mote

profitable than another per sa The Strand is more profitably

devoted to building hotels than to grazing sheep, but the IVat-

shire Downs are more profitably devoted to grazmg sheep than

to buildmg hotels Moreover it is clear that the nmts of a factor

which it will first cease to be profitable to employm a ceitam

use, when there is a dechne m demand for the commodity pro-

duced with them aid are not necessarily mfenor to the rest

The marginal units m a particular mdustir may be those whieli

have the best chance of findmg profitable employment elsewhere,

and are just as hkelv to be the best as the worst umts m the

mdustry It may well be that if the Strand were nnder grass it

would produce fatter sheep than the Downs

The unit which will first go out of employment, when demand

declines, is that for which the efficiency-pnce is highest, but the

efdciencv pnce may be high either because the umt isv^ go^,

but verv expensive or because the umt is mfenor from the

nomt of view of this industry, but can command a good pnce

elsewhere This distinction is weU illustrated by entr^reneur-

«bip In some mdustnes, which demand no special gAs, tho^e

entrepreneurs wiU be marginal who have the greatest general

abihtv for it is they who can find the most profitable alt^

native emplovment In other mdustnes m which great capaci^

1 e. Inttf to transfer themselves to mdustne* m wlucn zn^

transfer themselvK elsewhere
, [ j,,, no alter-

Land which IS ‘marginal

nati™ use to the one
of factors belongmg to the

transfer pnce is zero, but Iot
te a miniimim lend

S‘:S"w°lS tS indivrdnals prorrdmg the factors
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cannot survive, that is to say,m no use will transference earnings

be zero ' .

This IB Mr Shove’s 3ig-8aw puzzle *(QEach individual unit of

each factor will be fitted into the place where its earnings will be

greatest, when its earnings in that use fall it will retreat to its

next most profitable use, and if there is an appreciable difference

between its actual earnings and its eammgs m the next most

profitable use to which it could be put it will be receivmg rent

If each productive umt is like its neighbour, both in respect

to their efficiencies m the industry employmg them and m
respect to their efficiencies m alternative uses, there will be no

rent}

3

But a Jig-saw puzzle is an end m itself It is not a useful

instrument So long as we contmue to look at the matter as a

Jig-saw puzzle we shall find it extraordinarily hard to solve the

problems which await us To reduce those problems to manage-

able dimensions it is convement to make use of the notion of

a supply curve of a factor to a particular mdustry But it is

necessary to recognise that no difference can be made to the real

situation by the terms m which we choose to descnbe it And
if the artificial instrument, the supply curve of a factor, turns

out to be BO treacherous that we cannot use iVto solve our

problems we shall always be able to fall back upon the jig-saw

puzzle and pass our time m fittmg it together

* It la important to realise that this distinction between transfer eamings
and rent in the mdustry has nothmg to do with the distmction between those
expenses of production which correspond to the retd costa of human effort and
saonflce and those which merely represent exchanges withm society From the
pomt of View of society, land, by definition, is provided free, and the whole
rent is a surplus and none of it is a real cost From the pomt of view of a
particular mdustry, transfer payments are as much a part of supply price as
any other element of cost, and from the pomt of view of an individual com
petitive producer the whole of rent is a cost of production These diatmctions
give the clue to the somewhat confused appearance of MarshaU’s treatment of
the Bub

3ect He is mainly concerned with questions of real cost, and from this
pomt of view the distinction between rent m industry and transfer eammgs
becomes irrelevant Mr Henderson’s attempt to preserve an appearance of
orthodoxyby callmg transfer payments a real cost only led to further confusion

* Sconotntc Journal, March 1930, p 99 “To me, at any rate, the economic
problem presented by the real world seems to be a question of sorting out
and fitti^ each mto its appropriate niche a vast number of heterogeneous
individuals and activities a jig saw puzzle rather than a problem m hydro
dynamics”
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The attempt to draw ap a supply curve of a factor mvolvea

two steps First, we must collect together different actual pro-

ductive units into whatever groups are convement, calling each

group asingle factor The productive units fall naturallymtofour

categories—land, labour, capital, and enterprise ^ It would be

unwise to put two units belonging to different categones mto the

same group An acre of land, fifty-nme men, and two hundred

pounds’ worth of capital would not mahe a very convenient

factor Each factor must consist of umts from only one of the

four categories and any particular umt must be placed when-

ever possible in the same factor as the other umts which are

most hke it ® Any two umtswhich are perfect substitutes for each

other must be included in the same factor In many cases the

fnotora will deffne themselves mthout trouble We may find, for

instance a large body of unskiUed workers, between whose

c"Vl»htes thora am only small diSemnoes, wWa them » a

clearly marked difference, on the one hand, between the quahty

of the best of them and of the least capahk worker outside

the croup, ond on the other hand, between the quahty of th

the
^

Pj
^ roost copablo worker outside the

Zl Inch ot"» ‘T,6 P
, j. .ijoT.Q 'nill ho many doubtful cases, and we

quite simple ™
-ting dissimilar men cr dis-

must not bo to
factors If we take too stnet a view of

amnlar acres mto jastriy as a.

tho
^ “”g”a.c,to chan havo so many separate email

grouping them
^ould require an enormous

— -- -
factors

the rule that one factor consists of

But wo are bound to
category And since every

annljsis of output o
'

„mnlo\cr who provides

Uivieion IB nccossnrv j ,nBtnnco ft smftU ““P to several
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land, labour, capital, and enterprise, tbe number of factors must

in any case be mconvemently great ^ We must therefore always

enlarge the groups of units as generously as possible When
there is no very marked gap in the chain of productive units

which can be substituted for each other, providmg an obvioiw

Ime of demarcation which it would be foohsh to ignore, it will be

wise to make each factor large and to includem it such a number

of units that each factor is employed in a number of different

mdustnes
The second step in drawing up a supply curve of a factor is to

choose a umtm which to measure it The problem of finding the

unit 18 discussed at some length m the Appendix The general

outhne of the provisional solution there suggested is as follows

two portions of a certain factor—a number of men, if the factor

belongs to the category, labour, of acres if it belongs to the

categoiy, land, and so forth—will be counted as consistmg of an

equal number of efficiency units if they can be substituted

for one another without altering physical productivity The
efficiencyumt must be determined with reference to the industry

for which we are drawing the supply curve of the factor The
same actual productive umt may occur in the supply curves of

different mdustnes as different numbers of efficiency umts If,

by good fortune, we are able to compile a factor which consists

of umts closely similar to each otherm efficiency from the pomt
of view of the mdustry for which we are drawmg the supply
curve, the natural umt (a man or an acre) for the factor will

comoide with the efficiency umt
If the firms composmg the mdustry form a perfectly com-

petitive market for the factors,* the pnce of each efficiency umt
of a factor must be the same If one umt of the factor is

cheaper than others, relatively to its efficiency, it would be
advantageous to employ it, rather than a more expensive umt,
and its price would be bid up by nval employers to the same
level as the rest Thus at any given scale of the mdustry the
efficiency earmngs of each umt will be equal to the efficiency

^ The enalyeve of Book VH w made on the assumption that there are only
two, or only three, factors engaged m producing a commodity, and even with
such a small number of factors the analysis is sufficiently compUcated

* Tiie assumption that this is so la retamed throughout the &st part of this
book The removal of it oames us into the field of monopsony which is discussedm the second part
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eanimgs of a unit which is marginal at that scale of the industry
The eammgs of entrepreneurs are received, m the form of profit,

and not paid out by an employmg agency, but as we shall see in
the next chapter the same prmciples can be apphed to entre-

preneurs as to umts of any other factor The difference between
the earnings actually received by a certain unit of a factor and
its transfer price is its rent from the pomt of view of the mdustry
Now if the supply curve of a factor, drawn up on these

prmciples, is perfectly elastic to an mdustry we shall know that

none of the units contained in it are eammg rent from the pomt
of view of that industry And if the supply curve is nsmg we

shall loiow that there is a possibihty that rent may he present

But the essential nature of rent in the industry is only to be

understood by considenng Mr Shove’s jig-saw puzzle, and we

must always return to the jig-saw puzzle m order to explam it

Our next task is to discover in what circumstances the supply

curve of a factor to an industiy may be nsmg A factor which

18 in imperfectly elastic supply to an industry may be called a

scarce factor from the point of view of that mdustry

First consider a case in which the whole of one factor consists

of units which are all closely similar to each other bothm respect

to the industry m which they are employed and in respect to

their possible alternative uses Then if there is a marked natural

eap between this factor and others it may happen that there

will be a certain small group of industnes all of which are com-

peting for the use of this liomogeneousfaotor Now
^

these mdustnes expands, the amount

of .t ai« mcronsod Its supply
j^J,’^“Suct.TS ante

rising as the industry exiiands, but since aut p

oom^sing tho faotor are s.m.to from the pomt of new
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relevant mdustnes the transfer earnings of all units will be the

same, and will be equal to their prices, and none of them will earn

rent Thus a nsmg supply curve of the factor to an mdustry is

not a sufficient condition, although it is a necessary condition,

for the existence of rent from the pomt of view of that mdustry

Of course we can regard as a separate mdustry any group of

producers that we find it convement to class together If we are

interested in an mdustry which employs only part of a factor of

the type that we have just been disoussmg, the factor, as we
have seen, earns no rent from the pomt of view of that mdustry,

while from the pomt of view of a larger mdustry it may earn

rent If , m a certam town, aU the sites smtable for retail shops

could be classed together as one factor, clearly demarcated on

aU sides by a gap m the oham of productive umts which can be

substituted for each other—so that no site not mcluded m the

factor was at all smtable for a shop—^but withm which aU sites

were not appreciably different from each other, then if we chose

to regard only the grocers’ shops as a smgle mdustry, the factor

earns no rentm the grocers’ shop mdustry, but if we regard aU
retail shops as a smgle mdustry, the factor earns rent m that

mdustry, smce sites which were not used for shops would be less

profitably employed m some other mdustry
If there is no marked natural gap differentiatmg this factor

from aU others it is likely that an expansion of any one m-
dustry employmg it wiU be met by a transference of productive

umts from a large number of other mdustnes, even if the
expandmg mdustry is of considerable size, and the transfer

pnce of any given productive umt wiU then be mdependent of

the scale of the expandmg mdustry, and the supply of the factor
to the mdustry wiU be perfectly elastic

6

Next consider a factor which is homogeneous from the pomt
of view of the mdustry for which we are drawmg its supply
curve, so that m that mdustry aU natural umts are of the same
efficiency, but which is heterogeneous from the pomt of view of
other uses In this and the succeeding cases we shall n-Hanma that
the transfer cost of any given natural umt of the factor is mde-
pendent of the scale of the mdustry for which the supply curve
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IS being dravra, that is to say, we shall asamne that as the

industry expands it draws productive units from such a wide

range of other industnes that its expansion has a neghgible

effect upon the transfer earnings of the productive umts that

it employs

In this case, as the industry expands it attracts to itself

natural umts of a factor which, from the pomt of new of

this mdustry, are hke those already employed But the units

which successively find themselves at the margm of trans-

ference will have successively greater transfer pnces, for they

can be put to successively more profitable uses m other m-

dustnea The supply curve of the factor wiU therefore be nsing,

and there will be rentm the mdustry For instance, as the num-

ber of gcQoeTB' shops in the town increases, the sites which they

occupy, though no better for grocera than those already em-

ployed,’ may be progressively more ehgible m other uses, so

that their transfer costs are progressively higher Sites whose

transfer costs are less than those of marginal sites will then

earn rent In the case which we are now cousidermg the natural

umt and the efficiency unit oomcide, and it is this cMe which is

most congemal to the notion of a supply price of a factor to an

mdustry and which puts least stram upon our artificial device

for drawing up the supply curve of the f^tor

Next coLider the case of a factor wffich is

from the pomt of view of the mdustry for wkch rapply

m bemg drawn If the other mdustnes from which

r

"

e^Lies of difierent natural umte^
other mdustnes as m “ ^Tt^aotcrs
transfer eaxnmgs of the pa ic

, efficiencies,

wffithenstand mthe same ratioto e^h

and the supply curve,m
^oers call mto service may

For mstance, the sites whic P
expands tatisi

and farther, hnt d the relame to™ as m the

if- “
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supply of the factor to the industry is perfectly elastic, and the

units composing the factor earn no rent The heterogeneity of

the factor, from the pomt of view of the mdustry, is not a suf-

ficient condition that the supply curve of the factor should be
nsmg and that there should be rent m that industry

If, however, the factor is homogeneous from the pomt of view

of other mdustnes although heterogeneous from the pomt of

view of this mdustry, the pnce of aU the natural units will be
the same, but the supply curve measured m efficiency units will

be nsmg, and the factor will earn rent Eor instance, the grocers

may pay the same pnce for sites as the number of their shops

increases, but the profitabihty of the sites to grocers may be
progressively lera

Emally, consider the casem which the factor is heterogeneous,

both from the pomt of view of the mdustry for which we are

drawmg the supply curve and from the pomt of view of other m-
dustnes, but m which there is a difference between the relative

efficiencies of natural umts m the mdustry and their relative

efficiencies m the mdustnes from which they are drawn Then
there will be a nsmg supply curve of the factor and rent m the
mdustry

6

Our search for scarce factors has been rewarded by cases of
three types—all of which, of course, may be exemphfied by the
same factor at once Eirst, the transfer costs of units of the factor
may nse as more of it is employed Second, as the mdustry
expands it may be obhged to employ xmits of the factor succes-
sively leas and less well adapted to its particular needs, and yet
there may be no compensatmg differencem the transfer earmngs
of the units of the factor Third, it may be able to call into
employment units of the factor which are at least as efficient
as those already employed from its own pomt of view, but which
are put to more profitable uses elsewhere As the demand for the
factor mcreases, the mdustry will then be obhged to lure away
umts which are successively better and better off where they
are, it must pay a progressively higher pnce as it comes to
compete with successively more profitable nval uses for the
factor, and there is no compensatmg difference m the efficiency
of the units which it employs
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A further point remains to be considered, even if the re-

lative efficiencies of different units of the factors are the same
in the mdustnes from which they are drawn as in the expand-

mg industry, their cost, relatively to their efficiency, may nse,

for another reason, as more are employed Certain people

may have a taste for the trade m question, and may be pre-

pared to work m it even though they might make a larger

income elsewhere Thus their transfer cost to this industry

will be lower than it would otherwise have been, and when the

supply of such persons is exhausted transfer costs will nse, be-

cause to obtain a further mcrease m the supply of labour and

entrepreneurship it wdl be necessary to tempt mto the trade

those to whom it offers no special attractions, or even those who

(apart from the greater mcome they are able to earn m it)

positively the occupation Such preferences may arise

either from a view of the “net advantages” of the trade, its

healthiness, security, social prestige, and so forth, which will he

differently evaluated by each individual, or from a hereditary

connection with the trade, or from personal fancy Moreover,

Ignorance, or the difficulty of moving from one occupation to

aWer, or mere reluctance to do so, may prevent of t^e

factors from reactmg to differences in the eaimngs which they

can obtam in different mdustnes
^

The mfluences which lead to the ocouimce d m m

s^ToftC^nduiehip le certandy

r^the whole eJr.S"

contribution bw teacnuig lu «—

-

below
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large number of others In the same way the relative ef&oi*

enoies of different workers will often be the same in a large

number of occupations The defimtion of an mdustry would

have to be very wide before it would cover a region bounded
on all Bides by a gap in the cham of alternative employ-

ment for the men concerned But it is certainly possible that

there should be mdustries which require pecuhar gifts, either

from enterprise or from labour, that axe quite differently

evaluated m aU other industnes Eor the factor land it is even
more likely that there are numerous uses which require some
special quahties m the soil, m the geographical situation, or m
a combmation of the two, so that the relative values of different

pieces of land may be different m one qmte small mdustry from
their relative values m aU other mdustries Only for the factor

capital must aU uses be alikem the quahties which they require

For money capital is perfectly homogeneous, and can be turned
mto whatever form is required m each industry ^

In the importance which must be attached to differences due
to preference the order of the factors must be reversed In the
case of land, where the effect of heterogeneity is strongest, the
effect of preference is weakest Some land-owners may prefer to
receive a lower pnce from the National Trust than a higher
pnce from a buildmg company, butm general we should expect
that a piece of land will (apart from fnotions) always take
service m the mdustry m which its eammgs are greatest The
human factors, labour and entrepreneurship, will obviously be
more strongly sub]ect to differences of preference than land
And they will also be impeded from movmg readily from one
mdustry to another by distrust of the unknown Capital, which
IS homogeneous from the pomt of view of e£Q.ciency, may
also be subject to differences due to preference or ignorance
Each mdustry may have certam soiuces (notably its own profits)
from which capital may be readily drawn, and when these
supphes are exhausted it may have to attract capital, by the
prospect of a higher reward, from investors who have no parti-
cular preference for the mdustrym question or knowledge of its
possibihties

It thus appears that factors belongmg to any of the four cate-
gories may be scarce Such questions cannot be answered by

^ See p 19
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It has been the intention of this book to avoid wantontroversy But the recent controversy over “the laws ofrXms”!IS too important to be ignored, and it will be helpful to themadprto nnd^d the pomte of Merenee between thee^rt
n

*

1
° °1 Mr Shove on the orahand and Mr Sraffa on the other

ms system is founded uponMr Shove’s system, and the two
only differm so far as this system is drasticaUy simplified by the
omission of any reference to tune, and in so far as Mr Shove
rejects the notion of a supply curve of a factor The difference
between them is neither a difference of analysis nor a dispute as
to facts It IS merely a difference of optimism It is obviouB
that the actual nature of mdividual productive units (men
and acres), the actual eammgs which will cause them to move
from one industry to another, and the actual rents that they
receive can be in no way affected by the manneT m which we
choose to define a factor of production And Mr Shove’s pg-saw

puzzle is a convincmg account of the real world But Mr Shove’s

map 18 on too large a scale to serve our present purpose By re-

ducmg the scale of the map we may hope to catch a glimpse of

the outlme of our contment, though we shall fad to see every bay

and every promontory on its coasts, while Mr Shove must be

for ever ponng over his ordnance survey, sheet by sheet The

device of drawmg supply curves of factors is merely a reduction

m the scale of the map, which sacrifices its accuracy to its

usefulness It does not mvolve any fundamental difference of

opinion with Mr Shove

The difference from Mr Sraffa is of another kmd In Mr

Sraffa’s world it is the usual rule that any particular umt of a

factor IS like its neighbours, both m respect to its efficiency in

J Sea Economtc Journal, March 1930, p 79, where a hst of the relevMt

articles is given Of these the most important for our present purpose are Jur

SraSa’s article of 1926 and Mr Shove’s contribution to the Symposium
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the indxiBtry m which it is employed and to its ef&oiency m
neighboiinng industries Perfectly elastic supply of factors to

each mdustry is therefore the rule But m this sea of homo-

geneous factors of production there float here and there lumps

of heterogeneity, such as coal-bearing land or soil particularly

suitable for root crops Each of these lumps of factors is homo-

geneous withm itself but unlike all other productive umts Mr
Srafia thus only recogmses two out of aU the possible types of

conditions of supply of factors which are mcludedm Mr Shove’s

Jig-saw puzzle

It wasm connection with such lumps of factors that Mr Sraffa

posed his famous dilemma Some of them are absorbed mto a

smgle mdustry and cause no trouble But some of them, as we
have seen, will be employed m several mdustnes Suppose that

there is a certam limited area of land smtable for roots Turnips,

swedes, and mangold-wurzels all require it, and its efficienoy for

other crops is very small Now if, say, the turmp mdustry is

employmg a very small proportion of this limited supply of land,

it can expand without cauamg a perceptible rise of its pnce
But if it IS employmg a large proportion, then, when it ex-

pands the pnce of the land rises The output of the other root

mdustnes is reduced, and the pnces of swedes and mangold-
wurzels go up Now it IS very likely (though by no means neces-

sary) that commodities which are alike m requinng some highly

specialised factor will be ahke m the uses to which they can be
put This is certainly true of turnips and swedes If the pnce of

swedes and mangold-wurzels go up, the demand curve for their

substitute, turmps, will be raised The demand curve for turmps
therefore infringes the flrst canon of behaviour for a dftTnH.nd

curve It is not mdependent of the supply curve of its own
commodity This was Mr Srafia’s dilemma If we are mterested
m an mdustry which is sufficiently small to use only a htwaII

proportion of the speciahsed lump of the factor, the factor will

not be scarce And if the mdustry is sufficiently large for the
factor to be scarce our tools will break m our hands
The damage to the demand curve caused by the second horn

of Mr SrafEa's dilemma is not perhaps as great as appears at
first sight It does not apply to every case, and even when it

does apply it does no irremediable damage Provided that
we know m what way the conditions of supply m other m-

I
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dustnes are likely to alter as,a result of a change m the output

of the mdustry we are considenug, and provided farther that

we know the shift in the demand curve brou^t about by the

change in the prices of other conunoditieSj we can redraw the

demand curve for each scale of the industry Thus the woundm
the demand curve caused by this blow from the horn of Mr

Sraffa’s dilemma can he hound up if we have sufficient know-

ledge of the conditions of the problem ^

‘ But however that may be, it is quite clear that the digerence

between Mr Shove andMr Srafiaansesoutof the picture of the

world at which they are lookmg* It seems undemable that

Mr Shove’s more comphcated picture is a better likeness of the

real world than Mr Sraffa’s simplified picture But this is a

question which it is idle to debate by a fnon methods The

answer to it must come from a statistical examination of actual

factors of production Mr Sraffa, no doubt, is perfectly content

to awaitthe verdict of the statisticians Forhewas notconcemed

to defend a particular view about the real world Hia pnrpose

was quite a different one He was concerned to show that

economists who make use of the competitive analysis of value

have a strong unconscious bias m favour of nsmg and f^g

Bunnly price, simply because, if supply pnce is al^ys constant,

S analysis has nothing mterestmg to sj^ The monopoly

analysis of value, maugurated by Mr Sraffa himself, has no axe

1. .. on unknowu iB introduced into a proWein

to^41cK »lv«l b,

geomstncbl appeu* » b» Mimrt fto»

* The world envisaged by
olwfvs nerfeotly homogeneous mthm

toitolv.., hot ore Olto Jiieoi to oUow tor mat 1^‘
into Mr SrafEa’a world il hw pw^

selected Some of Professor Pigoue

lumps of factors, and if hiB ^^^ry reader) of a veiy large

xUustrations supeat of an mdustry, fay wheat-gro^

homogeneous factor, say
i » that the price of land rises as whea

nbBorbmg so large a proportion M it that tae pn
^

SoSng expands (of lemSy MeU we are concern^ vith

Sroneous The expansion of any
{he province of the analysis of

an mcrease of output as a
^tovo de^nds If more wheat, md

the particular image of the

ho arrived at them
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to grind in the matter If the statisticians assure Mr SraSa that

he IS right, and that almost every industiy works under con-

ditions of.constant costs, the task of the monopoly analysis will

be much simplified But it will lose none of its validity, and will

gam considerably m charm '



CHAPTER 9

THE SUPPLY GUEVE UNDER PEBEBC5T OOMPETETION

We must now introduce into our analysis the effects upon the

costs of a firm of an increase m the scale of the mdustiy In

order to draw up a supply curve it is always necessary to make

some assumption about the movement of the individual demand

curves of the firms, and on eveiy possible assumption there is

a different supply curve ^ The simplest assumption that can be

made about the individual demand curves is that they are

honzontal and tliat they always move upward and downward

without changing their slope In short, the simplest assumption

to make is that competition is perfect To isolate the effects of

a change in the scale of the industry upon costs it is therefore

convcment to discuss the case of a perfectly competitive m-

dustry Under perfect competition, ns we sawm Chapter 7, the

firms must be of optimum sizo when profits are normal

We will first consider the case in which there are no economies

of large-scale industry, and in which all factors, mcludmg ento-

nrenourship, are in perfectly elastic supply to the mdust^
Y®

effect of an increase in demand for a commodity produced under

norfect competition is then easily seen The firms will aU he

alike When the demand increases, the pnee be tempor^y

raised and each firm will increase output to the pomt at which

its marginal cost is equal to the new pnee Pnee^
creatcT^than average cost, a surplus profit will be made,

» Seo p 88

120
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the old average cost for a smaller output In equihbnum con-

ditions "With normal profits, price "vviU be equal to average cost

for the industry, and to both average and margmal costs for

each separate firm Eor each individual seller marginal revenue

will be equal to margmal coat, and both will be equal to price

Smce average cost does not alter as the output of the industry

expands, supply price wiU be constant ^

2

But, as we saw in the last chapter, it is possible that factors of

production may be scarce from the point of view of a particular

industry An expansion in the size of the mdustry will then lead

to a nse in the pnce of the scarce factors

In these conditions what determines supply price® For
simphcity of exposition wo will suppose that there is only one
scarce factor, but the argument apphes equally when there are

several Rent from the point of view of the mdustry is, ns we
have seen, the difference between the transfer earnings of intra-

margmal efficiency units of the factors and the earnings of units

which are on the margin of transference Given the supply
curves of the factors, the amount of rent is determined by the
position of the margin Rent is therefore not a causal clement in

the situation, and to find the supply pnce of the commodity wo
must study what is the cost of production in a situation whore
no element of rent is present That is to say, wo must study cost

at (he margin m order to discover both the supply pnco of tho
commodity and the amount of rent in tho industry

Consider a firm wluch employs only marginal units of the
factors, that is, umts which would cease to bo employed in tho
mdustry if their earnings were sbghtly reduced For instance,
if the scarce factor is land, wo must consider a firm working on
a Bite which is on tho margm of transference from tho point of
view of the mdustry In the costs of such a firm there will bo no
element of rent, and its cost per unit of output will bo tho cost
at the margin of the mdustry Now tho cost of such a firm must
be equal to the price of tho commodity For if pnco were greater
than this cost it would be profitable to employ more expensive

^ *8 on oxomplo of tho Bjlocial caso, discussed in Oinptor 7, in wlitoli
tho inoroaBO in tho rnunboE of firms w proportional to tho incroago m output
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units of the factors, and the units employed by this firm would
not be marginal umts And if price were lower than this cost

the transfer earnings of the factors would not be covered by
price, and these umts of the factors would he outside the

margm
We must also consider the intensive marginal cost Intensive

marginal cost, when any given output is bemg produced by the

industry, is the cost of makmg a umt mcrease^ m the output

produced with the aid of any given portion of the scarce factor

by increasmg the amount of the other factors For instance, if

the scarce factor is land, we must consider the cost of mcreas-

ing the output produced on any given site In this cost also

there is no element of rent And this cost also must be equal to

the pnce of the commodity For if the pnce were greater than

this cost it would be profitable to increase the output produced

with the aid of the given portion of the scarce factor, until the

intensive marginal cost rose to equal the price, and if pnce

were leas than this coat it would be profitable to lower the

intensity of cultivation of tlie scarce factor by employing less of

the other factors with the given portion of the scarce factor,

until the mtensive mai^mal cost fell to equal the pnce

Thus both cost at the margm and mtensive margmal cost

must be equal to pnce, and consequently both mnst be equal to

the supply pnce of the commodity As the demand for the

bommo'dity mcreases, more of all the factors are called into

employmeL in the mdustry When more of any

calfedSo use the pnce of a margmal umt is raised, and the pme

HD.\r the scarce factor is useu

factor whoBO pnce Cao oricat dctarmmed

more mtensively as outpu >
, -fBctois for each

by the techrucel pos«.bdiheB of ^
oU, »d the intensive ’^^th raised and

margin and
“'*^7®t'toSe'of the commodity Supply pnce

both remain equal to the pnce ot tne cu

as the mcremoiin ,,

crement of output The phrase will be
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IB detenmned at these two maxgms, and these two costs are

always equal

The elasticity of supply of the commodity is thereforegoverned

by two causes It will depend upon the elasticity of supply of the

scarce factor (the rate at which the cost of a margmal unit of it

nses as more is employed) and upon the elasticity of substitu-

tion,^ which measures the technical possibihty of substitutmg

factors for each other, that is, the possibdify of economising m
the use of the scarce factor as its cost nses ‘

3

What IS the relationship of cost at the margm and mtensive

margmal cost to the costa of the mdividual firm^ Eirst consider

a case m which the supply of entrepreneurs to the mdustry is

perfectly elastic, and some other factor, say land, is scarce Tien
each firm will be of the size at which its average cost is a

minimum, for the rent of the scarce factor, land, must of course

be mcluded m the coat of the firm, and the margmal and
average cost of the firm will both be equal to the pnce As
the mdustry expands and the cost of land alters, the optimum
size of the firms (at which average cost is a minimum) may be

changed, but, m equihbnum, the firms must always be of

optimum size As the cost of land nses, more of the other factors,

as we saw, will be employed with each umt of land Each firm

therefore wiU employ leas land as the cost of land nses
Next consider the case where entrepreneurship is the scarce

factor and all other factors arem perfectly elastic supply Then
cost at the margm is the cost of a firm controlled by an entre-

preneur on the margm of transference, and it will be equal to

^ Defined on p 266 below
* Let E be the elasticity of supply of the commodity, E| the elasticity of

supply of the scarce factor, ij the elasticity of substitution, and t the ratio
of the cost of the scarce factor to total cost
When all other factors are m perfectly elastic supply,

E ^

or ( - =
k

( — E) IS the numerical value of the elasticity of supply of the commodity and
(- El) 18 the numencal value of the elasticity of supply of the scarce factor
I am mdebted to Mr E.ahn for this result
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both the margmal and the average cost of such a firm The
minimum umt of the scarce factor is now a smgle entrepreneur

Therefore to find mtensive margmal cost we must consider the

cost of mcreasmg the output produced by any given entre-

preneur and mtensive margmal cost will he the marginal cost

of an mtra-margmal firm Thus when entrepreneurship is the

scarce factor the proposition that price is equal to cost at the

margm is equivalent to the proposition that pnce is equal to

and average cost of a margmal firm And the proposi-

tion that mtensive margmal cost is equal to pnce is merely

another form of the famihar proposition that the margmal cost

of each firm is equal to the pnce

For all firms margmal cost must be equal to pnce, but only

for margmal firms will average cost he equal to the pnce For

any mtra-margmal firm the difierence between its total receipts

and its total cost, mcludmg the transfer earnmgs of the entre-

preneur, 18 the rent of the entrepreneur Thus the rent of the

entrepreneur, m each firm, will be the difierence between

margmal and average cost to the firm, multiphed by output K

we exclude this rent from the costs of the firm, and only molude

the transfer eaimngs of each entrepreneur m the costs of his

firm, we are obhged to say that only margmal firms are of

optikum size, smce it is only for them that average co^
^

deW. irfl be at a immmam AU
to

definition, are of more than optimnm sire But ^ emjtoy to

definition would be misleadmg. for

dnoes an arbitrary distmotion bet^ the rent

and of oaier factors -to
“.torn

stto"sxir™ i. TZ'iz

production on exactly the same
are of more

Secondly, the
it ism some way

than optimum size carries the gg ought to he

nndesJable for them to be so
The foot

amaUet But of course tins mtra-osrgmal

that when entrepreneumlup a » “ ,oeld be osUsd

firms are larger than wha
, difierential advan-

their optimum sme merely shows that tne
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tages of entre;preneui8 whose efficiency cost is relatively low are

being fully exploited, so that the marginal cost of their output is

not less than the marginal cost of the outputs of more expensive

entrepreneurs And this is obviously m no sense undesirable

The fact that, as the output of the mdustry expands, the output

of an intra-margmal firm increases merely shows that its relative

efficiency mcreases as the margm is extended and entrepreneurs

whose efficiency is less (relatively to their transfer costs) are

called mto the mdustry The mcrease m the size of an intra-

margmal firm IS a reflection of the fact that the scarce factor,

entrepreneurship, is bemg used more mtensively as its cost rises

And there is clearly no sense m which it is undesirable that this

should occur

It therefore appears better to molude in the costs of mtra-

margmal firms the rent of the entrepreneur, as well as the rents

of the other factors The average cost of every firm, mcludmg
rent, will then be at a mimmum in equihbnum, and every firm,

m this sense, will be of optimum size

This can be illustrated as follows

Fia 41 Fia 42

Iixtra la&rgmal firm M&rgmal firm

Etg 41 shows an mtra-margmal firm, and Eig 42amargmal
firm

In each case A is the average cost of the output of the firm
excludmg the entrepreneur’s rent, and M is the marginal
cost of the firm

DQ IS the pnce of the commodity
A' IS the average cost of the firm mcludmg the entre-
preneur’s rent, and ADCB is the total rent of the entre
preneur
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Since the inclusion of rent adds to total costs a lump sum
which IS independent of the firm’s output {given thepnce
of^the commodity), the margui&I'cost curve cuts A', as well
as A, at its mimmum point

The price of the commodityisequal both to margmalcost and
to average cost mcluding rent

EmaUy, we must consider the case m which there are several

scarce factors Rent over and above transference eammgs wiU

he earned by mtra-margmal units of all the vanoua scarce

factors The cost at the margm of the commodity will be equal

to the cost of a firm usmg only margmal umts of fdl factors It

is not, of course, necessary to suppose that any actual part of

the product la produced at the margm from the pomt of view

of all of the factors An mtra-margmal entrepreneur may work

on marginal land But this would mahe no difference to the

result If we wish to distmguish the part of the total rent gomg

to each factor, we must discover, firstly, what surplus would anse

if each piece of land were managed by a margmal entrepreneur,

the whole of this surplus would then be rent of land (if there is

no third scarce factor) Secondly, we must discover what surplus

would arise if each entrepreneur were workmg on margmal land,

the whole of this surplus would then be rent of entrepreneursbp

And so forth These distributional problems are not to our

present purpose, which is simply to construct the supply curve

which 18 the net result of aU the payments made to the vanous

Intensive marginal cost, from the pomt of view of

IS the cost of making a unit morease m the onipnt

with the aid of any given portion of ^
the amounts of the other factors It is obwiis

marmnal cost, for eaiih factor, roust be equal to pnra mis
^

course, equaUy true when the factor is in perfectly elastic supply

"l“se"l supply pnce of the

cost at the margin and to intensive
TOoducmg

up the diSerenoe between the pnce

a umt of the commodity with 3 mdad-

of the factors, and supply price is equal to average

ing rent
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4 .

We Iiave so far made no reference to the mflnence npon the

supply curve of whatMr Shove has taught us to call “economies ^

of large-scale industry” ^ When an mdustry expands m size

there are vanous ways in which its costs may he'reduced The

firms composmg it may be buymg some element of their equip

meat from a subsidiary mduslay which is producmg under

conditions of ffl-llmg supplypnce, so that as the mam mdustrym-
creases its use of this equipment the price of it falls Or it may be

that as the mdustry expands its orgamsation is altered, the firms

speciahsmg upon a narrower range of productive processes, or

it may be that some factor of production (for instance skilled

labour) becomes better adapted to the requirements of this

particular mdustry when a large amount of it is employed ®

When the assumption of perfect competition is followed to its

logical conclusion the scope for possible economies is found to

be very narrow,® but they may be conceived to occur, and to

complete our analysis of the supply curve they must be mtro-

duced mto it This can be done without makmg any funda-

mental alteration m it The effect of economies of large-scale

mdustry will be to reduce the average costs of the firms, and
may alter the optimum size of the firms At any given scale of

the mdustry the firms will be of optimum size (m equihbnum)
andthe pnce will be equal to themargmal cost andthe Tnimmimi
average cost of the firms, but the costs of the firms may vary
with the scale of the mdustry Thus the existence of scarce

factors tends to raise the average cost of a firm of optimum size

as the mdustry expands, and economies of large-scale mdustry
tend to lower the average cost of a firm of optimum size On
balance the average cost of a firm of optimum size may either

rise or fall as the mdustry expands The propositions that pnce
must be equal to cost at the margm, and to mtensive margmal

^ “Symposium”, JEcoHomtc Journal, March 1930, p lOi
* See Appendix, p 341 It la also possible that m certain cases some factor

detenoiates as more is employed (see Appendix, p 347) Such “ diseconomies
of large scale mdustry”, due to a fall m the efficiency of a given portion of a
factor when more of the factor is employed, not to a nae in its price, are left
out of account m the present treatment of the supply curve, and m the
succeedmg argument, merely for the sake of simplicity, and the analysis can
easily be adapted to deal with them

* See Appendix, p 340
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cost from the pomt of view of each factor, are unaffected by
the existence of economies of large scale

The cham of causation may be summarised m this way Ih

equihbnum pnce is equal to margmal and average cost to the

ftms When the demand for the commodity moreases its price

rises, therefore margmal revenue to the jBrms nses, and their

output expands until their margmal costs are once more equal

to the price But profits are then abnormal, new firms enter the

mdustry, and a further mcrease of output occurs Pnce falls

agam and equihbnum will be established when pnce is once

more equal to average as well as to margmal cost for the firms

But the expansion of the mdimtry may have altered the costs of

the firms The additional employment of the factors of produc-

tion, includmg the additional entrepreneurship represented by

the new firms, wiH have raised the pnce, per efBciency umt.^ of

any factorwhich is notm perfectly elastic supply to the mdustay,

and the economies of large scale may have lowered the cost or

moreased the efficiency of particular items m the productive

equipment of the firms, or may have led to the reorga^afaon of

t^mdustry m firms whose costs (abstractmg from the change

m th“ scarce factore) are lower «.an The art

nf these two contrary influences may establish an eqmh

m wlchtte average cort of a firm of optanam

le ra mther higher or lower than hefore. and supply pnce may

suggest.

that there IS a mystenons di
^ ^hea itm

which supply pnce is '‘2 Ween nsmg and

falling
a The

*®^^e^per£eet ecmpehticn and im-

falhng supply pnce, J analysis in i^ch hne

perfect “4 ^n^lyeis in which they are ignored
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The matter has now been earned one step further Followmg

out the unphcations of the proposition that every firm must, in

the nature of the case, act as a monopohst, it has been shown

that the problem of the determination of supply pnee in a

perfect market is merely a special case of the general problem

of the detenmnation of pnee under competitive conditions The

distmction between perfect and imperfect competition is thus

seen to be only a difference of degree The problems connected

with the influence of time remain to be solved, but no attempt

IS here made to solve them

6

By combuung the analysis, given in Chapter 7, of the effect

of a change m the total demand for the commodity upon
the demand curve for the mdividual firm, with the analysis of

the effect of a change m the scale of the industry upon the cost

curve of the mdividual firm, givenm this chapter for the special

case of perfect competition, it is possible to analyse supply

curves of every type, at the level of abstraction mamtamed in

this book But a word must be said about the mteractions of the

two types of change

When the market is unperfeot the process of dismtegration of

firms (which, as we saw, may lead to economies of large-scale

mdustry even imder perfect competition) is very much retarded,

and a degree of speciahsation thatwould be profitable under per-

fect competitionis not profitablewhen competition is imperfect ^

There is here, therefore, a reservoir of potential economies of

large-scale mdustry, an morease m the total demand for the
commodity, leading to changesm the mdividual demand curves,

may have the effect of releasmg these potential economies by
makmg a degree of spemahsation profitable which was not
profitable before In short, an mcrease m the total demand for
the commodity, when the market is imperfect, is far more likely

to lower the average cost curves of the firms than when the
market is perfect

^ See Appendix, p 339
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CHAPTER 10

A DIGRESSION ON THE FOUR COST CURVES

1

The next task to which, our technique may be apphed is to make
the compansoR between competitive and monopoly output that

IS to say,to contrast theoutput of anmdustrywhenitis composed
of a number of mdependent producers, with the output of the

same mdustry m the same conditions of demand when it is

controlled by a smgle authority We have already discussed the
competitive supply curve, and we know that competitive out5)ut

18 the output at which demand price is equal to supply pnce
But the cost curve which governs monopoly output may ob-
viously be something different from the supply curve which
governs competitive output, and we cannot embark upon the
comparison between monopoly and competitive output until we
have exammed this question more closely The present chapter
therefore is devoted to a digression on cost curves ^

^W^e have seen that the supply curve of a commodity produced
imder perfect competition is the curve of average costs mcludmg
rent This proposition is no more than a tautology, smce it

follows from the defimtion of rent to the industry Aggregate
* treatment of the four cost curves here set out owes much to Mr

Shove, but ho must not bo held roaponsuble for this os^oaition of them, 'which^ers considerably from his own Mr Shove’s article on “Vatymg Costs and
MMginal Net Products” in the Eeonomtc Journal, Juno lfi28, contains lus first
Bystomatio troatmont of tho cost curves

* The four cost curves are only used tn thts bool, for the comparisons which
/flow *n the next three chapters, and the succeeding chapters do not requite
them The reader who prefers to omit this digression, and the whole of Bool IVwiU therefore not lose very much But the system of four cost curves is also use
Tut tn connection with problems which are not discussed tn this bool

133 K
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eqmhbmim, and average cost including lent os necessarily equal

to pnceSBut this average cost curve is not the only curve which

can be derived from the aggregate cost of the mdustary There

are four cost curves which can usefully be distinguished

fFvora aggregate cost including rent we can denve marginal

cMt including rent, that is, the increase in the total costs of the

industry when output is increased hy one unit' The curve of

marginal cost mcluding rent may he called a, and the curve of

average cost mcluding rent /S, This curve, must comcide with

the supply curve of the commodity, smce supply pnce is equal

to average cost mcludmg rent ^

/From aggregate cost excluding rent margmal and average

c^t excludmg rent can be derived Margmal cost excluding rent

B the increase in the costs of the indnstiy ote ftan rent whm

output increases hy one nmt Average cost eadutoig^t is tie

agmgate cost other than rent, divided by the output TOe curre

of^rgmal cost exdndmg tent may be oaBed 7,
and the emve

of average cost exdudmg rent S
)

I'Then the a curve is marginal to the ^ euive and the 7 ourve le

to t^d ourve-;)^oh pan oheymg the varmu. lam

govSLg the behaviour of margmal and average eerves die-

cussed in Chapter 2 PUTves will be difierent

The relationships betwesn

oris not independent oi in where it is mdependent

mdustry We tnh first
“tommies d laige-

Ai we further assume that ^ ^ but also the

skle mdustry^ so that not o y
, of theamount of

efficiency, of each unit of a"uTtT^ud^rLtissg,^

ru^itonereaseofoutpu^^—- ^g.tioad

factor employed consists of m ^ jgdihoad

cost moused indndes no "^/andisequdtothe

“^y"^-—y ^ 7
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modity And as wo have seen, the^ curve, showing average cost

inoluding rent, coincidea with the supply curve On our two

assumptions, therefore, 7 and ^ coinoidB )3 and 7 are then

TmuTginal to 8 (average cost excluding rent) and a (marginal cost

including rent) is margmal to /3 and 7^ ^ - M '
^

A numerical example may help to make these relations clear ^

The 7 curve, which is margmal to 8, is derived by considermg

the mcrement of cost due to a umt morease of output For

instance, when output mcreases from 9 to 10 units total cost

(excludmg rent) nses from 900 to 1020 The margmal cost

(excludmg rent) of 10 units is therefore 120 On the assumptions

that we are now makmg, the 7 curve comcides with the supply

curve of the commodity Column 4 therefore gives the hst of

supply pnces of the vanous outputs Thus if 10 umts are to be

produced the pnce must be 120, if 11 units are to be produced

the pnce must be 124 and so forth We may therefore proceed

with the example, assunung each amount of output to be sold

at its appropnate pnce

a IBmargmalto and the divergence between them represents

the mcreasem the cost of producmg the former output which is

caused by aumt mcrease of output, that is, it shows the difference
between the cost of n umts when n are bemg produced and the

1 Onc0 more the example is absurd but useful, see p 26, note
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cost of n imits when {n + 1) are being produced ^ Thus when
11 units are bemg produced the difference between a and y3 is 40,

because, when output mcreasea from 10 units to 11, average cost

IS raised by 4, and the total cost of 10 units is therefore increased

by 40 a is marginal cost moluding rent, and 7 is margmal cost

excluding rent the increment of rent due to a mut increase of

output IS therefore "shown hy a m/inus 7 But 7 here coincides

with^ a minus ^ thereforeshows the mcrement of rent In other

words, on the two assumptions which entail that 7 and /3 co

mcide, the mcrcaae m the cost of producmg a given output

when output expands by one umt is equal to the increment of

rent Thus when 10 units are produced and sold at the appropn-

ate price (120), total receipts axe 1200 (column 5) and total coste

excluding rent are 1020 (column 2) The rent is then 180

Similarly, when output is 11 umts the rent is 220 The increase

m rent brought about hy mcreasing output from 10 to 11 umts

is therefore 40, and this is the difference between a and ^ when

11 umts are being produced '

The difference between and h is the average rept perm 0

output Thus when there is an output of 10

« iCandthe difference between /3 end 8 » 18

can thus be regarded either as total receipts minvs total costs

average oost (both excluding rent) multiplied by output )

1 nA » the overage eoet, M the cert, imd O the ealyat,

,hrehwth,we«e»mtheeeete,thee.ao„tphhO,wh«r»Ug-»wr»».^^

’’^CSleawtehefoand.ma.ew.vh.tehwa.elerm.h.lto
»»».

Welfare, Tp 803

* In Fig 42a. DQ m til® ” represontB

The rent can be
ot by the reotangte
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^he marginal mcrement of rent obviously does not enter into

the supply price of the commodity Output will always bo in-

creased if price is greater than marginal cost to the individual

producer,and this will be equal to cost atthe margin for the whole

industry But every increase in output will raise the rent paid

by all producers Each individually wiU only bo influenced by

the rise in the rent of intra-marginal umts of the scarce factors

employed bj’" himself, that is, by his share in the increment of

rent But since (on the assumption that competition is perfect)

the proportion of the total output for u hioli any one producer

IS responsible must bo small, the share of any one producer in

the increment of rent is negligible The increment of rent to the

whole mdustry wiU have no influence on the individual producer

and will therefore not enter into supply price It is marginal cost

excluding rent which is equal to supply pnco, and marginal cost

to the industry mcluding rent is greater than supply pnco '

3

We have so far proceeded upon the assumption that there arc

no economics of large-scale industry Wo must now Tcmo\ o this

assumption, retaining the assumption that the transfer costs of

umts of the factors are independent of the amounts of the factors

employed in the industry

It IS argued in the Appendix on Increasing and Uiinimshing

Returns that the economics which arise from the increase m the

scale of an industry' can all be treated in the same terms ns apply
to the simple tjqio of external economics which arise when some
item in the prodiictiic equipment, for instance a mncliino,

becomes cheaper (without altering in nature) when more of it is

employed We will therefore only deal, in the present context,

with economics of large-scale industry which are of this simple
type Wo wnll at first assume that there are no scarce factors

And we will suppose that decreasing costs anso from, say, buying
nunlmicry more clicaplj' when the industry expands, and so
oil^'rs a larger market to machine makers, who, in turn, are
pi oducing under conditions of falling supply price

TJie supply price of the commodity will be equal to the average
cost of the industry, and to the average and marginal costs of
each firm, and it will fall as the output of the industry expands
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On the assumption that there is no scarce factor and therefore

no pajrment of rent, the /S curve TnU coincide with the S curve

both shomng average cost, and the 7 curve wiU coihcide with

the a curve, both showmg margmal cost

Smce S (or
/
9 ) is falling, y (or a), which is margmal to it, must

he below it

The divergence between 7 and S measures the difierence be-

tween the cost of producmg n umts when n axe bemg produced

and the cost of n umts when {» + 1) axe bemg produced That is

to say, it IS the changem average cost, mduced by a unit mcrease

m output, multiphed by the former output This difference may

be descnbed as the induced econormea due to the umt mcreasem
output Thus if an mcrease m the output of the mdustry from

100 to 101 leads to economies which reduce average cost by 1,

the mduced economies due to the 101st umt of output are equal

to 100

Next we must consider the case where there are both econo-

mies of large-scale mdustry and scarce factors of production

As output moreases, the cost of a margmal umt of a scarce factor

mcreases, and consequently the cost mcluding rent of aU units

of the factor moreases, but, at the same time, each addition to

output enlarges the scale of the mdustry, and reduces some

other element m cost To lUustrate this case we may cons^ct

an imagmary example Suppose, for instance, that land for

Krowmg hay « a scarce factor, but that every ton of hay added

to the output of the hay-gromug mdustry lowers the “

mowers by 0 1 of a shillmg* H WOO new mowers are bor^t

every year by the whole group of producers, thra every ad^

tio^ ton of hay produced wdl reduce the
aggregateerpenitim

on by WO ahdhngs That is to say, there are mduced

eoononues^tto rate of WO shjlhngs, or £6, per Suppo“

Zt the cost of producmg a ton of hay on

Then £7 will be the equihbnum supply pn« of aWn ^ hay, md

Taverage cost, mclutog rent, to

^
its maxgmal cost, excludmg rent,

TYm,f.lvmerv brought

,S £7 mmus the reduction m the »st

about by addmg a ton of hay to e
^ £2

margmal cost, excludmg ren ,
o

economies axe

axtifimal example dlustxates the fact that w^n e

X An absurdly high rate of mduced economies is given
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present it is no longer true that marginal cost to the industry,

excluding rent, is equal to the cost of the additional factors

employed "when output moreases The cost of the additional

factors employed, or cost at the margm, must necessarily be

equal to supply pnce, but margmal cost to the industry, ex-

cludmg rent, is now less than the supply price by the amount

of the mduced economies The mdividual producer wiU only in-

crease his output if pnce is greater than margmal cost to him,

and margmal coat to the mdividual producer is equal to cost

at the margm for the whole mdustry But every mcrease m the

output of one producer wiU have the effect ofmducmg economies

which benefit all the otherproducers The action of the mdividual

willbe influencedbyhtsown sharemthesemduced economies, but
smce we are discussmg a perfectly competitive mdustry we must
assume that the proportion of the total output controlled by
any one producer is very small His sharem the mduced econo-

mies will therefore be neghgible, and they will not influence his

conduct It IS the margmal cost to the mdividual which must be

equal to supply pnce, and margmal cost to the mdustry, exclud-

mg rent, will be less than supply pnce when there are economies

/S still comcides with the supply curve but 7 now hes below /S

a IS margmal to ^ and 7 is margmal to B The two pairs of curves

are not connectedby any margmal and average rdationship, but
if there are no scarce factors, o comcides with 7 and /3 with S

The divergence between 7 and measuresthemduced economies,

and the divergence between 7 and a measures the mcrement of

rent, due to a umt mcrease of output

4

The system of four cost curves may now be tabulated

(1) a IS margmal cost mdudmg rent,

j8 IS average cost mdudmg rent, and comcides with the
supply curve of the commodity,

7 IS margmal cost excluding rent,

8 18 average cost exdudmg rent

On the assumption that the transfer cost of any unit of a
factor 18 mdependent of the amount of the factor employed, the
relationships of these curves can be summarised as follows
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(2) When there me no economies of large-scale mdnstry

7 coincides mth /8,

a IS margmal to 7 and
/
9 ,

7 and /8 are margmal to 8

(
3) When there are no scarce factors

a coincides Math 7,

coincides vpith 8,

Of and 7 are margmal to ^ and 8

(
4 ) When there are no scarce factors and no ecohomies

7 comcides with

a coincides with 7,

yS coincides with 8,

all four curves comcide

(6) When there are both scarce factors and economies

Al l four curves are separate

a is margmal to yS,

7 IS marginal to 8

(6) a — 7 ^marginal increment of rent,

y3 -8 “average rent per imit of output,

-7 =induced economies

(7)
When there are no economies but there is a scarce factor,

supply pnce must be nsmg ^ ( ==7) “«8t be rising, and a must

he above 8 hes below and is also nsmg

When there are economies but no scarce factor the supply

pnce must be falhng /3 (

=

5)
must be falhng, and « ( =7)

When there are neither economies nor scarce factors the

supply price is constant and all four curves comcide and are

^Ts^TOen there are both economies and scarce factors the

suwlY price may bo either nsmg, falhng. Pr constant

wL the moremeet of rent (o - 7) « ^
economies (,8-7). ™pply pnoe wOl be nsmg, nsmg, an

“ ^e^-fen (. -7) » leas than O8-7). 8 will be falh^.

Tofront {o -7) » exactly equal (n the mduoad
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economies 08 - 7), supply pnce wiH be constant, and a and )3 'wiU

comrade m a horizontal straight hne ^

Whether supply price is nsmg, faUmg, or constant, 7 will he

below /8 to an extent determined by the induced economies '

5

We have so far assumed that the transfer cost of any mut of

a factor is mdependent of the amount of the factor employed It

remams to study the relationships between the four cost curves

when this assumption is removed If the factors are homo-
geneous, so that the transfer cost of all units is the same, there

will be no rent But the cost of the factor rises as more is em-
ployed, because its eammgsm other mdustnes increase as more
of it IS absorbed mto the expanding mdustry Since Ihere is no
rent and B comrade, and a and 7 comrade, whether there are

economies of large scale or not may be nsmg or falling, accord-

mg as the rise m the cost of the scarce factors outweighs or is

outweighed by economies of large scale The divergence between

a( =7) and =B) will measure the difference between the cost

of n umts when n umts are produced and the cost of n umts
when (n + 1

) are produced When there are no economies this

difference will be equal to the moreased cost of the scarce factors

already employed as a result of an mcrease m the amount
employed sufficient to add a umt to output And when there

are no scarce factors it wdl be equal {as we found above) to
the mduced economies But when there are both economies
and scarce factors it will not measure either of these quantities

separately ®

When the scarce factors are not homogeneous, so that there

* The difference between the type of constant supply price in which all four
curves coincide, because there ore no economies and no scarce lactois, and the ' -

type of constant supply pnce in which only ^ and a comcide, because the nsem
cost due to the scarce factors is just offset by the economies of large scale,
corresponds to the difference between constant cost according to Mr Sraffa
and constant cost according to Marshall See Sraffa, Bconomtc Journal,
December 1026, p 641, note

• We are here studying the type of mcreasing cost contemplatedby Professor
Pigou, and these few hmte may bo of servicem mterpreting Appendix III of
the Eoonomioa of Welfare to a non mathematical reader The conclusions of the
Appendix are of course independent of the relations between the four curves
but Professor Pigou himself appears to visuahse a worldmwhich a andy alwavs
comoide ^
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IS rent, their cost will rise, as more is employed, both because the

efficiency of a margmal umt, relatively to its price, is reduced as

more of the factor is employed, and because the transfer cost of

intra-margmal umts is raised /S must still show cost at the

margm, but it will now no longer be true that 7 (margmal cost

excluding rent) comcides with when there are no economies of

large scale When there are no economies will be nsmg and 7
wiU he between /3 and a, 7 - /3 will showthe change of costs, other

than rent, incurred in producmg n muts when an (» + l)th umt

is added to output That is to say, it wiU measure the change

in the transfer costs of the factors already employed when the

amount employed mcreases sufficiently to add one umt to out-

put When there are also economics of large scale, 7 may he

above or below /3, and will coincide with it if the change m the

transfer costs of the factors already employed is exactly offset

by the induced economies



CHAPTER 11

OOMPABISONS OF MONOPOIiY AND COMPBTmVl! OUTPUT

1

Wb have returned from this digression eqmpped with four cost

curves

a margmal cost mcludmg rent,

^ average cost mcluding rent,

7 marginal cost excludmg rent,

S average cost excluding rent

It IS now possible to make the comparison of monopoly and
competitive output We shall take as our basis of compaxison a

perfectly competitive industry The conditions m which com-
petition IS perfect are not likely to be completely fulfilledm any
actual case If we are contrastmg conditions of monopoly with
conditions of competitionm the real world—^if we are mterested,

for example, m the effect of rationahsation on a competitive

mdustry—^we should m practice be companng conditions of

monopoly with conditions of imperfect competition But when
we take absolutely perfect competition for a startmg-pomt we
have a simple and defimte notion of what we mean by competi-
tive output, and the compamon can be made in its simplest

form
In order to make a valid theoretical companson between

competitive output and monopoly output m a particular m-
dustry it 18 necessary to make very severe assumptions Eirst,

we must have a defimte idea of what we mean by the commodity
that we are considermg Secondly, if we wish to discuss what
will happen to output and prices if a certain commodity, hitherto
produced by competmg firms, is monopohsed, we mu^ assume
that neither the demand curve for the commodity nor the costs

143
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of production of any given output are altered by the change
These assumptions are unhkely to be fulfilled in any actual
situation, and m studymg an actual case changes in demand
and m the efficiency of production must be allowed for On the

assumption that they are unchanged, the relationship between

monopoly and competitive output can easily be discovered

2

If there are no scarce factors and no economies of large scale,

all four cost curves coincide m a horizontal hne The monopolist

equates margmal cost to him with margmal revenue, under

competition average cost is equal to price, and margmal cost to

the monopohst is equal to average cost to him and to the com-

petitive industry It follows from the geometrical relations set

out m Chapter 2 ^ that monopoly output is half competitive

output when the demand curve is a straight hne, less than half

when the demand curve is concave, and more than half when

the demand curve is convex

Rg 43 represents a case re which the demand carve »

or® ae monopoly output, OQ the corepefative output

OM IS greater than half OQ

But corephoatious are mtroduc«l

See P 30
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18 equal to marginal revenue is perfectly general, it applies

equally to constant, decreasmg, and increasmg costs But we

have now discovered that margmal cost is not a simple notion

The a, j8, and 7 curves each show marginal cost m a different

sense Which of them shows the margmal cost which a mono-

polist will take mto account? Before we can decide this question,

we must consider whether the monopolist is obhged to pay rent

to the factors which he employs in some cases, as we shall see

m a moment, it is unlikely that he will do so If the monopohst

pays the full rent for any scarce factor, then, on the assump-

tion that the mtroduction of a smgle control m no way alters

methods of production, the monopolist's average costs are the

same for each output as average costs under competition, that

IS to say, they are the same as the competitive supply price for

each output, and the margmal cost curve of the monopolist is

margmal to the competitive supply curve The competitive

supply curve is /9 (average cost mcludmg rent) and the curve

margmal to it is a (margmal cost mcludmg rent) When the

demand and supply curves are straight hues, monopoly output

will he half competitive output, whether the supply curve is

nsing or falhng

Let D be the pomt of competitive equihbnum
Draw DB perpendicular to the y axis, cuttmg it m B, and
cuttmg the margmal revenue curve m C Then BC =CD ^

The a curve also cuts the margmal revenue curvem G ® The
monopoly output (OM) is then equal to half the competitive

output (OQ) ®

This is true whatever the slope of the demand and supply
curves It is of course impossible that the supply curve under

^ See p 30 * See p 31
* This result u already familiar, see Figou, Economics of We^are, p 807
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decreasing cost should be a straight line throughout its length,

for this would mean that after a certam output marginal cost

became negative There is no absurdity, however, m supposmg

it to be a straight hne for the range of outputs necessaay to the

comparison

If the supply curve is concave, and the demand curve is a

straight hne, then monopoly output is greater than half the

competitive output whether the supply curve is nsmg or falling

When the supply curve is nsmg, a will out BD to the right

of C, and when it is falhng, to the left of C In each «^e

tLrefore it will cut MB below 0 and

Therefore smce BC =CD the monopoly oui^put (OM) will be

greater than half the competitive output (Oti)

competitive output

5^0 48
rio 49

„waiootBDtothelefto{
> _ ^ t-n nap.llWhen the supply ouCTe IS

Therefore

0. and when it is falling, to thengm
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case a ill cut MB nboVo C and to the loft of it, and mono-
poly output (OJI) mil bo less than half competitive out-

put (OQ)

Similarly it can bo seen that when the supply curve is a

straight lino (whether costs are nsing, falhng, or constant),

monopoly output will bo less than half competitive output for

a concave demand curve, and it will be greater than half for a
convex demand curve

Thus we find that concavity ofthe supply curve and convexity
of the demand curve lead to a high ratio of monopoly to com-
petitive output And convexity of the supply curve and con-

cavity of the demand curve lead to a small ratio

Wlion the demand curve is concave and the supply curve
convex, monopoly output must be less than half competitive

output When the demand curve is convex and the supply curve
concave, monopoly output must be more than half competitive
output In this case pnee is falhng at an increasing rate and cost

nsing at an increasing rate as output increases It is therefore a
case that is likely to occur m practice '

When both the demand curve and the supply curve are con-
cave, and when both are convex, monopoly output may be half,

or more or less than half, competitive output
In all these cases it is clear that monopoly output cannot be

greater than competitive output For outputs greater than the
competitive amount the demand curve must he below the supply
curve (which represents average cost to the monopolist), so that
any output greater than the competitive output would have to
bo sold at a loss = At most the monopoly output may be equal to
the competitive output This may occur if either the demand or
the supply curve after being sufficiently elastic becomes sud-
denly perfectly melastio, as m the cases illustrated in Figs
60 and 61

These may be regarded as hmitmg cases of convexity of the
demand curve and concavity of the supply curve, which each
tend to produce a high ratio of monopoly to competitive output

» In so far os any cnao in which monopohsation leaves the cost curves unchanged is over likolj to occur
* Sto p 33 where it is shown that for the output nt which the avorane curves

cut, the marginal roienuo curve lies below the marginal cost curve, and conwquontly that the margmal revenue curve must cut the mannnal cost curvefrom above at a smaller output
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l^Ionopoly output uould also be equal to competitive output if
it so Impponccl tlint the demand curve lay below the supply

curve except at one point, uherc the t«o ciincs were tangential

There would then he onU one output which could he produced

without a lo^'n,' and it imi‘>t bo thi*? output which would be

produced both under monopoly and under competition

'J'hus

Thi'! inn\ be reRnrtletl n-. Ilic limiting cii«e of the sitimlion m

hut

m nil »ichmtr% win* h ««« < nriiinf: norniftl profit
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wlucli monopoly output must approach compotitivo output

because the demand curve hes below the supply curve except

for a small range of outputs, so that outputs outside this range

could only be sold at a loss

3

Wo have so far supposed that the monopohst is pajung the

full rent for the scarce factors which ho employs But this may
not always bo the case If the scarce factor is land the mono*

pohst will often omit rent from liis calculations, and toko

account onlj' of transfer costs, simply because ho owns the

land liimscU Moreover, if the monopohst hires land but tho

land which he omploj’s is owned by a largo number of separate

landlords, it is unhkel}' that ho will bo obliged to pay tho

full rent for it, since it will bo possible for him to make a

separate bargain with each landlord The monopohst controls

tho whole demand for tho land in its most profitable use If

it docs not take service with him, it will have to earn a lower

payment elsowdiero The monopolist therefore can offer to each

landlord tho transference earnings of tho land, that is to say

thopajTnent winch it could cam in its next best use, and, if

tho landlord rejects tho monopolist’s offer of tho transference

price for his piece of land, ho w ill find that he can do no better by
offonng it to other producers, who must ncccssnril}' belong to

some other industry for w Inch tho suitability of his land is not so

great It would bo profitable to tho monopolist on tho other

hand to pay for any individual site tho full rent which it earns

in his industry rather than to forgo tho use of it Thus for each

piece of land there will be an upper and a lower limit to its

carmngs, which must lie somewhere between its full rent and its

transference earnings For land on the margin of transference

the two limits coincide The actual price which tho monopolist
will pay for each piece of land will depend upon his skill in

bargaining rclnti\ cly to tho sloll of the individual landlords ^ In
order to cstabhsh his reputation ns a hard bargainer tho mono-
pohst may prefer to sacnfico tho use of any site tho owner of

wluch resolutely stands out for a price greater tliaii tho trans-

ference earnings of his land, and by this means ho may bo able
* Cf Pigou, Eeonomea of Wflfare, p 280, for n disc\iHsiou of Uio nimilftr

caao of perfect pneo clisenmmation in Bolling

T.
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so to weaken the resistance of the other landlords (who are not
acting in concert) that he need pay no rent at all for the land
that he employs In other cases he will be obhged to pay part of

the rent, but it seems on the whole improbable that he wdl ever

be compelled to pay the full rent for all the land

When the scarce factor is labour it will not be so easy for the

monopolist to avoid paymg rent It is customary to pay all

labour, of a given grade of ejBSciency from the point of -view of

the industry, at the same rate, and it may be troublesome and

comphcated to make separate bargains "with mdividualworkers ^

Where unskilled labour is concerned, however, it may be

possible to do so, and for the high-grade labour of salaned

workers, smce it is customary to make separate terms with each

mdividual, the situation -will he very similar to that of land, and

the monopohst will often be able to acquire the services of each

worker for no more than his transference eanungs

When the scarce factor is entrepreneurship, and the monopoly

consists of a cartel formed by firms which were formerly com-

petmg, It will be the aim of the monopohst organisation to

maximise the whole surplus which they receive, and the rent of

entrepreneurship must clearly not he regarded as part of the

expenses of production, but as part of the monopoly profit

Thus there will be many cases m which the monopohst pays

In order to discover monopoly output when the monopohst

does not pay rent, it will be assumed that the toansfer cost of

individual productive umts is independent of the scale of the

industry » We will first discuss the case m which there are no

economies of large-scale industry
flip

In every cose where the monopohst sneceeds m *

payment of the whole of the rent for

L^oys, bs morgmal

them om no economies of lorge-seole mdostiy, v

. B.I w. P m »w, for ft. o.» W vt... woo of
“«

tost chapter wiU ^*”0 o^m Fot
oomporisoOB eon ho vton

irrio-jorhya;pC“»-^ ^ »

9 Soo p 13D
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^ coincide, for then average cost to the competitive industry is

equal to marginal cost ezcludmg rent Margmal cost to the

monopohst will therefore be shown by the /9 curve If the mono-

polist pays part of the rent for any factor but not the whole of

it, or if there are some scarce factors for which he pays the full

rent, and others for which he pays none, his margmal cost will

he somewhat greater than average cost to the competitive

mdustry, but less than margmal cost mcludmg rent, and his

margmal cost curve "Will he somewhere between ^ and a It is

therefore clear that when the monopohst pays less than the full

rent of any scarce factor the monopoly output wiD be a larger

proportion of competitive output than when he does pay the

full rent For instance if the demand and supply curves are both

straight hues he will produce more than half the competitive

output In the simple case where he pays no rent at all, so that

his margmal costs are given by the $ curve, it can further be

seen that as long as the demand curve is a straight hne he will

produce more than half the competitive output whatever the

shape of the supply curve Thus

Since the demand curve is a straight hne, BC=CD But
j8 must cut MR below C Therefore OM is grea'ter than
half OQ

We saw thatm the cases where the monopolist pays the full rent
(so that his margmal cost curve is margmal to the competitive
supply curve), the ratio of monopoly output to competitive out-
put for straight-lme supply and demand curves is independent
of their slope In the case that we are now considermg it can be
seen that theratio -will tend to be greater the greater the elasticity
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of demand at the competifave pomt and the less the elastacity

of supply ^

But even rf the monopolist is paying no rent his output cannot

exceed competitive output At the pomt of competitive equi-

hbnum the supply curve, which shows the monopohst’s margmal

cost, cuts the demand curve from below, so that for any output

greater than the competitive amount, the pnce (and aforttm

the margmal revenue) must be less than margmal cost In the

hTTiifang case, monopoly output may he equal to competitive

output if the supply is perfectly melastio for a sufficient range

of prices

4

We must now consider the casem which there are both scarce

factors for which the monopolist does not pay the full rent and

- economies of large-scale mdustry, retaimng the assumption that

the transfer coats of mdividual productive umts are mdependent

of the scale of the mdustry For the sake of simphoity let us

suppose that the monopohst pays no rent at aU Then margmal

costs are shown by the 7 curve (margmal cost exoludmg rent)

and the monopoly output will be determined by the mter-

section of 7 with the margmal revenue curve
^ ,

The .y curve wiU lie below the /9 curve to an extent which

depends upon the amount of the mduced economies at each

point and the two curves do not stand m the average an

marginal relation to each other as long as a scarce factor is

the cost ccrve o£ the monopotat (,)

Biderablo importance, as it may be K m the induatiy, the

“ply la to tort

number ofentm^a engage^nimber of entrepreneurs is then the curve of maigm^

all as given The competitive supp ^ ^ monopoliBt The

to. » to^ SSil tot tot'ZS
rtudy of restnction of output ^ P

mvehioh the monopolist
smaipirf

made by means of the
^natitive supply curve Monopoly output

cost curve oomcides mth the corope OT
jj^^rgmal revenue, onii^

TtZ at which margmal prune ^^tive output vf he^ tov. toj i»to to ft™*
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ficiently elastic at the competitive point, monopoly output may
be greater than competitive output (as m Eig 85) This will

be more hkcly to occur the greater the elasticity of demand
at the competitive point and the greater the amount of induced
economies ^

5

It has now been shown that when the monopobst pays the
full rent of the scarce factors, oven if there arc economics of

large-scale mdustry, monopoly output cannot bo greater than
competitive output And when there is a scarce factor for which
the monopobst does not pay rent, but there are no economies,
again monopoly output cannot bo greater than competitive out-
put But if there are both economies and a scarce factor forwluch
the monopohst docs not pay the full rent, then it is possible for
monopoly output to ovcecd competitive output Neither con-
dition 18 sufficient by itself, but both together may lead to a
situation m which monopoly output is greater than competitive
output This conclusion may appear strange, but upon reflection
it IS seen to be consonant with common sense When there are
economies, but the monopohst pays rent, then Ins average cost
IS equal to the supply pnee, so that for any output greater than

Tho raonopolv output vrjU bo oqufil to tlio compoCitivo output wlion tlio
nroount of induced cconomioa is such that if thoro vroro no searco factor (and
thereforo no rent for tho compotituo mdustr>) tho cloutieity of supph would
IM equal to tho clasticitj of demand If tho amount of tho economies is creatorthan this, monopoly output will exceed compotitno output, and con\orml\,
whatever tho actual olosticity of supply With n given amount of economics
(shown by a given vortical distance between tho y and /3 curves) tho monopoly

elMticit^of Bupply*”''*^^
closely to tho compotitivo output tho loss tho
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the competitive output the pnce would be less than the average

cost to the monopolist And when the monopohst pays no rent,

but there are no economies, the monopohst’s margmal cost is

equal to the supply pnce, so that for any output greater than

the competitive output the pnce and, a fortton, the mai^al

revenue would be less than margmal cost to the monopohst

But when there are both economies and a scarce factor for which

rent is not paid, margmal and average cost to the monopohst

are both less than the competitive supply pnce, and it is then

possible that the monopohst will produce more than the com-

petitive output
, 1. „

Thus it IS only when there is a scarce factor for wluch the full

rent is not paid, and at the same tune there are economies of

large-scale mdustry, that it is possible that monopoly output

may be greater than competitive output In all other cases, as

we have seen, monopoly output may (on extreme assumptions)

be equal to competitive output, but it can never be greater



CHAPTER 12

COmiENTARY ON THE COMPARISONS

1

The conipaneons of monopoly and competitive output which

have been made in the last chapter make it possible to clear up

a common confusion It is often said that a monopohst will

restrict output by less the greater is the elasticity of demand for

his product, and the more rapid is the rate of decreasing cost, or

that he will restrict output more the less the elasticity of demand
and the more rapid the rate of increasing cost ^ These proposi-

tions appear superficially plausible, for it is obvious that a

monopohst gams more by restnetmg output the less is the

elasticity of demand for his commodity, and the greater is the

savmg of cost due to a reduction of output But the fact that

they are fallacious at once becomes clear if wo consider the case

in which the demand and supply curves are straight hues In

that case, as wo have seen, the extent to which the monopohst
restnets output is exactly the same whatever the elasticity of

demand or the rate of nsmg or falling cost The fallacy hes m
argumg that restriction will bo earned furthest whore it is most
profitable to restnet at all For instance, if there are two cases,

m one of which the demand is more elastic than m the other, it

IS argued that because rcstnction will lead to a smaller mono-
poly net revenue in the case where tlio demand is more clastic,

therefore the degree of restnction in that case will bo less than
m the case where the monopoly not revenue will be larger But

* C£ Marshall, Industry and Trade, p 404, TniisBig, Pnnetples, pp 200 204
la neither of the above passages ore these fallacious propositions precisely
set out, but each appears to suggest that its writer had those propositions m
mmd, and the impression wUich tho> make upon readers (for instance, under
graduates studying economics) is fairly represented bj the fallacies sot out
m the text
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tluB w a false deduction The profit which can ^
monopohsmg a commodity isceLmlyof theutmoLi^ol^''”'^ce, other things being equal, the greater the profiUh^“°®'be made from the monopoly the more hkely is aLnopl toT

h
monopoly msBt up, the degree oiVtn^l

^ not be greater m one case thanm another, merely becauserestriction 18 more profitable m one case than m anothrS
monopohst is conceived to choose the output which will givehim the largest net revenue, andm each case he will restnot out-put to the point which m that particular case gives a larger net
revenue than any other output, but there is no reason to suppose
that the output at which the net revenue is a maximuia when
he has hit upon it, will be the smallest m those cases in’which
the maximum net revenue is largest

The comparisons set out in the last chapter have made it clear
that the extent to which the monopohst restricts output cannot
he related m any simple way to the elasticities of demand and
of supply For mstance, if the monopohst pays the Ml rent

of any scarce factors that he employs, so that bs margmal
cost curve is margmal to the competitive supply curve, and
if the demand and supply curves are straight hnes, then the

ratio of monopoly to competitive output is always a half, what-

ever the slopes of the demand and supply curves may be If the

supply curve is a straight hne, and the demand curve is concave,

then the monopoly output will he a smaller proportion of com-

petitive output the more rapidly costs are falling, or the more

slowly costs are nsing,^ only if the demand curve is convex will

it be true that monopoly output will be greater the more rapid

the fall m costs Similarly if the demand curve is a steaight hne,

and the supply curve is convex, the monopoly output will be a

smaller proportion of competitive output the greater the elas-

ticity of demand, only if the supply curve is concave will it be

true that monopoly output will he greater the greater the

elasticity of demand

The common view that the relation of monopoly to competi-

tive output depends solely upon the elasticities of demand and

supply 18 thus found to be mistaken,but thecommon fallacies are

found to be true, ns it were by accadent, m certam special casea

1 Diagrams aro not provided for these and the foUowmg propositions The

roador will find no difficulty m proving them for himsolf
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2

In place of these fallacious propositions a vahd generalisa-

tion of the comparison can he found We have seen that, with a

given competitive output, monopoly output will tend to he re-

duced by concavity of the demand curve, and increased by con-

cavity of thesupply curve This is to say, ifthe changemthe slopes

of the curves, as output is reduced, is m the direction that is

favourable to the monopohst, he is encouraged to carry the

reduction of output further Thus, if the demand curve is con-

cave, each successive reduction m output will lead to a greater

and greater absolute rise in pnce, and this tends to mcrease the

extent of the restriction of output The effect of convexity in

the supply curve is in the same direction, for with a convex

supply curve each successive reduction m output leads to a

smaller and smaller absolute rise m average cost under con-

ditions of falling cost, and a greater and greater fall in cost

under conditions of nsmg coat

Conversely, if the demand curve is convex, so that each

successive reduction in output leads to a smaller and smaller

nse m pnce, or if the supply curve is concave, so that each

successive reduction in output produces a greater and greater

nse of cost under conditions of falhng cost, or a smaller and
smaller fallm cost under conditions of nsmg cost, the restnotion

m output will tend to be less When the demand and supply

curves are both straight hues, each successive reduction m out-

put leads to the same nse m pnce, and the same nse or fall m
cost, and the degree of restnction is mdepondent of the slopes

of the curves

3

The foregomg propositions are only vahd upon the assump-
tion that the monopolist’s average cost is the same as the
competitive supply pnce for each output, so that the mono-
polist’s margmal cost curve is marginal to the supply curve
These propositions are not true of the case m which there is

a scarce factor for which the monopolist does not pay the
full rent We found that when no rent is paid monopoly
output will tend to be a greater proportion of competitive
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output the greater is the elasticity of demand at the com-
petitive point In the hmiting case, -where the elasticitj of

demand is infimte, monopoly output is equal to competitive

output if there are no economies of large-scale industr} Tlie

fallacious generahsation that monopoly output will bo greater

the greater the elasticity of demand thus fortuitously turns out

to be correct, in this one case— which the monopolist pays no

rent But the correspondmg statement, that monopoly output is

less the smaller the elasticity of supply, unll be the reverse of the

truth If rent is not paid, and there are no economies of large-

scale mdustry, the monopohst’s marginal cost curve comcides

with the competitive supply curve, and (with a given competitive

output) the monopoly output will be larger the smaller is the

elasticity of supply In the Inoitmg case, where supply is per-

fectly inelastic, monopoly output will be equal to competitive

output ^

1 Where there are both rent which is not paid and a given rate of induced

economy of large scale industry, monopoly output will be closer to compotitue

output the smaUer the elasticity of supply When monopoly output is loss than

competitive output, it will be greater the smaller is tho elestic^ of ™PPh

-

and when monopoly output exceeds competitive output, it -will bo sniollor tbo

smaUer is the elasticity of supply When it is eqiml to

mil be mdependent of tho elasticity of supply (In each case the rate of m

duoed economies la assumed to bo given ) C£ p 1B3, note



CHAPTER 13

CONTBOL OF MONOPOLY PBICB

1

The effect of imposing a statutory maximum pnce upon a

monopolist can be exhibited by means of our teohmcal appar-

atus ^

When a maximum price is imposed, the demand (from the

pomt of view of the monopolist) becomes perfectly elastic up to

the amount of output which can be sold at that price Beyond
this amount the demand curve and the margmal revenue curve

follow the same course as before Thus

Fia 56

AB and MB are the ongmal average and margmal curves
If OB (which equals QD) is the imposed pnce, OQ the

^ Most of the following results are already well known {see Pigou, Economusa
of Welfare, chap xa $ 11. and Appendixm § 23), but we shall find that by
means of the marginal tecbmque the mquiry can be earned a step further
than it can reach when we are obliged to confine ourselves to straight line
curves

* Thu chapter u not of great importance for a reader who ts no* tnteruted tn
purely technical guesHona

159
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amount of output demanded at that pnce, and QT the
margmal revenue correapondmg to the output OQ, then
the new average revenue curve will be given by BD, up
to the pomt B, and to the right of B coincide \nth

ABy and the new margmal revenue curve will be given by
BBT, and to the nght of T wih comcide with MR

The object of controlhng pnce will be to obtam from the

monopohst the maximum possible output This will be achieved,

when average costs are falhng with mcreases of output, by

imposing the pnce which is given by the mtersection of the

demand curve and his average cost curve If any smaller pnce

were imposed it would be impossible for the monopohst to cover

his average costs, and no output at all would be produced If

an3’’ greater pnce were imposed the monopohst would produce

whatever output could be sold at that pnce, unless the unposed

pnce were higher than the monopoly pnce, m which case the

restnctionwouldhave no efiEeet,smcethe monopolistwouldprefer

to seU atthemonopolypnce Thusthelowesteffectivepncewbch

can be imposed is the pnce at which average cost is equal to

demand price, and it foUows that this is the imposed pnce which

will produce the largest output

If the conditions of demand and supply under competition

would be precisely the same as under monopoly the imposed

pnce which will obtain the largest output from the monopohst

Laid be the competitive pnce The arg^eat applies

woU to the case o£ a monopoly considered m isolation, mft

any reference to competition,bntm the

heLnvement to use the phrase "competitiye output to

the output at which overage cost is equal to demand pnee,md

^rpSle pnce" to mefn the pnee at which that oatpatwdl

uTtl of an imposed pnce under conditions of falling cost

can be illustrated thus ^

e and a are the average and ““^L^l^Tnue”^
and MS the ongmal average and margi .

QB IS the imposed pnce
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Then up to the output OQ the new average revenue curve

IS BD, and the new marginal revenue curve BDT Beyond

Fio 67

that output the new average and margmal revenue curves

comcide with the old

OM IS the uncontrolled monopoly output, and MP the

uncontrolled monopoly pnce

OQ must he the output when DQ is the imposed price,

smce a (the margmal cost curve) must cut the new margmal
revenue curve between D and T
This follows from the fact that, at D, the slope of ^ (the

average cost curve) is less than the slope ofAR (the demand
curve), so that the margmal cost of the output OQ must be
greater than the margmal revenue, TQ ^

Under conditions of falhng cost the competitive oul^iut can

be evoked from a monopolist by fi^ng the competitive price as

a maximum But imder mcreasmg costs this device wdl not
serve If the competitive pnce is j5xed the monopolist will

produce less than the competitive output (assummg that he
pays rent for the scarce factors), smce he will produce only up
to the pomt at which margmal cost is equal to the pnce Thus
The new monopoly output wiU be that at which margirt/fl cost

IS equal to the imposed pnce, that is (m the diagram) the output

^ See p 34
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atwlucli a (the marginal cost curve) cuts the hne BD it *BD to ngM of 0 the new monopoly on^
“

OB -QD ^imposed pnce

OMj =old monopoly output

OMj =new monopoly output

MjP^old monopoly pnce

Mlt cuts BD m C

than the old If it cuts BD to the left of C the new output will

be smaller than the old Thus if the demand and cost curves are

straight lines (so that a cuts BD m C), the new monopoly output

will be the same as the old (and will be half the competitive

output) If, as m the illustration, the demand and cost curves

are concave, a must cut BD to the nght of C, and the new

output will therefore be greater than the old The new output,

though greater than the old, will stih he less than the competitive

output If the demand and cost curves are both convex, or if the

cost curves bemg concave the demand curve is sufficiently

convex, a wdl cut BD to the left of C, and the new output wiU

therefore he smaller than the old Though the monopoly pnce

wdl have been lowered by the impoation of the maamum pnce,

the output wdl have been reduced ^

1 These conditions (m which the new output is less than the ojd) »re o^e

x^hoteS iSly to hi fulfiUed than those in ^l^^hJhe new ^
Professor Pigou appears to have had this m mind ^
18 fixed between the monopoly and Sc^TSjenthJ
be greater than the monopoly output H monopoly output la rediweo wn
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Thus if the competitive pnce is imposed upon the monopolist

when costs are nsmg, an output less than the competitive output

will he produced, and, smce at that price deinand wiU exceed

supply, it will be impossible to mamtam the imposed pnce
unless the controUing authonty resorts to the rationmg of

consumers

It remains to mquire what pnce would ensure the maximum
output under conditions of nsmg cost If the imposed pnce
is less than the pnce at which the margmal cost curve cuts

the demand curve the monopolist will produce that output

whose margmal cost is equal to the pnce If the imposed
pnce 18 greater than this he will produce the output which can
he sold at the imposed pnce, unless the imposed pnce is greater

than the monopoly pnce, m which case it becomes meffectave

Thus as the imposedpnce isreducedbelow the monopoly pnce
the output will expand until that output is reached for which
margmal cost is equal to demand pnce Beyond this pomt a
further reduction m pnce will reduce output, and after a
certam pomt output might (m the conditions mentioned above)
be reduced actually below the ongmal monopoly oufput The
imposed pnce which will evoke the largest output is therefore
the pnce at which margmal cost is equal to demand pnce
In these cases of mcreasmg cost it is assumed that the mono-

polist pays rent If he does not, his margmal costs are equal to
the competitive supply pnce, so that (just as m the case of
decreasmg cost) if the competitive pnce is imposed, the competi-
tive output, which IS the maximum possible output, will be
produced The monopolist, however, will retain the rent as a
monopoly profit

2

An mgemous though unpractical scheme^ by which a mono-
polist would be led to produce the competitive output even
under mcreasmg costs (when rent is paid by the monopohst)
could be arranged as follows Fix the competitive pnce as a
maximum Then calculate the difference between Tna.-p£nTia.1

compet^ive pnce la imposed, then for a certain range of pncea higher than this
It would also be reduced But the conditions in which this would occur are
probably rare (Bconormca of Welfare, p 807)

»
15* “ was first suggested by Mr Bohmson m ananswer wntten in an examiiiation.
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average cost of the competitive output Pay this sum as a
subsidy per unit of output to the monopohst so that his average

and marginal cost curves are lowered uniformly by this amount,

and his margmal cost for the competitive output is equal to the

average competitive cost At the same time demand from the

monopohst a lump-sum tax equal to the whole subsidy, as a

condition of allowmg him to produce any output at all By this

TUpanH the monopolist will be made to produce the competitive

output and receive only the competitive profit

/Si and axe the average and margmal cost curves

DQ=imposed pnce

to and maigmal cost curves aftw

payment of the subsidy

, bDST « total amount of subsidy and tax

The same result would WwS°fte
price, the subsidy were equ

« of the competitave

cost and to margfflul re^n® ^
“tp^ reared of -^^^ott to
cases of deoreasmg

monopolist and the con-

money to change hands be
onld merely announce that

trolling authority ^ an
monopohst but
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be allowed for every unit of output The monopohst will then

find it profitable to produce the output at which the total

amount of rebate that he earns completely wipes out the tax

If demand and supply curves remamed unchanged for

sufficiently long and were sufficiently weU known, this scheme
might be practicable, but there is not likely to be much scope

for applying it m actual cases

u



CHAPTER 14

OBJECTIONS TO THE OOMPABISONS

Thebe are vanous objections to comparisons between monopoly

and perfectly competitive output such as we have been making

in the foregoing chapters Iuthefirstplace,therei8averycoiiunon

class of monopohes for which such a comparison is meaningless

In some mdustnes, of which railways and the distnbntion of gas

and eleetncity are famihar examples, the smallest practicable

plant has a very large capacity output, and if the market is not

sufficiently large to use one plant up to capacity, there is no

possibihty of competition If by chance two firms were engaged

m such an mduatry, they would either compete against each

other so that neither was able to cover its costs, and the one with

the least endurance would disappear, or they would form a

combme There is no possibihty of long-penod competitive

equihbnum when the average costs of an mdividual firm fall

with mcreases of output

In the case of monopohes of this type, there can be no com-

panson with competitive output, smce the circums^ces of the

case make competition impossible The phrase compe ve

output”, however, may, as m the last chapter, be given e

purely formal meanmg of that output at which average costs

(mcludmg normal profits) are equal to demand price

Supposmg that the market is large enough to
^

n^Z of firms, so that rt is possible to talk of a comj^

”
s c/

for
argnjnl •- « «/

^ 166
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output, it 18 necessary to the companson that the cost curves of

the competitive mdustry are not altered by the formation of a

monopoly ^ It isnatural to object that this-v^ rarely be the case,

that the expenses of a monopohst on advertismg 'vnll be less,

that firms withm the mdustry can be allotted speciahsed tasks

when they are under a smgle control, that selhng costs will be
less when marketmg is done on a large scale, that cross-freights

between one part of the market and another can be avoided,

and so forth In short, it is natural to suppose that when the

mdustry is monopolised, its effimenoy will be mcreased, and the
cost curve of the commodiiy will be lowered

This objection, however, is not vahd We have compared
monopoly output, not with the output that would come about
m an imperfect market, but with the perfectly competitive
output In a perfect market, competitive advertismg would be
imnecessary If avery small reductionm pnce by one competitor
would secure an mdefimtely large mcrease m sales, it would be
follytospendmoney on advertisement The onlysort of advertise-
ment which could take place would be aimed at mcreasmg the
aggregate sales of the commodity m question, and if this were
undertaken by some corporate body acting on behalf of the com-
petitive mdustry, it would also be profitable for the monopohst

If the cost of production of mdividual plants could be lowered
by speciahsation, specialisation would come about m a perfect
market Suppose, for instance, that there are ten roUmg mills,
each of which keeps a set of rolls for making ten sizes of steel
rails, and that none are used to capacity A monopohst could
allot to each mill one size, and save the expense mvolved by
frequent changes and by mamtainmg surplus rolls But in a
perfect market any mill which speciahsed on a certam size
could produce that size more cheaply than the rest, capture
the whole market m that size, and forw the other Tmlla to
speciahse m the remammg sizes This process would contmue
until each mill produced one size only, and the same result
would come about as under monopoly In a perfect market
lateral dismtegration of this tj^pe would be earned to the pomt

It IS further necessary to the compansons that the demand curve should
® monopoly and under competition But the demand curve

St ^0 influenced by prospective future sales

(see p 23)

^ demand curve governing competitive output is not
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at which there are no further econonues to be had from
speciahsation

Similarly, if there are economies from speciahsmg upon par-

ticular processes in manufacture, vertical dismtegration would
come about under perfect competition A speciahst firm, such

as the bleaching works m the cotton mdustry, or Morris’s

pressed steel works, would concentrate upon one process and

supply the other producers with one particular service more

cheaply than each could supply it for himself ^

If a large-scale sales organisation can deal more efficiently

with the output of the whole mdustry than the separate sales

departments of the separate firms, under perfect competition

a system of mdependent merchants would grow up and an

optimum sized sales unit would deal with the output of a number

of producmg firms If there is a waste of transport cost because

a more distant firm sells m a part of the market which could be

more cheaply served by a firm nearer to it, perfect competition

would ensure that this waste was elimmated, and each buyer

would be served bythe firm which could serve him most cheaply

In short, perfect competition would hrmg about all the econo-

mies which monopoly could mtroduce *

The only exception to this rule is that when some firms

possess trade secretswhich enable them to produce more cheaply

than others, there would he no tendency under competition for

the secrets to be shared, while under monopoly the best metho^

known to any firm in the mdustry would be apphed to the whole

output Thus when knowledge of methods is brought mto

account, there is some reason to expect the monopoly cost to

be lower than competitive cost
j .

In respect of the rate at which new methods coproduction

are mtodnced there are two opposite ^^

1 Lateral and vertical
\

diBonsaedm the Appendix “ atonS the same time with
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earned on by a centrabsed agency is more hkely to yield results

than the efforts of scattered experts On the other hand^ when
an invention has been made, a competitive firm may find it

worth while to make use of the new process, since the loss

from the obsolescence of existmg plant will fall mainly upon
other firms, whereas a monopohst might prefer to delay the
introduction of the new process until the old plant was worn
out It 18 therefore impossible to say a priori whether on
balance the existence of monopoly is likely to hasten or to
retard the mtroduction of new methods
When rationahsation is under discussion, the argument is

often advanced that a single control of an mdustry is desirable,

not only from the point of view of the entrepreneurs concerned,
who wish to mcrease their profits (or reduce their losses), but
also from the pomt of view of society, for the reason that a single
control would ehnunate the wastes of competition, and lower
the cost of production But the wastes of competition are in
rcahty the wastes of market imperfection, and perfect competi-
tion would eliminate them as well as monopoly Rationahsation
IS not the cure for too much competition, but for too httle
Monopoly may be an easier and more certam cure to apply

In practice monopoly secures its economies by achieving more
effectively than does imperfect competition the very orgamsa-
tion of production, for each output, that we should expect to
find if competition were perfect But the only pomt with which
wo are at present concerned is that monopoly cannot improve
upon the orgamsation of mdustry which would come about
under perfect competition (except by the dissemmation of secret
knowledge) however much it might improve on imperfect com-
petition, and that for the purposes of our comparison, the cost
curve under competition must be taken to show the most
efficient orgamsation of mdustry which can be brought about
with existmg knowledge The comparison between output under
imperfect competition and output under monopoly is far more
interesting from a practical pomt of view than the comparison
which we have been makmg, but it cannot be madem the same
general terms The effect of monopolisation would depend on
the degree and the kmd of imperfection, and the competitive
supply curve, used as the basis of companson,would be differentm each case
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It has already become plam how artificial and how far from

reahty the companson of monopoly with competitive output

must be But there is a further difficulty, ansmg from the fact

that if an mdustry is earned on under perfect competition the

motive to form a monopoly is less than m an imperfect market

When the market is imperfect mdividual firms do not grow to

their optimum size, so that even if there were no possibilities of

specialisation between firms, production would still not be

earned on m the most efficient way Thus a monopohst could

hope not only to raise the pnee of the commodity by restnetmg

output, but also to lower costs by improvmg the organisation of

the mdustry Under imperfect competition there is a double

motive for creatmg a monopoly, and under perfect competition

only a smgle one At the same time, a monopoly would be far

more difficult to impose upon a perfectly competitive mdustry

The same conditions which make the market perfect, the

absence of a preference on the part of groups of buyers (for

whatever reason) for particular firms, also make entry mto the

mdustry easy, and as soon as the monopohst, after shutting

down some firms, began to make more than normal profits, new

firms would spring up to share m his gams There is less motive

for formmg a monopoly, and a greater difficffity m mamta^g

it m a perfect than man imperfect market Thus it is peouharly

uihkely that any actual case should ever present the oppor-

tumty of makmg a companson between output under monop y

and under perfect competition

output, but
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there "would have been no organisation controlling the output

To ensure that the cost curve of the monopolist is the same as

the cost curve under competition the agent which manages "the

industry must, therefore, have no cost and must have an in-

defimtely large capacity, so that it is not susceptible to the

diminishing returns from a fixed unit of entrepreneurship which,

in the real world, often hmit the size of indi"vndual firms

This assumption is not perhaps so unreal as appears at first

sight When an mdustry is monopolised it is possible that I'ts

structure may remam unchanged except that some agency takes

over the control of price, and allots to each unit its share m
output The cost of runnmg this agency may be neghgibly small

Each total output would then be producedm the same way and

at the same cost as an output of that size would have been

produced by a perfectly competitive mdustry The firms which

have become redundant (because the total output has been

reduced) would be ehnunated and those which remam would be

unaltered Each output would be produced m the most efficient

way if it were divided between a number of separate umts
exactly correspondmg to the firms which would have produced

that output under perfectly competitive conditions This leads

to a formal difficulty, smce the separate umts m the mdustry
have ceased to be firms upon our defimtion, and the men m
charge of them have been degraded from the status of entre-

preneur "to the status of salaried labour This is not a substantial

objection, but it is further necessary to our comparison to

assume that just that amount of cost of management must be
mcurred for each output as would have been mcurred if that
output had been produced under competition, and the entre-

preneurs who are retamed to produce it must each be paid the
mcome which would have been necessary to attract them under
competition, so that their salanes must be equal "to normal
profits apart from any share they may receive m the monopoly
revenue

6

It IS only necessary to set out the conditions m which the
comparison between monopoly and competitive output would
be feasible m order to expose its unreahty But even if these
conditions are fulfilled, there remains one further objection
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The comparisons Trere made upon the assumption that average

cost to the monopohst and to the competitive mdustry are the

same for any given output And, even if aH the more obvious

objections to the comparisons can be met, the objection remains

that this assumption can only be fulfilledm very pecuhar cases

In any ordmary case the cost curve under competition and

under monopoly cannot be the same Under perfect competition

the supply of each factor to the mdividual firm is perfectly

elastic, and each entrepreneur vnll employ that amount of

each factor whose margmal productivity is equal to its pnce

To the mdividual firm the current rate of wages, of mterest, or

of rent, represents both the margmal and average cost for all

amounts of each factor, whether or not their supply is perfectly

elastic to the mdustry Thus the factors will he combmed

together so that their margmal productivities arem the ratio of

their prices ^
t t

But if the supply of a factor is less than perfectly elastic to

the competitive mdustry, the supply to the monopolist will also

be less than perfectly elastic, and its average cost willme as he

employs more of it He will regulate his use of it so that margmal

cost to him IS equal to margmal productivity, and the marginal

cost to him of the factor will be greater than the average cost

The monopolist will employ factors so that their mar^l pro-

ductivities are m the ratio of their margmal costs to lu®.^
only when they are all m perfectly elastic supply will their

margmal costs be the same tbmg as their pnces By

less for mstance, of labour, he may be able to low the rat© of

wages be has to pay, and he will substitute

dicumatances where a competitive producer, whom tee

monopoly as under oompeWion, and «ie coat cmv

commodily cannot be the same

Smular considerations apply when me otoM
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industry, all the machines which he buys will be cheaper, he is

under a greater mcentive to substitute capital for labour than
are individual competitive producers, who would each mdivi-
duaUy receive only a neghgible share m the induced economies
resultmg from their own purchase of the machinery
The monopohst will alter the proportions m which the factors

are employed wherever it is possible to do so in such a way as to

lower his costs, and even when themore general objections to the

comparisons have been disposed of it is only possible for the
monopohst cost curves to be the same as the competitive cost
curveswhenthe proportions of the factors used for a givenoutput
are the same under monopoly and under competition This con-
dition might be fulfilledm various circumstances It is possible,

though not hkelym the long period, that the proportions of the
factorsmaybengidlyfixedbytechnicalconditions 'Eoranygiven
output it would then be impossible for the monopohst to deviate
from the competitive proportions of thefactors This would entail
not onlythat the proportions of labour, land, and capital engaged
upon a given output were dictated by technical conditions and
could not be vaned, but also that the ouf^iut of each "fibrm” (m
the sense discussed in the last section) could not be altered, so
that for a given output of the industry the number of “firms”
could not be changed This condition is unlikely to be fulfilled,

smce it can only be m very rare cases that the output of a firm
IS fixed by techmcal considerations In any ordmary case, if the
cost of other factors nsea relatively to the cost of entrepreneur-
ship as the competitive mdustry grows m size, the optimum
output of the firm becomes smaller, that is to say, the proportion
of entrepreneurship to other factors becomes greater While if the
cost of entrepreneurship becomes relativelygreater, theoptimum
firm becomes larger Similarly, if the supply pnce of entre-
preneurs to the monopolist agency rises faster than that of other
factors as more are employed, the monopolist will employ a
smaller proportion of entrepreneurship to other factors than
would be employed m each output under competition, he will
organise his mdustry with larger “firms” And conversely when

expressed by saying that the marginal productivity of eachfactor falls indn^ly rapidly if the amount is mcreased beyond the necessaryproportions Sm Hicks, “Marginal Productivity and the Principle of Variation’^
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the supply pnces of other factors are nsmg faster than the
pnce of entrepreneurship

When technical conditionspermit of variation, itisstiUpossible

that the proportions of the factors may be the same under mono-
poly and under competition As we have abeady seen, if the

supply of each factor to the industry is perfectly elastic ^e pro-

portions are unchanged The proportions would also be the same

if the elasticity of supply of all the factors happened by chance to

be the same ^ In neither of these cases has the monopohst any

motive for varymg the proportions, which are not only the same

as between monopoly and competition, but the same for each

output The margmal costs of the factors to the industry are

then either equal to, or m the same ratio as, their average costs,

so that the proportions of the factors under monopoly (regulated

by their margmal costs) must be the same as the proportionB

under competition (regulated by their average costs) Fmahy, if

the monopolist pays no rent for the scarce factors, the propor-

tions will be the same, provided that there are no economies of

large-scale mdustry, smce the margmal cost of each factor to the

monopohst will then be the same as its average cost to the com-

petitive industry

In all other cases the proportions of the factors m each out-

put will be different imder monopoly and under competition,

and the monopolist’s average cost curve will he below the

supply curve of the competitive mdustry The compansons

which we have made, therefore, underestimate the monopoly

maccuracy of our compansons will be greater the greater

is the difference between average cost under monopoly and

1 See P 242, below, for the proof of this
the cost

demand cun’e is a “
hSlf the competitive

output

corrected comparmon, wo^d ^ comparisons are likely to under

But we have just seen that
ndjtions an accurate companson

estimate the monopoly he^xactlv half the competitive output

would show that monopoly ^^tvisastraiEhthnetheuncorred
Similnrlv. if the supply cu^ e of

competitive output (if

compamon would
“Cri sit m th. ^

holt competitive output {ef p 278, note, bel
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under competition They "will therefore be more maccurate the

greater the techmcal possibihties of variation of the proportions

of the factors, and the greater the divergence between the

elasticities of supply of the separate factors, that is to say, the

greater the scope for improvement upon the competitive costs

These compbcations, as well as the more general objections to

the comparison of monopoly and competitive output, apply in

the TTi aiu only to long-penod cases In the short penod the

techmque of production cannot be much altered, and we may
suppose that m general the monopolist’s short-penod marginal

cost curve will coincide with the supply curve under perfect

competition The comparison can then be accurately made by

means of the method set out m Chapter 11 ^

6

The discovery that costs under monopoly are lower than

under competition considerably enlarges the class of cases m
which monopoly output may exceed competitive output When
the competitive supply curve is falhng, the monopoly margmal
cost curve will he both below the supply curve and below the

marginal cost curve of the competitive industry, and it is clear

that if the demand for the commodity is suMciently elastic,

monopoly output will be greater than competitive output When
the supply curve is nsmg, it is only possible for the monopolist’s

margmal cost curve to he below the supply curve when there are

sufficient economies of large-scale industry ® When this is the
case monopoly output will be greater than competitive output if

the demand is sufficiently elastic

The conclusions of Chapter 13 must also be modified m the
hght of this result Under conditions of falhng supply pnce it

wiH be possible to evoke from the monopolist an output larger

than the competitive output by imposmg as a maximum the
pnce for which the demand price is equal to the monopolist’s
average cost Under conditions of nsmg supply pnce an output
greater than the competitive amount wih be evoked merely by
the imposition of a maximum pnce, without recourse to the
device of a subsidy and tax, provided that the monopohst’s
margmal cost curve hes below the competitive supply curve,

1 See p 162, note * See p 278, below
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but the monopolist -will still be eammg a surplus profit In

general the output evoked by an imposed pnce will be greater

than that shown by the analysis of the last chapter, which is

only exact for those casesm which the proportions of the factors

are the same under monopoly as under competition
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CHAPTER 16

PRICE DISORIMmATION

1

It often happens that a monopolist finds it possible and profit-

able to sell a single commodity at different prices to different

buyers This can occur when he is selling in several markets
which are divided from one another in such a way that goods
which are sold in the cheaper market cannot be bought from
the monopohst and resold m the dearer market, and when
customers in the dearer market cannot transfer themselves into

the cheaper market to get the benefit of the lower price The act
of selhng the same article, produced under a single control, at
different prices to different buyers is known as “price dtscnmma-
iion

Under conditions of perfect competition price discrunmation
could not exist even if the market could be easily divided into
separate parts In each section of the market the demand would
be perfectly elastic, and every seller would prefer to sell his
whole output m that section of the market in which he could
obtam the highest price The attempt to do so, of course, would
drive the price down to the competitive level, and there would
be only one pnce throughout the whole market So long as the
market is perfect it is only if all sellers are combined or are
actmgm agreement that they can take advantage of the barriers
between one part of a market and another to charge different
prices for the same thing

* Tht ayument of the real of the book does not depend, except ol afew points,
on this and the following chapter The analysts of the latter part of Seedton 2 of
this chapter and of the special case deaU with tn Section 3 ts somewhat compltcaM, though tl contains no essential difficulty The argument of Sections 6aw 7, giving the mmpanson of simple with discriminating monopoly, is
extremely in^eate The reader ts adinaed to revive hts acquaintance with the
geometry of Chapter 2 before studying theformal analysis tn this chapter

179
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But if there is some degree of market imperfection there can
be some degree of discnmmation The market is imperfect be-

cause customers wdl not move readily from one seller to another,

and if it is possible for an mdividuai seller to divide his market

into separate parts, pnce discnmmation becomes practicable

But smce under ordinary competitive conditions the flcTnand

curves for the mdividual sellers are likely to be very elastic,

pnce discnmmation wiU notusuaDylead to any veiygreat differ-

ences m the pnces charged to different buyers by any one seller

When a single seller is not subject to close competition, or

when there is an agreement between nval sellers, pnce dis-

cnmmation is more likely to occur The most usual case ism the

sale of direct personal services, where there is no possibihty of

a transfer from one market to another For mstance surgeons

commonly grade the fee for an operation accordmg to the wealth

of the patient This practice is mamtained by a tradition among

doctors, and would break down if they chose to compete among

themselves by underbidding one another m the fees charged to

nch patients Or discnmmation may occur when the marketsm
which a monopohst is sellmg are divided from each other geo-

graphicaUy or by tariff bamers, so that there would be a con-

siderable expense m transferrmg goods from a cheaper market

to be resold m a dearer market, when this type of discnmina-

tion leads to a concern sellmg at a lower pnce m an export

market and a higher pnce at home it is commonly ^escnbed m
“dumpmg” Or discrimination may occur when several grou^

of buyers require the same service m connection with dearly

differlntiated commodities Thus a railway can

raL for the transport of cotton goods and of coal

fear that bales of cotton will he turned mto loads of coal in

a good deal ol rather baph^ to;

"T at" »tCw mZn^npe of

.rererr-—
bebroken up so as to make p almost exactly alike

™derna»^
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induce nch and snobbiali buyers to divide themselves from

poorer buyers, and m this way the market is spht up, and the

monopolist oan sell what is substantially the same thing at

several prices The device of makmg the same thmg appear m
different guises will also serve to save the monopohst from the

reproaches of mjustice between customers which sometimes

put difficulties m the way of pnce discnmmation

2

In some cases the demand m one market wdl depend upon
the pnce that is bemg charged m another market The case of

first- and third-class railway fares, analysed by Edgeworth,^ is

of this nature In the followmg argument we shall only consider

cases in which tiie demand curve in each separate market is

mdependent of the pnces charged in the other markets
An anal3^is of pnce discnmmation can then be built up from

the analysis already given for simple monopoly when only one
pnce can be charged for a smgle commodity If it is possible for
a monopohst to sell the same commodity m separate markets it

will clearly be to his advantage to charge different pncesm the
different markets, provided that the elasticities of demand m
the separate markets are not equal Eor if he charges the same
pncem each market he will find that, at that pnce, the Tnnrginal
revenue obtamed by selhng an increment of output in each
market separately is greater in some markets than m others He
can therefore mcrease his profit by selhng less m those markets
where the elasticity of demand is less and the margmal revenue
smaller, and selhng more m those markets where the elasticity
of demand is higher and the maigmal revenue greater He will
therefore adjust his sales m such a way that- the margmal
revenue obtamed from selhng an additional unit of output m
any one market is the same for all the markets And his profits
will be at a maximtim when the margmal revenue m each
market is equal to the maigmal cost of the whole output *

The method by which pnces will be determmed can be shown
by the followmg method

^
Papers Belaimg to Political Economy, vol i p 174

method, but he is evidently

mnnT
^act, though he expresses it in a somewhat obaoSmathematical form (Economics of Welfare, p 302, note 1)

K
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Suppose that there are two markets, I and II m wbirli fi,
conditions of demand are different With the same s^m tfaxes, ^aw the demand curves (D^ and of the two marketsTOth the correspondmg marginal revenue cutves. and sum them
lateraUy so as to ohtam an aggregate demand curve showinc
the total amount that would be sold ^t each pnce if the
were the same m both marke'ts, and an aggregate margmal
revenue curve showmg the amount of sales that would corre-
«pond to each value of the marginal revenue if the margmal re-
venue were the same in both markets This curve will show the
margmal revenue obtamed bj^ the discninmatmg monopohst

This construction can be exhibited thus

Draw any Ime AL parallel to the x axis, to cut Dj m Li.'Dg

m Jjz, and the aggregate demand curve {AD) m L
Let it cut ifjRi in Mj, IIBi m Mg, and the aggregate mar-

gmal revenue curve {AMR) m M
Then AL =ALi +ALg, and AM =AMj -i-AMg

The monopoly output imder price discnmmation is deter-

mmed by the mterseotion of the monopohst’s marginal cost

curve with the aggregate margmal revenue curve This total

output IS made up of the amounts sold m the two markets, in

each of which margmal revenue is equal to the margmal cost

of the Whole output The price in each market will be the

demand pnce for the amount of output sold there ^

* Professor Yntemo makes use of this oonstruotion (see ‘ Tl^e

Dumpmg on Monopoly Price ”, Journal ofPohttcal S
bnt he confines lumsolf to establishing mtb its aid a

“5o6
proved -wnthout resort to any such comi>licoted apparatus, see below, p »

note
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OM IS the total output, and is equal to OMj +OM2

MC IS the marginal cost of the output OM

OMj IS sold at the pnce Mjpjm market I OM2 is sold at the
pnce MjPam market II The shaded area shows the mono-
poly revenue, which is equal to the area lying under the
aggregate margmal revenue curve (total revenue) minus
the area lying under the marginal cost curve (total costs)

In Eig 61 margmal costs are rising, but whether margmal
costs are constant, nsmg, or falhng, output wiU be detemuned
by the pomt at which the aggregate margmal revenue curve
cuts the margmal cost curve, and the amount, sold m each
market will he the amount for which margmal revenue is equal
to the margmal cost of the whole output ^

* The points at which the separate znargiaal revenue curves cut the Ttinrfw....i
coat curve have no significance, since these points (except when costa happen
to be constant) do not show the maigmal coat of the whole output which is
actually being produced*

^ ^
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3

A special case of pnce discrimination twU be found when a
producer is sellmg m two markets, one of which is perfectly

competitive, so that the demand for his product is perfectly

elastic there, while m the other he has a monopoly This might

occur if one market was his home country, and the other a

foreign country where his produce was m competition with local
'

nrals

Let market I he the sheltered home market, and market II

the foreign competitive market In market II the marginal

revenue is equal to the competitive price The monopohst will

therefore rebate his sales both so that the margmal revenue

in market I is equal to the pnce m market II, for it is only at

that pomt that the margmal revenues m the two markets are

equal, and so that the margmal cost of the whole output is equal

to the price m market II

In IHg 62 the total output, OM, is givw by the point of

intersection, of the perfectly elastic demand

of market H, with the margmal ^ '

mnof Tip nsinsr if eqmhhnum is to be attained

OT IS tr^« aid margmal revenue m inaAet D, mi
hlPj is tne pn margmal
the output m market i, UiVii,

^rXniSrmLhet'n isT: aiairek M.M, be-

tween OMi and OM „._w tt w lowered, the total

H the competitive price m market U is lower
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output will be reduced, for M will move to the left, and

margmal cost wiU be lowered The output in market I wiU

be mcreased, for will move to the right And the amount
sold m market 11 (MiM) will be reduced If the price m
market 11 fell below the level at which the margmal revenue
curve, MR-^y of market I cuts the margmal cost curve, no
output would be sold m the unsheltered market

4

The existence of pnce discrimination, as we have seen, de-

pends on a difference between the elasticities of the demands in

the markets m which it is possible to sell If the demand curves

of the separate markets were rso-elastic,^ so that at any price

the elasticity of demand was the' same m each market, then the
same pncewould be chargedm all of them, forwhen the muTginfl.!

revenueswere equal in each market, the priceswould then also be
equal, and the result would be the same as though the market
was not divisible This wotdd occur, for example, if the demand
curves of mdividual buyers were all identical One market might
contam more buyers than another, so that one demand curve
was simply an enlargement of the other The same result would
be produced if the demand curves of mdividuaJs were of various
shapes, but each market was made up of the same proportions
of mdividual demands of various types If the only practicable
subdivisions of a market were such that the demand curves m
each were iso-elastio, there would be no advantage from pnce
discnmmation It might be possible for a village barber to charge
a differential pnce for shavmg red-haired chents, but if the
red-haired members of the village had the same wealth and
the same desire to be shaved as the rest of the inhabitants, the
barber would find it profitable to charge them the same pnce
as the rest

The profitabihty of the monopoly will depend upon the
manner m which the market is broken up In many cases the
division mto sub-markets will be arbitrarily dictated by circum-
stance, for mstance geographical or tanff bamers may divide
the markets But it may often happen that even when the
monopolist can fix only a small number of different prices he

Beep 43
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can influence to some extent the manner m which buyers are

distributed between the markets in which the difierent prices

rule In the rate-schedules of railway compames the types of

goods which are to be charged at various rates are grouped to-

gether at the will of the company Moreover, when the mono-

pohst divides up his market by the mtroduction of vanous

“brands” of the same article, he will attempt to divide the

customers from each other, so as to be able to charge a higher

pnce for the higher class “brands” of the article In this way the

markets wzH be divided up m a manner which is partly under

the control of the monopohst >

It is therefore necessaiy to inquirem what way a monopohst

would divide his market if he were perfectly free to do som the

maimer most profitable to himtelf Let us suppose that the

monopohst is m possession of some device which enables him

to separate buyers from each other at will, and let us suppose

that he is at first chargmg a smgle monopoly pnce throughout

the market, and then proceeds to divide it up hy successive

stages The total demand of the market is made up of the de-

mands of mdividual buyers, and if at the smgle monopoly pnce

the elasticities of the demands of mdividuals are afl the same

there is nothmg to he gamed by discnimnation, and the market

will not be divided But if the elasticities of demand are difierent

he wiU first divide all mdividual buyers mto two classes such

that the highest elasticity of demand in the one class w l^a

than the least elasticity of ‘demand m the other d^s To^
tot otos he wiU the pnce. and to the etoa

lower it Now if at the new pnoea the elastirabea of

Si indiTidnal huyera within each da® are the same th^^
t ™X fcom farther euhdiyieion But if are not

Loh suh-market will be apht into two on the erne
‘ "the parts will a^ain he

_the pomt IS reached at ;which ea*
^

are the same Aslongasany

elasticities of demand being c
6

^ at a

monopolist can morease his gams by sellmg to eacn

different price, if it is possible to do so

^

1 This treatmeirt of the 8^*He envTsages the mono

Profeaaor Pigou {Sconomtca of Wore, PP ^ »
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In most cases, of course, it will not be possible for the mono-

pobst to dfvide tbe market at will, and there will be an arbitrary

elementm the possible bamers between mdi^vidual buyers which

will prevent from achievmg the most profitable di^vision of

the market 1 But however the market is divided, once the

di^vision has been achieved the sub-markets will be arranged m
ascendmg order of their elasticities, the highest price being

charged m the least elastic market, and the lowest price m the

most elastic market “

polist as di’Tiding, not the individual buyers, but the separate units of the

commodity, between the difEerent markets, but he does not make it clear how
this can be done

V
^ Even if the monopolist is able to charge a separate price to each buyer he

will not necessarily have achieved what Professor Pigou describes as “dis

cnmination of the first degree” For discrimination of the first degree (which

may be called perfect disenmtnatton) is only achieved when it is possible to sell

each separate umt of output at a different price (loc ct( p 279), and this

condition will not be fulfilled if each separate buyer vanes the amount of his

purchases with the pnce that he is charged Perfect discrimination could only

occur if each consumer bought only one unit of the product and was forced to

pay a pnce which represented his maximum ofier for it (prisoners of war might
have been held to ransom on this pnnoiplem mediaeval times, and so may the

victims of kidnappers m modem Amenca) Or if the monopolist knew the
average pnce which each buyer would give for that quantity of output whose
moxgmal coat to the monopolist is equal to its margmal utihty to the buyer, and
ma^ to each buyer an all or none offer of that amount at that pnce, as long as
the total sum which he was forced to pay did not exceed his estimate of the
total utihty of that amoimt of the commodity, the buyer would prefer to
purchase rather than to go without, so that the pnce per umt charged to each
buyer would represent the average utihty of the amount which he purchased
(For the meaning of average and marginal utihty see p 211, below )

Professor Figou’s discrimination of the “second degree would obtam if a
monopolist were able to make n separate pncea, m such wise that all umts 'With
a demand pnce greater than x were sold at a pnce x, all with a demand pnce
less than x and greater than y at a pnce y, and so on” (loo, at p 279) This
could only be aclueved if each mdimdual buyer bad a perfectly molastic demand
for the commodity below a certam maximum pnce, above which he would buy
none at all >

* Professor Figou states that “it is not, mdeed, true, as is sometimes sup
posed, that the relative rates [pnces] charged to different markets will depend

simply upon the comparative elasticities (m respect of some unspecified
amount of output] of the demands of those markets” (Zoc at p 302) But it

'

18 true that the pnces will depend on, and bo m the same order as, the elasticities
of demand m the separate markets at the pnces charged m these' markets

ThisfoUows from the formula,Pnce =Margi^lB^nue
^ where e is the elasticity

of demand, for the margmal revenue is the same m each market Professor
Pigou, m a footnote to the above passage, finds the pnce in each market for
straight hno demand curves by considering “the demand pnce of the unit that
18 most keenly demanded”, overlooking the fact that this highest demand
pnce can be deduced (for a straight Imo) from tbe value of the elasticity of
demand at any given pnce
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In order to discover the profitabihty of a monopoly it is con-

venient to know the average revenue obtained from sellmg

various amounts of output When the monopohst can charge

only one price this is a simple matter The demand curve for

the commodity provides us with the average revenue curve of

the monopohst When various prices are charged the average

revenue from each output is the average of the pnces charged,

weighted accordmg to the amounts of output sold at each pnce

We have seen how to ohtam the margmal revenue curve, under

discnmmation, by summmg the amounts of output for which,

at each value of the margmal revenue, the margmal revenuesm
aU the suh-markets would he equal Prom this aggregate mar-

revenue curve it will also be possible to discover the

average revenue correspondmg to each output The total re-

venue IS shown, at each output, by the area lying under the

margmal revenue curve ^ Thus we have only to divide this area

by the amount of ontput to discover the average revenue

»

Offlc nert task must be to dieoaes the eompanaon betwen

monooolr output when only one pnce can be dhmgea iot a

comnfodrty {the simple monopoly ontput) and onl^t imd«

pnce (hsoiLimation (the discnmmatrog monopoly
output) Le

mergmJ »™nue rt» „ dm to im imrom.

crm^ationeachumt of

sold therefore adds to revenue „ iu- martonal revenue curve of

the demand curve of the diBcrunmating output mU be that at

the monopolist It follotva that pe ^ curve, while sunplo monopo y

winch the marginal cost curve outs the
^ ample margmal

output IS that at -which the
^^n^eiS^urve The relations between

revLue curve, which is Snmmatmg monopoly ^
Smile monopoly output and f of the relafaons betw^

Sefore be denved quite ^^^e^hen i^aiginal costs are com^
margmal and average or less than twice as ^at «

legitimate to assume that the average
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us consideiT a caso in which, the aggregate demand, for a com-

modity IB composed of the demands of two separate markets, so

that nnHftr pnce discnmmation it is possible to sell the com-

modity at two pnces Suppose that a monopolist is seUing his

commodity at a smgle price, and that he then discovers that

discmmnation between the two markets is possible, everything

else remaimng the same ^ He must now decide m what way it

wiH be profitable to alter the pnce m the two markets If the

simple monopoly output is small the power to mtroduce pnce

rliwr'.n-mirifl.tTn'n may have no effect at all For it may happen that

above a oertam pnce there are buyers m only one market, and if

the simple monopoly pnce is so high that only members of the

stronger market will buy it is possible that the power to dis-

cnmmate wiU be meffective merely because the margmal re-

venue m the weaker market is too small to make it worth

while for the discnmmating monopolist to sell any output

there In such a case the weaker market is not served at all,

either under disonmmation or under simple monopoly, and

the only buyers are members of the stronger market There wiU

thus be only one pnce even when disonmmation is possible,

and the power to discnmmate will not alter the situation m
any way
Withm the regionm which only the stronger market is served

the pnce and output will be the same whether discnmmation

is possible or not But as soon as the margmal revenue m the

stronger market is equal to the highest pnce at which any out-

put be bought m the weaker market it will begm to be pro-

fitable for the diBcnmmatmg monopohst to sell some output

there, although the simple monopoly pnce is still most profit-

ably fixed at a level at which only the members of the stronger

and under competition. Perfectly disorumnatmg output will be greater or less

than perfectly competitive output accordmg as average costs are falling or
rising It will be equal to competitive output when overage costs are constant,

or when the discnminating monopolist pays no rent and there are no economies
of large scale mdustry, smce margmal cost to the monopolist is then equal to
average cost under competition The average revenue of the perfectly discrmun
ating monopolist can be derived directly from the demand curve and will

comcide with the curve of average utdity to the consumers
^ The introduction of discrimination is likely to alter cost slightly—there

may be extra book keeping expenses or additional cost for the attractive labels
of the "high quahty” brand of the commodity—^but for the sake of simphcity
this factor m the problem may be ignored The complication which it intro
duces mto the analysis presento no fundamental diffloulty
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market can aflFord to buy The effect of diacnmmation will then
be to increase output ^

If it IS profitable to fix the simple monopoly pnce at a level

at which members of the weaker market can buy, both markets
will be served under simple monopoly as well as under dis-

cnmmation Then, if at the simple monopoly puce the elas-

ticities of demand are differentm the two separate markets, the

margmal revenue obtamed by selling a umt of output m the

market m which the elasticity of demand is lower will be less

than the marginal revenue obtamed by selhng a umt of output

in the more elastic market, and it will pay, when discnmination

becomes possible, to cut down output and raise pnce m^he less

elastic market and to mcrease output and lower pnce in the

more elastic market until the marginal revenue in each is the

same Output in one market is increased and m the other re-

duced, and it remams to discovei* whether the total oulput will

increase or dimimsh when discrimmation is mtroduced, or

wliether it will remam unchanged
’

It is possible to estabhsh the fact that total output under dis-

cnmmation wiU be greater or less than under simple monopoly

accordmg as the more elastic of the demand curves m the

separate markets is more or less concave than the less elasko

demand curve, and that the total output will be the same if the

demand curves are straight hues, or mdeed m any other case

m which the concavities are equal This can be proved as

follows

Let MP be the simple monopoly P™e “d OM to simple

monopoly output, made up of outputs OM, and OM, sold

ItoS'be the^tangent to the aggregate dema^ enreeim
aJP Drew PF perpendieular to to y ans to oat it m F,

demand eurves (D. and D.)m

lit to togents to D, andA at P, and P, out to V a»

constant, or foiling (sco p 19^ of St John’s CoUege.^Tnbn^,
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in Aj and A, Let AC, AjCi, and AA be the correspond-

ents ^ to the demand curves at P, Pj, and Pj, cutting the

perpendiculars to the x axis through P, 'Pv and Pa in 0, Cj,

and Ca
Now the aggregate demand curve (AD) is obtamed by sum-
mmg the separate demand curves and Dj) and m the

same way the tangent AP represents the (lateral) sum® of

the tangents AiPi and AaPa It follows that AC (the corre-

spondent to the aggregate demand curve at P) is the sum
of the two correspondents AjCi and AaCg, for at any ordi-

nate the abscissa of each correspondent is half the abscissa

of the tangent

(Thus, for the ordmate OF, AA bisects FPi, AjCj bisects

^ For the definition of a correspondent see p 32
* This can easily bo seen by considering a chord of the aggregate curve be-

tween any two prices The chord of the aggregate demand curve is the sUm of
the chords of the two separate demand curves between the same two prices
The tangent at any price is the himtmg position of the chord as the two given
prices converge '
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^ JP*. and AC biaeots FP But FP is the sum of FP, and FPSimdariy for any other ordinate Therefore AC is equalthe (lateral) sum, of AjCi and AjO^
)

<1 ai to

Now draw BC p^endicular to the y axjs to out P,M, andm H, and H, and to cut AA and AAmS g"
It can now be proved thatHA is equal toHA
For BHi =FPi, BHj =FPa, and BC Ifp

BHi +BH8 =^j +FP8=FP, smce AJ> is the (lateral)sum ofA and Dg '

BHi +BHa =BC
But BGi +BG8 =BC, smce AC is the (lateral) sum of A,Ct
and AA ^

- HiGi-GjHa^O

It follows at once that if the demand curves are straight hues,
so that they comcide with their tangents, discrmnnating mono-
poly output 18 equal to simple monopoly output For when the
monopolist finds himself able to discnmmate and equates the
margmal revenue m each market, given by the curves and
Afi?2 (which m this case comcide with AiG^ and AjOg), with
the margmal cost of the total output (which is equal to the

marginal revenue, MC, of the simple monopohst), he will m-
orease output m one market from OMj, or BHj, to BGi, and
reduce it m the other, from OM^, or BHj, to BG^, by equal

amounts, HjGi and GgHj, so that the total output is unchanged

Smce the total output is the same under discnmmation when

the demand curves are straight hnes as xt is imder simple

monopoly, it makes no difference whether margmal costs are

nsmg, faUmg, or constant, the total output and the marginal

cost are unchanged by the mtroduction of discnnunation,

though the pnces, the outputs m the individual markets, and

the profit of the monopohst are altered ^

We must now consider the case m which the demand curves

are not straight hnes If the separate demand curve of one

market is concave, as is A ^ margmal revenue

curve, JfA> must cut FP to the left of the correspondent,® and

since it passes through Ci it must out BC outside HjGi It

^ The foot that output under diaomnination is the Bome as under a

pnce for straight line demand curves (provided that some output » sold m

esAh market under the smgle price) was established by Professor Pigou (PP

c»< p 809)
* Seep 40
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follows that when the more elastic demand curve is concave (as

m the diagram) the morease in output m the separate market

that results from disonmmation will be greater than when the

demand curve is a straight line And when the less elastic curve

IS concave the decrease m output will be greater than for a

straight hne If the demand curve is convex, as is D^ in Fig 63,

the margmal revenue curve must cut BC between Gj and

and the mcrease or reduction m output m the separate market

will be less than for a straight hne

Thus if the more elastic demand curve is concave and the less

elastic curve is a straight hne or convex, the mcrease m output

m the market m which output is mcreased will be greater than

the reduction of output m the other market (as m the case illus-

trated), and the total output wdl be greater under disonmina-

tion than under simple monopoly And if the less elastic demand
curve IS concave, and the more elastic a straight hne or convex,

then the total output under disonmmation will be less than

under simple monopoly If both are concave or both convex it

IS obvious that the result must depend upon whether or not the

more elastic demand curve is, m some sense, “more concave”

than the less elastic demand curve The relevant property of the

curve, which makes it m this sense more or less “concave”, is

the rate of change of the slope (at the simple monopoly pnce)

multiphed by the elasticity (at the simple monopoly pnce)
multiphed by the square of the simple monopolist’s output m
the separate market * This property may be desonbed as the

“adjusted concavity” of the demand curve

^ See p 40
‘ The mathematics required to elucidate the exact nature of the "adjusted

concavity” which determmes whether discnmmation moreoses or dunuushea
output is troublesome unless the assumption is made that the distances HiC,,
HjCj are small, t e that the elasticities of the two demands are not very
diSerent In this case the arcs and C^Kj of the marginal revenue curves
can be regarded as straight Imes
Now HjQi =G|H,

It foUows that acoordmg as

le ,,
Slop^of marginal revenue curve at 0,<

slope of correspondent at Cj >
slope of marginal revenue curve at C*

slope of correspondent at C,
Now if y =/(») is the equation of a demand curve, the slope of the corre

spondent is 2/ (*) (p SO), the equation of the marginal revenue ourve is
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K the “adjusted concavities” of the two demnnci

mohanged bydMcnomatl ”
telw^ demand ourrea being a apeoial case of two demaiddf the same concavity i ^ curves

It might at first sight appear that the above argnment is onlvahd on the assumption that margmal cost is the same undersimple and ^der discnmmating monopoly When the output isaltered by the mtroduction of price discnimnation the mafgmll
y =/(«) -t-®/ («). the edopa of the margmal revenue curve ts 2f'{x) +xj'{x), and
the elasticity of demand is^ Xet y^^x) be the equation of the more
ela^o demand curve and y =/*(») of the less elastac demand curve r. and d-

monopoly pnce, and and tj the ela^citira ofdemand at the simple monopoly pnce Then it follows that output is increased

or dimmiBhed by discnimnation according as
' ' >

t e accordmg as eA*/'i(a:i)^e,!B,*/',{®,), for /,{*,) =/,{*,)

For a concave demand curve/'(*) is positive, and for a convex demand curve
it IB negative, while « is always positive It is to be remembered that the
suffix 1 refers to the more elastic market (where the pnoe la lowered) and the
suffix 2 to the less elastic market (where the pnce is raised) There follows at
once the proposition—^proved quite generally in the text—that if the one curve
IS concave or a straight Imo and the other a straight hna or convex, output is

increased or diminished by discnimnation according as the former curve is the
more elostio or the less elastic If both curves are concave, output is moieasod
or diminished according as is greater for the more elastic or for the less

elastic curve, and if both curves ate convex, as 6e*/*(sc) is numencallv greater

for the less elastic or for the more eli^c ourve
The entry of the' term (the square of the simple monopolist’s output in

the mdividual market) into the expression for the “adjusted concavity” can

be utilised to deduce some general conclusions If both ourvea are concave and

the mord' elastic market is sufficiently larger than the less elastic market (i e

if /*x(a5i) and /'j(irj) are both positive and ‘is’BUffioiontly grpater than ip,),

output is mcreased by disonminution, while if the less elastic market id suffi

ciently larger than the more elastio market, output is reduced If both curves

ere convex, the reverse propositions are true
^

If the simplifying assumption, that HjCj and HgCg are small, is removed a

more complicated treatment of the same general nature would be required 1

am. indebted to Mr Kahn for this mathematical analysis
,

^ All these results can of course be generalised to apply to a caso in which

there are more than two markets All markets can be divided into two classes,

thosem which the elastioity,of demand at the aimple monopoly pnce is greater^

(and m which the discnmmatmg monopolist lowers the price) and those m
which it IS less (and in wbioh he raises the pnce) K the demand euryes m al

markets are straight lines, the output is the same under discrimmation and

under simple monopoly If they are not straight Imbs, the result will depend

upon whether the more elastio gp:oup of demand curves is moie or less concav

on balance than the loss elasdic group.
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cost may be altered It la true that when output would be m-
oreaaed by discnimnation the increase will "be earned less far if

margmal costs are nsmg, and if output would be reduced by
discmnination it wiU be reduced by less if margmal coats are

fallmg (so that the coat''of a smaller output is greater than of a

larger output) But the alteration m margmal cost cannot be

sufficient to prevent the change m output, for if it were so the

alteration m margmal cost would not occur Moreover, if mar-
gmal cost 18 falbng, an morease m oiltput due to discnmmation
will be enhanced, and if margmal costs are nsmg, a decrease m
output will be enhanced If the mcrease m output <due to pnee
discnmmation is sufficiently great and if Uiargihal cost is fallmg

sufficiently rapidly, the eSeot of disormimation may be to lower
the pnee m both markets ^ *

If the effect of discnmmation is to leave the total output un-
changed, it will make no difference whether costs are nsmg,
fallmg, or constant

6

We must now consider a wholly different type of case m
which the total output is 'unaffected by the mtroduction of the
power to discnmmate This is the case m which the power to
discnmmate is not exercised, because the elasticity of demand
at the' simple monopoly pnee is the same m the two markets
The margmal revenues m the two markets are then the same,
and there is'nothmg to be gamed by discnmmation In such a
case the pnee and output m each market are unaltered, and the
monopolist ,contmues to sell the same total output at the same
smgle pnee as before

7

It IS now possible to trace the relationship between the aggre-
gate margmal revenue curve of the disonmmatmg monopohst^d thQ‘ margmal Revenue curve of the simple .monopohst
(which may be called the simple margmal revenue curve), and
between the average revenue curve bf the discnmmatmg
monopolist “ and the aggregate demand Curve, which is the
avOTage revenue curve of the simple monopohst The relations
between the outputs Under simple and disonmmatmg monopoly
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^ depend on the position of the margmai cost Tf * .

re^^e “3herbZ." thT^nSa'^
output will be smaUer under discrmunS^

nut ^ll^h
revenue curve is the higher, out-put will be larger under disonminafcion li it cuts them where

thrsame^^''^
° ^be output will be

When marginal cost is high and output consequently small itmay happen, as we have seen,^ that the power to discrumnate^ be ineffective because neither the simple monopolist nor
the discnmmatmg monopohst makes any sales m the weaker
market For small outputs, therefore, (0 to OMj m Pig 64) the
two margmal revenue curves must comcide, smce both are
given by the margmal revenue curve of the stronger market,
and the average revenue curve of the discnmmatmg monopolist
must comoide with the aggregate demand curve, smce both are
given by the demand curve of the stronger market
At the pomt at which the margmal revenue m the stronger

market is equal to the highest pnce at which any member of

the weaker market will buy (given by the pomt where the de-

mand curve m that market cute the y asas) it begins to he pro-

fitable fcff the discnmmatmg monopolist to sell m the weaker

market, and at this pomt there is a kmk® m the aggregate mar-

ginal revenue curve which suddenly changes its slope and

diverges from the simple margmal revenue curve (the hori-

zontal distance between them measunng the amount of output

sold m the weaker market imder discnmmation) and tlie ^s-

cnminatmg monopolist’s average revenue curve will diverge

from the aggregate demand curve

Meanwhile the simple monopohst would be sellmg onlym the

stronger market, and the simple margmal revenue curve will

continue to comrade with the marginal revenue curve m the

stronger market At the price at which the demand curve in the

weaker market leaves the y axis there is a kinkm the aggregate

demand curve, smce at this pnce there suddenly setsm an addi-

tion to sales because members of the weaker market now begin

to buy Vertically below this kink in the aggregate demand curre

the simple marginal revenue curve will nse discontmuously, and

1 See p 189 * See p 37
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below this point (beyond which there are sales in both markets

even under simple monopoly) it may he either above the aggre-

gate margmal revenue curve or below it (as m the diagram),

accordmg to the relative concavities of the separate demand
curves The followmg diagram illustrates the situation described

above

Fio 64

DAR IS the average revenue curve of the discnminatmg
monopolist

AD or SAB is the aggregate demand curve (which is the
simple monopohst’s average revenue curve)

AMR or DMR is the aggregate marginal revenue curve
(which IS the margmal revenue curve of the discnmmatmg
monopolist)

SMR is the simple monopohst’s margmal revenue curve
For outputs less than OMi output and pnce are unaffected
by the possibility of discnmmation, since it is not profitable
to seU m the weaker market Between OMj and OM3 only
the discnmmatmg monopolist sells m the weaker market,^

1 The fact that over the range OM, to OM, output underpnoe diaonminationu neeessarilv greater than under eimple monopoly la consistent with the rule
that output will bo mcreasod by discnmination when the more elastic «li»TnnT.|i
ou^e IS the more concave At the simple monopoly pnce the demand curve
of the weaher market comoides with the y axis (smce no output is sold there at
that pnce) and at some lower pnce it leaves the y axis This may be regarded
as the extreme degree of concavity, bo that the demand curve m the othermarket caimot fail to be loss concave

O
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and beyond OMj there will be sales m both markets even

by the simple monopolist

If the conditions are such that the simple monopoly pnce

would be fixed at a level at which some output would be sold in

each market it is clear that if the demand curvem one market

is consistently more elastic than m the other, there is always

something to be gamed by discnmmation, and the discrimmat-

ing monopohst’s average revenue curve must consistently he

Fio 66

above the aggregate demand ^e
the

more concave, the dascnmina
, revenue curve

ooneietently be above the simp
consistently more

But if the more elastio demand e^e m mt no ^

concave (rdatively to the same> At

at which the °^ 66) the disonminating

this pomt (the output OM. m
1 „ „ th. 'hwne C«v. he

couoavo,se6 P 200. note, helow
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marginal revenue curve must cut the simple margmal revenue

curve, and beyond this pomt it must lie below the simple

marginal revenue cmwe, so long as the more elastic of the two
separate demand curves is the less concave The two marginal

revenue curves may cross and reoross m this way, accordmg

to the relative concavities of the two separate demand curves,

while the average revenue under discnnunation is always greater

than the average revenue under a single pnce, that is to say,

while the discnminatmg monopohst’s average revenue curve

always hes above the aggregate demand curve

But if one of the separate demand curves does not remain
consistently more elastic than the other, the one which is more
elastic at first becommg relatively less and less elastic as it falls,

then a point will come at which the elasticities of the two curves

are the same At this pomt, smce the price is the same whether
discnmmation is possible or not, the average revenue must be
the same under discrimination as under simple monopoly Both
for smaller and for greater outputs (for which the elasticities of

the separate demand curves are unequal) the average revenue is

greater under discnmmation It follows that at this pomt (the

output OMj m Eig 66), at which the separate demand curves
are iso*elastic, the average revenue curve of the discnminatmg
monopolist must be tangential to the aggregate demand curve
Eor a shghtly smaller output the elasticil^ of the discriminating
average revenue curve must be less than that of the aggregate
demand curve, and for a shghtly greater output its elasticity
must be greater It follows that the discnmmatmg margmal
revenue curve, which cuts the simple margmal revenue curve at
the output at which the two average curves are tangential, must
he below it for shghtly smaller outputs and above it for shghtly
greater outputs Thus the discnmmatmg margmal revenue
curve may he below the simple margmal revenue curve for some
outputs

It IS impossible, however, that it should do so consistently
This can easily be proved The total revenue m each case is
shown by the area lymg under the margmal revenue curves, and
it IS impossible that the total revenue under discnmmation
should be less than the total revenue under simple monopoly,
since at worst the discnmmatmg monopolist can leave the
simple monopoly pnce unchanged Now if the discnmmatmg
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maiBinal xeveaTie raare were to he eonastently beW themargmal revenae curve, the area below it woidd beT=t ft^a below the tuaple mai«mal reveuufr™ Bu “to wc ?to be uupoeaible It loUowe that if the dieen^ifl”Srevenue curve hes below the simple marginal revenue cun? fo]any ra^ outputs there must have been some precedinsrange of outputs at which it lay above i Moreover for the rang!of outputs over which it hes below, the excess of total reveuL
under discnimnation over total revenue under simple mononolv
which 18 given by the difference in the areas lying below the two
curves falls with every increase of output, it is therefore tending
towards a point at which the two will he equal Thus if the dis-
enminatmg marginal revenue curve hes below the simple max-
gmal revenue curve for any range of outputs, there is hkely to
be a succeedmg range of outputs over which it will he above *

And it has just been shown that there must he a previous range
of outputs over which it will he helow It follows that there is a
larger range of outputs over which the discanmnatmg margmal
revenue is the higher than over which the simple margmal
revenue curve is the higher *

1 This result can easily bo interpreted in terms of relative concavities, though
a preoise mathematical proof -would be difficult What wo have to show is that
if at any price the more elastic curve is less concave, there must be some higher

price where it becomes more concave ISfow so long as the more elastio ourvs

remains less concave, it approaches the y ams more rapidly than the less elastio

curve But it cannot cross the y axa It follows that,m order to avoid doing so,

it must eventually heoome more concave than the less elastic curve, or alter

natively it strikes the y axis and is infimtely concave at the point of impact

Moreover, the longer it defers becoming more concave, the greater its relative

concavity has m the end to become In other words, the longer the range over

which, the disonminatmg marginal revenue curve hes below the simple margmal

revenue curve, the greater must have been the previous divergence between the

two curves m the opposite sense

® This fact may be explamed as follows The output imder disonnunating

monopoly only be less than under suSiple monopoly if the less elastio of the

two cuTves IS the more concave But for the more concave curve the

elasticity -will fall more slowly, as the price falls, than for the less concave curve

As the price falls, therefore, the difference between the elasticities of the two

curves grows less and less As they pass through the pomt at which th^ are

ISO elastic their positions are reversed, and beyond this pomt the more concave

curve IB the more elastao It is possible, however, that they may not

ISO e

that
reve
will

*
case m which the two separate demand curves am straight Imes was

istio pomt towards which they tend until they have hecome meiasuc, eo

he TvarmTinl rovenue is negative In this case the disonmmatmg maigm^

ue curve will contmue to he below the simple marginal revenue c^e, md

pproaoh towards it, but will fail to cut it before it has passed helow the
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The above analysis suggests that on the whole it is more

hkely that the introduction of pnce discrunination will increase

output than that it will reduce it ^ Moreover there is some

reason, beside these purely formal considerations, to suppose

that cases in which the less elastic demand curve is more con-

vex than the more elastic demand curve (so that price dis-

cnmmation will mcrease output) are likely to be common The

monopohst (as we have seen) will, whenever possible, divide up

the separate markets m such a way that they are as nearly

homogeneous as possible,® so as to get the maximum benefit

from the power to discrunmate Now the demand of each mdi-

vidual buyer for any commodity is likely to be satiable—^that is

to say, for each mdividual buyer there is hkely to be a certain

worked out (by a different method) by Professor Pigou (Economies of Welfare,

p 809) The cose of straight lines may be illustrated thus
This represents a special cose of the
situation illustrated in Fig 64 above
As we then saw, the aggregate demand
curve must contam a kmk at the pnce
at which the lower demand curve cuts

the y axis "IVhen the two separate
demand curves are straight linos the
simple morgmal revenue curve which
rises vertically below this kmk com
cides with the aggregate niargmal
revenue curve for all outputs beyond
that (OMj) at which the kmk occurs

The difference between the two
revenues (which is shown by the dif

ferenco in the areas lying below the
two maigmal revenue curves) is independent of the output (so long as the
simple monopoly pnce is at a level at which there are some sales m the weaker
market), and is equal to the tnanglo abc The average revenue cur\o of the
diBcnimnating monopohst is therefore asymptotic to the aggregate demand
curve

^ Professor Pigou states that in conditions m which them would bo some
sales m each market under a smglo pnce "there is no adequate ground for
expectmg either that output under discnmmatmg monopoly will exceed, or
that it will fall short of, output under simple monopoly" {op cit , p 28G) But
ho was led to this conclusion because his precise onaljsis deals only with
straight hue demand curves and docs not enable him to isolate the conditions
m which discnmmation will mcrease or reduce output
In a passage which appears mconsistent with this one, ho reasons that

because perfect discrimination must mcrease output ordmary discnmmation is
hkely to mcrease output (foe nt p 287), and ho argues that it will bo more
likely to do so the larger are the number of separate markets m wluob the
monopolist can soli But, os wo have seen, the result depends not upon the
number of markets but upon the relative concavities of the separate demand
curves

* See p 186

Fio 05a
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pnce at which, he will buy as much of the commodity as he

requires, so that any reduction below this pnce will not tempt
him to buy much more Thus a market composed of mdividual

buyers who are all closely similar is likely to have a more or less

definite saturation point, below which the demand is highly m-
elastic If the separate markets are of this type, then for any

market in which the simple monopoly pnce is below the satura-

tion pnce the demand curve will be both highly melastic and

highly convex, while for any market m which the simple mono-

poly pnce hes above the saturation pnce the demand curve will

be more elastic and leas convex When the markets are of tbs

type, therefore, the mtroduction of discnmmation is likely to

increase output

On the other hand, the “adjusted concavity” of the demand

curve of the separate market tends, as we have seen,^ to he

numencaUy greater the larger is the amount of output sold m

that market under simple monopoly Now the more elastic

marketmay often be composed of a large number of poor buyers

and the less elastic market of a smaU number of neb buyers

The amount of output sold m the more elastic market may

therefore be considerably larger thanm the less elastac market,

and if the demand curves are convex, this is likely to result m

a reduction of the total output when discnmmation is mteo-

duced Only if the demand curve m the more elastic market is

concave will the fact that it is larger than the less elasticmwke

strengthen the presumption that output udl be mereased by

discnmmation
^ See p 1^3



CHAPTER 16

THE MORAIi OF PEIOH DISCRIMINATION

1

It is now possible to inquire how far price discnnunation is

harmful or advantageous to the customers of the monopohst

and to society as a whole First of all, it is clear, since average

revenue is greater under price discnnunation than under simple

monopoly, that there may be cases in which no output would be

produced at all if pnce discnnunation were not possible ^ If the

average cost curve of a certam product lay above the demand
curve for it throughout its length no profit could be made by
producmg it under any one-pnce system But if the average

cost curve, though above the demand curve, lay at some pomt
below the average revenue curve under pnce discnnunation, a

profit could be made and some output would be produced pro-

vided that discnnunation was possible “ It may happen, for m-
stance, that a railway would not be built, or a country doctor

would not set up m practice, if discnnunation were forbidden

It is clearly desirable that pnce discnnunation should be per-

mitted m such cases, for the average revenue of the monopolist
cannot be greater than average utihty to the consumers ® If

* Cf Economies of Wdjare, p 287
* Professor Pigou (op cit p 808) has worked out the conditions of this pro

blem under perfectdiscnmination (seep 187,note) Under perfect disonmination
the marginal revenue curve is given directly by the demand curve, and Professor
Pigou points out that if the demand curve lies below tlio marginal cost curve
throughout its length no output would be produced even under perfect dis
crimination And ho shows that the more rapid the rate of fall of average cost
the more hkely is the demand curve to ho above the marginal cost curve for a
sufficient distance to ensure that some output will be produced to ensure, in
our terms, that the monopolist’s average revenue curve at some pomt shall bo
cut by the average cost curve

* For the purposes of discussions of this typo it is necessary to attach some
meanmg to utihty as a measure of economic welfare See p 214, below

203
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average revenue is greater than average cost, average utility
voll also be greater, and the investment will lead to a gam to
society

But this fact must not be considered to justify (from the
pomt of view of the community) price discnimnation on the
part of a concern m which very long-hved mvestment (such as
the permanent way of a railway) has been madem the past and
which discovers that, owmg to a dechne m demand, normal
profits can only be madem the present if price discnmmation is

possible Erom the pomt of view of society it is only necessary

that the concern should make sufficient profit to mamtam the

efficiency of the plant, and not a profit which would have been

sufficient to justify the ongmal mvestment

When some output would be produced even if discnmmation

were forbidden, it is only possible to say definitely whether pnce

discnanmation is damagmg to the mterests of the customers, as

compared with a smgle pnce monopoly, if we identify ourselves

with one or other group of customers As compared with simple

monopoly, discrimination must always he disadvantageous to

those buyers for whom the pnce is raised, and advantageous to

those for whom the pnce is reduced, and it is impossible to set

the gams of one group against the losses of the other But we

may have some reason to prefer the mterests of one group above

those of the other Eor instance, members of the more elastic

markets (for whom price is reduced) may be poorer than mem-

bers of the less elastic markets, and we may consider a gam to

poorer buyers more important than a loss to ncher buyers In

this case pnce discnmmation must always be considered bene-

ficial On the other hand, the less elastic market may be at

home and the more elastic market abroad, so that the mterests

of the members of the stronger market are considered more

important than the mterests of the weaker market

But m this case pnce disonmination need not always be dia-

advantageous, for, ao we have seen,' wlien the eondi^ m
SQOh that output under disermnnatmg monopoly is

under simple monopoly then, if matgmal cost® are fallmg, dis

' See p 196
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cnnunation may actually be beneficial to the members of the

less elastic market, smce the margmal cost of the total output

will be reduced, and the price which they are required to pay

maybe lowered Itmustbelowered (providedthat margmal costa

are fallmg) if the conditions are such that the simple monopolist

would sell no output m the weaker market For then output

IS necessarily mcreased by the mtroduction of discrmunation,

and consequently margmal cost is reduced, but for the simple

monopolist margmal cost is equal to margmal revenue m the

stronger market, hence it follows that margmal revenue, and

consequently price, m the stronger market are necessarily re-

duced by the mtroduction of disorimmation ^

We have seen that the conditionm which output will be much
mcreased hy disonmmation is that the demand curve m the

more elastic market shall be highly concave This is probably a

common case where the more elastic market is an export market

m which the exported goods are m competition with those pro-

duced locally It will often happen that only a small amount

can be exported at relatively high prices but that as the pnce

of the exported goods approaches and falls below the price of

the local rival goods the demand for them moreases very rapidly
—^m short the demand curve is highly concave ® Thus there are

likely to be many cases in which the “dumping” of a com-
modity (that IS, selhng at a lower pnce m the export market

* Professor Figou {op cti p 280) points out that discninination may some
times be beneSoial to the members of the stronger market, but ho only considers

the cose m which no output at all would be sold m the weaker market under
simple monopoly Professor Pigou's analj'sis is hmited to tlus case because
he IS only able to reach exact results for the case in which the separate de
mond curves are straight hues ^Vhen no output would be sold in the weaker
market under simple monopoly, the mtroduotion of discrmunation will leave
the pnce m the stronger market unchanged if margmal costs are constant,
and raise it if margmal costs are rising, cf Pigou {op ext p 810, note But
Professor Pigou’s statement is ambiguous, for he talks of supply pnce m place
of marginal cost) Professor Ymor {Dumping, p 103) states, without proof,
that the pncem the stronger market will always bo unchanged and challenges
his readers to find a case m which it will be altered This challenge was
taken up by Professor Yntema (foe ett ) who reaches the same conclusions as
Professor Pigou, by a method m some respects similar to that employed m
the lost chapter; of p 182, note Neither Professor Vinor nor Professor Yntema
seem to have been aware of Professor Pigou’s simple treatment of this problem

* As wo have seen, m the Iimitmg case there is a cortam pnce above which
no output at all can be soldm the weaker market, and the demand curve tokos
on the hmitmg degree of concavity (p 107) The case considered above, m
which pnce m the stronger market must necessarily fall if margmal costs ore
fallmg, IB thus seen to be an extreme example of the general case
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tlian in the home market) is hkely to reduce its home pnce,
provided tliat marginal costs are fallinginth increases of output

It IS sometimes argued (for instance by railway officials

anxious to justify the practice of discrimination i)that the mem-
bers of the high-pnee markets must in any case benefit from
the fact that other markets arc served at a lower pnce The
argument runs as follow s If a single pnce were charged the out-

put sold in the w cakcr markets would be less, a larger share of

the total cost of the concern would then have to be borne by the

stronger markets alone, and the price charged to them would

therefore bo higher than when discrimination occurred This

argument would be valid if the monopobst was hmited to earn-

ing n certain fixed profit, although the conditions of demand

were such that ho could make n larger profit But so long as the

monopolist acts upon the pnnciplc of maximising lus profits (as

he IS assumed to do throughout the analysis of this book), dis-

cnniinntion can onlj benefit members of the high-pnce markets

in the situation described above

Fiom the point of mow of society as a whole it is impossible

to sa) whether jiricc discrimination is desirable or not It is

obviouslj wasteful, from the point of ^^ow of society, if any

commodity fails to he produced up to the point where its mar-

ginal utililj (shown In its demand price*) is equal to its mar-

ginal cost But under ‘simple monopoly marginal revenue is equal

to marginal cost, monopoh output is therefore undesirably

small From one point of mow, therefore, price discrimmation

mint be licld to be superior to simple monopoly in nU those

cn‘>cs in winch it lends to an increase of output, and, as we have

scon these cases arc likch to be the more common But against

tins n<l^nntngo must be set. the fact that

leads to a maldistribution of resources os between *6”™

uses = a subject winch would take os too far afield t»

Before .r.s possible to saj whether disonmina lou is toabte

or nm t S therefore nceessarj to weigh up ‘ho benefit from the

merea;e in output against this

which discrimination will decrease output it is und

both counts
^

> f >}
Jtrport on R<nl ond Jlwtd

J
of this point

* .Vf lx ion. p 214 «nd p
* hi (' i fonow«C5 of H tlfarc, pp 1 > non -

mibjcct
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3

One further point remains to be considered In Chapter 13

we discussed the question of pnce control, but we assumed that

only a smgle pnce could be imposed We must now consider

whether it would be preferable to impose a system of dis-

crumnatmg pnces

Under a smgle pnce the maximum output will be achieved,

when average costs are faUmg, if the imposed pnce is that at

which demand pnce and average cost are equal This, however,

mvolvea a waste, smce there would be a considerable range of

output, beyond that at which demand pnce was equal to average

cost, over which demand pnce exceeded margmal cost, and smce

demand pnce is presumed to measure margmal utihty, it is

desirable that this additional output should be produced This

waste could be partly eliminated and a larger output could be

achieved if it were possible to impose discriminating pnces The
average revenue under uncontrolled pnce discnmmation is

greater than under uncontrolled simple monopoly, and the

largest possible output will be that for which the average

revenue of a discnmmatmg monopohst would be equal to his

average cost With any given system of markets, m order to

mduce the monopohst to produce the maximum possible out-

put, it is necessary to impose a system of pnces such that the

margmal revenues m all markets are equal, and such that

average total revenue is equal to average cost The required

output will then be produced No larger output could be sold

without mvolvmg the monopohst m a loss ^

This method would ensure that the largest possible output
should be produced, but it is subject to the general objection to

pnce discrimination referred to above It might therefore be
considered desirable to sacnfice some part of the morease in

output which could be obtained by this method, and to mdulge

^ The difference between average revenue under discnmmation ond under
simple monopoly will be greatest in those oases in which the difference between
output under discnmmation and under simple monopoly is greatest The same
conditions, therefore, which make disonmmatmg output largo os compared to
simple monopoly output (relative concavity of the more elastic demand curve)
will make the output obtamable by the above method large relatively to the
output obtamod by a smgle impost pnce
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in n smaller degree of price discrimination, but some degree of

discrimination ill almost certainly be desirable ^

' Professor Pif»ou, l>a\ ing ostabliBfjcd llio fact that perfect competition is

genemlU jiroforablo to discriminating monopolv, proceeds to argue (Eeonomtet

of 11 elfare, chap '>c\ in ) that it is desirable that rnilwo'v rates should be fixed at

the lo\ ol appropriate to simple competition, winch, ns ho shows, would entirely

eliminate pneo discrimination But his argument is extremely obscure Under
competition price iscqual both to n\ orago and tomargmal cost for the individual

concern It w ould onh bo possible to impose such a pneo upon a railway if it

so happened that it was working just at its optimum capacity, so thnta\erage

cost was at a minimum and equal to marginal cost But, os Professor Pigou

liim-self points out railn a^ s are \ crj likelj to bo working under fallmg as erago

costs, and when nxcrage cost for the indixidual concern is falling there is no

such compet^ll^e price, since marpannl cost must bo less than a\emgo cost

Professor Pigou mn%, liowe\cr, be interpreted to mean that it is desirable to

impose the price at winch demand price is equal to n\ erago cost This, os we

hn\ o peon, \\ ill m\ o\\ e a waste of output w Inch might bo secured by the method

here suggested, winch appears to hn%o b"cn o\erlookcd b\ Professor Pigou In

order to justifx pneo discrimination in fax our of the weaker markets ho intro

duces the fact tliat demand pneo mn% not be ns great ns tbo marginal social

utiht\ of tho commodil%, for instance when cbeap workmen’s tickets enable

worlorstolnohcnlthiK in thecoiintrx (foe cit p 311) But in order to establish

the fact tliat there is a waste of potr ntinl output it is onh ncccssarx to consider

that, for a greater output than that which would come about under a ^glc

imposed price, the demand pneo (which is taken to mensuro marginal utihti)

|S grentf r than tho marginal cost
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CHAPTER 17

A DIOBBSSION ON THE BTJTEB

1

So far we have looked at the initial problem, Why does that

banana cost a penny* through the eyes of the seller We have
considered the question, Why did that man take a penny for a

banana* in forms of ever-mcreasmg complexity We must now
open the second question. Why did the other man give a penny
for a banana* Here ‘We are immediately faced with one of

the most awkward of the fundamental questions of economic
analysis It is usual to describe the qualitym commodities which
causes them to be bought or otherwise acquired as vixltty, but
no perfectly satisfactory defimtion of utihty has ever been
found The attempt to define ithas generallyongmatedma desire

to justify the use of a margmal utihty curve The use of the
curve, and the apparently sensible results obtamed from usmg it,

precede the defimtion The spectacle of successive economists
erectmg card-house definitions and of successive critics blowing
them down (leavmg the curve itself unaffected) has tempted
the present writer to build a defimtion m which the cards are
already lymg flat

Utihty IS the quahty which makes commodities desirable
to buyers The margirud utihty of a given commodity is the
addition to the total utihty obtamed by a smgle buyer, when
a umt addition ^ is made to the amount of this commodity
which he bu3n3

The fundamental assumption of economic analysis is that
every mdividual acts in a sensible manner, and it is sensible for
the mdividuaJ to balance margmal cost against TnaTginn.^ gam

^ Soe p 122, note

211
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It follows that when a given marginal cost is being incurred

by a buyer in purchasing a commodity the margmal utility of

the commodity to him is equal to its margmal cost

Now this account of utihty is based on a circular argument

The house of cards is already lying flat

The point can be illustrated thus Tate as a defimtion of

sensible conduct conduct that leads to survival Then a man
who looks to the nght and to the left when crossmg a street is a

sensible man A man who allows himself to be run over by a bus

IS not sensible But a man who wishes to commit suicide is

sensible, upon a less restricted defimtion of common sense, when

he allows a bus to loll him {for common sense, as the phrase is

used m this hook, must be understood to entail an absence of

ethical prejudices) The analysis based on this defimtion of

common sense is therefore not capable of giving a completely

satisfactory account of the actions of all pedestnans, but it

covers a sufficiently high proportion of all cases to make it of

practical mterest

Or take as a defimtion of sensible conduct conduct which

leads to the maximisation of money gams Then a man who

balances marginal money cost against margmal money receipts

is sensible A man who fads to do so is not sensible A man who

has a good reason for not domg so (for instance, that he prefera

Iving in bed to makmg money) is sensible upon a less restricted

definition of common sense, and the cases to which an analysis

baaed upon the economist’s deBmtion of ao^on seme^
apply eLsfaotonly are a far higher proportion of all

the proportion of ameldes to aU pedastnana But to

eooimnuat’s deBnition of sensible conduct maybe hdd gi

results of some practical mterest Both defentions of co^on^ am temporary enpedienta rrlnoh allow an ana^ to to^ to a certain J^g&, and which may he removed wh® to

analyaie heoomea capable of dealmg with a

r^Smpheated dLiton of—^TuytoUSiI!
come to analyse the conduo y owning and

:S-.rSi:i“n:«^7->veathedean.t.oa

of common sense
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This difficulty would be of no importance if a behaviourist

techmque of expemnent were available to discover actual

curves for typical individual buyers, showing the margmal costs

mcurredm the purchase of all amounts of an actual commodity

The utihty of any given amount of a commodity, to a given

buyer, would then be the mtegral of the curve, and it would be

unnecessary to mquire whether the buyer was sensible or not

But, although such an experimental technique could be im-

agined, it certainly does not exist A techmque of Qedank&n

Experimente maybe used to eke out the meagre eqmpment of be-

haviourist psychology A senes of questions may be put by the

analyticalecononust to himself How manybananas would I buy
in a week if the pnce were a halfpenny? How many would I buy
if my mcome were £600 a year* How many would I buy if

oranges were seven for sixpence® How many would I buy if

I sow a poster saymg Eat More Emit as I went to my office by
tube® How many would I buy if it were a hot summer® How
many would I buy if my next-door neighbour owned a Persian

cat® These questions enable the economist to give a rough, im-

perfect, and admittedlytreacherous account of his own margmal
utihty curve for bananas By assummg that other people ha^re

much the same psychology as himself he can, by an act of

bhnd faith, adnut the existence of a defimte marginal utihty

curve for bananas for mdividuals other than himself And he can

contmue to make use of margmal utility curves with a pacified

—

though not qmte contented—^professional conscience It would
be possible to apply the same method to the cost curve Margmal
cost might be defined as that which is equated to margmal
revenue, and total cost rmght be regarded as the mtegral of a
marginal cost curve drawn up by behaviounstic methods of m-
vestigation Such a margmal cost curve would diverge from the
margmal cost curves which we have been employmg m the case

of sellers who were not sensible or who had some good reason
for not wishmg to maxumse their money gams There is thus no
essential asymmetry between the margmal cost curve and the
marginal utihty curve But since the prmciple of mammiHing
money gams provides a convement objective critenon of com-
mon sense, it appears more profitable to assume that all sellers

are sensible and all endeavour to maximise their money gams It
IS then possible to use an objective conception of margmal cost,

p
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the definition of which does not itivoI™ « i

£.pri:S4r.:£.'rjrc.S2
hi^ There is no reason to despair of an expenmentd method fordiscovering demand curves showmg the amounts of a cnmmodity that will be bought at various prices m a given marketm a given tme and it is with demand curves of thfnature tStthe first part of this book was concerned The first part of thisbook would survive the complete destruction of the notion of
marginal utihty ^

When we are concerned with a demand curve, which is looked
at objectively by the seller, there is no need to mquire mto the
nature of utihty And when we are concerned with the analysis
of the decisions of the mdividual buyer a margmal utahty cinre
discovered by behaviounstic methods and a purely formal de-
fimtion of utihty will serve our turn There is no part, therefore,
of the analysis of value which requires a knowledge of the real

nature of utihty Only m the departments of Pubhc Pinance
and the Economics of Welfare is the real nature of utihty of im-
portance For these departments of economic analysis it is neces-

sary to have some definition of sensible conduct, which mvolves
the notion that buyers act in then* own economic mterests, for

which no objective cntenon has yet been found In the depart-

ment of the analysis of value the oiroulanty mvolved m the

defimtion of utility is only a mmor blemish But in the depart-

ments of analysis which mvolve the conception of economic

welfare the circularity of the defimtion of u^ty is certainly a

stumbling-block If buyers are not sensible, or if they have good

reasons for not pursuing their economic interests, the utihty of

a commodity to a buyer, represented by the integral of his

margmal utihty curve, will not provide a quantitative measure-

ment of the economic welfare, m any mterestmg sense, denved

by him from the consumption of the commodity Thus even if a

behaviounstic margmalutility curve could be discovered itwould

not be of service m the analysis of economic welfare, unless it

^ Hub fragment of philosophy was taught me by the marginal teohwque oi

analysis But I am mdobted to a philosopher, Mr R B Braithwaiia, of King s

College, Cambridge, for assistance m formulating it
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were possible to discover that all buyers are sensible upon some
relevant definition of common sense

The notion of consumer's surplus, the difEerence between the

total utihty of any given amount of a commodity consumed by
a buyer, and its total cost, has therefore no real or mterestmg
meaning until a relevant defimtion of common sense has been

found A purely formal conception of consumer’s surplus, de-

rived geometrically from the margmal utihty curve, is used m
the followmg analysis In the following chapter it is assumed
that the marginal utihty curve for a buyer can be drawn, either

by behaviounstic mvestigation or by Oedanken Expenmenie
Once the curve has been drawn up there is no further need to

mquire mto its nature, and the analysis can take its course

None of these objections apphestothe analysis of the decisions

of a buyer of a factor of production Factors of production are

not bought for theur own sake, but for the sake of earning money
mcome by selling the commodities which they produce The
prmciple of maximismg money gams will therefore once more
provide an objective cntenon of common sense, and it is only
necessary to assume that the buyer is sensible m order to be
able to proceed with the analysis of buymg The treacherous
notion of utihty is therefore only required for the purposes of
the chapter which follows The analysis of Book VII , which
deals with the decisions of buyers of factors of production, is

free from the difficulties which beset the analysis of the buymg
of commodities

2

It IS necessary to find a name for the mdividual buyer which
wiU correspond to the name monopohst for the individual seller
In the following pages an mdividual buyer is referred to as a
monopaontst ^

' The cntenon of perfect competition among sellers is that
the demand curve for the mdividual seller should be perfectly
elastic, similarly the cntenon for perfect competition among
buyers is that the supply curve to the mdividual buyer should
be perfectly elastic This is the case m an ordmary competitive

1 The older phrase “monopoly buyer" is lUogioal. and is associated with aconception of monopsony correspondmg to the conception of monopoly disouB^d on p 6 I am mdebted toMr B L Hallward, of Potorhouse, Cambridge,
for the word monopsony, which is derived from ifavety, to go marketmg
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market A buyer can walk into a shop and buy as much as ho

pleases at the current pnce If be offers less he can buy notlung,

and if he offered a httle more he would engross the whole supply

Perfect competition among sellers requires two conditions, that

the number of sellers shall be large, and that the customers shall

all have the same preference (or the same mdifference) between

one firm and its rivals Similarly perfect competition among

buj^ers requires that the numbers of buyers composing a market

shall be large, so that a changem the amoimt purchased by any

one of them has a neghgible effect upon the total purchases of

the market, and that sellers are indifferent as to whom they

provide with their wares The second condition will not always

be fulfilled—some firms wdl give special terms to certain cus-

tomers either from sentiment, family connection, gratitude, or a

“lively expectation of benefits to come”—but it is clearly more

frequently fulfilled in the real world than are the conditions of

a perfect market from the pomt of view of sellers ^ So long as

competition among buyers is perfect, margmal utihty must he

equal, for each buyer, to the pnce of the commodity Eor pnce

IS equal to marginal cost to the buyer, and margmal utihty is

defined as some quantity which is equated to margmal cost But

the margmal utihty curve for a buyer is not a demand curve

It does not represent a hst of the amounts of a commodi^

which will be bought at various pnces, it represents the amoimte

which wiU be bought at various margmal costs to the So

long M tho supply of the commodity m I^^y ”
buyer the margmal utihty of each amount of it wlH eqm^

Its pnee (smce its pnoe is equal to its margmal sort) It

for^formaUy correct to desonhe the

buyer as his demand eurre upon the assumpfaou ^
pSon among buyers is perfect, just

competition, where margmal cost is sqad to ®

eostcuryeofaseUsristhesupply^^t^J^j^,
petition among buyers is known to beP^“‘™^
of the market may be taken ‘"^P” phased n

curve of the buyers as a group
marginal

divided between the buyers in

be hod at a constant pnco
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utihty of the amount purchased hy each one of them is equal to

the pnce ^

We saw m Chapter 7 that it is impossible to draw up the

supply curve of a commodity produced by a number of sellers

without first postulating the conditions of demand for the in-

dividual sellers Similarly it is impossible to draw up the demand
curve for a commodity purchased by a number of buyers with-

outpostulatmg the conditions of supplyto themdividual buyers

But to postulate that competition among buyers is perfect is

far more reahstio than to postulate that competition among
sellers is perfect, smce the number of buyers m any ordinary

market is large relatively to the number of sellers In the foUow-
mg chapter, therefore, we shall only consider the case of a smgle
buyer on the one side and a perfectly competitive market of

buyers on the other, and ignore the problem of an imperfectly

competitive market of buyers *

^ Even if all the prohlema connected vnth the definition of utility are
assumed to be solved, the difficulty remains that the margmal utilities of
different buyers composmg a market are not measured on the same scale
(see Marshall, Principles, p 128), because the utility of money, m which the
utility of the commodity is measured, will be different for buyers who differm respect of relevant social and psychological characteristics, or in respect of
their money moome But it is couvement for some problems to regard the
demand curve of a market as a collective margmal utility curve, and pro
vided it is recognised that margmal utihty is a purely formal conception
which may be, m some circumstances, devoid of any real or interestmg
meanmg, it appears legitimate to make use of it



CHAPTER 18

MONOPSONY

1

The principle uiiderl3nng the analysis of the decisions of a

buyer as to how much of a commodity to buy is that he will

equate matgmal utility to marginal cost As we have seen, this

statement is no more than a tautology If the supply of the

commodity to him is perfectly elastic he will equate marginal

utihty to pnce This will occur, first, if he is one of a large

number of buyers, so that a change m his purchases has a

neghgible effect upon the total output of the commodity, and

consequently a neghgible effect upon its pnce, or, second, if the

commodity is sold under conditions of constant supply pnce,

so that even if a change in his purchases produces a significant

change in output it causes no change m pnce

Examples of a buying agency whose purchases represent the

whole or a large proportion of the output of a commodity pro-

duced by a competitive ^ mdustry are found when the consumers

of a certain commodity are orgamsed, or when a socialist govern-

ment regulates imports, or when a certam mdividual happens to

have a taste for some commodity which no one else requires An

everyday example occurs when an mdividual orders note-paper

with his address prmted on it In such cases, if the commodity

is not produced under constant supply pnce, margmal ntihty

will not be equal to price The amount purchased will he re-
lated so that marginal utihty is equal to margmal cost

price wiU be the supply pnce of that amount of the

which may be either greater or less than its margmal cost to tne

buyer

1 The case of a monopsomst buying from a monopolist (usually oalled “bi

lateral monopoly”) is not disoussedm this book
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2

Our next task is to consider the change in the amount of a

commodity purchased when the market changes from an m-
defimtely large number of competmg buyers to a smgle buymg
agency This may be described as the comparison between

competitive and monopsony buying, just as the correspondmg

companson for selhng was called the companson between com-

petitive and monopoly output

The present comparison is not subject to the formidable ob-

jections which were raised against the earher companson The
chief objections sprang from the fact that m order to give a

defimte basis to the comparison it was necessary to postu-

late conditions of perfect competition, which are rarely to

be found in the real world It is true that the demand curve

only has an unambiguous meanmg when buymg is perfectly

competitive, but this state of affairs is the rule rather than the

exception m most ordmary markets, smce there are usually

a large number of buyers to each seller The basis of our
companson, therefore, the competitive demand curve, can be
used without hesitation It is easy to imagme a group of buyers
at first actmg mdependently of each other, and then fornung an
agreement to act m concert without oausmg any change m the
demand curve, which may be taken to represent the margmal
utihty curve of the monopsonist orgamsation,^ or any change m
the conditions of supply of the commodity which they consume ®

Wo can therefore set out the companson between the amounts
of a commodity that would be bought under competition and
under monopsony when the margmal utihty curve and supply
curve are the same m the two cases, without bemg obhged to
make the reservation that m practice they never will be the
same
The comparison will be m some respects similar to the com-

panson between monopoly and competition A monopsomst has
to pay the supply price of the output of the commodity which he

> See p 216
It IS importmit to notice, liowever, tliat & monopsomst omsmsAtion will

reproduce the conditions of n perfect market It -wiU therefore enforce re
organisation upon an imperfectly competitive mdustry, m such a way as to
ensure that any given output is produced in the most efficient manner
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buys, bnt lie Tnll regulateMs purciases in sncli a vrav that msT-
gmal cost 15 equal to maigmal utility trMle under oompetit’on

it is the pnae or average cost to the 'buyer vliicli is eq^l to

TngTgrnal ntility- It foHoua that under constant supply pnce,

irhen average and marginal cost are equal, the amount pur-

ciiased under monopsony vill be the same as under comp5‘^-

tion. But Trben an industry is TrorMng under mcreasmg or

riffnTTiTgbfng supply pries, marginal cost to the monopsonist vjH

not be equM to the pries of the commodity.

Under mcreasmg supply price smcs each additional purchase

—Mch the monopsonist mates raises the pnce vrhich hs must

pay. tbe maiginal cost to him is greater than the supplypnee

the commodi^. Supply price is average cost to the monopsonist,

but be trill regulate Ms purchases by reference to marginal cost

JXO is the mar^ cost c^e
the meigtoal cost corre from the pom. m -ne. o. tC.

AC isthe ar-erage cost corre of the rodnstir, or Jie sapph

^onopsomst roil bey that oatpat (OX)

H the carres are straight imes, it
ii-

something more thaa hah the ‘
‘ ^ to coacare),

--ra'iSJ- herroaiahs^emet.

^teS^i ^aer aecmasiag sapply i-. ^
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will find that every increase in his purchases lowers the supply

pnce,^ and marginal cost to him, which is the same thmg as

margmal cost to the mdustiy, wiU be less than the supply price

He will therefore buy more than the competitive amount Thus

ON will exceed OQ, and NP, the monopsony price, will be

less than QD, the competitive price

ON may exceed OQ without hmit, and with a given supply

curve it will be greater the less the slope of the demand
curve It wiU approach more closely to the competitive

amoimt the greater the slope of the demand curve

If the demand of the monopsomst is perfectly melastic (as

might occur over the relevant range of prices) he will purchase

the competitive amount at the competitive pnce

3

An mterestmg special case of monopsony can be illustrated by
the example of note-paper prmted from a special die This mtro-
duces a type of relationship between margmal and average
curves which we exanuned m Chapter 2 ® A certam cost has to
be mcurred for the die, and once the die has been made the

^ Under conditions of decreasing supply pnce the monopsomst cannot proceed
merely by declaring the pnce at which he will buy, for an unconditional offer of
a certam pnce would call out an mdeffnitely large output from the mdustry
The monopsomst (who is conceived to hnow the course of the supply curve of
the commodity) must decide upon the output that he will buy, and allot it
between the different sellers

* See p 39
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marginal cost of pnntmg more paper vinll be constant Thus
marginal cost is constant and average cost for successive

amoimts voll consist of this constant cost of pnntmg endpaper,

pZtts an ever dimmishmg share m the fixed cost of the die The
average curve vail be of the form of a rectangular hyperbola to

uhich the marginal curve is an asymptote

The householder who buys note-paper must incur the cost of

the die even if he requires only one sheet, and when it has been

made the marginal cost of all amounts of note-paper will remain

constant Thus if we ignore the general costs of the stationer

and consider this one transaction m isolation, we see that the

householder will order that amount of note-paper (ON m Fig

68) at which margmal utihty is equal to the cost per umt of

paper and pnntmg, but be will have to pay the average cost

fITP) Tncbiding the total cost of the die

T^t us now compare this householder with an nodergradiiate

pnrohLers and sellers Let ns snppose that tts

nuniDe p rmte-naner of the undergraduate and of the

demand enrves for notep^ ol ^
householder are exactly alike ana

the paper are
^ the houpholder, since his die

^dergraduate^ paper to the house-

is used more fully Bu
he xiurchases) will be
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average coat of the die, in addition to the ‘cost of paper and

pnntmg
We thiM reach, the cnnoua conclnsion that the householder

will buy more paper than the undergraduate, although he pays

a higher pnce This trivial example illustrates a prmciple which

may be of importance when goods, for instance a type of

machme which is only used by one manufacturmg finn, are

customarily bought on special orders

4
i

The analysis of monopsony is usually made in a way similar

to the conventional analysis of monopoly The monopsomst is

conceived to maximise his consumer’s surplus^ m the same way
as the monopolist maximises his net revenue Thus

Fig 09

At the output ON , bought at its supply price NP, the con-
sumer’s surplus is represented by the shaded area When
this area is at a maximum ON will represent the most
profitable amount for the monopsomst to purchase

This method gives the same result as the analysis set forth
above, for clearly consumer’s surplus is at a maTiTnuTY^ when
margmal cost and margmal utihty are equal If purchases were
pushed beyond this pomt, margmal cost would exceed margmal
utihty, and the surplus would be reduced, while if purchases
were reduced below this pomt, the loss of utihty would be
greater than the savmg m cost *

^ See p 216
* If the demand curve la knownthroughout ita length, oonsumer’e Burplua can
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5

Just as we have pnce disorumnafeton for a monopolist, so we

may have pnce discmmuation for a monopsomst This would

occur when groups of sellers can be dealt with separately, just

as seller’s discxunmation can 00010* when buyers can be dnuded

into separate markets The monopsomst will buy from each

source of supply in such a way that the margmal costs to him

of the outputs bought from each source are equal to each other

and to the margmal utihty of the whole amount purchased, in

just the same way as the inonopohst will sell in each separate

market such an amount that the margmal revenues are equal

in each market and equal to the margmal cost of the whole

output 1 The possibihty of discnmmating with advantage will

depend upon a difference in the elasticities of supply from vari-

ous sources, that is, the elasticities of the average cost curves of

each group of sellers If the elasticity of supply from each source

18 the same, the amount purchased from each source under

simple monopsony (when there is only one pnce) will be such as

to equahse the margmal cost of each separate output, and there

will be no advantage from discnimnatmg When the elasticities

besbo^znamaimersinuIartorentCseep 136,iiote)

.bioh represents

16 PQ tbe amount (OQ) wdl be bought ior wbob

marginal utility is equal to PQ, while the av^e

utility (RQ) w greater than the pnce Conflumer 8

surplus (the shaded aream the %uxe) is

a^e difiEerence between margin^ and average
utility

(PEI multiplied by the amount bought

' This preLitstion of consumer s

nf tmirse remove any of the fundamental difficnltiffl

Fio 60A involved ’in the conception

necessary to know the
‘“aT^scover tbe consumer's surplus

amount actuaUy ff and smce it is almost alwa^

winch the commodity polds at a ^eu prw
^ ^

imoOBBible to discover the whole
Lnsumer’s surplus which it yields

from zero it is impossible to discover
, purely formal conception

(seep 215) which may he devoid of any

pnce charged m the others
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are different the amount bought from the less elastic sources of

supply will be reduced below whatwould have been bought from

those sources under simple monopsony, and the price to them

wiU be lowered^ The amount bought from the more elastic

sources will be mcpeased, and pnce to them will be raised The

analysis is m every way symmetrical with the analysis of dis-

onmmation under monopoly, and the companson between

simple and discnmmatmg monopsony output can be made by
means of the same techmque Further, as soon as the margmal
cost curve to the discnmmatmg monopsomst has been dis-

covered it IS a simple matter to compare the amoimt bought

under discnmmatmg monopsony with the amount bought under
competitive conditions

The extent to which discnmmation willbe possible will depend
upon the number of separate sources mto which the total supply

can be divided and upon the conditions of supply from each
source Perfect discnmmation would be achieved if each umt of

the commodity were bought at a different pnce This would be
possible if each separate seller of the commodity owned one m-
divisible umt of it, or if it were practicable to deal with each
seller by makmg an all-or-none offer for that amount of the
commodity whose margmal cost to the seller is equal to its mar-
gmal utihty to the monopsomst, at a pnce equal to its average
cost * The monopsomst would then be able to purchase each
umt of output at its minimum supply pnce, and would avoid

' It IS assumed that the supply curve from each source is nsmg If the
supply curve from ony source is falling for all amounts of output the monop
Bomst will buy only from that source, except m so for os it is profitable to buy
a small amount of output from soma other source where costs are nsing (or
falling more slowly) but are lower for a range of small outputs

* Perfect discrumnation m selling or "disonmination of the first degree”
(p 187) requires a similar condition, that the buyer should only buy one m
divisible umt of the commodity or that he should be made an all or none offer
of a certam amoimt at a pnce equal to the average utility Now it is obviously
far more likely that the owner of a factor of production, the purohasa of which
IS the most oommon case of monopsony, should have a perfectly melastic
supply (above a certam supply price) than that the buyer of a oommodity
should have a perfectly melastio demand (below a certam maximum demand
price) Moreover, under customary methods of sellmg it is more often feasible
for a smgle buyer to deal with each of a number of sellers separately than for a
smgla seller to doal with each of a number of buyers separately, and the resent
ment of a seller at hemg presented with an all or none ofier for a certain amount
of output IB likely to be less than the resentment of a buyer at receivmg a
similar ofier to buy a certam amount of output Perfect discnmmation under
monopsony is therefore more likely to he practicable than perfect disonmmo
tion imder monopoly
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t

the payment of the whole of what, under competitive conditions

would be the rents earned by the factors employed in prodncmg
the commodity

The companson between purchases under perfectly discrmun-

atmg monopsony, simple monopsony, and perfect competition

can easily be made {assuming that the demand curve is the

same in each case) when the commodity is produced byan mdus-

try working under mcreasing supply price, without economies

of large-scale mdustry ^

The monopsoniflt under perfect discrimmation will purchase

that amount of the commodity at which supply price is equal to

demand price The supply pnce to competitive buyers is the

price per umt which they must pay for each amount As the

amount bought mcreases the supply pnce uses, and each unit

of the greater amount must be paid for at the higher pnce But

under perfect discnmmation the monopsomst does not mcrease

the pnce which he gives for each umt of the whole amount

when he mcreases the amount that he buys He pays for the

additional unit at a higher pnce without affectmg the pnce of

the rest Thus the marginal cost to him of each amount is equal

to the supply price of that amount The simple monopsomst wiU

equate margmal utihty with margmal cost to the mdustry, and

this, under mcreasmg cost, wdl be greater than supply pnce

SI/0 18 the curve of margmal costs to the smiple monop-

^miG IS the supply curve It represents both mai^al costs

to the perfectly discnmmatmg monopsomst and average

costs to the simple monopsom^
discnmmatmg

DAG is the average cost curve oi

to

The perfectly disonnunetu^

competitive amount o£ output (ON -0«) auu

the organisation of the industry
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1

monopsonist will buj ON, which is less than the competitive

amount, at the price NP ,Tlie perfectly discriminating nionop-

C

A

O N N'
Q

Fia 70

sonist will pay the prices ranging from OA-and QD, so that his

average cost is QP', the average of the supply pnces of all out-

puts up to OQ His total cost is equal to the area OADQ, or

to the rectangle OCP'Q

6

Themostimportantcases ofmonopsonywilloccurmconnection

with monopoly A monopohst must necessarilybe a monopsonist

of the factors which he employs Discrimmatmg monopsony

IS likely to occur when the monopohst employs a non-homo-

geneous factor of production In the case of land it is easy to

imagme perfect discnnunation to occur, smce it is customary

for a separate bargam to be made for each piece of land accord-

mg to its quahty Thus a monopohst would have the opportumty
of acquiring the land which he needs at its transfer price, and
when he increases the amount that he employs, the fact that he
is extendmg his “margm of cultivation” may have no effect on
the rent payable for land that he has already acquired In short,

he may keep for himself the rent of land in his mdustry This,

as we have already seen, has an important effect on monopoly
output ^

* See p 151
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Where there was an imperfectly elastic supply of labour
an mdividual employer perfect discnmmation might also occur
but this could only happen if each worker were hired separately
at that minimum rate below which he would refuse the offer of

emplojrment Discnmmation m employing labour is likely to

occur, but it IS unlikely to be perfect

Less than perfect discnmmation would be found where it was
impossible for the monopsonist to treat separately with the

seller of each umt of the factor, but where there were several

separate sources of supply m each of which the elasticity of

supply was different, for instance, where men and women can

be employed on the same type of work, and where all nien have

to be paid the same rate, and all women the same rate, hut men

and women can be paid at different rates The nature of the

demand for a factor of production, however, mvolves consider-

able comphcations The discussion of the demand curve for a

factor which follows m the next Book will prepare the way for

the apphcation of the principle of monopsony to the purchase

of factors of production



CHAPTER 19

HBLATIONSHIP OT MONOPSOITS' A2n> MONOPOLY TO PBRFEOT

COMPETITION

Tee pnnoiple of monopsony of factors of production is to some
extent latent in the analysis of monopoly Under moreasmg cost

the monopolist takes into account the whole mcrement to the

costs of the mdustry as the output of his commodity mcreases,

which IS the same thmg as to say that he takes mto account the

fact that when he mcreases his purchases of one or other of the

factors of production he raises the supply price of the factor

against himself Under decreasmg cost he takes mto account

the whole of the economies induced by each mcrease m output,

that IS to say, he takes mto account the fact that when he m-
creases his purchases of one or other of the factors its efficiency

IS mcreased and its efficiency cost lowered

In short, when wo say that a monopolist regulates his output
by the margmal cost to him of the output, we hare alre^y
rmphed that he is a monopsonist in respect of the factors of

production which he uses The pnnoiple of monopoly thus m-
volves the pnnoiple of monopsony and we were imphoitly mtro-
ducmg the pnnciple of monopsony when we were engaged m
the analysis of monopoly
The pnnciple of monopsony entails that when the supply

curve of a commodity is not perfectly elastic from the pomt of
view of a smgle buyer (whether it be an mdividual or a group
aotmg m concert), the buyer will equate margmal utihty with
margmal cost, and will pay for the commodity at the appropn-
ate supply pnce Yet this is exactly what each mdividual buyer
does m conditions of competition Each buyer equates margmal
utihty to him with margmal cost to him, the only difference is
that the margmal cost to him of the commodity is simply the
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exactly what la done by eompetitiTO piod^ “
enc« :s that lor each ooa.pebb™ P«>da^7a:it^'
Simply the current pnce of the commodity bo that nnna ^
g.nM revenue to hrm, and nrargmal
Thus the common-senae rule that the mdicdnal *]]

margmal gama (whether of ntdrty or revenue) with marS
rampSo?

*» monopoly, and topeZt

Thia pnnciple, though aufficienUy obvious initaslf, is rf a®Utmost importance m economic analysis The assumption con-
stantly made, tacitly or openly, m most eeononoic text-books
of perfectly competitive conditions, has tended to obscure its

worlungs When we say, for instance, that pnce is equal to mar-
ginal cost, or that marginal net productivity of labour is equal
to wages, or that marginal utibty is equal to pnce, we are
tacitly assuming perfectly competitive conditions It is true

that under conchtions of competitive selling margmal cost is

equal to price, but the fundamental fact (itself merely a matter

of common sense) la that margmal revenue to the individual

seller 18 equal to marginal cost to the individual seller It is only

because marginal revenue to the individual happens to coincide

with price m competitive conditions that it is true to say that

price 18 equal to margmal cost In the same way, the wage will

only bo equal to marginal net productivity (the demand price

for labour) if the supply of labour happens to be perfectly

elastic, and pnce will only be equal to the margmal utibty of

the individual buyer if supply happens to be perfectly elastic

The cases which arise m perfect competition are only special

cases of the general rule that the mdividual will equate mar-

ginal cost to him with marginal gam

It 18 remarkable to what an extent concentration on "mono-

poly not revenue” has concealed the siimlanty of the forces

determming eompotitivo and monopoly value, so that while

monopoly provides the most clear and strikmg examples of the

workmg of the margmal principle it has always been treated as

an exceptional case to winch the marginal analysis could not be
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applied It 18 the object of the treatment suggested m this book
to break down the bard and fast distmotion between the analysis

smtable to competition and the analysis suitable to monopoly,
and to show that the same system of ideas is equally appbcable

to monopoly, monopsony, and perfect competition

When (for the sake of illustration) we suppose that a per-

fectly competitive mdustry is monopobsed, the demand and
cost curves remainmg unchanged, the essential point is that
the imit of control has altered M&rgmal cost or margmal gam
exert no influence unless they are margmal cost and margmal
gam to some deflmte deoiaion-makmg entity, whether an m-
dividual buyer, a firm, or a group actmgm concert Under com-
petition, the umt of control is the firm, and it is margmal gam
and margmal cost to the firm which govern output When a
monopoly is formed and the firms begm to act m concert, it is

margmal gam and margmal cost to the whole group which deter-
mmes output It is only because margmal cost or margmal
revenue is different for the whole group and for the separate
mdividuals that monopoly output differs from competitive
output The meohamsm by which it is determmed is the same
m each cose
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CHAPTER 20

A DIGRESSION ON MABGINAIi NET PRODUCTIVITY

1

In order to continue the analysis of monopsony it is necessary

to examine the nature of the demand curve for a factor of pro-

duction Labour will serve as an example of a factor, and in

order to simplify the discussion we will assume that all men are

alike, so that a “man” represents an efficiency umt^ of labour

The discussion must perforce be earned on m a manner even

more abstract and far from reahty (smee the reahty is even

more compheated) than the discussion of the competitive supply

curve It 18 necessary to deal with the problem first of all m its

most abstract terms before it is possible to evolve an analysis

capable of deahng with the intncacies of actual cases

For an mdividual umt of control there is no such thing as a

demand curve,^ but it is convement to call the wage at which a

given number of men would be employed if the supply of labour

were perfectly elastic at that wage, the “demand pnee” for that

number of men, and to call the curve conneotmg the demand
pnee (in this sense) and the number of men the “demand curve”

for labour

We have hitherto been chiefly concerned with the supply
curve of a commodity Our present task is to discover the de-

mand curve for labour The demand curve for any one factor

of production will depend upon the demand curve for the com-
modity, the techmeal conditions of production, and the supply
curves of the other factors of production Our method of pro-
cedure must therefore be to consider any given number of men,
and then, assuming the demand curve for the commodity and

1 In tho language of tho Appendix tins is not an effletency umt but a corrected
natural umt * See p 216
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the supply curves of the other factors to be kiio\m, to find

the demand price for that amount of labour, that is to say, the

wage at which that number of men wdl be employed But first

it 18 necessary to eqmp ourselves with certain definitions

It is commonly said that “wages tend to equal the marginn,^

net productivity of labour”, and that for a given number of men

the margmal productivity of that number represents the de-

mand pnee for them Thisnotion of *‘margmalnetproductivity”,

however, is not a simple one, and before we can proceed we must

examme it more closely

The term “margmal” only has meanmg from the pomt of

view of some definite mdividual or group of mterests There is

no such thing as the margmal utihty of bananas, as such There

IS only the margmal utihty of a given quantity of bananas to

a given mdividual buyer, or group of buyers In tbe same way

there is no such thmg as the margmal productivity of a given

group of workers as such There is only their margmal pro-

ductivity to a given employer, or group of employers

Our defimtions therefore will yield different results according

to whether they are apphed from the point of view of a to,

sellmg in a perfect or an imperfect market, of a competatave

mdustry or of a monopolistic oombmation of firms

The defimtions are here set down m their most general form

for any group of producers, whether they constitute a umt of

control or not

2

- The marginal physiad proiactimiy oJ leboer le the

with a tod expenditure on other Jaetors Tor wn^
:;U euppoee that capita

factors other than labour, so tha
pmnlovinE

S labour « tbe addition to

more man with the same
^ are studying

ship measured m terms of total
te be

long-penod conditions the other
juaxunum

adited m such a way as to andfor

em<Iency with the—jff men
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our present problem the notion of a change in the form of other

factors of given total value, to adapt them to an mcreased

amount of labour, need not present any fundamental difficulty

When there are economies of large-scale mdustry, the mar-

gmal physical productivity of labour to a competitive mdustry

will be greater than to the mdividual firms, since on mcrement

of employment given by one firm will enhance the efficiency of

the others

Marginal jproductimiy^ is the mcrement of value of the total

output caused by employmg an additional man, the total value

of other factors remainmg unchanged That is to say, it is the

margmal physical productivity multiphed by the margmal

revenue to the mut or group under consideration When the

demand for the commodity is perfectly elastic (for instance,

when we are considenng a firm m conditions of perfect com_-

petition), margmal revenue is equal to pnee, and therefore mar-

gmal productivity is equal to the value of the margmal physical

product When the demand is not perfectly elastic, margmal
revenue is less than pnce, and margmal productivity is less

than the value of the margmal physical product

The demand for a commodity produced by an mdustry com-
posed of a number of firms must always be less elastic than the

demand for the output of any one firm * Margmal revenue must
therefore be less to the mdustry than to the firm and margmal
productivity to the mdustry must consequently be less than
margmal productivity to the firm The difference between them
IS most clearly seen m a perfectly competitive mdustry where
the demand for the commodity is inelastic The margmal physi-

cal product is the same from either pomt of view (unless there
are economies of large-scale mdustry) Now to find marginal
productivity to the firm we must multiply the physical product
by the margmal revenue to the firm, which is equal to the
pnce of the commodity, to find margmal productivity for the
mdustry we must multiply by the margina.! revenue to the m-
dustry, and when the demand is melastic, margmal revenue to
the mdustry is negative Thus margmal productivity to a firm
m a perfectly competitive mdustry will always be positive (until

* This and other similar terms have been used m a variety of senses by
different writers ThesS defimtions apply to the senses m which they will be
used m the following chapters

See p 61
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the output IS reached at -which the pnce of the oominodity is

zero), hut margmal productiTity to the industry as a -whole will

he negative if the demand for the commodily is inelastic

Is it margmal productivity, thus defined, -which tends to he

equal to -wag^”* When the group under consideration is a unit of

control, whether a single firm, selling m a perfect or imperfect

market, a monopolised mdustry, or any other unit, then it is

clear -that -there must he some relationdnp between maigmal

productivity and the cost of lahour The margmal productmty

of any amount of labour is the mcrement of value of output to

any group caused by employing an additional man, -with a con-

stant expenditure on other factors It is therefore clear that the

margmal productivity of lahour to any unit of control must he

equal to the margmal cost of labour to that umt, for if margmal

productivity -were greater than the margmal cost of lahour, it

would pay to mcrease the number of men employed, and if it

were less, it would pay to dimmish the number employed This

IS merely an apphcation of the general rule that every buyei^

regulate his purdiasesm such a way that margm^ gam to him

IS equal to margmal cost to him Thus the margin^ produchwty

an^he margmal cost of labour must he equal to any umt of

control hut rtm only when the market for labour is p^ect, so

that the margmal cost of lahour to the firm is equal to the wage,

that margmS^roducti-vily to the firm is equal to

are

the

the commodity

So far we »pon fermhar ground ^
IS not yet complete, and some

^ 4,^^ aj^oont of

We have so
on other factors re»ana»g

SZi adjXent of factors to each n
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brought about will be considered m a moment We must first

set out the terms required to describe the case in which other

factors, as well as labour, are changed m amount The foUowmg
defimtions are, once more, perfectly general, and apply to any

group, whether it is a umt of control or not A given amount
of labour is now conceived to bo working with that amount of

the other factors which would actually be employed with that

amoimt of labour ^

Average gross productivity is the average value of output per

man It is the total value of output divided by the number of

men employed
Marginal gross productivity is the mcrement of value of out-

put causedbyemplojnng an additional man with the appropnate

addition to other factors It bears to average gross productivity

the ordinary relationship of margmal to average value

Average net productivity is the average value of output per

man less the average cost of other factors employed per man
Margined net productivity is the margmal net mcrement of

value of output caused by employmg an additional man It is

the margmal gross productivity caused by employmg an addi-

tional man with the appropnate addition to other factors, less

the addition to the coat of other factors It bears the ordinary

marginal relationship to average net productivity

5

The relationship between margmal net productivity and mar-
gmal productivity must now be exammed, and we must there-
fore consider what regulates the "appropnate” addition of other
factors as the number of men mcreases
For a given umt of control the margmal productivity of

capital (which for convemence may be taken to stand for all

other factors), workmg with a given number of men, must be
equal to the margmal cost of capital to that umt Let us suppose
that the wage is such that a certam given number of men are
bemg employed Then, if we know the demand curve for the
commodity, the techmcal conditions, and the cost curve of
capital to the umt of control, we know how much capital will be
employed with those men It will be such that (m the given
conditions) the margmal productivity of capital is equal to
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«X5Sr,2sx“=;ar;
productivity and the marginal net productivitv nf

1 1 •,
— iu LUC unmoer of thpti

ployed by a nmt of control and that the appropnafe ohanse kmade m capital (which stands for all other factom) It Soi!?
^

om the de^tion of maigmal net prodnctiTity that the totalmcrem^t of value of output is equal to the margmal net pS
ductavity of labour multaphed by the mcrease m labour llm
the incrementm the cost of capital But the same final posibon
can be reached by another route The same mcrease m kbonr
and capital can be imagmed to occur m two stages Bust in-
crease labour, the amount of capital remammg unchanged, and
then increase capital, the amount of labour remammg un-
changed. In each case, the factor which remains nnchanged m
amount is assumed to be smtably adapted m form The incre-

ment m valne of outpnt brought about by this means is then
equal to the marginal productivity of labour mnltiphed by the

increase m labour phs the margmal productivity of capital

multiphed by the mcrease m capitaL

If the changes m capital and lahonr are small,® the total

change in value of output is the same whether the two factors

are mcreased simultaneously or one at a time Thus

lacremeut m value of outyut=(margmal net productivity

of labour) x (increment of labour) (mcrement m cost of

capital),

1 In some cases it mil be impo^ble to vaiy the ptoportions of labour and

capital employed, so that with a given number of men there is a fixed amoont

of capital. In such a case any increasemthe amonnt of capitalemployedbsvond

the necessary amonnt would cause the marginal physical productivity of

capital to fail to zero or become negative If the proportions are vanaWe, the

amonnt of capital employed with a given number of men would, of course, alter

if the demand curve for the commodity altered, or if the supply curre or capital

altered, bat given these curves, the amount of capital employed vnth anv given

number of men can be determmed, andm orderto discover it, it is not

to know the wage which would ensure that this number of men should bs

s^If^he changes m amount of the factors are not small, the chang
m tbOT

marginal productivities will not be negligible, and it would n

say that the change in the value of outpnt is the change m each factor mum

phed by its maigr^ productivity
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and
increment m value of output = (margmal productivity of

labour) x (mcrement of labour) + (margmal productivity of

capital) X (mcrement of capital)

'As we have seen, the margmal productivity of capital is equal to

its margmal cost to the umt of control The margmal product-

ivity of capital multiphed by the mcrement of capital is there-

fore equal to the mcrementm cost of capital That is to say, the

additional output due to the mcrease m capital is exactly equal

to the additional cost of the capital Hence it can be seen from

the above equations that the margmal net productivity of

labour is equal to the margmal productivity of labour This

proposition is, of course, only true for a umt of control

6

In the foregomg analysis we have taken “labour” to stand for

the factor of production whose cost is not given, and for whose
demand pnce we are searchmg, and “capital” to stand for the

other factors whose conditions of supply are known We have
considered the mannerm which the proportions of other factors

are adjusted to a given amount of labour Our defimtions can
also be apphed to the description of the mannerm which a given

output of the commodity is produced when the conditions of

supply of all factors (mcludmg ‘labour”) are known
Any umt of control, producmg a given output, is assumed to

keep its costs of production at a minimum This will be achieved
when the margmal cost of each factor to the umt of control is

equal to its margmal productivity The margmal productivities

of the various factors will then bear the same ratio to each other
as their margmal costs The margmal productivity of a umt of

money laid out upon each factor is the same, and nothmg can
be gamed by employmg more of one and less of another
Ih a competitive mdustry the umt of control is the mdividual

firm It IS therefore the margmal productivities of the factors to
the firm which arem the ratio of their TnargiTinl costs to the firm
When the supply of the factors is perfectly elastic to the mdi-
vidual firms it follows that the margmal productivities of the
factors must be m the ratio of their prices, for the price of any
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*“ cost to ae finn But if flmdoB^ as a whole warn the umt of oonW, fe ft!mdsahy were to come mto toe hands of a mono^^s^^^ else rem^g nnohaoged), fte monopohst woj mateIt his to eqnate, for each oatpnt, the maigmal e^tthe whole mdnstry of^ factor wito its marginal^udmteto the mdnstry

, so that the tnargmal productivities of tte faotoBwo^d 1)8 m the ratio of their marginal costs to the mdnstry
It foUowa that the proportions of the factors used m pro-

ducmg a given output will only be the same under monopolyMid
under competition when the average costs of the factois to the
competitive industry (that is, their pnces) are m the same ratio
as their margmal costs to the monopohsed mdustry This would
occur if all factorswere in perfectly elastic supplyto themdustiy,
so that the average cost of each was the same as its margmal cost,

or if the only factors not m perfectly elastic supply are scarce

factors for which the monopolist pays no rent, so that the mar-

ginal cost of a given amount of the factor to the monopolist was

equal to average cost to the competitive mdustry or, when rent

la paid, if all factors were subject to nsmg or falling supply pnce

at such rates that their margmal costs happened to be in the same

ratio as their average costs—in other words, if the elasticity of

supply of each were the same ® In all other cases the ratios of the

margmal costs and of the average costs will be different, so that

(unless the proportions of factors are ngidly fixed by technical

conditions) the monopohst, m produomg a given output, will

economise his use of those factors whose margmal cost is nsmg

more rapidly (or which give less economies) and mcrease his

use of those factors whose margmal cost is tiaing less rapidly

(or which give greater economies), and the proportiona of the

factors will be different from what they are under competition

This conclusion was anticipated m Chapter 14, when we

were discussmg the relationship of monopoly and competitive

cost curves

» the elaaticitiea of aappty of aU the

average to marginal ooBt ib the came for each (see p 36) It Mows tha

ratio of the pnces is equal to the ratio of the marginal costs



CHAPTER 21

THE DBMAHD FOB LABOUB OF THE INDIVIDUAIj BMPLOYBB

1

We may now attempt to construct the demand curve for labour

of a smgle umt of control, usmg the term demand curve m the

illogical but convement sense of the curve showing the amount
of labour that would be employed at any given wage if the

supply of labour to the umt of control were perfectly elastic at

that wage The umt of control is assumed to consist of a single

umt of entrepreneurship, that is to say, it is a smgle firm It

may form part of an mdustry m which competition is perfect,

or 18 imperfect, or it may be an isolated monopoly The cost of

entrepreneurship is assumed to be mdependent of output,^ and
consequently of the number of men employed With each
number of men, as we have seen, there is a certam amount of

capital which will be employed, such that its margmal pro-

ductivity to the firm is equal to its margmal cost to the firm
Capital must now be taken to stand for all factors other than
labour and entrepreneurship The case of a firm which is part of
a perfectly competitive mdustry is merely a particular example
of a umt of control, but it wiU be easier, for our present purpose,
to treat it separately before givmg the general case

2

Suppose that the demand for the output of a firm is perfectly
elastic, and the supply of capital to the firm is perfectly elastic
The amount of capital employed with each number of men will
then be such that its margmal productivity is equal*to its price
Supposmg each number of men to be workmg with the appro-

priate amount of capital, draw a curve of average gross pro-
* See p 17
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ductivity, measuring the numher of men along the x axis and
the average value of output per man along the y axis If there

are no technical economies (to the firm) of large-scale produc-

tion, the amount of capital employed per man and the gross

output per man wiH he constant until that output is reached at

which diseconomies of large-scale management begm to be felt

These diseconomies may of course anse however small the

number of men employed, so that the gross productavity curve

falls throughout its length But it is only m a very simple type

of production that there will be no economies of large scale to

the firm More usually the gross productivity curve will at first

nse and then fall It will rise at first because if more men and

more capital are employed by a smgle firm, their eflficienoy will

he improved by speoiahsation, and after reachmg a maximum

pomt it will hegm to fall smce the umt of management is limited

and It IS assumed that an mdefimtely large output cannot be

produced by one firm without loss of efidciency ^ This declme m

output per head as the firm mcreases m size occurs because

either the orgamsation of the husmess becomes less efBcient or

if efficiency is to be maintamed, the proportion of administra-

tive staff to directly productive workers has to be mcreased*

From this gross productivity curve, which shows the vdue o

the output per head for any number of men

the coat of the other faotore per man, employed mfo that am-

ber of men. so as to obtem the average net prodacbvity cnrre

The amount of capital may be the same for ell numbers of men,

aLrdmg to the teohmeri oonibons In^
oLes It^ m^ase as the number of men

there re a large f ®^^,^’^Weheve
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assmned to remam constant as the number of men changes’

the variation m the proportion of labour to other factors with

changesm the number of men is determmed solely by the tech-

mcal conditions of production The average cost per man of the

entrepreneur must fall as the number of men mcreases Smce

(upon our defimtion of a firm) the cost of entrepreneurship is

mdependent of the number of men employed the cost per man
will be indefinitely great for a very small number of men and

will fall contmuously as the number of men mcreases Thus the

average net productivity curve will begm by nsmg, even when
the gross productivity curve is at first constant or falhng It will

reach a maximum and then fail

Next draw the curve margmal to the average net productivity

curve This curve shows the margmal net productivity of each

number of men workmg with the appropriate amount of other

factors It shows at each pomt the mcrement of value caused by
employmg an additional man, with the appropnate addition to

other factors (margmal gross productivity) less the margmal
mcrement of cost of other factors Smce there is no addition to

cost of entrepreneurship when an additional man is employed

it will be mdependent of the cost of entrepreneurship Moreover,

as we have seen, it will show the margmal productivity ^ of each

amount of labour when it is worlong with the appropnate
amount of the other factors

It IS clear that the curve of margmal net productivity must
represent the demand curve for labour of the mdividual firm

(under the given conditions of pnce of product and of cost of

capital) With a given supply curve of labour to the mdividual
firm, it will pay the firm to employ that number of men whose
marginal net productivity, shown by this curve, is equal to the
margmal cost of labour to the firm (which will be equal to the
wage when the supply of labour to the mdividual firm is per-
fectly elastic) If more men are employed, more is added to
the wages bill than to the value of oul^ut (after allowing for
other costs), and if fewer are employed, it would be possible by
employmg more to add more to the value of output (after

allowmg for other costs) than to the wages bill The margmal
net productivity curve, then, is the demand curve for labour
which we set out to find

^ See p 241

B
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AOP 18 the curve of average gross productivity per man
MOP IS the curve of marginal gross productivity

ANP IS the curve of average net productivity per man
MNP 18 the curve of margmal net productivity

Tor any number of men OQ, AC {MOP -MNP) is the mar-

gmal mcrement of other costs, and BB {AGP ~ANP) is the

average cost per man of other factors

3

When the umt of control for which we are constructmg the

demand curve for labour is not selhng its commodity and buymg

the other factors imder conditions of perfect competitaon, it la

not possible to assume that the pnces of the commodity and of

the factors are mdependent of the number of men employed

As the number of i^en employed by the firm mcreases the out-

put of the commodity mcreases and its price falls, the amoimte

of the other factors alter, and their prices may change But

when competition is not perfect the curves are drawn up upon
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the same principle as when competition is perfect, and the mar-

gmal net productivity curve is the demand curve for labour

whether competition is perfect or not, although the curve of

marginal net productivity itself will alter with the degree of

competition The amount of capital will be deternimed, for

any amount of labour, m such a way that the margmal cost

of capital to the unit of control is equal to its piargmal pro-

ductivity, so that average gross productivity per man is

deternimed by the techmque of production, the supply curve of

capital, and the demand curve for the commodity Average net

productivity is then obtained by subtractmg the average of

other costs per man from average gross productivity

So long as physical productivity per man is constant, the gross

productivity curve of the mdividual firm will fall with the fall in

the price of the commodity which occurs as the number of men,
and consequently the output of the commodity, mcreases A
nse m physical productivity (due to techmcal economies) may
ofiset this effect, butm any case the productivity curves (which
measure the output m terms of value) will nse leas rapidly and
fall more rapidly the less elastic is the mdividual demand curve
of the firm Further, as the output of the firm mcreases and the
pnce of the commodity falls, the margmal productivity to the
firm of a given ariiount of capital per man wdl tend to fall, even
though the marginal physical productivity may be constant
Therefore if the proportions of labour to capital are not rigidly
fixed the amount of capital employed per man will tend to nse
less rapidly or fall more rapidly, as the number of men mcreases,
than it Would if the demand for the product of the individual
firm were perfectly elastic, and the gross productivity curve
of labour will tend to rise less rapidly, or fall more rapidly, for
two reasons, both because of the fall m price, and because of the
fallm physical productivity duo to tho reduction m the amount
of capital per man If the supply of capital to the mdividual
umt 18 less than perfectly elastic, the amount of capital per man
will be still further reduced because of the nse m cost of capital
when more is employed If no vanation m the proportions is
possible, the gross productivity curve will be unaffected by the
nse m the cost of capita], but the net productivity curve will
fall faster (or nse less fast) than would be the case if the supply
of capital to the firm were perfectly elastic
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For any unit of control, whether it la
niarltet or not, the demand curve for laboufTA^

^

curve of marginal net productivity
briura (as far as the number of Ln IT T
when the marginal cost of labour is equal
ductmty, but If the unitm question forms mrtoWntTindustry (whether the marfcet is perfect or not)
further consider in what conditions the industiy'wih bTmequihbnum when there is free entiy of firms Thrcondition forequilibrium of the industry js that the iSrots m it should bemaking normal profits, that is to say, that the entrepreneur
should receive neither more nor less than his normal reward
vhich IS allowed for m calculating the cost of factors other than
labour in drawing up the average net productivity curve
Now if the w age is equal to the average net productivity of

labour, the entrepreneur will be receiving Ins normal reward,
and tJio total value of the output mil be equal to its total cost of

production (including the cost of entrepreneurship) If the wage
IS less than this, the total value of output will be greater than

ifs cost The difference between the wage and the average net

productivity of labour, muitjphed by the number of men em^

ployed, will represent a surplus profit over and above the

normal cost of the entrepreneur Similarly, if the wage is greater

than llic average productivity, the value of the output will be

less tiian the full costs of production, and the entrepreneur will

rcccn'c less than his normal reward Only when the wage is equal

to ai erago productivitj' is the value of the product exactly

equal to full costs of production, no more and no less

72 )
ANP and MNP are the curves of average and marginal

net productivity to the firm

If the supply of labour is perfectly clastic at a wage 00,

tlie numbei of men (OQ) mil bo emploj^ed whose marginal

net prodnetjuty (QE) is equal to OG Their average net

pioductivity, QD, is greater than the wage, and there is a

suiplus above normal profits (CEDB) equal to ED (the

difference botueon marginal and average net productivity)

multiplied by OQ (tbe number of men employed)
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Thus for full cquihbnum it is necessary that the marginal

cost of labour should bo equal to marginal not productivity, and

the average cost of labour (the vago) should bo equal to a% crago

net products it\ Wlicn the supplj of labour to the indn idiial

unit is perfectly clastic the marginal and n^ crage costs of labour

arc equal, and the double condition of equilibrium can only bo
fulfilled when tho vage is equal to tho value at uhich the mar-
gmal and n% crage net productnitj cur\cs cut, that is to saj

,
to

the maximum %aluc of n\oragc net procluclnit^ *

At tho wage OC, OQ men are cinplo\cd and tho uago is

equal to both marginal and a\oragc net prodiicln 1(3 (QD)
When the supply of labour to the indiMdual firm is less than

perfectly elastic,® tho conditions of full eqiiilibrium with iiornial

* P 28 • boo Clinptor 20
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profits are fulfiUed when the supply curve of labour is a tangent
to the average net productivity curve

°

For the number of men at whioh the average curves are

tangential, the margmal curves will cut ^ Thus for that number

of men the wage is equal to average net productivity, the mar-

gmal cost of labour is equal to marginal net productivity, and

full equihbnum is obtamed In equihhnum OQ men be

employed at the wage QD
5

The method by which full eqmhbnum is established (m

a competitive mdustry into which there is free entry) has

already been discussed = The same process can he descnbed m

terms of the demand curve for labour and the cost of labour

to the mdividual firm If the wage is less than average net pro-

ductivity surplus profits are earned and new firms are attracted

mto the mdustry The output of the commodity is increased,

and the demand curves for the mdividual firms are lowered

Consequently the average net productivity curves arejowere^

and eqmhbnum .8 estobbshedwhen the evera^
to

cmve IS tangential to the aTerage cost oniTe o£

supply o£ labour to the firm is perfectly ela^o the tiro ot^

wibe taugential at the maamum pomt on the net

imd®when the supply than

teft of the maxmmm pomt = Ihe manner m to curves
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alter as now firms enter the mdristry will also be influenced by

the existence of economies, or by a nse m the cost of other

factors, from the pomt of view of the mdustry as a whole These

are discussed in the next chapter Unless the supply of labour

IS perfectly elastic to the industry as a whole, the effect of the

entry of new firms will be to raise the cost of labour to all firms

as well as to lower the demand curve for the commodity of each

mdividual firm, and as equihbnum is re-established the wage

will nse to meet the average productivity curve of the firm at

the same time as the average productivity curve falls to meet

the wage

6

When a perfectly competitive industry is m full equihbnum,

each firm produces such an output that the average cost of pro-

duction per umt of output is at a minimum,^ and we now see

that the number of men employed by each firm is such that

average net productavity per man is at a maximum It follows

that for a firm of optimum size (that is, with minimum costs

of production) the number of men employed is the number for

which average net productivity per man is at a maximum To
secure that profits shall be normal the pnce of the commodity
must be equal to the mimmum cost of production and the wage
must be equal to the maximum average net productivity Thus
the wage and the pnce must be so adjusted that, at a certain

wage, the mimmum cost of production is equal to the pnce, and
at that pnce, maximum net productivity is equal to this wage
When the market for the commodity is not perfect, the firms,

m full equihbnum, will be of less than optimum size,^ and it will

supply curves of all factors to be given When we ore discussing the demand
curve for labour we assume the supply curves of factors other than labour and
the demand eurve for the commodity to be given A very close analogy be
found between the two If the demand for the commodity is perfectly elastic
for the firm full equihbnum is estabhshed when pnce is equal to the mimmum
average cost of the firm Similarly when the supply of labour to the firm is

perfectly elastic equihbnum is established when the wage is equal to the
lUBTiTn iim average net productivity of labour to the firm When the
for the commodity is not perfectly elastic equihbnum is established when the
demand curve and the average cost curve are tangential, and similarly when
the supply of labour is not perfectly elastic equilibnum is established when the
supply curve of labour is tangential to the average net productivity curve

^ For a discussion of the meamng of Tninmuifti cost when all entrepreneursm the mdustry are not alike, see p 125
See p 97
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no longer be true that the number of men whose average net
productivity is a maxunum wiU be the number that wodd be
employed by a firm which is of optunum size at the given wage ^

1 The formal proof of this is as follows

For any output

—

Average gross productivity (per man)=Bverage net productivity (per
man) + average other costs (per man)
Costs (per man) =wages (per man) +average other costs (per man)

Subtractmg— '

Costs (per man) - average gross productivity (per man) swages (per man)
- avenge net productivity (per mEua)

costs (per man)
average gross productivity (per man)

_
j

wages (per man)- average net productivity (per man)

average gross productivity (per man)
'

t e costs per umt of proceeds

_ wages (per man) - average net productivity (per man)
~ ^ average gross productivity (per man)

It 18 now to be supposed that the supply of labour is perfectly elastic at a wage

equal to the maTriTrnim value of average net productivity It follows that for

the output at winch average net productivity is a maximum, cost per unit

of proceeds is a TnmiTnnm, and if,m addition, the demand for the commodity of

the individual firm is perfectly elastic, cost per umt of output, * e average cost

of production, is anmumumand the firm is of optimum sue But if the demand

IS not perfectly elastic the firm will bo of less than optimum siee



CHAPTER 22

THE DEMA2TD CUKVB FOB LABOUR OF AN ENBUSTHY

1

It is now possible to discuss the nature of the demand curve for

labour of a perfectly competitive mdustry m which profits are

normal Wages, as we have seen, must be equal to average net

productivity for each firm, and smce average net productivity,

unlike margmal net productivity, is the same to the mdustry as

to the firms, it is the curve of average net productivity to the

mdustry which gives the demand curve for labour

For each number of men there will be a certam output, and

this output will be sold at a certam pnce With this number of

men and this price there is a certam wage at which the mdustry

will be m equihbnum When this wage rules the firms will be

of optimum size, and the number of firms will be such that the

appropnate output can be produced at the given pnce and at

the given wage under equihbnum conditions The wage will be

equal to the average net productivity of the number of men
employed This wage represents the demand pnce for this num-
ber of men The analogy between the competitive demand curve
for labour and the competitive supply curve of the commodity
IS very close The demand curve for labour shows the average
net productivity of labour m just the same way as the supply
curve of a commodity shows the average cost of production (m-
dudmg rents and normal profits)

At each pomt on a perfectly competitive mdustry’s demand
curve for labour the margmal net productivity and the average
net productivity of labour are equal to the mdividual firms, m
the same way as, at each pomt on the competitive supply curve,

* In ihxs chapter the analyate coTiiamed »» Section 6 « somewhat intricate,
and IS not required in the succeeding argument

263
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the average and marginal co^ts of a unit of output are equal
to the individual firms Marginal and average productivity of
labour are not equal from the point of view of the industry, any
more than average and marginal cost are equal to the industry

under conditions of decreasing cost For with every increase m
the nunihcr of men cmploy'cd hy the industry, the output will

increase and tlio pnee of the commodity will fall, and the addi-

tion to tlio value of output caused h}^ employing one more man,

looked at from the point of view of the firm, mil be the marginal

phjsical product imiltiphcd hj’ the price of the commodity

(which is the marginal revenno to the firm), while looked at

from the point of mow of the industry it wall bo tbe margmal

physical product multiplied hy marginal rc%'enue to the in-

dustr^\ The fir^t, in equilibrium, is equal to both marginal and

n't orngc net products it} from the point of view of the individual

firm, and to a\cragc net productmty from the point of view of

the mdu‘?tr\ The ‘«ccond is equal to marginal productivity from

the point of \ icw of the industry ^ Thus the fannhar proposition

that wages under competitiNC conditions tend to equal the mar-

ginal not product nit\ of labour must be interpreted to mean

that wages tend to equal the -valuo of the marginal physical

product from the point of \ncw of the individual employer

(proMded that he is both selling his product and buying bs

labour in a perfect market), and it should he supplement^ by

the statement tliat so long ns there is free entry into the trade,

(he merginnl net ,iro(I..ct.v.t} of Inboor <o the indiviaual em-

ploj cr >11 tcixl to equal nverngo net products itj .
which is th

same to the indn idunl as to the industr}

The iiidii*.tn'a deiimiul e lor labour is given >>5

niiioiiiii’ of capital
i-t to the indindaal

Sraii

thatthon.argmBlprotliicliul3otcapital.totne

„pt prodiictixilj nnjoqiiflk P
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IB equal to the marginal cost of capital to the firm The number

of entrepreneurs will be such that the mdividual firms earn

normal profits We take the conditions of supply of the factors

other than labour, and the conditions of demand for the com-

modity, to be given

Let us first examme the casem which the supply of the other

factors to the mdustry is perfectly elastic, and there are no

economies of large-scale mdustry As the number of men m-
creases, output increases and the price of the commodity falls,

and consequently less of other factors will tend to be employed

per man The gross productivity curve of labour will therefore

faU somewhat more steeply than the demand curve for the pro-

duct But it may be that techmcal conditions make substitution

impossible, and that the amount of other factors employed per

man remains constant for all numbers of men ^ If it is impossible

for the amount of other factors employed per man to vary (and

if there are no economies of large-scale mdustry or rise m the

cost of other factors), the gross physical productivity of labour

IS the same for all numbers of men, and the average gross pro-

ductivity curve IS merely a rephca of the demand curve for the

commodity The net productivity curve can be obtained by
lowermg it by a constant amoimt, representmg the cost per

man of other factors For any given number of men the slope

of the two curves will be the same, but the elasticity of the

lower curve wiU be less Thus the elasticity of demand for

labour is less than the elasticity of demand for the product
when no substitution is possible

This result follows from the prmciple of ]omt demand * A
given proportionate reduction of wages will cause a amfl-PeT

proportionate reduction m total costs, so that a given propor-
tionate fall of wages causes a smaller mcrease m employment
than the same proportionate faUm the price of the commodity
In the same way the demand for petrol is less elastic than the
demand for oar-miles, and the demand for bncks is less elastio

than the demand for houses When no substitution is possible
the elasticity of demand for labour wdl be equal to the elas-
ticity of demand for the commodity multiphed by the pro-

* This IS an improbable condition (see p 173) but one which gives a useful
datum Ime for the subsequent inquiry

* Marshall, Principles, p 386
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portion of total costs represented by wages The smaller the
proportion of labour cost to total cost the greater will be the
difference between the elasticity of demand for the commodity
and the elasticity of demand for labour

3

When the amount of capital per man is not ngidly fixed by

technical conditions and there are no economies of large-scale

industry there will be a tendency to employ less capital per

man as the number of men mereases and the pnce of the product

falls The elasticity of demand for labour will tend to be greater

than when the proportions cannot be altered, for a reduction m
wages will increase the output of the commodity, and at the

same time (owing to the reduction m physical productivity

per man due to the reduction m the amount of capital per

man) it will increase the number of men producmg a given

output

4

The proportions of the factors will always he such that their

marginal physical productivities are m the same ratio as then

prices (under perfect competition) ^ The degree to which sub-

stitution of factors is possible can best be measured by

considenng the change m the ratio of the factors whch occure

when the relative pnees alter For instance, if P"®

capital rcmaina unchanged and the pnce of

wiU be such a reduction m the amount of capital emijoyed

per man as will raise the ratio of the margmal Physical pm-

ductmtv of capital to that of labour m the same proportion

ns the pnce of labour has been reduced It ^'PP®^®.

rp%ort.onatc change u. the lato of the am^
t“e faeJs employed" flifT
the rat.0 of then pne^"

riem«id or

t,c,ly Station a deLmned by to

tSlroo“?pL.uct.on Whentheproporhenoofto

1 SCO p 241 .
. ^ of eubstitutjon applies only under

s This mtorprotation of tbo oia^ y

conditions of porfoct competition, see below, p

9 Soo Foreword, p vii
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factors are ngidly fixed no change m the ratio of labour to

capital can be made however great the fall in wages, and the

elasticity of substitution is zero If the smallest fall m wages

(the cost of capital remaimng the same) were to cause the whole

output to be produced by labour alone, the elastioitv of sub-

stitution would be infinite

The conclusion reached m the last section may therefore be
expressed by saymg that the elasticity of demand for labour

will be greater the greater is the elasticity of substitution

5

We wiU next consider the case m which the supply of capital

to the mdustry as a whole is leas than perfectly elastic, and the

teohmcal conditions impose a fixed amount of capital per mn.n

It is clear that (with a given demand curve for the commodity)
the demand curve for labour will be less elastic when the coat

of capital nsea as more men are employed, than it would be
if the supply of capital were perfectly elastic The gross pro-
ductivity curve will not be affected by the change m the cost of

capital (smce the physical amount of capital per man is fixed),

but the amount to be subtracted from the gross curve as cost of
capital will mcrease as the number of men mcreases, and the
demand curve for labour will fall more steeply than the demand
curve for the product It will thus be less elastic for two reasons,
both because it is lower, and because it is more slopmg That is

to say, a given fall m the cost of labomr represents a smaller
proportionate fallm the cost of the commodity not only because
labour is not the whole of cost, but also because every mcrease
in the amount of labour employed entails a greater average
cost for the other factors that must be employed with it

6

So far our results are famihar from Marshall’s analysis of
jomt demand In his well-known illustration of the demand for
plasterers labour he lays it down that the demand for one
factor of production will be less elastic the less elastic is the
demand for the commodity, that the demand for the factor will
be more elastic when substitution is possible than when it is
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not that It wiU be less elastic the smaller is the proportion oftotal costs represented by this factor, and that it
elastic the less elastic is'the supply of other factors
The last tiro propositions are true, as we have seen if sub

stitution IS not possible, but Marshall appears to have over
looted the comphcations which are introduced mto them
substitution 18 possible ^

To deal with these comphcations it is necessary to consider
the effect of a change in wages upon the aggregate amount of
capital employed m the mdustiy men wages are reduced
output will be mcreased But the amount of labour employed
per umt of output wiH also be miareased There are therefore

two opposite influences on the aggregate amount of capital

employed In so far as output mereases there will be a tendency

for the amount of capital to mcrease, butm so far as the amount
of labour employed per umt of output mereases, there will he a

tendency for the amount of capital to be reduced Now the

mcrease m output wiU be greater the greater the elasticaty of

demand for the commodity, and the mcrease in the amotmt of

labour employed per umt of output will be greater the greater

the elasticity of substitution It can be proved that when these

two elasticities are equal the two contending influences will

counter-balance each other, and there will be no change, as a

result of the fall m wages, in the amount' of capital employed

If the elasticity of substitution is greater than the elasticity of

demaiid for the commodity the amount of capital employed

will be reduced when the amount of labour is mcreased (as a

result of the fall m wages), and if the elasticity of substitution

IS less than the elasticity of demand the amoimt of capital will

be mcreased as the amount of labour mereases * Those pro

* to^consider the efieot of a smaU faU “
amount of capital employed (tekms labour and capital to

omnloyed m produemg the commodity) The following proof
,

fStS ofeU m the price of labour increases or reduces the ^
a given amount of capital according as »}, the elasticity of

or^ater than s, the elasticity of demand for the

tlie demand price for a given amount of capital will nse is q ,

that the amount of capital ^ m^he^cond position

Let the price of labour m the^ position be t^ mtb ag^ven

I- A1 When the price of labour
i^t^of capitalm the

amount of capital Let the mom labour the

first poaition be L, and m the second position L+An wim
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positions can be lUnstrated most simply by considermg tbe two
extreme cases When the elasticity of demand for the commodity

gloss productivity of the given amount of capital will be greater Let G be
the gross productivity per unit of capital m the first position, and Q +AO in

the second position Let the net productivity per umt of the given amount of

capital (which is equal to the demand price for it) be N in the first position and
N +AN in the second position It is required to prove that AN will be equal to
zero when the elasticity of substitution is equal to the elasticity of demand for

the commodity Now average net productivity is unchanged (so that AN is zero)

when the mcreose m gross productivity is equal to the increase m the cost of

labour But
N=G - LZ (by defimtion)

and N +AN=(G+AQ)-(L + AL)(Z- AZ)

AN=AG - (ZAL-LAZ- ALAZ)

Smce AZ is small AL wiU also be small, and ALAZ conlie neglected

AN=sO whan AG^ZAL- LAZ
Now AG (the change m gross productivity) is equal to AL (the change m the
amount of labour per umt of capital), multiphed by the margmal productivity
of labour to the mdustry, and Z is equal to the marginal productivity of labour
to the firm On the assumption (made in the text) that there are no economies
of large scale industry, marginal productivity to the firm is greater than
margmal productivity to the indusf^m the ratio of price to margmal revenue
(P 237)

MAG =ZAL where M is margmal revenue and A is the price of the com

modity AN=:0

when ZAL ^=ZAL-LAZ,

that IS, when
A-M AZ L
A ~

I AL
A— M 1Now — — =- (see p 36) And when the price of capital does not alter it

follows from the definition of the elasticity of substitution (i>) that — —
Z AL I)

Therefore we can write the above proposition thus

AN=0 when - = -

' V
AN =0 when e=Tj,

which was required to be proved
It oan be seen that AN will be positive or negative according as n is less or

greater than e

It follows that the amount of capital employed will increase or dimmish, as a
result of a small fall of wages, acoorduig os the elasticity of substitution is less
or greater than the elasticity of demand for the commodity Similarly, a fall m
the ^loe of capital wiU mcrease or dimmish the amount of labour employed
according as the elasticity of substitution is less or greater than the elasticity
of ^niand for the commodity And conversely for a nso m the price of capitalFrom this proof it is posaiblo to deduce the ndor that a fall m the supplv
curve of Mpital wiU roise the demand curve for lobour if 7 is less than f. Mdlower It If 1, IS greater than e Conversely for a nso m the supply curve of
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la zero there wiU be no change m ontnnt
capital ninat be decreased as t&amoimfnl’lT^
^hen the elasticity ei suhZZTln
change in the proportions of labonr andSw ®
of capital innst increase as the ontput in^iSs
the omonnt of capital, in either d^ion ^n u “
greater the divergence hetiveen thftw static

determined by the oh8traty^rfSbtubo^mdbJ°thTr
”

m the pnces of labonr and capital It can he seen ftat.wftconditions are such that the aggregate amount of capital remainsconstant, the elasticity of demand for labour is equalTl
elasticity of substitution When the conditions are such thatttamount of capital increases as a result of a fallm wages (thatis
when the elasticity of substitution is less than the elasticity ofdemand for the commodity), the elasticity of demand for labour
is greater than the elasticity of substitution, smee the propor-
tionate increase m the amount of labour employed must then
be greater than the proportionate change in the proportions of
the factors And when the conditions are such that the amount
of capital is reduced (that is, when the elasticity of substatutaon
IS greater than the elasticity of demand for the commodity) the
elasticity of demand for labour will be less than the elasticity of

substitution The greater the change in the amount of capital

induced by the fall in u ages the greater will be tbe difference

between the elasticity of demand for labour and the elasfeicily

of substitution

Wo must now consider MarshaU’s proposition that the elas-

ticity of demand for labour will be less the smaller the propor-

tion of labour to capital (which stands for all other factors) In

order to isolate the effect upon the demand for labour of the

proportions of the factors let us consider the case m which the

supply of capital is perfectly elastic, so that its pnee does not

alter with the amount employed The greater the proportion of

labour to capital the greater will he the proportionate change in

the aggregate amount of capital due to a given fall in wages In

the conditions in w'hich the amount of capital increases it will

increase by more the greater the proportion of labour, and in the

conditions m which the amount of capital decreases it will de-

crease by more the gi eater the pioportion of labour Thus, when
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the elasticity of demand for the commodity is greater than the

elasticity of substitution (so that the amount of capital in-

creases) the elasticity of demand for labour will be greater the

greater the proportion of labour And when the elasticity of

substitution is greater than the elasticity of demand for the com-

modity (so that the amount of capital decreases) the elasticity

of demand for labour wiU be less the greater the proportion of

labour

Marshall’s proposition, therefore, that the elasticity of de-

mand for labour is greater the greater the proportion of labour

to capital, IS only true in the casem which the aggregate amount
of capital mcreases when wages fall, that is, in the case in which
the elasticity of substitution is less than the elasticity of demand
for the commodity Tlie case, examined above, m which the

proportions of the factors are fixed (so that the elasticity of sub-

stitution is zero) IS the extreme case Marshall’s proposition is

not correct in the case m which the elasticity of substitution is

equal to the elasticity of demand for the commodity, for then
the elasticity of demand for labour is mdependent of the pro-

portions in which the factors are employed (being equal to the

elasticity of substitution), and it is the reverse of correct when the
elasticity of substitution is greater than the elasticity of demand
for the commodity, for then the elasticity of demand for labour
18 less the greater the proportion of labour to capital *

We must next consider Marshall’s proposition that the elas-

ticity of demand for labour will bo less the smaller the elasticity

of supply of capital To examine this pomt it is necessary to
consider the effect of a change in the pneo of capital upon the
demand for labour Wo have seen that a fall in wages will in-

crease or diminish the amount of capital employed accordmg
as the elasticity of substitution is less or greater than the elas-

ticity of demand for the commodity = By the same proof it can
be seen that a rise in the pneo of caxutal will dimmish or increase
the amount of labour omploj'ed accordmg ns which of the two
elasticities is greater

Now if the supply of capital is less than perfectly elastic, an
mcrease m the amount of capital employed will raise its pnee

^ I nm inclobfcd to Mr J R Hicks in this pnssngo, for T lind not considorod
this MBO until I saw Ins nnalj bis of it in tlio Appendix to his Theoru of Waau

- Seo p 268, nolo

S
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co^odiiy M greater than ke ela8fa^ofTOh°t7'*whenthatsame condition is fulfilled thenTemtW T’
will check the increase in the amount of
this case, therefore, the^^^0 « flif T ^
less elastic wiU be the demand for labour Snv^sX'' whmamount of capital is reduced the pnce of capital M
the elasticity of substitution is greater than the elasticiW ofdemmd for the commodity, and, when that condition is fulled

fk ^ ^ tieamount of labo^ employed Hence, once more, the demand
for labom wdl be less elastic the less elastic is the supply of
capital Thus, m either case, Marshall’s proposition is coirect
It IS only incorrect when the two elasticities are equal, so that
the amount of capital does not alter In that case the elastuaty
of demand for labour is mdependent of the elasticity of supply
of capital (and is equal to the elasticity of substitution), for
smce the amount of capital does not alter, its pnce is' un-
changed whatever its elasticity of supply The effect of the
elasticity of supply of capital upon the elasticity of demand for

labour will be greater the greater the divergence between the

elasticity of substitution and the elasticity of demand for the

commodity, and the effect will he ml when the two elasticities

are equal ^

7

We have so far assumed that there are no economies of large-

scale industry If economies are of the simplest type, formstance

if the industry uses a certain kmd of machme which becomes

cheaper as the mdnstry expands (because the maohme-makmg

^ I am once more mdebted to Mr Hioks, aa the consideration oflus results

led me to remove an error from my aTgument But Mr Hicks himseU appears

to he in errorm his analysis of tins case He points out that when the elastioity

of demand for the commodity is only slightly greater than, the elasticity of

substitution the elasticity of demand for labour is almost mdependent of the

proportions of the factors But he fails to notice that, m those conditions, it

IS equally true that tlie elasticity of demand for labour is almost mdependent of

the elasticity of supply of capital (loo cit p 246) The explanation of this over

Bight appears to be that he has failed to notice that m his equation (3) (toe ai

p 246) the square term,which contains (^- a),i8 equal tozerowhen the elasticity

of demand for the commodity and the elasticity of substitution are equal
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industry is producing under conditions of falling supply price),

the effect is the same as though the cost of capital fell as the

industry mcreased m size The case is then exactly symmetrical

(m the opposite sense) with the case m which the cost of capital

rises as more is employed, and we may say that the elasticity

of demand for labour will he greater the smaller the elasticity of

the fallmg supply curve of capital

When the economies of large scale are of a more comphcated

type, associated with changes m productive techmque, they

cannot so easily be fitted mto our system It is argued, however,

m the Appendix on Increasmg and Diminishing Returns that it

IS possible to represent economies of any type by a falhng supply

curve of capital Every type of economy can thus be treated m
terms of the simplest t3q)e, where a certain machme becomes

cheaper as the mdustry expands Thus the proposition that

economies of large scale tend to make the demand curve for

labour more elastic is of perfectly general apphcation

So far we had found that when substitution of factors is not

possible the elasticity of demand for labour must be less than

the elasticity of demand for the commodity (unless no factors

other than labour are employed) But it has now become clear

that if there are economies of large-scale mdusk'y it is possible

that the demand for labour should have an elasticity as great or

even greater than the elasticity of demand for the commodity,
even though there is no substitution If a given proportionate

reductionm wages brmgsabout an equalproportionate reduction

m other costs (by mcreasmg output, and so leading to economies)
the elasticity of demand for labour will be as great as the elas-

ticity of demand for the commodity And with a greater degree
of economies the elasticity of demand for labour wiU be greater
than the elasticity of demand for the commodity, so that if the
elasticity of demand for the commodity is large, it may be
possible that the demand curve for labour mayjhave an infimte
elasticity or even be nsmg Economies of large-scale mdustry
sufficiently great to ensure a nsmg demand curve for labour are
perhaps improbable, but they are not theoretically impossible
If substitution IS possible the elasticity of demand for labour
will be greater than when it is not, and the Iikehhood of a nsmg
demand curve is mcreased

If the demand curve for labour is nsmg, obviously no equih-
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bnum IS possible unless the supply curve for labour is also rising

If the economies of large-scale industry were so great as to give

a rising demand curve for labour, and tbe supply of labour was

perfectly elastic, it would mean that the supply curve of the

commo^ty was fallmg faster than the demand curve for it, and

no equihbnum would be possible until an output was reached at

which the demand curve became less elastic than the supply

curve But as the demand curve for the commodity became less

elastic, so would the demand curve for labour, and at the pomt

of equihbnum the demand curve for labour would be fahmg
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CHAPTER 23

COMPABISOKS OP MONOPOLY AND OOMPETITIVIl DEMAND
FOB IiABOIJB

1

In earlier chapters we set out to compare the output of an m-
dustiy under conditions, on the one hand, of perfect competi-

tion, and on the other, of a smgle monopoly A similar comparison

can be made between monopoly and competitive demand for

labour

We found that the assumptions which are necessary to make
a valid comparison between monopoly and competitive output

are open to vanous objections,^ and many of these objections

apply to the comparison of monopoly and competitive demand
for labour with equal force Once more the comparison must
be regarded rather as an exercisem the use of the techmque than
as an mquuy likely to be of practical importancem itself

We found, moreover, a final objection which showed not that
the comparison is impossible (provided that the other objections

can be met), but that the technique which we had used was too
simple Except m certam cases the proportions of the factors

used imder monopoly and under competition m producmg a
given output will not be the same When the proportions are
different average cost to the monopohst will be less than average
cost to the competitive mdustry, and the results which we
obtain by assuming that the monopolist’s margmal cost curve
bears the ordmary margmal relationship to the competitive
average cost curve (the supply curve) are not vahd unless the
proportions of the factors are the same, at any given output,

1 See Chapter 14

* Thta attd the following chapter are to be regarded mainly aa an exercise tn the
use of the technique
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under monopoly and under competition The companaons set
out m Chapters 11 and 12 underestimate the monopohst’s out-
put when the proportions of factors are variable, and m order
to make vahd comparisons it is necessary to go behind the

supply curve of the commodity and examine the supply curves

of the factors of production ^

2

In the present companson we shall follow the same procedure

as m the companson of monopoly and competitive output We
shall first make the companson which would he vahd upon the

assumption that the factors of production are used m the same

proportions (for any given output) under monopoly and under

competition,2 and examme the cases m which this assumption

is not fulfilled in the next chapter

If the proportions of the factors producmg any output are

the same under monopoly and imder competition, it follows that

with any givennumber of men the monopolist employs the same

amount of capital (which stands for all other factors) as would

be employed under competition The amount of capital per man

may vary with the number of men, but for each number of men

it is the same under monopoly and under competition The gross

productivity curve of the mdustry is therefore the samem either

case, the cost of capital per man is the same (provided that the

monopolist pays rent for any scarce factor), and the margmal

and average net productivity curves are the same The demand

curve for labour of the mdustry under competition is given by

the average net productivity curve, under monopoly, sm^ the

mdustry is a umt of control, the demand curve® is gmn y e

SSS net produotxv,ty curve of the mdustry The mou.

pohst’s demand curve for labour is thus margmal

result of the workmg of the general pimeipk

that the individual buyer mil balance margmal 8=“^^
cost H a competitive mdustry is imagined to com

mto &e hands of a monopohst (everything else remaming

; ^41 the chap--. STTl “
be fulfilled for the purposes of the present companson

bemg in to ae»» touted cm p 23S
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clianged), the identity of the individual buyer whose interests

must be taken into account immediately changes, the centre of

gravity shifts, as it were, from the firm to the industry, and the

demand for labour will be regulated by marginal gam to the in-

dustry as a whole mstead of being regulated by marginal gam
to the mdividual firm Marginal gam to the industry as a whole

18 the net increment of value caused by omplo3nng an additional

umt of labour, and this, m the case that we are considering, is

the same as the marginal net productivity of labour to the com-

petitive industry, u hilo marginal gam to the firm is the value of

the increment of output caused by employing an additional unit

of labour, and this is equal to the average net productivity of

labour

Since the monopohst’s demand curve is marginal to the com-

petitive demand curve the companson between monopoly and

competitive demands for labour can bo made by means of the

same geometrical apparatus as was used for the companson of

monopoly and competitive output * If the demand and supply

curves are straight hues the monopolist will employ half the

number of men employed under competition And convexity of

the demand curve for labour, and concavity of the supply curve

of labour, will tend to increase the ratio of employment under
monopoly to employment under competition, just ns convexity

of the demand curv^c and concavity of the supply curve for the

commodity tend to increase the ratio of monopoly to competi-

tive output In every case the amount of employment under
monopoly -will bo less than under competition

"

This will bo true oven though the competitive demand curve
for labour may bo perfectly clastic or may bo rising “ Eor the

supply curve of labour must be rising faster than the demand
curve m order to secure cquilibnum The ratio of monopoly
to competitive employment will bo determined, as before, by
the concavity of the demand and supply curves, but in this case

^ No diagratni nro pro\ided for tlicso compnriBoiu, sinco tlio diagrams in
Clinptor 11 \riU sor\a to illustrate thorn For and a, the a\orngo and marginal
cost curves including rant, rand averngo and marginal cost ot labour to tlio
industr}, for avonigo rovonuo road nvonigo not prorluotiv itj , and for marginal
ravonuo read marginal not productiv'itj TJio roquirod ralationsliips will tlion
bo shown by thoso Qgurcs

* Fxcopt wlion thoro is a Icink in tho demand curvo or in tho supply curvo, m
which COSO tho> will bo equal boo Figs GO and Cl. n 148

» Soo p 203
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concavity of the demand curve will
and convexity to dimmish it

^ ^ increase the ratio,

IS m a position to discnmmate uerfentlv Kohire each umt of labour nf ifu ,

neotiy
, lie -(vj}}

he margmal but by the average cost curve of labour to the com^

than
monopolist will employ morethan h^ the competitive number of men when the supply anddemand curves are straight hues, and the relative amoimt ofemployment under monopoly wiU be greater the greater the

elasticity of the competitive demand curve

ANP 18 the competitive demand curve for labour

MNP IS the monopoly demand curve for labour

AG IS the supply curve of labour to the mdustry

MO 18 the margmal cost curve of labour to the industry

1 See p 160 We are here assuming that the'transfer eanungs of each umt

of a scarce factor are independent of the amount of the factor employed
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The amount of labour employed under competition is OQ,

and under monopoly, u-hen rent is paid, OM
When the monopohst does not pay rent, that is when he

can discnminato perfectly in buying labour, the amount of

labour employed is OM'

If the competitive demand for labour is perfectly elastic, the

amount of employment will be the same under monopoly and

under competition, and if the competitive demand curve is

nsing the amount of employment will be greater under mono-

poly than under competition *

Thus the amount of employment will be greater under mono-

poly than under competition if the monopohst pays no rent

for labour when there are economies of large-scale mdustry suffi-

ciently great to ensure that the competitive demand curve for

labour is nsmg

4

The foregomg comparisons are made upon the assumption

that the monopolist pays rent for all factors other than labour

If capital IS a scarce factor for which the monopolist does not

pay rent, the cost of capital per man, with any given number of

men, will be less under monopoly than under competition by
the amount of the average rent In this case, provided that the

proportions of capital and labour cannot be altered, gross pro-

ductivity IS the same under monopoly and under competition,

but average net productivity is greater under monopoly, smee
the cost of capital per man is less* The margmal net pro-

^ Thus we find once more, by another route, that output under monopoly
can only bo greater than under competition (as long os the proportions of the
factors are fised) when the ccononues of ioige scale mdustiy are so great that if

tho factor of production which actually is scarce (m this case labour) had been
in perfectly elastic supply no equilibrium would ba\e been possible Seop 163,
note

* AVhen tho proportions of tho factors are vanable the fact that the mono
pobst pa3 8 no rent for capital will have a double effect upon the monopolist’s
demand for labour Ho produces a larger output, but he employs fewer men
for a gi\cn output Tho nder to tho proof given on p 268 can be apphed
to this cose if tho terms are altered appropriately The elasticity of tho
marginal revenue curve must take tho place of elasticity of demand for tho
commodity, and tho elasticity of substitution must be interpreted as the propor
tionate change m tho ratio of tho amounts of the factors employed divnded bj
tho proportionate change in the ratio of their margmal costa to the monopolist
(SCO p 330, note, below) Then it could bo shown by means of tho samo proof
that tho monopolist’s demand curve for labour is lowered or raised by tho
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ductivity curve of the monopohst (which gives his demand curve

for labour) will therefore he above the curve margmal to the

competitive demand curve, and the amoimt of employment

under monopoly wdl be greater than is shown by the com-

parisons set out above ^

non-payment o£ rent for capital according as this elasticity of substitution is

greater or less than the elasticity of the margmal revenue curve In the case

considered m the te-rt the elasticity of substitution is equal to zero, and the

reduction m cost of capital must raise the demand curve for labour

1 It can be shown that, so long as there are no economies of large scale in

dustry, the monopolist’s margmal net productivity curve must he below the

competitive average net productivity curve, and, consequently, employment

under monopoly cannot exceed employment under oompetitaon. But if the

economies of large scale mdustry are sufficiently great, the mon^ohsts

margmal net productivity curve for labour hes above the com^Utive demmd

CUTTO. so that if tho supply curve of labour is sufficiently el^o, or if the

mmopohst does not pay rent for labour, the amount of employment under

monopoly will be greater than under competition



CHAPTER 24

COEBEOTIOIT OF THE OOMPAEISOITS

The foregoing comparisons were made upon the assumption that

the factors of production are usedm the same proportions under

monopoly and under competition ^ As we sawm Chapter 14, the

assumption that the proportions of the factors are fixed, that is

to say, that there is oiy one way of producmg any given output,

IS highlyimplausible Even if the proportions of land, labour, and

capital can he imagmed to be fixed m the long period, it is ex-

tremely improbable that the proportion of entrepreneurship to

output should be fixed by techmcal considerations alone We
were able to find cases, however, m which the proportions of

factors producmg any given output would m fact be the same
under monopoly and under competition, even when vanation

was techmcally possible If the supply of all factors is perfectly

elastic, or if the elasticities of all are equal, or if the monopolist

pays no rent, and there are no economies of large scale, there is

nothmg to be gamed m the production of any given output by
altermg the competitive proportions

It may often happen that all factors are m perfectly elastic

supply to an mdustry, and that there are no economies of large

scale, so that the proportions of the factors are the same for any
given output under monopoly and under competition But our
present task is to consider the productivity of a given number of

men under monopoly and imder competition We must examme
what would happen, not if such and such an output is bemg pro-

duced m both cases, but if such and such a number of men is

bemg employed m both cases To provide a basis for the first

comparison we take all the supply curves of the factors as given,

* The more general objeotions to any oompanson between monopoly and
competition must be overcome by malnrig assumptions similar to those sug
gested m Chapter 14

• The analysts o/ ttts chapter ts aomevohat xnirtetUe and ts not eeatnital to the
succeedtng argument
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and suppose that the demand curve for the commodity is so
adjusted that various outputs are produced In arnvmg at the
present companson we take the demand curve for the com-
modity and the supply curves of factors other than labour as

given, and suppose that the wage is so adjusted that vanous
numbers of men are employed

Now when there is a perfectly elastic supply of all factors

(other than labonr) and no economies, the proportions of the

factors employed with a given amount of labour will not be the

same under monopoly as under competition The margmal pro-

ductivity of capital to the monopolist (which regulates the

amoimt of capital that he employs with a given number of men)

will be less than the marginal productivity of capital to the m-

dividual firm (which regulates the amount of capital employed

under competition with the given number of men) Eor there are

no economies, so that marginal physical productivity is the

same m either case, and margmal productivity to the mono-

pohst is margmal physical productivity multiphed by margmal

revenue, and to the competitive mdustry it is margmal physical

productivity multiphed by the pnce of the commodity The

amount of capital employed by the monopolist with the given

number of men will consequently be less than the amount em-

ployed under competition Thus the most usual conditions m

which the factors in a given output will he the same under

monopoly and under competition will not provide a c^e m

which the factors employed with a given number of men axe the

same And, as we shaU find m a moment, it
^

only m ve^

peculiar conditions that the amount of the other factors em

^S^fwith a given number of men will be the same under

monopoly and under competition

The manner m which the relatave

.Sisrjs
than labonr, and that capital is measuredm
aatafleeononn»oWe»»

draw a curve

productivity of

t See Appendix, p 34S
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capital employed by the induatry with that number of men, and
a curve {MPj) showmg the margmal productivity of capital to

the mdustry Margmal productivity to the firm is the marginal

physical product of capital multiphed by the pnce of the com-
modity, and margmal productivity to the industry is the mar-
gmal physical product multiphed by margmal revenue ^ Smce
the margmal physical product dechnes as the amount of capital

mcreases, these two curves will not be margmal and average to

each other, but for each amount of capital they stand m the

same ratio to each other as margmal revenue to pnce Next
draw the margmal and average cost curves of capital to the m-
dustry {MC and AG) If capital is a scarce factor, these curves

will be nsmg, and if there are economies of large-scale mdustry,
they will be falhng The monopolist is assumed to be unable to

discnmmate m buymg capital, so that he pays any rent that
there may be The curve MG therefore shows the margmal coat

of capital to the monopolist

Fro 76 Fro 77

Then, m each diagram, the amount of capital employed
with the given number of men by the monopohst (OM) is
determmed by the pomt of mtersection (C) of the margmal
cost curve {MG) and the curve of margmal productivity to
the industry {MPj) And the amount employed with this

^ See p 237
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same mmaber of men imder competition (OQ) is given by
the pomt of mtersection (D) of the average cost curve {AG]
and the curve of margmal productivity to the firm (MPj)
Let DQ cut MPj m F and MC m E The two amounts of

capital employed with the given number of men will be

the same if MO cuts MPj at F, that is, if F, C, and E com-

cide Now DQ is m the same ratio to FQ as pnce to mar-

BQ
gmal revenue, so that is the elasticity of demand for the

DQ
commodity,^ but is the elasticity of supply of capital

Therefore E and F comoide, and the amount of capital

employed under monopoly and under competition are

equal, when the elasticity of demand for ibe commodity is

equal to the elasticity of supply of capital bothm numencal

v^ue and m sign

This condition could only be fulfilled by an accident It may be

expressed by saymg that the difference between margmal re-

venue and pnce, which mohnes the monopolist to use less capital

with a given number of men than would be employed with that

number under competition, is exactly offset by the economies

of large-scale mdustry (here represented by a faJlmg supply

curve of capital) which mchne him to use more

only by chance that this condition would ever be fulfilled in

^
If the amount of capital employed with any given number

of men were the same under monopoly and ^der compel,

the gross productivity would be the same the cost of

perman would'be the same, and average net

he the same The monopolist’s demand cu^e for labom is then

exactlymargmal to the competitive demand curve, and

nansons set outm the precedmg chapter are vahd

L Wo„nt of oai^tal

.

ISaverage gross ^

» 5ee p 36
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tlinn IS cmpIo\crl under competition the n\crngo net product-

nit^ under monopoh must 1>o greater thnn under competition

'J’Jiis can 1)0 pro\ cd ns follows The diticrcncc in the amount of

capital cmplo3cd with the given number of men under mono-

poly and under competition is shown in Fig*; 70 and 77 by the

distance MQ The difTcrcncc in gross productivity
,
duo to the

diircrciico in the amount of capital, is shown by the area MCFQ,
which lies under the cun o of marginal productmty of capital to

the industry' The difference m cost of capital is shown by the

arcnMCEQ, w Inch lies underthe curve of marginal cost of capital

to the industry The difference in net producti^ty is there-

fore shown by' MCFQ mtmis MCEQ, that is, by the tnanglc

CEF Thus when the monopolist employ's less capital than is

cmploy'cd under competition (ns in Fig 76) the excess of gross

productiMty under competition, due to the additional capital

employed, is less than the excess of cost of capital And w hen the

monopolist employ's more capital than is cmploy'cd under com-

petition (nsmFig 77), the additional gross productmty' is greater

than the additional cost of capital So that, in either ease, the

not productmty' of the given number of men is greater under

monopoh' than under competition by the area CEF Thus w hen-
ov or the amount of capital under monopoly is different from the

amount under competition, net productmty under monopoly'

wall bo greater than under competition The difference in the

net productiv'ities wall bo greater the greater is the elasticity

of substitution,^ and the greater is the difference between the

elasticities of the demand curve for the commodity' and the

supply' curve of capital,® that is to say, the difference between
the net productnatics under monopoly and under competition
will be greater the more easily do technical conditions permit
of V ariations in the proportions of capital and labour, and the
more there is to bo gained by' vary'ing them If the elasticity of

substitution IS nil, it is not possible (for technical reasons) to
V ary the proportions, and if the elasticity' of demand for the
commodity is equal to the elasticity of supply' of capital there is

* A low c>1njiticit\ of nubstitution would bo Bliovm m tlio diagrams b} n stoop
bIojv* of MP/ nnd MP

r

Tlip grentor tho slopo of tlicso cun cs (otlicr tilings being
equal) tho amnllor is the distaiico VIQ

* Tlip tlai«ticit\ of a nsing suppU cuno of cnpitAl is reckoned ns of oppooito
sign to tbo olnqticil} of tliD demand cunc, since Ibo demand cuno must bo
falling

T
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no motive for varymg tliem This os analogous with the fact that
the average cost of a given output under monopoly will be less

than under competition by a greater amount the greater are the

possihihties of substitution and the greater is the extent towhich
the elasticities of supply of the various factors of production

diverge from one another ^

Smce the monopohst’s average net productivity curve will he

above the average net produckvity curve of the competitave in-

dustry (which IS the competitive demand curve for labour), it

follows that the monopolist's demand curve for labour, whihh is

Tnarginal to his own average net productivity curve, must he

above the curve margmal to the competitive demand curve, just

as his margin a.] cost curve will he somewhat below the curv'e

Twurginal to the competitive supply curve The amount of labour

employed under monopoly will therefore be a greater proportion

of the amount employed under competition than it is when the

proportions of labour to capital do not alter ® If the changem
the proportions of factors made by the monopolist is sufhcseutly

great, his demand curve for labour may actually he above the

competitive demand curve Then, if the supply of labour is

'Sufficiently elastic, the amount of employment will be greater

under monopoly than under competition The conditions m

which this will occur are not, however, the same as the con-

ditions m which output wiU be greater under monopoly than

under competition For if the output is the same under mono-

poly as under competition the amount of employment may be

either greater or less, accordmg as the monopo^t employs a

greater or smaUer proportion of labour to other factors than is

employed under competition

doTOimd. fct 1.W when the ^^^^.dcnrtetorlabom.
necessary to consider not the shape of c P

^ supply curve

but the shapes of the dem^d curve for
demand curve for

of capital For instance, if ^e sapp
curve for labour

the commodity are straight Imes, th
j lead us to suppose that the

s’^h'^hi' r -p'»^

competitive number of men (of p 176, note)







CHAPTER 25

MONOPOUSTIO EXPLOPTATTON OP LABOUB

1

The compaxisons of monopoly and perfectly competitive de-

mand for labour are notm themselves of much practical mterest,

but the analysis developedm order to make them may be useful

There are a group of problems connected with the “exploita-

tion” of labour on which it may throw some hght
The problem of the exploitation of labour m general raises a

group of questions which will be discussed m Chapter 27 At
present we shall consider the case of a smgle mdustry and
the effect of removmg exploitation m one mdustry considered

separately It will thus be possible to assume that employment
may be mcreased or diminished m the mdustry without havmg
a signiffcant effect upon other mdustnes, and that the gener^
level of prices is unaffected, so that a changem the money wages
of the group of workers we are considenng produces an eqm-
valent change m their real wages

It IS commonly said that exploitation (the payment to labour
of less than its proper wage) arises from the unequal bargammg
strength of employers and employed, and that it can be remedied
by the action of trade muons, or of the State, which places the
workers upon an equahty m bargammg with the employers
Rargainmg strength, as we shall find, is important m many
cases, but the fundamental cause of exploitation will be found
to be the lack of perfect elasticity m the supply of labour or m
the demand for commodities

It IS usually said that a factor of production is exploited if it
IS employed at a pnce which is less than its morgmal net pro-

* Sectwns 4 and 6 of thw chapier contotn some tntncactea toh%ch are not
esseTUtal to the rest of the argument
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ductivity Now it will be to the interest of each individual em-
ployer to use such an amount of each factor that its marginal
cost to him IS equal to its marginal net productivity to him
Thus if the market m a factor is perfect, so that its

cost to the individual employer is equal to its pnce, the self-

interest of mdividual employers (provided they are not under

the influence of a feeling of loyalty to their class) will ensure

that the factor receives a reward equal to its marginal net pro-

ductivity to the individual employer Complete freedom on the

part of individual workers to move from firm to firm would

force employers to bid against each other for labour until the

wage was equal to the margmal net productivity of the amount

of labour employed, and the freedom of the market would serve

in the place of labour organisations in secunng to the workers

their proper wage If the market for labour is perfect, so that

the marginal cost of emplo3ntng an extra man is equal to the

wage he receives, it is impossible for the wagem a competitive

industry to be less than the margmal net productivity of labour

to the firm, for if it were less it would pay employers to take

on more men until the margmal net productivity of labour was

reduced toequahtywiththewage Exploitation on this defimtion

18 therefore impossible except when the supply of labour to the

individual firm is less than perfectly elastic, so that the wap

18 less than the marginal cost of labour to the firm Thus the

function of a trade umon or a minimum wage law m removing

exploitation lies not so muchm the fact that it improves the

bargaining strength of the workers asm the fact that by^ns

of a “common rule” it reproduces artificially the conditions of

perfect elasticity of supply of labour to mdividual employerB

We find, therefore, that if exploitation is

^
mean that the wage is less than the margmal net P^oductmty of

Sbo«r to tho inWual employer >t ““

US there is perfect competition in buying labour Rut tlus ae

^"^cesearB/restnot^ mat »

explo.tat.on .s, nauaUy, that f

I Cf Pigou, Ecommtea oj Welfare, p 6^0
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productivity of labour to the individual firm is the marginal

physical product of labour multiphed by marginal revenue to

the firm, and margmal revenue is less than price Thus even if

the wage were equal to margmal net productivity to the firm,

there would stfil be exploitation

The confiiot between these two defimtions of exploitation is

merely a matter of words A given situation remains the same

whether we choose to call it exploitation or not For our present

purpose the wider defimtion is more convement We shall say

that a group of workers are bemg exploited when their wage is

less than the margmal physical product that they are produomg,

valued at the price at which it is bemg sold

The removal of exploitation may alter both the margmal
physical product of labour and the price of the commodity, and

we shall find, paradoxical as it may seem, that the removal of

exploitation is not always beneficial to the workers concerned

2

The oases m which exploitation can arise may be divided mto
three classes those which occur although the supply of labour

to the mdividual employer is perfectly elastic these are due to

monopoly of the commodity, those which occur when the supply

of labour is imperfectly elastic (although the commodity is sold

m perfectly competitive conditions), and those which occur

when the supply of labour is imperfectly elastic, and further,

the employer has the power to disonmmate in buymg labour

these two classes are due to monopsony of labour Li the first

two classes we will assume that all the men are alikem efifioienoy,

and that aU are paid the same wage In the third class either

individual men may differ m efficiency, or may be n.Tilrft m
efficiency but paid at different rates of wages Further, a situa-

tion which IS similar to exploitation, though excluded by our
defimtion, may anse even though there is perfect competition,
both m sellmg the product and m hirmg labour, provided that
there is not free entry of firms mto the trade In this case also
it IS convement to assume that all men are alike m efficiency
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3

The simplest case of the type of exploitation which occurs

when the supply of lahour to the mdividual firm is perfectly

elastic but there is not perfect competition m selling the com-

modity IS the case of a smgle monopoly m isolation Under
monopoly that number of men is employed, as we have seen,

whose margmal physical product multiphed by the marginnl

revenue of the monopohst is equal to the wage The wage is

therefore less than the margmal physical product mulfaphed by

the price of the commodity, and, upon our defimtion, exploita-

tion occurs This cannot be cured by raismg wages A nse m
wages would merely lead to unemployment, and exploitation

at the higher wage would stiU coutmue The only remedy for

exploitation is to control pnces in such a way as to obtain the

competitive output from the monopolist ^

When instead of an isolated monopohst there are a number of

firms selhng m an imperfect market, exploitation will again

occur, even though the supply of labour to each firm is per-

fectly elastic If there is freedom of entry mto the trade, so that

profits are normal, each firm will be of less than optimum size *

The wage will be equal to the average net product of labour (tf

this were not the case the average cost of the commodity would

be less than the pnce and there would be more than normal

profits), and to margmal net productivity to

Ln but margmal net productivity to the finn will be less than

the margmal ^yaioal product of

the commodity (smoe the demand for the product of the

B not perfectly elaatm) Eaploitafion of thia tWe

moved by rammg wages, but it would disappe^ rf

became perfect This type of exploitation la
i^eflect

mon, and it is worth while to examme at some Im^h the efl

upon labour of the removal of market nnperfecfao

the market becomes perfect Ihe firms witt expand, md

. 8» Chapter 13 cwnpaut.™ output is hw. «wd to ».o» the output •

which pnoe is equal to average cost

5* See p 97
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in the new position of equilibniun, when profits are once more

normal, the firms will be of optimum size, costs will be lower,

and the pnce of the commodity will have fallen

The removal of the imperfection of the market must therefore

lower the price of the commodity It is likely also to alter the

margmal physical productivity of the number of men formerly

employed m the mdustry, smce the workers are now organised

m optimum firms mstead of sub-optimum firms In the old posi-

tion they were receivmg less than what was then the value of

their margmal physical product, and m the new position they

wiU receive the value of their margmal physical product, but it

does not follow that they wiU be better off m the new position

thanm the old, smce the value of the margmal physical product

may have dimmished the margmal physical product may have

diminished, and the pnce of the commodity must have fallen

In order to elucidate the problem it is convement to consider

the effect upon the average physical productivity of labour of a

growth m the size of the firm It is more natural to expect that

average physical productivity per man (the total physical pro-

duct of the firm divided by the number of men employed)

should mcrease when the firm grows to its optimum size ^ It

may, however, happen that average physical productivity is

reduced by the growthm the size of the firm But this could only

occur if the mcreasem the number of men employed by the firm

leads to no economies of large-scale production, or if any
economies are offset by the diseconomies which anse from em-
ploymg some fixed element (for instance of plant or manage-
ment) beyond its optimum capacity It is therefore unlikely to

be a common case

The cost of other factors employed per man may either m-
crease or dimmish when the firm grows to its optimum size **

So far wo have proceeded upon the assumption that the
number of men employed m the mdustry is kept unchanged,
and that the wage is appropriately altered by the removal of

exploitation It is also possible to assume that the wage remains
unchangedand that the amount of employment is altered appro-
priately For our present purpose the second method will be
more convement The results obtained by either method must be
the same, for if employment at the old wage would mcrease,

1 See p 244 i
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it followB tliat it wotild be possible to raise the wage without
reducing employment, so that the wage at which a fixed number
of men would be employed would be raised by the removal of

exploitation, and if, at the old wage, employment would have

been reduced, the removal of exploitation would lead to a

reduction of the wage obtained by-a fixed number of men
Eor the sake of eimphcity let us suppose that the cost curves

and demand curves of all the firms m the imperfect market are

alike, so that the same output is produced by each, and sold by

each at the same pnce ^ Now when the market becomes perfect

the cost of production will fatt and there wiU be an mcrease of

output, assummg that the wage is unchanged But this mcaease

of output need not necessaniy lead to an increase of employ-

ment at the given wage If physical productivity per man (the

total physical product divided by the number of men em-

ployed) is reduced when the firms reach their optimum size

employment must be increased But we have just seen that

physical productivity per man is more likely to mcrease There

will then be a double effect The fall m costs, by leadmg to au

increase m output, wiU tend to mcrease employment, but the

nse m physical productivity per man must mean that the num-

ber of men required to produce a given output is reduced It

remams to mquire, therefore, which effect predominates

In so far as the faU m cost per umt of output is due entoely

to the mcreasem physical productivity per man it only tend

to mcrease employment rf the elasticity of the

the commodity n-hich tho mdustry prodnees is tto

unity This can easdy be seen cost per ““
factc^rs emuloved is m this case the same when the firms are ot

o^^rs^a: when they wem of

1 The following analysis is ba^d th^ are no

factors to the industry is perfectly ^ ^ f^lgUed the nece^
scale the argument without
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equal to unity, output increases in the same proportion as physi-

cal productivity per man, and there wiU be no change in employ-

ment, There will he an increase or decrease in employment

according as the elasticity of demand is greater or less than one.

On the other hand, in so far as the fall in the cost of the com-

modity is accompanied by a fall in cost of the other factors em-

ployed per man, without any change in physical productivity, it

must lead to an increase in employment (at the given wage)
nniRRH the demand for the commodity is completely inelastic. If

there is both an increase in physical productivity per man and a
fall in cost per man, then employment would increase if the

elasticity of demand for the commodity was equal to tmity, and
would diminish only if the elasticity of demand fell short of

some value less than unity. Such a fall in the cost of other factors

employed per man might occur if there were some fixed element

in the productive equipment (for instance the entrepreneur

himself, or some large indivisible unit of plant, such as a railway

line) which requires a certain fixed reward, so that its cost per

man falls as -the number of men increases. On the other hand
it is probable that in most types of production the degree of

mechanisation increases as the firm grows to its optimum size.

The cost per man of the other factors employed is therefore in

general likelyto increase. The cost of the commodity then falls in

a smaller proportion than the physical productivity perman in-

creases and employment is reduced if the elasticity of demand for

the commodity is equal to unity. Only if elasticity exceeds some
valuegreaterthan unitywillemploymentinthis casebe increased.
Thus in each case there is a certain critical elasticity of the

total demand for the industry’s product at which employment
remains unchanged. If the cost per man of the other factors

employed is the same in the optimum firm as in the sub-opti-

miun firm the critical elasticity is unity, and if the elasticity is

less than unity labour will suffer by the removal of market im-
perfection. If cost per man is greater for the optimum firm f.Ti^.n

for the sub-optimum firm the critical elasticity is greater than
unity. And if cost per man is less for the optimum firm the
critical elasticity is less than unity. By means of this formula we
can discover in each case whether the removal of market imper-
fection is likely to be a benefit to labour or the reverse.

It may appear strange that the removal of exploitation should
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ever be disadvantageous to labour But the explanation can bafound in two facts Eirst, when the demand for the commoditv
IS inelastic anything which raises the cost of the commodity m-
creases the total receipts of the industry Consequently an in-
crease in physical output per head can be of no advantage to
labour when the demand for the commodity is melasbc, and
labour may gam, at the expense of the consumer, from the fact
that the firms are of less than optimum size Second, when the
market is imperfect it may not be profitable for the mdividual
firm to undertake a degree of mechanisation which becomes
profitable when the market becomes perfect Thus labour may
gam, at the expense of capital, from the fact that the firms are

of less than optimum size

In every case, whether the imperfection of the market is of

benefit to labour or not, it must cause the pnce of the com-

modity to be higher than it would be if there were perfect com-

petition Therefore, in so far as labour gams from the imperfec-

tion of the market at the expense of the consumer it is only a

sectional advantage There is a loss to the consumers of the

commodity (who must pay a higher pnce) and to the commumty
m general (smce less real wealth is bemg produced) It does not

follow that because the labour attached to the mdustry gams

by the imperfection of the market that it is therefore not desir-

able to remove it Moreover, if all mdustnes were m this case

labour would not gam from the existence of imperfection, since

their loss as consumers would more than offset their gam as

wage earners

But even when exploitation is umversal, so that firms m all

mdustnes are of less than optimum size, it is possible that if

firms of less than optimum size tend to employ less capital per

man than optimum firms, the imperfection of the market may

benefit labour at the expense of capital If all markets became

perfect capital would tend to gam at the expense of labour, and

it is possible, though not likely, that labour would lose, on

balance, by the removal of exploitation

6

We have so far been concerned with positions of long-penod

equihbnum It is also necessary to consider the quasi-long
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penod/ m which the number of firms does not increase in

response to a rise m profits The firms may then be of any size

If the market became perfect the output of each firm would

increase and the price of the commodity would fall If the

firms were already so large that no tcchmcal economies were to

bo gamed from an mcreasem output, the physical productivity

of labour would be likely to dechne as the firms grew m size

The removal of the market imperfection must then be of ad-

vantage to labour, whatever the elasticity of the total demand
for the commodity

6

It remains to consider a perfectly competitive mdustiy mto
which new firms do not enter in response to abnormal profits

We shall here find a situation similar to exploitation But it does

not conform to our defimtion of exploitation, for if the market
for the commodity and the market for labour are both perfect,

the amount of employment given by each firm will be such
that the margmal net productivity to the firm will be equal to

the wage, and margmal net productivity to the firm will be
equal to the value of the marginal physical product of labour
There will not, therefore, be exploitation upon our defimtion

But so long as new firms do not enter the trade the existmg
firms may be of more than optimum size, and may be earning
more than normal profits “ The wage will then be less than the
average net productivity of labour, to which wages are equal m
a perfectly competitive mdustry in full equihbnum The situa-

tion IS therefore akm to exploitation, and it can be analysed by
the techmque developed m the analysis of exploitation upon
which we are engaged

Quasi-exploitatlou of this type would be removed as new
firms entered the trade, so that long-penod full equihbnum was
estabhshed The effect of the entry of new firms mto the m-
dustry would be to lower the pnee of the commodity Existmg
firms would be reduced to the optimum size, correspondmg to
a normal level of profits, and at the same time the output of
the commodity (unless the demand for it was absolutely m-
elastic) would mcrease

* See p 47
* The situation of the individual firm m such a case is illustrated m Fie 36on p 00 ®
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As before, we will assume that the wage is constant and we
will examine, by the same method as before, whether employ-
ment at the given wage wiU mcrease or dimimah when full

equihbnum is established If the physical productivity per man
dechnes when the firms are reduced td optimum size em-

ployment must increase The physical productivity of labour is

hkely, however, to be mcreased by the reduction of firms to

their optimum size But the abnormal profits earned by the

firm of more than optimum size must be added to the cost of

other factors per man, and this cost, mcludmg profits, is almost

certain to be less when the firm is of optimum size and profits

are reduced to normal Now we found that when there is both

a nse in physical productivity and a fall m the cost per man of

the other factors, the critical elasticity of demand, at which

employment is unchanged at the given wage, is less than umty

Smce the fall m other costs (mcludmg profits) is hkely to be

considerable, we may say m general that unless the elasticity

of demand is very small the return to full equilibrium and normal

profits will be hkely to mcrease employment m the mdustry

We found that monopohstic exploitation cannot be removed

by raismg wages But the quasi-exploitation whioh we have just

been ooneidermg would be removed, so lai as the parti^ m-

duetry was ooncemed. if wages were raised until the abnormal

profite disappeared, so that conditions of full equibbnnin wars

seems probable that in such a case wag® woidd m

faoTalter more qurcHy than firms ooifid enter ^ "

labour IS organised the trade umon m^t
,

are more than normal and press for hig^
the

Lcessfnl. and if the wage rose just

nrofits to normal, no new firms would enter the trade,S would be reduced m sire, and employment “

S^helTnse m wages of this sort

profits, and lookmg merely at ^ it be

the wages which it was paymg with wages elsewher ,

impossible to teU that anythmg ^ „ „„t neces-

Bnt to remove the quasi-erploitationm this way
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sanly a desirable course If the return to normal profits is

brought about by a rise m wages, the price of the commodity
IS higher and the amount of employment m the mdustry less

than would have been the case if the readjustment were brought
about by an expansion of the mdustry As a result there may be
unemployment or a reduction of wages m other industries

Moreover the high demand for the commodity which caused
abnormal profits in the first place will fail to lead to an mcrease
m its supply Under the perfectly latssea-fatre conditions of the
economic text-books the direction of resources mto different

types of manufacture is brought about by the fluctuation of

profits above and below normal When profits are more than
normal the mdustry is supposed to expand, and when they faU
below normal, to contract By this means the changmg demands
of the consumer are implemented If profits are kept at the
normal level by changes m wages (an assumption probably
far more reahstic than the assumption of the text-books), the
mechamsm by which resources axe directed from one use to
another breaks down There is a moral here, both for those who
seek to patch up our present economic system by mtroducmg
profit-sharmg schemes in particular mdustnes and for those
who complam, when losses are bemg made, that wages in a
particular trade are too high The system of the text-books per-
haps never existed, and perhaps if it did it would not have been
a very admirable one But it has some ments A system of im-
controUed pnvate enterpnse m which wages are more plastic
than profits must entail the misdirection of resources and tbp
waste of potential wealth on an extensive scale



CHAPTER 26

MONOPSOmSTW EXPLOITATIOJSr OP LABOTJB

1

We must now examine the type of exploitation which anses

because the supply of labour is imperfectly elastic to the unit of

control The supply to an mdustry may be less than perfectly

elastic for any of the reasons discussedm Chapter 8 The nature

of the limitation upon the supply of labour is not relevant to

our mquny, for our analysis can be apphed to hnutationB of any

type, but for the sake of simphcity we will first deal only with

one case that m which aU the workers employed are alike in

their efficiencym the mdustrym question, and yet progressively

higher wages have to be paid to all m order to attract fresh

supphes of labour This might occur because it was necessary to

tempt labour away from better paid occupations, to overcome

the cost of movement from more distant regions, or to overcome

a preference for other occupations

The notion of an imperfectly elastic supply of labour presents

some difficulties^ because the elasticity of supply will vay

greatly according to the period of tune under consideration It

IB likely to be more elastic the longer the penod under considera-

tion And a supply of labour once attracted to a certam area or

a certain mdustry by a rise m wages may “o*

indeed ever) cease to be available when wages fall back to the

former level But for the purposes of our formal

only necessary to postulate that there is a nsmg supp y

labour over a period long enough to allow norm ^
to be ostabbsb^ In this, ae m all tbe problem mtb ^
“ook attempts to deal, a very art.fle.al degree of ampbAcaben

• SectwM 3 and 4 of ihto

Sectvoru, 4 and 6 of the last chapter, and are of the some degree j

292
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IS necessary to the formal analysis The most that can be hoped

from it IS to mdioate some of the considerations that have to be

taken into account m deahng with actual problems

2

When the supply of labour is less than perfectly elastic to any
employmg agency, that amount of labour will be employed
whose marginal cost is equal to its margmal net productivity,

and the wage will be equal to the supply price of the amount of

labour employed The demand curve for labour of the emplo3rmg
agency may be of various forms If it is an isolated monopoly the

demand curve for labour must be drawn up on the prmciples

discussed m Chapter 21 But if the employmg agency is an m-
dustry composed of a number of mdependent firmw they may
act m concert m regulatmg wages although they compete m
selhng the commodity which they produce In practice agree-

ments to regulate wages are usually workedm a very rough and
ready way, but it is worth while to consider the exact analysis

of an agreement which follows some definite prmciple It is

possible to distmguish two prmciples upon which the demand
curve for labour may be drawn up First, if there is merely a
“gentleman’s agreement’’ not to spoil the market by bidding up
wages, the mdividual firms composmg the mdustry may be con-
ceived to be m perfect competition in every respect except m
hmng labour Then the amount of capital employed with a
given number of men will be such that the margmal productivity
of capital to the firm is equal to its price, that is to say, the
competitive amount of capital will be employed with any given
number of men And each firm will wish to employ that amount
of labour whose margmal productivity to the firm is equal to
the margmal cost of labour to the whole group, ignormg the
effect upon the price of the commodity of an mcrease m output
The mdustry s demand curve for labour^ will then be shown, for
any given number of men, by the value of the margmal physical
product of labour Second, a more far-reaching type of agree-
ment amongst the firms, which still falls short of complete
monopoly, will be found if the competitive amount'of capital is
employed with each number of men, but the organised group of

* In the sense discussed on p 236

TT
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firms take mto account the fall m the pnce of the commodity

due to an increase of output, and so employ that amount of

labour whose margmal net pTodnctmty to the whole group is

equal to its margmal cost In any actual case neither of these

prmciples is likely to be followed exactly, but this fact os not

relevant to the analysis, for, however the demand curve for

labour is drawn up, the analysis follows the same course once

the demand curve for labour is given

On whatever principle the demand curve is constructed it is

necessary to assume that there are a fixed number of firms, that

IS to say, that the profits due to monopsony do not draw new

firms luto the mdustry, for the amoimt of the monopsony praSt

denraidB upon the conditions of supply of lohoui, and (wmo e

rXsentM m the demand eurre H the emstenoe of a mon^

B<^y proBt. or its removal, are eonoeived fo alter

m tto mdustry, a new monopsony demand curve must le

for each partmulsr type of organisation The wags wm u

. ato flmt pcmted ma-tc“

(p 296)
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to the supply pnce of labour, and this, m each oase, will be less

than the value of the marginal physical product of labour Thus

exploitation will occur

Monopsonistic exploitation of this type can be removed by the

imposition of a minimum wage

78 ) Let D be the demand curve for labour of the monopsomst

orgamsation, upon whatever prmciple it may be drawn up

Then the amount of labour employed (ON) will be that at

which MG (the margmal coat curve of labour) cuts the

demand curve, D
Now, suppose that a trade umon or a trade board imposes a

TnininniTn wage upon the mdustry, then the supply of labour to

the mdustiy becomes perfectly elastic at the imposed wage, up
to that number of men whose supply price to the mdustry is m
any case equal to that wage Beyond this number the new
supply curve of labour must comcide with the old If the author-

ity imposmg the minimum wage is sufficiently strong to be able

to choose freely what wage to impose, there are several alter-

natives before it If, at the lower hunt, the existing wage (NP)
is imposed as a mimmum everythmg remains as before If the

wage (NH) is chosen, which is equal to the demand pnce for the

number of men employedm the exploited position, employment
will remam imchanged and the wage will be raised For any
higher wage employment will be reduced, and for any wage
between NP and NH employment will increase The maximum
mcrease m emplo3rment wiU occur at the wage (QD)iat which
the old supply curve of labour cuts the demand curve of the*

monopsomst orgamsation ^ Thus the nsem wages which reduces

exploitation and transfers a part or the whole of the monopsony
profitto labour will actually resultm an mcrease of emplo3unent
Even when the wage QD, or some higher wage, is imposed,

exploitation does not wholly disappear except m the oase where
D, the demand curve for labour of the group of firms, represents
the value of the margmal physical product of labour ® The ele-

ment m exploitation due to monopoly cannot be elimmated

^ I mn indebted to Mr Shove for this analysis, but my presentation of it is
sbghtly different from bis

* This will be the case when a number of mdependeni firms, actmgm concert
for the regulation of wages, arrange their emplo3maont of labour on the first of
the principles described on p 2D3
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merely by removmg the inelasticity of the supply ottrve of

labour

3

Monopsomstic exploitation can also anse where firms are not

aetmgm concert, but where the supply of labour to each firm is

less than perfectly elastic, just as monopobstic exploitation

anses where the market for selhng the commodity is imperfect

We have seen m what ciroumstanoes the supply of a factor to

an mdustry may be less than perfectly elastic The supply of

labour to an mividual firm might be limited for the same sort

of reasons For instance, there may be a certam number of

workers m the immediate neighbourhood and to attract those

from further afield it may be necessary to pay a wage equal to

what they can earn near home fiwr their farra to and fro, m

ThL may be workers attached to the firm by ”

onetom Id to attract others it may he neoessa^ toW ‘

bieher waee Or ignorance may prevent workers from movmg

ol fcn to anotherm res^nm, to differenre. m Uie wsgm

offered by the different firms
, w than per-

n the supply of labo^ to
te ofIss

fectly elastic and perfect

than optimum 8ize,i even though the se^^
when

Profits wiU be normal and the industrym full equiuori

1 The average cost of each firm w, * ^Te^mterpreted as refemng
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the wage is equal to average net productivity, and each firm

will employ that number of men whose margmal net produc-

tivity to the firm is equal to their margmal cost to the firm ^

With this analysis we are already famihar ®

79 )
AC and MC are the average and margmal cost curves of

labour

ANP and MNP are the average and margmal net pro-

ductivity curves of labour

ON men will be employed by each firm at the wage PN
when the industiy is m equihbnum
CN IS the margmal cost and margmal productivity of ON
men to the mdividual firm

Exploitation of this type would be removed if the labour

market became perfect

In studymg exploitation due to imperfection of the market

for the commodity we assumed that the wage remamed un-

changed and considered the effect on employment of makmg
the market perfect ® But m this case it will be more convement
to make use of the other device and to study what would hap-

pen to the wage if the same number of men were employed as

had been employed when exploitation existed Both methods of

makmg the comparison must, as we saw, yield the same result,

but when we are deahng with an imperfect market for labour,

and not for the commodity, the second method is easier to

handle *

Suppose that the labour market is made perfect (for instance

by breakmg down the ignorance and mertia which led to imper-
fection or by the provision of cheaper transport) and that a
new position of equihbnum is attained with normal profits and
the same fixed amount of employment as before The firms will

now be of optimum size and the wage must be given by the

^ In this case it is impossible to draw up a demand curve for labour of the
industry upon the principle employed when the market for labour is perfect,
smco the number of firms will be influenced by the monopsony profit, which
depends upon the conditions of supply of labour (of p 291)

* See p 260 Fig 70 is a replica of Fig 74
* See p 286
* Wo will agam assume that there are no economies of large scale mdustiy

and that the supply to the mdustiy of factors other than labour is perfectly
elastic When these assumptions are not fulfilled the necessary modifications
can easily be mtroduoed mto the analysis
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maximum on the curve of average net productivity of labour to
the mdividual firm ^

If the physical productivity per man is less when the firms
are of optimum size, the total output of the given number of

menm the new position is less, and the price of the commodity
must rise The curve of average net produotnaly to the m-
dividual firm will therefore be raised, and the wage must neces-

sarily nse This is analogous to the ease where the removal of

monopohstic exploitation necessanly leads to an mcrease of

employment at a given wage (even though the demand for the

commodity is perfectly melastic) if average physical produc-

tivity per man falls when the firms become of optimum size ®

But, as we saw, physical productivity per man is likely to m-

orease when the firms grow to optimum size The output of the

given number of men will then mcrease, and the pnce of the

commodity must fall The average net productivity curve will

be lowered, and it is then possible that the new wage, given by

the maximum value on the new curve, may be below the wage

(PN m Fig 79) which obtained when the firms were of less than

optimum size Asm the analogous case of monopohstic exploita-

tion, the result will depend upon the elasticity of demand for the

commodity If the cost of other factors per man is the same m

the new position as in the old, then (smce we are studjung the

fate of a given number of men) the aggregate of other costs wdl

be the same as before The aggregate of wages will be equal to

aggregate receipts mtnits aggregate other costs Therefore if the

elasticity of demand for the commodity is less than umty (so

that total receipts are reduced by the fall m pnce) the total of

wages (and the rate per man) will be less m the new position

than m the old If the demand is elastic, wages will be greater

If the elasticity of demand is equal to umty, wages^
the same This is on the assumption that the cost of oth

^^toT^er man remama the same If the cost of other facta

0“ man is greater when the tos are of optimum sue.^
mtical elastSty, at which wages remam ‘te same “

^ mnty If the cost of other factors is less, the critical

elasticity is less than umty

1 See p 240
• See p 286
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4

It IS possible to remove exploitation whicb is due to im-

perfection of the labour market by imposmg a mmimum wage,

instead of by makmg the market for labour perfect But this

method is less likely to lead to results favourable to labour

If a minimum wage is imposed at any level higher than that

which prevads m the imperfect"labour market the average cost

curve of labour to each firm {AC m Fig 79) wiD be raised

Therefore if normal profits are to prevail, the average net pro-

ductivity curve of labour to the individual firm must also be
raised, so that the two curves remain tangential to each other

That IS to say, the pnc6 of the commodity must nse and its out-

put be reduced (by the ehminatton of firms unable to survive

when the wage is raised) It follows that, unless the physical

productivity of labour is much reduced, the amoimt of employ-
ment at the higher wage will be less than at the lower wage It

IS therefore onlym the unlikely case where physical productivity
falls to a 8ufS.cient extent to compensate for the reduction in

output that it IS possible to impose a mmimiiTn wage without
causmg unemployment, while the removal of market imperfec-
tion will, as we have seen, raise wages without causing unem-
ploymentm a large range of cases

The difference between the result obtamed by imposing a
miniTtvum wagem this case andm the case of an isolated monop-
somstic organisation (considered m Section 2) arises from the
fact thatm this case profits are assumed to be normal, that is to
say, the existence of a monopsony profit has led to an mcrease
m the number of firms and m the output of the commodity up
to the point at which the eammgs of the entrepreneurs (inolud-
mg the monopsomstic element in their profits) are reduced to
the normal level, so that the nse m wages, by robbmg the firms
of part of them profits, must reduce the number of firms and the
output of the mdustry m the long penod

5

We must now examine cases m which discrimmation in buy-
ing labour is possible In the foUowmg analysis we shall only
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deal with the case of an isolated mononolT h»t ft-

We hate so far assumed, for the sake of sunpheitr that «»workers^ ahke in effioionoym the industrym which they amemployed It is now neoessaiy to consider cases m wl^’^thi!assumption IS not« One type of discnmmS tta

t^rthT same wage is paid to eachman Supposethat the tranrfer wage is the same for aU workeis hut Ltmdividual workers differ m efficiency from the point of view of
the industry, then the supply of labour to the monopsomst
organisation, measuredm efficiencyurnts, is not perfectly elastic
although the supply of men is perfectly elastic The amount of
employment will be so regulated that the margmal net produc-
tivity of the least efficient man is equal to the uniform wage'
Discnmmation will then be perfect,i smce each man receives
his transfer wage and the whole rent of labour is retamed by
the monopsomst Different men represent different amounts of

efficiency, and though each man is paid the same wage different

efficiency umts of labour are paid for at different rates For
mstance, takmg the efficiency of the least efficient man to re-

present one umt, suppose the wage to he ten shiUmgs Then a

man twice as efficient is providing two efficiency units at five

shillings per efficiency umt, a man three times as efficient is

providmg three umts at three and fourpence per efficiency unit,

and so forth This kmd of diBcnznmation cannot be remedied

by raismg the wage, smce this would merely raise the whole

supply schedule of efficiency umts of labour, and would lead

to the dismissal of the least efficient men In the new position

once more the least efficient men employed would be receiving

a wage equal to the margmal net productivity of an efficiency

unit of labour, and more efficient men would stiU be paid at

various lower rates per efficiency umt Discrimination of this

type could only be removed if each grade of labour was paid

m proportion to its effimenoy, so that men of different efficiency

received different wages per day, but each umt of labour was

paid at the same rate *

1 See p 226
,

, „
* This analysis may throw bght on the dispute between Marehall an
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6

A different type of disonmmation may anse when men of the

same efficiency are paid at different rates This will ocour if a

separate bargam is made with each man, or with different groups

of workers, and if the vanous men or groups differ m the mini'

mum wage they are prepared to accept

Let us once more assume that all men are ahke m efficiency

and that the supply curve of labour to the monopsomst is im-

perfectly elastic because it is necessary to pay higher wages to

some men than to others m order to attract them to the m-
dustry If perfect discnmmation obtains, so that each mdividual

man is paid a wage equal to his mimmum transfer eammgs, the

curve of margmal cost of labour to the employer coincides with

the supply curve of labour ' Employment is then adjusted so

that the wage of the moat expensive man is equal to the mar-
gmal net productivity of the group, but the whole rent of labour

is retained by the employer If, by the introduction of a common
rule, the wages of all are raised to equal the wage of the most
expensive man, the marginal and average cost of labour become
equal to this wage, employment is unaltered (provided that the
profit due to monopsony was a surplus above the normal profits

necessary to maintain the employer in production), and the rent
IS transferred from the employer to the workers If, however, it

IS merely stipulated that there must be a common rule, without
enforcing a mmimum wage, the effect is merely to remove dis-

cnmination, and employment is reduced The margmal cost of
labour is now shown by the curve marginal to the supply curve
of labour to the monopsomst, and the case becomes one of
simple exploitation such as we have already examined

If the supply of labour to the individual employer is imper-
fectly elastic both because individual men are unhke in effi-

ciency and because they are imhke m the mimmum wage which
they will accept, the amount of employment will be such that
the margmal cost of an efficiency umt of labour is equal to its

and Mra Webb upon the “marguiBl produotmty thoory" of wagos (see Prin
ciples, p 706) It Booms to have arisen because Mr and Mrs Webb failed to
realise the implications of the assumptions of perfect competition, while
Marshall failed to recognise the extreme unreality of those assumptions

^ See p 226
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marginal net productivity to the monopsonist In sucli a case

it would be necessary, if exploitation is to be completely re-

moved, both to grade workers according to their efficiency and
to impose a minimum wage for each grade of effiicieney

7

*

Perfect discrimination is probably rare m buymg labour, but

imperfect discrumnation may often be found For instance

there may be two tj^es of workers (for example, men and

women, or men and boys) whose efficieneies are equal,^ but

whose conditions of supply J*^“g^ageTSXtw^
pay the same wage within each group, b

amount of

croups (say of men and of women) may , ^E Lployed^ then ho ^ch«
total amonnt of labour jo equal to ate de

^
1 This aaflumption is made merely for ^jjtjQjjTj^ageSjdiBonnu®®
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to the marginal cost of each type of labour, and the wage of each

type will be equal to the supply pnce of the amount employed ^

L Pig 80, D IS the demand curve for labour

8^ IS the supply curve of men’s labour

jlf„ IS the TTiargmal cost curve of men’s labour

8„ IS the supply curve of women’s labour

IS the margmal cost curve of women’s labour

IS the margmal cost curve of total supply of labour

obtamed by summing +-3fw) laterally

OT (total amount of labour employed) =OM (number of

men employed) +OW (number of women employed)

A special case of discnmmation anses when the men are

organisedm a trade umon which enforces a minimum wage, and
the women are not Then the supply of men is perfectly elastic,

and the supply of women is less than perfectly elastic The
amount of employment will be such that the demand pnce for

labour is equal to the wage of the men The marginal cost of each

type of labour must be equal ,
® (see Pig 81)

Thus the number of women employed (OW) will be such that

their margmal cost is equal to the minimum wage of the men,
and the number of men (WT) will make up the difference be-

tween the number of women employed and the total amount of

labour employed (OT) Any nse or fall m the demand curve for

labour would be met by fluctuations m the employment of

men, the employment of women would remain constant (at

OW) until the demand curve for labour fell so low that no men
were employed at all

This analysis of exploitation is highly simplified, but a cursory

view of existmg conditions seems to suggest that it may have
some bearmg upon actual cases In order to analyse any actual
case many refinements and comphcations would have to be m-
troduced into our simple analysis, and at best it can only mdi-
cate a first approximation which may be a useful though m-
adequate gmde to the mtricacies of the real conditions of the
labour market

* Seo p 224 The analysis o£ this and the following case is analogous with
the aual3rsi8 of pnce discrunmation under monopoly, discussed m Chapter 16
Vanous problems, for instance, the effect upon total employment of institutmg
a common rule as between men and women, can be solved by the methods
there developed. * Cf p 184
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D IS the demand curve for labour

IS tlie supply curve and marginal cost curve of mens

labour

8„ IS tlie supply curve of women’s labour

is the marginal cost curve of women’s labour

Ml IS the marginal cost curve of total supply of labour

OT *= total amount of labour employed

OW =number of women employed

WT =number of men employed
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CHAPTER 27
'

A WORLD OP MOIfOPOLTES

1

It is customaxy, in setting out the principles of economic theory,

to open with the analysis of a perfectly competitive world, and

to treat monopoly as a special case It has been the purpose of

the foregomg argument to show that this process can with ad-

vantage be reversed and that it is more proper to set out the

ana^is of monopoly, treating perfect competition as a special

case We have been concerned, however, (Jnly with the problem
‘ of pnce and output for a smgle industry consideredm isolation,

and it must be conceded that for problems connected with the

distribution of resources between different uses, and the dis-

tribution of the proceeds of indratry between the factors of pro-

duction, the assumption of competition forms a more useful

startmg pomt Eor instance, we have already found it necessary

to appeal to perfect competition m order to find a cntenon of

exploitation But if our theory of value is to be based upon the

conception of monopoly it is obviously necessary to discover

what becomes of the theory of distribution upon the basis of

monopoly It is therefore necessary to attempt the analysis of

a worldm which every commodity is produced under monopoly
Moreover, this problem obviously has some practical relevance

m the present age We see on every side a dnft towards mono-
polisation under the names of restriction schemes, quota sys-

tems, rationahsation, and the growth of giant companies
Our question can only be answered precisely if it is precisely

stated and the assumptions imderlymg it clearly set out, but
* Thta chapter repreaenia an excuraxon xnto the field of analyata covered by

the Economics of Welfare But a reader unacquainted unth the vaork of Profeaaor
Pxgou unU be able to catch the dnft of the argument without completely under
alandtng tta atructure

307
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when we have answered it upon the most abstract terms, some
moral may be drawn from it which may be apphcable to the

actual situation

In order to solve the theoretical problem m its simplest

form a number of assumptions must be made which will be

removed as we examine vanous aspects of the problem >

The most convement assumptions at the first stage are these

(1) There are n mdustnes produemg n commodities for each

of which the conditions of demand and'supply are exactly

pimilnr Each commodity will be to some -extent a substi-

tute for every other, but none will be a perfect substitute

Thus, if a certain volume of incomes is hemg spent on com-

modities, so that the elasticity of demand for all taken

together is equal to umty, the elasticity of demand for each

considered separately will be greater than umty

(2) There is a fixed total amount of each factor of produc-

tion This entails that there are a given number of workers

of given efficiency, who always work equally hard for the

same number of hours throughout the story, and thatt^
IS no net addition to capital throughout the story m
existmg stock of capital is kept mtact by replacement but

can be changed m form if it is profitable to do so

(31 The supply of each factor to every mdustry considered

Lparately IS perfectly elastic, and there are no economy

of large-scale mdustry Thus each of oui a “

produced under oonetant returns, and the proportio

L factors employed do not rua ehau^s m

The sunnlv of each commodity taken separately is

and of all taheu together perfeetly

melastio ,,

(41 We take as the basis for the comparison a.w

which there is perfect competition m every way

^
1 The problem of measuring

long as we were concerned only with a
rate of interest to he
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The community which we are considermg is a closed

system

(6) We treat only of positions of full equihbnum, that is to

say, of positions in which there is no spontaneous tendency

towards any alteration m the existmg state of affairs

(7) The monopohsts who come into the story have no
function exfcept the control of output Each consists of a

controllmg agency which has neghgible running costs and
IS capable of an mdednitely large output When such an
agency comes mto command of an mdustry the general

structure of the mdustry m separate firms is mamtamed,
though the constitution and outputs of the firms may be
altered if it is profitable to do so The head of the firm is

retamed as a manager, and is paid as a salary whatever
sum would have constituted his transfer profit to a com-
petitive mdustry ^ The profits of the monopoly may be
divided up m any sort of way we please to imagme, after

they have been secured Management, m the sense of the
managers of the firms, must be treated on the same footmg
as the other factors, but it may be the saniB mdividuaJs
who were the entrepreneurs imder competition who share
m the spoils of the monopolists This assumption about
the nature of the monopohsts will not be removed through- '

out the argument

(8) Thete is no collusion between monopohsts Each tries to
maximise his own profits without regard to the mterests of
the others

3

Now, startmg from the position of perfect competition, sup-
pose that each of these n commodities comes mto the ba-njl of a
monopolist, everythmg else remammg the same At first sight
,we might be mdmed to suppose that the monopohsts would
reduce the output of everythmg, for instance, that if all the
demand curves were straight hues half of the former output of
each commodity would be produced But this is obviously
absurd Half of the supply of each factor of production would
be unemployed, and there would not be equihbnum—^there

1 Cf' p 171

X
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wo^d be a tendency for the rewards of the factors to he reducedBut the supposition that ail outputs would be restricted isabsurd for another reason When we are considering one in-dustry m isolation, we can find the monopoly output with the
existing demand curve, hut if output is restncted in all m
dustries all demand curves will alter The method which apphes
to one industry separately cannot be apphed to all t^en
together

It 18 not to our present purpose to discuss how eqmhhniun
would be attained There is no natural tendency even under
competition to maintain full employment, which depends upon
the levels of saving and of mvestment We are here only con'
cerned to discuss an economic system in eqmhbnum, and we
must suppose that both under competition and under monopoly
the conditions necessary to full employment are mamtained ^

If all tlie factors of production are m full employment under

the monopohsts, it follows from our assumptions that the

national dividend will be the same as before, smce there is a

fixed amount of each factor of production and all commodities

are alike m respect of their conditions of demand and supply

Further, since wo have assumed that the supply of each factor

to each industry is perfectly elastic, it follows that the propor-

tions m w'hich the factors are employed is the same as before,

so that their relative rewards are unaltered But the distnbu-

fion of the national dividend will have been altered, and the

factors of production will be exploited

We have defined exploitation as a state of afiairs in which the

* Wo ha\ 0 assumed timt tlio stock of capital is not increasing (nssumption 2)

It IB therefore necessary to oquilibrium that tho gross amount of saving should

bo just sufiiciont to prondo for tho depreciation of tho oMSting stock If mvest

ment and not saving nro both assumed to bo equal to zerom oquilibnum, it is

only necessary to suppose that tho owners of tho factors of production continue

to spend some money when they bocomo unomplojed

bccomcB negative) in order to sco how oquilibnum would be attemea xsx

total monoj cost of tho output of all goods would bo equal to the tof^

of tho omplojod factors plus tho incomes of tho monopolists

money ovpondituro on nil goods woidd bo tho enmings of tlio emp y ,

plus the incomes of tho monopohsts phis tho expenditure of “y
wore unomployod As soon os unomploymont occurred,

.

bo a tondoncy for pneos to nse and output to increase,

disappeared and oquilibnum was restored If not
eomhbnum is

tho loNol of investment must ho assumed to bo so
\ uilibnum

ensured Then if there was full employment imdor competition, in q

conditions, there wiU bo full oraplojunont under the monopolists
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wage of a factor is less than the value of its marginal physical

product,^ and we have diatmguiahed two types of exploitation,

monopolistic exploitation which anses when the demand curve

for the commodity is not perfectly elasfao, and monopsomstic ex-

ploitation which arises when the supply curve of the factor is

not perfectly elastic to the mdividual employer We are at

present assummg that the supply curves of the factors are per-

fectly elastic to the separate mdustnes, that is to say, to each
monopohst, thus it is only with monopohstic exploitation that
we are for the moment concerned

i

Under perfect competition the factors received their mar-
gmal physical product multiphed by the price of the com-
modity they produce Thus if we take the price of the commo-
dity m each mdustry as an mdex number of aU pnces, the
factors received m real wages their marginal physical pro-
duct Under the regime of the monopohsts their money wages
are equal to their margmal physical product multiphed by
margmal revenue * Thus their real wages may be represented as

margmal physical product multiphed by
revenue ^

pnce '

each mdustry Under the conditions that wo axe at present
assummg, the margmal physical productivity will be unchanged
by the advent of the monopohsts Thus the eammgs of the
factors have been reduced m the ratio of margmal revenue to
puce For instance, suppose that the money wages of all factors
of production romam the same when the monopohes axe set up
The costa of aU commodities will then be unaltered, and m
order to ensure full employment the pnces of all commodities
must rise until the new margmal revenue from each commodity
IS equal to its old pnce,® so that the output of each commodity
under monopoly (at which margmal revenue is equal to cost) is
equal to its former output under competition (at which pnce is
equal to cost) The pnce level will then have nsenm the ratio of
pnce to margmal revenue m the new position, and the real
eammgs of the factors will be reduced m the same ratio, smce
"their money eammgs remain imchanged

^ See p 283 » See p 237
^PPose that the quantity of money can be freely mcreaaed m

^ support the new pnce level In equihbnum the total i^ney value of^nati^^^dend (which is unchanged m phymcal magmtude) wiU begreater than before by the amount of the total moomes of the monopolists
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The extent to which the factors are exploited will aupon the elaototy of demand for the eommod.te S mrif

marginal revenue to pnce is equal to where e is the elas-

ticity of demand ^ It follows that the smaller the elaaticitv ofdemand for the separate commodities the greater will be
degree of exploitation Thus, if the elasticity of demand is, say,

20, the factors receive as real wages ^ of their marginal pro-

ducts, but if the elasticity of demand is equal to 2 they receive
only half of their marginal physical products

4

Already from this highly abstract case, we can draw a moral
for the real w'orld First, it is worth while to notice that m the
position just described each monopohst would be earning

normal profits, for the normal profit in each industry is the

profit which can be earned elsewhere, and the reward of enter-

prise would bo no higher in any one mdustry than m any other

The w’ages of labour would be fair in the sense that work of equal

skillw ould receive thesame rew ard in all indnstnes * If welooked

at each industry separately, we should see that the wages of the

factors were equal to average as well as to margmal net produc-

tivity, for in calculating average net productivity we should be

ohhged to subtract from the gross product the normal profits of

the entrepreneur, which are now everywhere swollen by mono-

poly gams Any arbitrary nse of wages m a smgle trade would

lead to unemployment The wage would then be '‘uneconomic-

ally high”, and it would be generally considered desirable to

lower it again No ordinary touchstone would be able to tell us

that anything wms amiss Yet the factors of production would

all be exploited, and the monopohsts would be keepmg the spoil

Secondly, our abstract case has shown that the factors of

production are more likely to be exploited the larger is the unit

of control which employs them As we have seen, the degree of

* Soo p 30 .

* Econotmes o/ Wdjarc, p 6W Professor Pigou’s definition of

includes ilio nbsonco of oxploitfttion, for ho cuvisogos a world of penfio co

potition
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exploitation IS greater the smaller the elasticity of demand for

the commodities And the elasticity of demand is hkely to he

less the greater is the unit of control m industry When the umt

of control is one firm selling m competition with others the

elastioity of demand for its pariaeular output is likely to be very

high, even if the market is not so perfect that the elasticity is

mfimte The output of each firm m the same Ime of business

will be a close substitute for the output of every other, and the

elasticity of demand for each of them will be ^eat But if the

unit of control consists of a combmation of all the firms pro-

rinmng some well-defified commodity for which the substitutes

are different articles rather than different brands of the same

article, the elasticity of demand must be considerably less

Moreover, the smaller the number of firms producing any one

commodity the smaller will be the elasticity of demand for the

output of any one of them ^

Our abstract anal3rsiB must therefore lead to the reflection

that the prevalence of imperfect competition m the real world

seta up a tendency to exploitation, and that this tendency must

be greatly strengthened by the formation of large combmes

absorbing a large number of formerly competing firms As we

have seen, the degree of exploitation due to imperfect competi-

tion may be very great Even with an elasticity of demand as

great as two, the factors receive only half the perfectly com-

petitive real wage

5

We must next examme the effect of removmg the third as-

sumption, that the supply of the factors is perfectly elastic to

each mdustry, while retaining the assumption that there are no
economies of large-scale mdustry
We found m Chapter 14 that when the elasticities of supply

of vanous factors to a particular mdustry are not all alike a

monopolist will alter the competitive proportions of the factors

1 Further, the elasticity of demand for the output of any one firm is hkely
to be less the smaller is the total number of firms in all mdustnes If the unit
of control is everywhere large, so that the total number of firms is small, then a
nse m price by any one firm will cause on appreciable risem the prices chained
by all other films And if a nse m the pnoe of the commodity produced by one
firm raises the pnce of rival commo^ties the elasticity of demand for the
commodity whose pnce is raised will be less than it would be if the pnces of
other commodities were unaltered
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and produce a given output at lower average
first sight appear, therefore, even if we JbJT
of perfect competition, tha^ when
under nsmg costs our monopohsts will be able tn imn

^

the compefet.™ method o^roduct.™
dividend TOnld be inoreMed This, however, woeld befS^erenee We oannot deduce results epphcable to ell
token together from results epphoeble to one mdustry m isolTtion by a simple process of multiphcation
Let us suppose that the mdustnes are aU alike, but that thesupply of some factors is less elastic, and of some more elastic to

every mdustry Then, lookmg at the matter from the pomt ofview of one mdustry, we can see that the monopohst will^tnct his use of the factors which are m less elastic supply
The effect will be to lower the pnce of these factors and to cause
part of them to become unemployed But this will lower the
transfer cost of these factors to all other mdustnes, and theu
reward will be reduced m each mdustry, until they are ab-
sorbed mto employment The proportions of the factors, m each
mdustry, will be the same as before, and the same national

dividend as before will be produced The only effect will be that

the relative rewards of the factors will be altered Those which
are m less elastic supply will be worse off than those wbch are

m more elastic supply In short, by postulatmg an imperfectly

elastic supply of factors to an mdustry, we have admitted the

possibihty of monopsonistic exploitation

The margmal cost of each factor will be equal to its mar-

gmal physical productivity multiphed by margmal revenue

Smce the proportions are unaltered, margmal physical pro-

ductivity IS the same as before, and the real wage is reduced

(below the competitive wage) first m the ratio of margmal

revenue to price, and secondly m the ratio of average to mar-

gmal cost of the factor to each mdustry ^ Now the average cost

of the factor (the money wage) can be expressed as

where M is margmal cost and E is the numerical value of the

elasticity of supply * Thus the real wage of each factor under the

^ See p 294
* See p 36 Q?he formula is modified m tins way

rismg curve is treated as negative

because the elasticity of a
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monopolists "will bo equal to the competitive wage multipbed

where e is the elasticity of demand and E

18 the numerical value of the elasticity of supply of the factor

Thus those factors whose supply is relatively less elastic will

he most exploited ^

Moreover if the supply of a factor is less than perfectly

elastic to a particular mdustry, it is possible that the mono-

polist may iscnmmate m hu37ing it,* so that the factors of

production may he deprived of the rents which they earned

nnder competition

Thus we may add to the moral which we draw from the

abstract analysis that perfect competition not only m selhng

commodities, but in huymg the factors of production, is ad-

vantageous to the factors, and that any increase m the size of

the umt of control, by reducing the elasticity of supply of the

factors to the employing agency, will increase the degree of

exploitation

6

So far we have been concerned with the effect of monopoly

upon the distribution of the national dividend In order to

isolate this problem we have assumed that all industries are

alike We must now examme the effect of monopoly upon the

distribution of resources between various uses, and to do so we
must remove our simphfying assumption This can be done

most conveniently in three stages We shall first retain the

assumption that the elasticities of demand are all equal and

examine the case m which there are no economies of large-scale

mdustry, but in which the elasticity of supply of each factor is

different to different industnes Then, supposing that there are

no scarce factors (from the point of view of an individual in-

dustry) we shall examine the effect of economics of large scale

And ^ally we shall remove the assumption that the elasticities

of demand are all ahke.

First, suppose that to some industnes the supply of any one

^ Tho oxistonco of oconomios of largo scale industrj would havo tho same
oiTeot as an iiicreoso in tho elasticity of supply of tho factors, and would roduoe
the dogreo of oxploitotion

* Seo p 301
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factor 18 more elastic than it is to others Then (assuming thatthe monopohsts pay^ some rent for the factor) the nse of ft^be restnoted m those mdnstnes to which its supply isW
elastic Its reward will therefore fall, and its use m those m-duflti^s to which its supply is more elastic will mcrease There^ thus be a change m the composition of the national dividend The factors will be diverted from those uses to which their
supply is relatively less elastic to those where it is relatively
more elastic Now, it can be shown that the optuQum dis-
tribution of resources between mdustnes is achieved under con-
ditions of perfect competition,i for, under perfect competition,
the value of the margmal physical product of resources is equalm all uses, so long as there are no economies of large-scale m-
dustry Therefore (so long as we retain the assumption of no
economies) the distnbution. brought about by monopoly will

be different from the optimum, and the national dividend will

be reduced

But when there are economies of large-scale mdustry the opti-

mum distribution of resources is not achieved under competition,

since the value of the margmal physical product of resources is

greater (under competition)m those mdustneswhich are subject

toeconomies thanm those which arenot “ Suppose thatthere are

no scarce factors, and that different mdustnes are subject to

economies of large scale to vaxymg degrees Then, under the

monopolists, the output of commodities most subject to eco-

nomies will be increased, and the output of commodities subject

to less degree of economies wiU be contracted until the margmal

productivity of resources is everywhere the same,® and the

optimum dmtnhution of resources wiE be brought about by the

^ The orgumont of the J!conomtc« oj Welfare is the basis of the above analysi s

But vt 18 clearly necessary to ignore Professor Pigou’s references to an “arohe

tsrpnl industry” which need not exist in fact (op cif p 216), and to interpret

hia analysis as applying to a world m which the generahty of mdustnes are

conducted under perfect competition The optimum distribution of resources

will be attained provided that the marginal cost to the individual employer u

equal to the margmal cost to society [loc cit p 802) and this will, m general,

be attamed (in the absence of economies of large scale) under perfect compe

tition Exceptions occur (even when there are no economies of large Mato) m

the cose of costs (such as the smoke nuisance or mdustnal disease) whicb are

not borne by the employer See also p 318 below

» The ass^ption that all elastacitjes of demand are equal « ^
this conclusion, for it is only then that the equahty of margm^ productivities,

entails the equahty of the values of margin^ physical productivities
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monopolists Thus we find that m reapeot of nsmg costs the

monopohsts do harm and m respect of falhng costs they do

good When both are present together the net effect of mono-

polisation may be either to improve upon the competitive dis-

tribution of resources or the reverse, and on balance the national

dividend may be either mcreased or diminished.

7

We have so far retamed the assumption that the elasticities

of demand are all equal The effect of removmg this assumption

can be isolated by revertmg to the assumption that all com-

modities are produced under constant cost We may now sup-

pose that though the elasticity of demand for each commodity

IS the same before and after the advent of the monopohste,^ the

elasticities of demand of different commodities are different

Now m a world of absolutely perfect competition without

economies of large-scale mdustry, the margmal cost to society

of every commodity is equal to its pnce * And the price of each

commodity is equal to its margmal utihty to the mdividual

buyer Thus we may say (leapmg a dangerous chasm mto which

we must peer m a moment) that under perfectly competitive

conditions the margmal utihty of every commodity is equal to

its margmal cost to society Resources are thus distributed

so that a umt of resources will yield the same margmal utihty^

in every direction, and the maximum of satisfaction is ob-

tamed from a given supply of resources But under conditions

of monopoly it is not pnce but margmal revenue which is equal

to margmal cost Under the monopohsts resources will be dis-

tributed so that the margmal revenue obtamed by emplo3ung
^ The advent of the monopoUsts alters tho distribution of incomes and so

would be likely to change the elasticity of demand of many commodities And
this would have some further repercussions If tho things consumed by the
monopolists are mainly produced under increosmg cost, and the things con
Burned by the exploited factors under decreasmg cost, the position of the factors
wiU be still worse If the thmgs consumed by the monopolists are produced
under decreasing cost they will gam a further advantage, but there will bo no
offset to tho exploited factors Wo con abstract from this effect either by sup
posmg that the monopolists consume all commodities m the same proportions
as the rest of the community, or by supposing that the profits of tho monopolists
are taxed away from them and distributed as a bonus to tho rest of the com
mumty *

* Figou, op at p 802
* See p 214 for the difficulties mvolved in this conception
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a Tinit of resources is everywhere the same, and margmal revenue
IS not equal to margmal utihty H the elasticities of demand
of the commodities are not all equal, the ratio of margmal
utihty (measured by pnce) to margmal revenue will be differentm different mdustries and the margmal utihties (from an m-
orement of resources) will not be everywhere equal The output
of commodities for which the demand curves are relatively more
elastic will be expanded, and there will be a further reason
to expect that the composition of the national dividend will
be changed If the national dividend m the first position under
perfect competition yields the maximum satisfaction from the
given resources, the national dividend under monopoly will

yield less than the maximum
But IS this picture of the ideal distribution of resources

under competition really justified* We leapt over a very doubt-

ful step m the argument when we supposed that it was To a

strictly logical mmd any discussion of utihty to more than one

mdividual is repugnant It is not reafiy just^able to talk about

maximum satisfaction to a whole population But common
sense protests that if we treat all mdividuals as being exactly

alike it is then permissible to sum tbeir satisfactions, and that

human bemgs, m their economic needs, are suf&ciently alike to

make the discussion of aggregate satisfaction mterestmg Upon

this basis we may say that if any two mdividuals have the same

real mcome they derive the same satisfaction from it We may

further say that if one mdividual has a larger real mcome than

another the margmal utihty of mcome to him is less Nowm the

world of perfect competition, with constant cost for each com-

modity, all margmal costs are equal to prices, and pnces are

equal to margmal utihties, measured m terms of money If

income is perfectly equally distributed its marginal utihty is

equal for every mdividual Therefore the distnbution of re-

sources IS then such that satisfaction is at a maximum Thus

to represent the competitive world as an ideal state we have

had to mtroduce the highly unreal assumption that wealth is

equally distributed If it is not equally distributed, there is no

reason to suppose that the satisfaction obtained from ^ven

resources is at a maximum m a perfectly competitive wor

Our world of monopohsts therefore has not after all sue a

very high standard with which to compete But even when we
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abstract from the change m distribution of wealth brought

about by the monopolists, it seems on the whole justifiable to

say that the composition of the national dividend under mono-

poly will be even further from the ideal than it was under com-

petition, smce both will be subject to the maldistribution of

resources due to imequal wealth, and the dividend under mono-

poly wiU be subject to a further maldistribution due to the

different divergences of margmal revenue from pnce

The monopohsts would be freed from this charge, and might

even improve upon the competitive distribution of resources, if

it were the case that the demand for commodities consumed by

ncher classes of consumers was generally less elastic than for

commodities consumed by poorer classes The production of

goods consumed by the poorer owners of the factors would then

be expanded, and their prices lowered, relatively to those of

goods consumed by nchor owners of the factors There may be

some reason to suppose that this is the case But it is probable

that demands tend to be more elastic when the market is made
up of a larger number of income groups, and to be less elastic

both when the market is composed entirely of nch individuals

and when it is composed entirely of poor individuals If there

are two equally homogeneous markets the demand in the poorer

market is hkely to bo the more elastic, but if the poorer markets

are the more homogeneous the elasticity of demand for goods

consumed by poorer individuals may bo less than for goods
consumed by nchor mdividuals The change in the composition

of the national dividend brought about by the monopohsts
would then enhance and not mitigate tho maldistribution of

wealth

One further pomt remains to bo considered We have seen

that some factors will be exploited more than others The mdi-
viduals who provide the factors for which the supply to indi-

vidual mdustnes is relatively less elastic and winch are there-

fore most exploited may bo nchor than those which provide
the less exploited factors This would tend to mitigate the mal-
distnbution of wealth For instance, if land is relatively more
exploited than labour, and if landlords are ncher than work-
men, there will bo a tendency in this direction In so far as
labour is strongly orgamsed m trade umons while tho supply of
land to a particular mdustry is often imperfectly elastic, it is
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probable tha1> land is more exploitable than labour But the
factor of production whicb is at once the poorest and the most
exploitable is unorgamsed unskilled labour It is therefore un-
likely that monopohsts can claim much credit for a beneficial

redistribution of wealth between the factors of production

In comparmg the world of monopohes with a world of perfect

competition we have found that monopoly may have an un-

favourable effect upon the distnbution of resources between

different uses and must have an unfavourable effect upon the

distribution of wealth between mdividuals But we cannot con-

clude that the spread of monopohstic combmations m the real

world must be harmful until we have compared monopoly with

imperfect competition, for m the real world competition is not

perfect Let us suppose, once more, that the demand curves and

cost curves for each of the n commodities are alike, but let us

suppose that, before the amval of the monopohsts, the market

within each of the n industries is imperfect

There are then n groups of firms, the individual demand curve

of each firm will be more elastic than the demand curve for the

commodity, but not perfectly elastic, and if profits are normal

for each group, the firms are all of less than optunum size

When the group of firms comes mto the hand of a monopolist

he wiU be able to organise the mdustiy more efficiently as

we have supposed, the supply of each factor to the mdu^ is

perfectly elastic, the monopohst mil reproduce exactly the

methods of production that would obtam m a perfect market,

efficiency will be mcreased, and costs of

The reorgamsation of the industries may bring about the

specal.sat.on of ferns by the process of lateral and

mtegrat.on, and there may be a very great

But even rf there are no poss.bd.t.es of
™

Z there may be an mcease m
•world of nnperfeot oompetation -was

commodity (so that there .s no posaibfety of latera

efficiency of industry is further discussed in the Appenour

Dimimahing Returns
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gration) by a single process (so that there is no possibihty of

vertical di^tegration), then there may stiU be economies for

the monopolists to mtroduce, form the world of unperfeet com-

petition the firms would be of less than optimum size If tech-

nical economies could be gamed from growth m the size of the

firms the monopolists would reoi'gamse mdustnes m fewer and

larger productive umts and the average physical productivity

of the factors would be mcreased ^

But even if the average physical productivity of the factors is

raised it does not necessarily follow that their margmal physical

productivity wiU be raised, smce margmal physical productivity

must begm to fall (as the output of firm increases) before average

physical productivity ® It is only if the firms, under imperfect

conipetition, were so small that margmal physical productivity

was nsmg that there is any possibihty of a gam to the factors of

production from a mere growthm the size of the firms *

Thus a growth m the size of the firms may mcrease the

margmal physical productivities if the firms were sufiSciently

small under imperfect competition, and the reorganisation of

the mdustnes by vertical and lateral dismtegration is likely

to mcrease them There may thus be some offset against

the additional exploitation, and, on balance, the factors may

* The saving m cost brought about by a growth m the size of the firms may
be divided mto two parts technical economies due to the larger scale of pro
duction, and the economy of spreading the fixed cost of the entrepreneur over
a larger output Thus even if the firms m the world of imperfect competition
were of such a size that there were no techmcal economies to be gamed from
growth, they would still be of less than optimum size There would be a tendency
for the monopolist to mcrease the size of the productive umtsm order to reduce
cost by spreading the reward of the entrepreneur (who takes service under the
monopolist os a manager) over a larger output But we have supposed that the
supply of entrepreneurs is perfectly melastic to mdustry as a whole The attempt
of the monopolists to mcrease the size of firms and dismiss some entrepreneurs
would therefore be countered by a redactionm the reward of the entrepreneurs
This would reduce the optimum size of the firms, and if all the entrepreneurs
are employed by the monopolists their reward will be reduced to the pomt at
which the new optimum size of the firms is equal to their former actual size
Thus the size of the firms will be unaltered
But if there are techmcal economies to be g^med from a growthm the size of

firms the monopohsts would not employ the full number of entrepreneurs even
if their reward was reduced to zero The firms would then be larger m size «-nd
some of the entrepreneurs would bo permanently unemployed or would be
obhged to seek some other occupation, such as unskilled labour

* Cf Fig 71, p 246
* The relative positions of the factors may be altered by a growthm the size

of the firms Cf p 288
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even gam from the advent of the monopolists In both posi-

tions the factors receive as real wages their margmal physical

j , margmal revenue , i-i. j. . .product X 2 In the new position the ratio of
pnce

margmal revenue to pnce is less than before, smce the demand

curve for the commodity is less elastic than the demand curve

for the output of the mdividual firm, but it is possible that

margmal physical productivity will have mcreased (because

of the mcrease m efficiency) to an extent sufficient to balance

or overbalance this loss The absolute real mcome of the factors

may therefore be mcreased, and they may have cause after

all to he grateful to the monopohsts

But there is a strong presumption that the factors will not

gam Margmal physical productivity wiU only be mcreased by

the mere growth of the firms if competition was very imperfect,

and the firms very small, before the monopohsts reorganised

the industries And though it is probable that the dismtegration

of firms will mcrease marginal physical productivity it is only

when margmal physical productivity increases by more than

the mcrease m the ratio of pnce to margmal revenue that the

factors can gam from the advent of the monopohsts

By removmg the assumption that the market m each coin-

modity was perfect m the first position we have put hesh

powers mto the hands oi the monopohsts li the oornhtjorn

which made the markets mopeifeot persist, the

be able to disenminate in selhng each commodity, m a

which was imposcible m the first case when we

competition aa the basis of the companson, since the ^c

causes which make the market imperfect make discnminati

Tae Lnopohats can diaonmmatetk»^^_^-W
and they will gam at the expense P

not only m paying them a lower w g the

them a smaller oonsumer’e eurplua on them putehosea At

> vK £oi^ when we wo» “'‘"S

2SS to » eatoller output, tod ^
Sow if the monopolist could world' conform to the

Son a) If onr n mdo.tne. to
fl“SS
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same tune, although taken as a whole consumers are worse

o£E, some members of the community will be better ofi than

under a system of simple monopoly It is impossible to set the

damage to those mdividuals who have to pay higher pnces
against the gams of those who pay lower pnces But smce there

IB a presumption that those to whom higher pnces are charged

wiU be on tiie whole ncher than the rest, the monopolists, m
playmg the part of Robm Hood, may once more be conceded to

have some redeenung features

9

If we remove om* second assumption that no capital accumu-
lation occurs, the other factors of production wiU enjoy a
further offset against the damage done to them by the mono-
polists It may be assumed that the class shamig m the mono-
poly gams consists of fewer mdividuals than the owners of the
factors of production, and smce their eammgs wiU be mcreased
by all that the other factors are forced to forgo, the distnbu-
tion of wealth will have become more unequal than it was
before If capital accumulation is to Be allowed mto our scheme,
it IS therefore on the whole probable that it will go on faster
than before, although the lower rate of mterest may reduce the
volume of savmg commg from those who were providing new
capital under the competitive regime The lower return to
Capital will be a disadvantage to former capital owners, but the
morease m the amount of capital will mcrease the national
dividend, and it will tend to mcrease the real wages of labour
progressively through time The fact that an unequal distribu-
tion of wealth promotes savmg is not, of course, a justification
for mequahty (if savmg can be secured m any other way), but
it IS a redeeming feature of mequahty, and to this extent our
monopolists may be given credit for it

10

It may appear rash to draw any conclusion apphcable to the
real world from the highly abstract analysis which we have

IZ ‘w The degree of exploitation vnU therefore bel^but It vnU not be ^oiently less to offset the loss of eonauniBis’ mSii
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made But one general result appears to emerge from it We find

m comparmg a world of monopolised mdustnes with a world of

imperfect competifaon that there may be very considerable

improvements m the technique of production when the unit of

control m mdustry mcreases m size But we find that an m-
crease m the size of the umt of control will lead to an mcrease

m the mequahty of the distribution of wealth The problem of

the world of monopolists thus resolves itself mto the famihar

dilftmTUfl, between efi&ciency and justice In order to form a

judgment upon the present-day movement towards monopoly

we must decide whether it is worth while to put power into the

hands of large concerns for the sake of the mcrease m pro-

ductivity which they promise to himg about This is a problem

which no amount of abstract analysis can help us to solve It

resolves itself into two questions The first is a question of fact

How great wiU the economies of monopolisation actually be—

how great is the improvement m the organisation of mdustry

that we may expect from an enlargement of the umt of control?

It is clearly of the utmost importance to evaluate the gams

which may be expected from monopolisation, before we can

decide whether it is worth while to submit to the possible

dangers which it entails The second question is one of ju^-

ment What gam m the efficiency of production woidd

cient to make us consider that monopolisation was de^ble

The first question is outside the scope of a theoreticai^tee

A great and detaded knowledge of the exact technical ataat.™

m tnanv mdustnes would be necessary before a^ estnnate

could be formed of the economies to be expected from mo

pohsation But it is legitimate, even for the ^
that difierent types of monopoly hold out ^
of techmeal reorganisation When a

machme-wieetmg pure and ample, “ “
,

National Shipbuilders’ Secunty,
^ ondet the

of output by quotas without any
expect

Coal Mmes Act of 1930. there

any mcrease in efficiency, whemas “ con-

oises a detailed control over a
teduucalnnprovement

eemsmayhave^«ygreatposabiht^c^A^J ^ ^

The second question involves a mato of
^ ^^

upon which everyone must have his own opnnon b
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portant to remember that a question does anse, the question

of balanomg tbe possible efl&oiency of monopoly against the

dangers of an increased maldistribution of wealth It is not

sufficient to show that monopobsation wiU mcrease efficiency m
order to show that it is desirable

t

11

Three of the assumptions necessary to the most abstract case

remam to be discussed

First, there remams the assumption that the world of mono-

pohes consists of a closed system withm which the supply of

factors is perfectly melastic, each taken as a whole If this

assumption is removed it becomes probable that the advent of

the monopolists will reduce the national dividend If labour, for

instance, is strongly organised m trade umons which stand out

for a certam real wage the advent of the monopohsts, by re-

duomg real wages, will causeunemployment And if capital can be

mvested abroad m countnes where it can earn a higher reward

there will be (m the long penod) a reduction m the amount of

capital available for the monopolised mdustnes In either case

the national dividend will be reduced when the real reward of

the factor m question is lowered by the mtroduotion of the

monopohes
Secondly, we have not discussed the assumption that full

equihbnum is mamtamed with full employment of the factors

of production An exammation of this subject would carry us
outside the sphere of this book But the study of a world of

monopohes cannot be completed until we know, first, whether
the mtroduction of monopohes is likely m itself to upset
equihbnum, and secondly, whether there would be at least as
good a chance of mamtaimng equihbnum under a ^stem of

monopohes, once they have been established, as there ism the
actual world It may be that a sudden and widespread mtro-
duction of restnction schemes will lead to very prolonged and
perhaps permanent unemployment And it may be that the
very imperfect mechanisms by which full employment can be
re-estabhshed under competitive conditions would be even less

effective under a r6gime of monopoly In either case a very
important item would have to be added to the list of the disad-

Y
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vantages of monopobes wbiob must be set against the possible

improvements m techmque that they may mtroduce

Emally, there remains onr last assumption, that there is no

collusion amongst the monopohsts If they were to make com-

mon cause the "wages of the factors might sink to almost any

level, smce the supply of each factor, taken as a whole, la highly

melastic The powers of the monopohsts would then be so great

that they would only be restrained from exeroismg them by the

fear of provokmg a revolution on the part of the owners of the

factors of production, and no precise analysis is possible of

what would occur



CONCLUSION

The puipose of fiTriR book bas been to provide a box of tools for

the analytical economist The area withm which these tools

can work is very narrowly bounded A number of unsolved

problems he behind and before the problems with which they

are adapted to deal Behmd he the fundamental problems on

whose solution depends the validity of the whole supply-and-

demand-curve analysis To these general questions the tools, in

the nature of the case, can have no contnbution to make But

even withm their own sphere the tools can do no work unless

they are given some matenals to work on The imagmary

examples of the shapes and movements of demand curves and

costa curves, constructed m order to display the apparatus,

serve to show the kmd of results that the tools could produce if

they were given some realistic matter on which to exercise their

mgenuity Ahead he a number of problems for which fresh tools

may be required, but which are soluble at the same level of

abstraction as the problems here discussed^ Beyond them agam
he the problems which require some more comphcated tech-

mque, such as could survive at a lower level of abstraction

The level of abstraction mamtamed m this book is dis-

tressmgly high The techmque can only survive m an atmo-
sphere rarefied by the adoption of very severe simplifying

assumptions The reader who is mterested m results immedi-
ately apphcable to the real world has every nght to complam
that these tools are of httle use to hiin The knives are of bone
and the hammers of wood, only capable of outtmg paper and
dnvmg pins mto cardboard But the analytical economist who
IS prepared to work stage by stage towards the stall far-distant
ideal of construotmg an analysis which wiU be capable of solv-
mg the problems presented by tJie real world may perhaps find
m this tool-box some implements which will serve hio tunT

827





APPENDIX

INOBEASENQ AND DIMINISH3Na BETUBNS

1

In the foregoing analyaw 'wo have made use of the Bupply curves of

particular commodities and of the supply our\ cs of factors of pro-

duction to particular industries But these conceptions involve

some fundomcntal questions which wo have not discussed It is

possible to make use of a largo part of the technical apparatus sot

out in this book whatever view on these fundamental questions may
be adopted, and the attempt to solve them in the following pages

is only a provisional one

2

A nsing cost curve of a commodity is sometimes desenbed as

dmtnishmg reiuni3, and a falhng cost curve as increasing returns

Tins leads to confusion ^ Incrcasmg and diminishing returns are

more usefully regarded as general pnnciplcs which maj’’ bo brought
into operation by influences applying to a factor of production, con-

sidered separately The cost of a commodity is built up of the costs

of the productive units employed in making it A nse or a fall in cost

(with increases of output) can only come about because the cost,

per umt of product, of some item—^labour, land, capital, or enter-

prise—has increased or dimimshcd As output increases, some
of the factors may bo found to fulfil the conditions which bring
the Law of Increasing Returns into operation, and some the Law
of Diminishing Returns The net result may bo a state of affairs in
which all the cost curves distinguished in Chapter 10 are nsing, or
all falhng, or some rising and some falling

* Professor Pigou lecommonds thouso of the phrases “increasing snppl} pneo"
and ‘ docraasing supply pneo” on tlio ground that tlio word "cost ’ is ambiguous,
sinco it somotimos occurs that a\orago cost is falling, %rhiIo marginal cost is
nsmg, or avorago cost rising whilo marginal cost is falling (Economics oj T1 elfare,

p 217) "Supply pneo " liowovor, is open to tho moro fundamental objection
that It has no moaning for a single firm It is impossiblo to sponk of tho supply
pneo of a monopolist Tlio host course appears to bo to speak of increasing and
docroasuig cost, and to spocifj wlioro noccssary which cost curvo is m question
In tho aboio passago, asomgo long ponod cost is tho rolovnnt coat

320
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metncal manner an terms of tlift
m a perfectly

It]

mereasmg ana Oummslung returns can be
symmetnoal manner on terms of the supply curves^ Sr /®?production, drawn up m efficiency umS aDDronr,L=i

of

they have been treated m this way m the Legoin^chapS’m to nature moreasmg and dimmishmg retunif
metncal, and we must now examme how they anse

^

of Dn^shmg Returns, as it is usually formulated
states that with a fixed amount of any one factor of production i

successive increases m the amount of other factors will after a uomt^eld a dimimshing morement of the product Looking at the matter
from the point of view of cost of production, if one factor is fixed mamount and mcreased amounts of the other factors are used mth
it, and if no improvement m the efficienoy or reduction m the pnce
of these other factors is introduced by the mcrease m the amount
used, after a point the cost of production per umt of output will nse ^At first sight this law appears so obvious as to require no further'^
explanation, but it is possible to restate itm a manner which throws
more light on its real meamng A moment’s reflectiDn will show that
what the Law of Dimimshmg Returns really states is that there is

a limit to the extent to which one factor of production can be sub
stituted for another, or, in other words, that the elasticity of substi-

tution between factors is not infinite ® If this were not true it would
be possible, when one factor of production is fixed m amount and

the rest are m perfectly elastic supply, to produce part of the output

with the aid of the fixed factor, and then, when the optimum pro

portion between this and other factors was attamed, to substitute

some other factor for it and to increase output at constant cost

Thus the Law of Dmnmshing Returns entails that the vanous

elements required for the production of any commodity should be

divided mto groups, each group being a factor of production, m
such a way that the elasticity of substitution between one factor

and another is less than infimte The Law of Dmmushmg Returns

* The association of the Law of Dimuueliing Betums with the factor land

only arose because land, from the point of view of society as a whole, is by

definition fixed in amount When we are studying the supply curve of a ar^le

commodity, there is no reason to expect that land, rather thou ony other

factor, will be scarce All that the law tells us le that where there is a eoaroe

foctor there will be dimimelung wtums, and labour, capital, and enterpnse

are just as much subject to it as land
"
Elasticity of substitution w defined on p 266 But for our prafflnt pw

pose it IB more convement to adopt the equivalent but more

defimtion the proportionate changem the ratio of the amounts of the ^
divided by the proportionate change m the ratio of their maigina p yw

productivities
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then follows from the defimtion of a factor of production, and requires

no further proof

(^InoreaHmg cost for a particular commodity will arise whenever

one of the factors of production, defined in this way, is not in per-

fectly elastic supp^ to the mdustry producmg that commodityj In

the hmitmg case tHe supply of a factor may be perfectly melastic

Given the elasticity of supply of the scarce factor, the extent to

which the cost of the commodity will rise, as output moreases, will

depend upon the elasticity of substitution K, in the extreme case,

there is no elastioity of substitution, so that the production of the

commodity requires constant proportions of the factors, the cost

durve of the commodify will nse as steeply as the supply curve of

the scarce factor If the scarce factor is'ngidly fixed in amount, the

supply of the commodity will he perfectly melastic, and no mcrease

m its output wiU be possible

In more usual cases some substitution will be possible and the

proportions of the factors will be altered The cost curve of the

commodity will then nse less steeply than the supply curve of the

scarce factor, and some mcrease m output would be possible even

though the scarce factor was ngidly fixed m amount The nsem the

cost of the commodity, as output moreases, will be less the greater

the elasticity of substitution ^

An example wdl make these prepositions dear Suppose that there

IS a single site available for building a house Then, if capital and
builders’ labour were perfect substitutes for land, an mfimtely high
sky scraper could be erected on this site at constant cost, and there

would be no Law of Diminishing Betums At the other extreme, if

no substitution was possible, only a bungalow could be built on the
Bite, and no mcrease m the demand for house room, however great,

' could lead to an mcrease m its output In any ordmary case the
proportions of the factors can be altered, but not without limit, and
the construction of house room on a given site is earned out at
mcreasmg cost

Because the proportions of the factors are usually altered (as

output mcreases) when one of them is scarce, the Law of Dimuushiiig
Ketums is associated with changes m the proportions of the factors
But it IS dear that dimimshmg returns are not due fundamentally
to changesm the proportions of the factors, but to the fact that there
IS a limit to the extent to which the proportions can change

4

We must now consider the supply curve of a factor of production
to an mdustry Bor the moment we will assume that there are no
economies of large scale mdustry

^ See p 123, note
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mg Its sapply .^e Baoh mat of >“^1“IS like every other from the pomt of view of this ,nSl
elasfacity of substitution between one portio^pf thffenJS?

be less than perfectly elastic, and its cost to the mdustrvmX nZ
as more of it is employed ^ Here there is no difficulty

^
But one of the commonest reasons why the sunnlv of a

less than perfeetly^lastic to an mdustry is because the factor is nothomogeneous m efficiency from the pomt of view of that mdusS
It IS then necessary to draw up the supply curve of the factor notin ite mtural umta, acres, men, or money capital, but in efficiency
units Ipis can be done as follows When a given amount of a factor
say land, is being employed by an industry, take any natural unit
of the factor, for instance a certam acre, and unagme it to be re
placed by other portions of the factor, eveiythmg else remauung
the same When another piece ofland, workmg with the same amouut
of other factors as this standard acre, yields the same product, its

efficiency is equal to that of the standard acre The onginal acre,
arbitrarily chosen, will thus serve as a standard umt, and other
areas of land can be reduced to terms of the standard umt, so that
the whole supply of land employedm the mdustry can be e:^re85ed
in terms of this standard umt of efficiency It is convenient to call

this umt the corrected natural umt It represents natural units of the

factors corrected for their idiosyncraaes ® The elasticity of sub-

stitution, measured m terms of corrected muts, will be perfect

between one portion of the factor and another That is to say, if by
chance a certain piece of land or a certam number of workers, repre-

sentmg one corrected umt of the factor, were to demand a higher

price than the rest they would be dismissed from the mdustry or be

forced to accept the same pnce as the rest

If the factor is homogeneous inregardto its efficiency,the corrected

umte are the same as the natural umts, for instance men, acres, or a

given amount of money capital, and no correction is necessary But

1 See Chapter 8 for the conditioos which may produce this effect

* This method, of correction is not perfectly satisfactory The relative

efficiencies of different natural umta may alter with the amount of other

factors employed The difference between the efficiency of a nch acre and a

stony acre may be smaller when wages are low and a hi^ proportion of labour

IS employed with a given amount of landthanwhen wages are higher fewer

men are employed per acre It is impossible to say a prion m which direction

the difference is likely to he, and our correction would have to bo cor^ted in

each case according to the techmeal conditions of the mdustrym question an

the costs of other factors This difficulty appears to be ^petabfe m so^

cases, but for most of the uses for which we require the concepnon o

supply curve of a factor to a su^ie mdustry it can be overcome (aee p ,

note, below)
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even if the factors are not homogeneous, so long as there are no econo-

nues of large scale industry, 'when each factor is increased by, say, ten

per cent in -terms of corrected natural umts, physical output -will

also he mcreased by ten per cent That is to say, there are constant

physical returns ^f course if the pnce of one of the factors (in these

umts) IB nsmg it -wuld notm fact be increased by ten per cent when
the others were mcreased by -ten per cent

,
an mcrease of tenper cent

of the physical ou-tput would m fact be produced by moreasmg this

factor by less than -ten per cent , and the others by more But if each
were mcreased m the same ratio then ou-tput would be mcreased m
that ratio It follo-ws that the margmal physical productivily of every
amount of a factor, measured m terms of the corrected umts, com-
bmedm constant proportions with the other factors (agam measured
in corrected umts), is the same, and depends merely upon the pro-
portions of ibe factors

Now supposing there are no econoimes of large scale mdustry, so
that constant physical re-turns obtam, draw up a supply curve m
terms of corrected natural umts If the factor is heterogeneous m
respect of efhciency, but the difference m efficiency between one
natural unit and another is the samem this mdus-bry andm a number
of other mdustnes, the transfer costs of different units -will bem the
same ratio as their efficiencies,^ and the supply curve of the factor
m corrected natursl units will be perfectly elastic If the factor is

scarce from the pomt of -view of this industry, its price per corrected
natural umt -will mcrease as more is employed, and the factor will
tend to give nse to mcreasmg cost for the commodity

6

We must now consider economies of large scale mdus-try, and
examme the Law of Inoreasmg Returns The Law of Increasmg
Returns differs from the Liaw of Diminishmg Re-tums m that it
cannot be reduced -to a tau-tology The Law of Dimmishmg Returns,
when the factors of production are definedm a certam way, is merely
a matter of logical necessity But the Law of Increasmg Ret-ums is
a matter of empmcal fact^ It may be formula-ted thus Avhen an
mcreased amo-ont of any factor of production is devoted -to a certam
use, it is often the case that improvements m organisation can be
introduced which will make natural umts of the factor (men, acres,
or money capital) more efficient, so that an mcrease m output does
not reqmre a proportionate mcrease m the physical amount of the
^tors This law, or rather tendency, hke the Law of DimimshmgKet^ may apply equaUy to all the factors of production, but
unlike the Law of Diminishing Retuhis, it does not apply in every

^ See p 112
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case Sometimes an merease of the factors -mil lead to improremeuts
m efficiency, and sometimes it will not

It remams to mqnire how mcreases m efficiency can ame They
arise because the factors of production, m the world as we know it

consist of mdivisible umts, each of which is not eqi^y well adapted

to performing aU the tasks required m produotaonllf all the factors

of production were fimely divisible, like sand, it woidd he posahle

to produce the smallest output of any commodity with all the

advantages of large-scale mdustry But actually the factors consist

of men (providing labour and entrepreneurship), money capital,

which IS inely divisible, hke sand, hut must be turned mto instru-

ments of production each of which, for teohmcal reasons, must he

of a certain size, and land, which is usually divisible, but which

sometimes, for teohmcal reasons, cannot he divided without limit

\It IB therefore impossible for an industry to eqmp itself to produce

lone umt of a commodity without immediately providmg capacity

fto produce more than one umt
How does this fact account for a faUm cost of production as output

increases* The pomt can be lUusteated as follows Suppose that there

18 one jndiviable unit of a certain factor of production, and that the

rest can be increased by small increments, and at constant pnces

Then if the coat of the feed factor is left out of account, the cost per

umt of the product up to a certam point will be constant At first only

a part of the feed amount of the indivisible factor will be used, and

as output increases more of this factor will be brought into use As

soon as the whole of the scarce factor ism use, dnm^h^ returns

will set in, and the cost of output m terms of the other factors wifl

nse But meanwhile, if this indivisible factor has a costwkob

must be incurred whether it is fully utdised or not, the averageto
of each umt of product in this feed cost will have been Thus

at first the avOTage cost of the whole will be faffing ^til the point

i reaped at which the increase m the cost of the other pe

umt of output outweighs the reduction m cost per umt of the

^*S^ourve representmg the average cost

the indivisible factor is a
f^^ffinecon-

rectangle equal in area to ® 5 the other factois

tmuously as outp^

is constant up to the output OS, a e ^
and then nses The curve of averapW cost,

these two curves, falls up to the outpu ^
rf margmal cost -mil be ooest^t np to M ^
raittine the curve of average

. « nai^kaiti Tiomt it wdl

become profitable

the whole process wiU begm agam
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We are already familiar with this effect, for we have used it in the

analysis of cost to the individual firm The indivisible unit is there

the entrepreneur, and the other factors are variable But the laame

process is at work wherever there is an indivisible unit of a factor

which requires a certain pnce nrespeotive of its output—a man, who

commands a cert!^ wage, or a machine which has a certam cost

—

and it IS fact which accounts for the techmcal economies which

a firm can mtroduoe when its oui^ut moreaaes, over and above the

economy of spreading the fixed cost of the entrepreneur over a larger

oul^ut

The posaibihty of mcreasmg returns is widened by the fact that
various umts of the factors are adapted to performing different tasks

Men differ m their natural abdities, and can acquire skill when they
concentrate on a smgle task, ^ acres vary in their natural capacities,

and machmes can be designed for special tasks For any kmd of

production there will be a hierarchy of possible techmcal methods,
each usmg more highly specialised umts of the factors than the last,

and production is earned out most efficiently when each separate
action m the productive process is performed by a umt of a factor
of production specially adapted (by nature, by practice, or by human
mgenmty) to that particular tas^ But smee the umts of the factors
are mdivisible, the most specialised method of production will m-
volve the largest outlay, and it is not profitable to make use of the

* The inciease m efficiency which anees from the fact that "practice makes
perfect” IB itself a result of the mdivisibihty of the umts of the factors If
labour could be finely divided, like sand, each gram of labour could bo occupied
constantly at a single task and could acquire the maximum amount of practice
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commodity increases

The units of the factors are very often imperfectly specialised, and

when, output is small a single indivisible umt of a ftf;tor, for instance a

man, may perform a number of different tasks The Law of Increas-

ing l^turns IS often associated with the fact that, as output mcreases,

the number of tasks performed by mdivisible umts of the factors is

reduced For instance Adam Smith speaks of “the advantage which

IS gamed by savmg the time commoidy lost in passmg from one sort

of work to another”,^ and Marshall refers to the waste mvolved in

employmg a skilled worker on tasks equally well performed by an

unskilled worker, when the output is too small to occupy him con-

stantly at a task which requires his skiU ® But, fundamentally,

the economy of large scale does not arise because particular umts

of the factors are versatile, but because they are not perfectly

^Th^e^aximum rate of decreasmg cost would occm if each umt of

the factors was completely specialised and capable oj

only one task If, m Adam Smith’s pm factory, each of

had been bound by a ngid caste system to a single

to -nroduce even one pm it would be necessary to employ th^hole

nuS^^Sf wkcrt-?ne to draw out the wire, another to stra^ht

rTted to cut It, and so forth Then, if the wage per man were in-

casea the u.te of

formmg various tasks Thus small P
^ speciahsation had

tLy would be If the mammum require

to be mtroduced at the ® ^ | employed, but the

some mcrease ^ lau m^oporbou to them
mcrease m output will ©

a7,Qf,iahBed mdivisible
umts of the factors

in the factors, because more
specialmed

can be employed as output increases

1 WeaUh of Natwns.'Boo^'l
chap i .

: STS™ T’ 1

when they CO operated the cost of pmsw
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We have found that increasmg retorns are due to the indivisibility

of partioidar unite of the factors In order to account for falling costs

for a particular rammodity it is therefore necessary to find, at some
pomt m the proauctive process, a smgle mdivisible unit of some
factor of production So long as there are a number of units of the
same kmd engaged m any process we know that for the existing

output the possibihties of mcreasing returns are exhausted There
may be some higher degree of speoiahsation which it is not profitable

to introduce unless output is increased The smgle umt which will

give rise to mcreasing returns is then, as it were, still over the
horizon, but m every case where mcreasing returns are found there
must be some pomt m the process of production at wluch a single
umt of a factor is engaged ^

It IB therefore easy to account for falhng costs of production so
long as only one firm is engaged upon a particular commodity The
firm may be of less than the size at which average cost is a minimum
because some part of its productive equipment, a piece of plant, a
salaned employee, or the entrepreneur himself, is capable of co-
operating in an mcrease of output without any morease in cost of
that part of the equipment of the firm When competition is not
perfect, firms will bo in eqmhbnum when they are of less than
optuuum size (if profits are normal), and an increase in the output
of a smgle firm would lead to a fall in average cost
^e question of whether falhng cost can occur in a perfectly com*

petitive mdustry is more compheated To isolate tho effect of in-cre^g returns let us suppose that there is a perfectly elastic supply
to the mdiMtrym question of all factors measured in corrected units *

Ihe mdustry m eqmhbnum will be composed of a number of firms

umt of ontro!
preneurship is limited, and it may be that when the firm is of

teohracal economies to be gamed, insome departments, by a further utilisation of mdivisible umts of

I
W Robinson, Structure of Oompetittve Indwtrv, p 25

end. ,n, a. S *>“• “

08^0 tt pneo for tho
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win* are notr^i^£niTey2e
of large-scale management ^

^ weighed by diseconomies

We are tempted to conclude that mcreaaiu..
occur through the speaahsation of finns
stram upon management by abandomng someXcZLfactime to other firms, and so he enabledto
which it retains upon a Wer scale

production

of the lectors which were not^ eeLMS‘’wTOT"®technical economies can thus be realised and Tit! .
as posable thet (here wiB be en Mlindividual entrepreneurs, concentratmg upo^ a smaller part of Jh!

speciahsed knowledge and sHl
I

A

matter more closely before we
safasfied that the speciahaation of firms can lead to decreasing costunder the conditions of perfect competition

°

The specialwation of firms may be of two types, lateral dism-
tegration and vertical diamtegration Lateral dismtegration is the
process by whioh firms, each formerly producmg a number of different
commodities or types of a commodity, graduaUy specialise upon a
narrower and narrower range of products until (at the last mort)
each IS only producmg a single type of a smgle commodity Pro-
fessor Pigou finds in this process a sufficient explanation for the
existence of deoreasmg supply pnce, and he quotes as an example
the contrast between the Bntish and German cotton mdustnes
The Bntish industry is larger and more highly specialised than the
German industry "The range of work undertaken by the typical

factory in Germany is far greater than that undertaken by the

typical factory in England Hence naturally the skill of the operatives

18 far less in Germany, more time is wasted and factory organisation

IS less perfect ”® This pnnciple of lateral dismtegration is of the

greatest importance m the real world, but wiU it serve to e^lain

the existence of deoreasmg costs under conditions of perfect com-

petition^ If an industry grows up from the first m a perfect market,

we should expect it to develop from the begimnng the maxunum
possible degree of specialisation If there is anythmg to be gained

by concentratmg upon a few counts of cotton we should expect a

perfectly competitive spuming mdustry, while it was still upon a

relatively small Scale, to consist of a number of firms each producmg

different counts It would consist, in short, of a number of mdustnes,

^ Gf Bobinson, StrucUo'e oj CompeMvw Xndwlry, chap vu
* It woiild be more natiiral to speak of honzoatal disintegration, but * hon

zontal integration” is commonly used to mean the combination of

making the same article, and “horizontal dismtegration” had best he proBervod

to mean the contrary process .

» Sir Sydney Chapman, quoted by Professor Pigou, Econmvse oj Weijare,

p 221
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each m the hands o£ a monopolist At first, as the industry grew,

there would be some decrease of costs, for as the market in each

count increased, the firms could specialise each upon fewer counts

,

but as soon as the market was large enough to support several

firms each prod^mg the same count, the decrease of costs would
come to an end, smce there would be no further possibiLty of gainmg
economies by specialisation This cntioism upon Professor Pigou’s

argument serves to show one of the absurdities latent in the assump-
tion of a perfect market It is very unlikely that the saving in cost

upon a consignment of yam, due to extreme specialisation between
firms, would be large enough to offset the mconvemence and expense
to the purchaser due to ordering each count from a separate pro-

ducer If a manufacturer requires a number of different types ofyam
at the same tune he wiU prefer to order them all from the same house,
unless the prices quoted by a fibrm which can supply hnn with all

of them are -considerably higher than the prices quoted by firms
which each specialise upon one or two But we are now engaged m
discussing a perfectly competitive mdustry, sellmg m a perfect
market In a perfect market, the customer must be assumed to
prefer the goods of the firm that can sell them at the cheapest price,
however small the difference m pnce, and however great the other
advantages offered by a firm whose price is shghtly greater Thus
in a perfect market the maximum degree of specialisation be-
tween firms would come about from the beginning, and the only
type of decreasmg coat which we should expect to find is that
which occurs m a one firm industry, when the firm is of less than
optimum size

Lateral dismtegration, upon our defimtion of an mdustry, is the
separation of a smgle mdustry mto a number of parallel mdustnes
Vertical dismtegration ^ is the separation of an mdustry mto a senes
of processes each earned on by separate firms The cotton mdustry
will again provide an example In England the cotton mdustry is
divided mto sections consisting of firms each devoted to a wngln
process, spmnmg, weavmg, bleachmg, dyeing, and so forth The
busmess of deahng m raw cotton and of seUi^ m foreign markets
IS also dismtegrated and is m the hands of brokers and merchants
separa^ from the produemg firms In Japan, on the other hand,
single firms carry out the whole process from buymg cotton to
Belong piece goods In the cotton mdustry the maximum possible
degree of v^cal dismtegration is rapidly attamed When spmnmg
IS separa^ from weavmg, neither process can be subdivided any
further, butm the case of a compheated object hke a motor car the
possibihtiM of dismtegration are almost endless If a motor firm
begins to feel the pressure of dimmishmg returns from entrepreneur-
Bhip, as It grows m size, it can abandon the manufacture of some

* See Bobmaon, Struotun of Oompatftve Indtutry, p HO
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pare of the car, the radiator or the body for instance, to a speoalis*
firm, and contiatie to increase its output of cars -without increasesoutput of cars -without increases
iis scaii. jj-eauwime tuts specialist firm, as the scale of its output
increases, -will gain from those technical economies \?-hieh could not
A M r\ w fi —1 >•» AM .4—^ J 1

lenr *

In verheal diantegTation as mndi as in lateral dismt^ratzon the

degree of specialisation depends -upon the size of the market, and

again -we shonld er^yect nnder perfect competition to find the man-
mum d^ree of specialisation at each stage m the gro-wth of the

cost had come to an end '

ot —— ^ _ _ _ —

c

decreasing cost due to the specialisation of firms are very much

narrowed, and it is only when there is at some pomt m the pro-

ductive process a single indmahle nnit of a factor at work (in thn

case a single speaahst firm) that decreasing costs can occur

If there are no economies from di^tegration, either because aD

the technical economies of large-scale production were already ei-

hausred before the firms grew to the optnn^ size, or because for

technical reasons vertical dismt^ration is impossible, or hec&Tise

all the economies of disintegration have alreadybeenbrou^t abo^

and no further specialisation is possible, then an

outpnt of the mdustrv can only come about by the addition 0i

optbnum firms each like the rest, or ofgn^ of firms carrying out

between them the whole productive proces
.x. r iVc=-o

Even then it is possible that there ma:^ fal^
mav be economies IHien a newto ^J^ch
maV enable afl the firms to produce more cheaply so that,

produce at its minimum average cost, the cost at the

o£ inamifacture troni

Its bsneSts ; see Jifonn? ^ot£d fshs pl^
= VTe should expect

,

however, thBu-tfera '^"-r rn^^tecertan

OSCOZli^S

scale xnTis a cutout eventhansa sonis
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reduced The simplest example of this type of external economies

IS the case where machineiy can be bought more cheaply when the

mdustry presents a larger market to the machme making mdustry ^

But th^ IS properly to be regarded as an example of vertical dis

mtegration The fkachme making industry represents a part of the

productive procesAalready dismtegrated from the mam industry,

which IS workmg imder falling costs We must, then, mquire how
the machme making industry came to have falling costs, and so we
pursue the whole inquiry afresh, and find the falling costs to be due
either to the existence of a single sub optimum firm,^ or to mcreasmg
returns due to the progressive specialisation of firms, or to external

economies If they are due to external economies, we must agam
pursue them until they are finally run to earth

But there is another type of external economy which does not
arise from the scale of a subsidiary mdustry If a large labour force

rs accustomed to work at a certam trade, it may be that a traditional

skill IS developed, and each mdividual worker is more competent
than he would have been in a smaller mdustry Economies of

type, however, which can be found to depend on the size of the
mdustry whose supply curve we are considenng, rather than upon
the general development of mdustry, are likely to be rare and un-
important, unless the mdustry is growing from a very amn.ll uutial
size

External economies and the economies of specialisation of firms
may be grouped together under the title of economies of large scale
mdustry, as opposed to the economies of individual expansion, or
mtemal economies,whichdepend upon the size of the firm Economies
of large scale mdustry are likely to have the effect of altering the
optunum size of the firm, and the reorganisation of the firm to adapt

^ la order to study the principle of moFeasing returns or of dunmishing
retimiB in any one particular industry it is necessary to suppose that a change
in the amount of any factor employed m this industry has a neghgible effect
upon the price and efficiency of the factor m general If this condition is not
fulfflM, any change m one mdustry will alter all oosts of production and
thermcm have a reaction upon the demand curve for the commodity prom question In practice this condition will often fail to
tw fulfilled For instance any moreaae m the scale of any one mdustry m a
certain dutnct is likely to reduce the oosts of all mdustnes m respect of trana
port, bankmg, ^d other facihtiee enjoyedm common by all the local mdustnes

the coiModities producedm the distnct will therefore become cheaper, andtte de^d curve for the oommodity produced by the expandmg mdustry will
likely to alter In such a case it is impossible to treat the demand curve for

* fact that the sub optimum firm must be a monopoly oomphoates the
p”-.

z
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They are mterual economies, because tSy deSnd
of the firm, and external economies because thw denend uncnMze of the industry It is easier, a priori, to thj^ of reasms whwthe optim^ firm sho^d grow smaUer as th/result of externileconomies 2 than of the reasons why it shouS grow larger S
cheapening of mac^ery, for instance, will reduce one of thf advCtages which large ^s hare over small If a speciahsed machinebecome cheaper, the loss due to workmg it at less than its fuU
capacity becomes smaller, and one of the influences tending towards
a large optimum teohmcal size for the firm becomes leas stoong On
the other hand, any influence tendmg to reduce the costs of other
factors relatively to the cost of entrepreneurship will mcrease the
optimum size of the firm Professor Pigou, following Marshall®
asserts that in general firms tend to grow with the growth of the
industry, but the faot that this occurs m the real world can be
accounted for by the fact thatman imperfect market the eqtuhhnmn
size of firms is hkely to mcrease as the industry expands * In the
real world there la no reason to expect that firms are at then
optimum size, and the fact that firms are growmg does not prove
that the optimum is becommg larger Moreover, m the real world

mventions have to be taken mto account, and a hxstoncal movement
toward the growth of firms may be due to the mtroduotion of new
methods of production suitable to large-scale use However this may
be, the intCTnal-extemal economies are not hkely to be of much
importance compared with Hie economies of large scale mdustry

which give nse to them
We may summanse the results of the foregoing analysis as follows

Decreasmg costs may occur for the output of a firm of less than

optmaum size, and for a perfectly competitive mdustry they may

occur when the optimum size of the individual firm is not sufficiently

large to allow the full development of. all the possible technical

economies of large-scale production in every process, so that in

creasing returns arise from the speciahsation of fcms, and even when

^ “Symposiuin”, JScononwc Joujwil, MbtcIi 1030, p 86

* The efEeet of speciahsation upon the size of firms is difSoult to discuss,

because of the difficulty of defining size Ordmanly we should measure the size

of a firm by its output, but this becomes impossible when the output is ch^
mg m nature as the result of speoiaiisation Measurement by men employed is

too crude, and by men plus equipment too comphcated to be of use Smoe ^e

point has not much relevance to the present discussion, it does not seem wortn

while to attempt to devise an mdex for the measurement of the size of me nmi,

cf Shove, JBTcononuc ifoufwoZ, March 1030, p 116

» ^Sconotmos of Welfare, p 221, Fnnmplee. p 318

* See p 101 Mar^all, who never followed outm the text of the

the rigid view of perfect competition imphcit in his diagrams, may

this effect in mind
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ail the posmbilitieB of speciahsation have been exhausted decreasing

cost may be due to external economies

8

In every case if^greasmg returns arise from improvements m pro-

ductive techmque *As output increases the efficiency of the factors

can be inoreas^ by the fuller utilisation of indivisible umts of the

factors, or by the adoption of more specialised methods of produc-

tion Thus mcreasmg returns are fundamentally different from

/liTmniHbing returns, which are brought mto play, not by a change

in the efficiency of the factors, but by an alteraUon in their price

It IS possible, however, to devise a method by which the economies

of large scale mdustry can be represented m terms of the pnces of

the factors, so that mcreasmg returns from the pomt of view of a
smgle mdustry can be treated m a manner symmetrical with

diminishmg returns

We wUl first consider the simplest type of economies of large scale

industry Suppose that the same kmd of machmes are used when the

industry expands and the machmes become cheaper Then if we add,

say, ten per cent to the other factors (m terms of corrected natural

umte) and ten per cent to the number of machmes, we shall have
added ten per cent to output Thus the machme can be regarded

as an efficiency umt of capital, and increasing returns of this simple

type could be regarded as ansmg from a faU in the price of these

efficiency umts of capital when more are employed
More compbcated types of mcreasmg returns can be treated m

the same way, but when the techmque of production changes as
output 16 increased it ceases to be possible to see immediately in

what the efficiency umt consists An efficiency umt, however, can
be devised as follows First increase each factor except one by ten
per cent m terms of corrected natural umts, now mcrease the re-

mammg factor, say capital, until ten per cent is added to the output
If there were no economies it would need an mcrease of ten per cent m
umts ofmoney capital, ^ if there are economies, it will need an increase
of less than ten per cent We shall then say that we have increased
capital by ten per cent m umts of efficiency We are thus provided
with an efficiencyumt of capitalm which to ^aw up the supply curve
of capital to the mdustry If it requires less than ten per cent mcrease
m money value of capital to increase output by ten per cent (when
all other factors are increased ten per cent ), and if the supply of
capital m money umts is perfectly elastic, the cost of capital will
have been mcreased by leas than ten per cent

, and the supply price

* Since we measure capital in units of money for long penod problems, no
correction for non homogeneity will he needed in this case, and the corrected
natural units will be the same as the natural unite
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of capital in terms of these efi&ciency umts will be falling ^ Thus
economies of large-scale industry can be represented by a falling

supply curve (m ef&ciency units) of one of the factors to the mdustry
In the same way, when we were considenng the simple case of

machmes which become cheaper without alterm/ their form, the

machine is the efficiency umt, and smce the corrected unit of capital

^ When the technique of production alters as output increases, a difficulty

anses gimilnr to that which was discussed m the note to p 332 The changem
efficiency due to a given increase in corrected units of capital (that is to say,

money) will depend not only on the amount of capital employed in the first

position, but also on the amount of other factors employed m the first position

The amount of other factors will depend on their costs, thus the supply curve of

capital m terms of efficiency umts is not mdependent of the supply curves of

the other factors In the simplest possible case, when the factors axe uniformm
nature, but fgUiTig m supply price, like the machmes which become cheaper

when more are employed, this difficulty does not arise, but m order to use this

device for more comphcated cases it is necessary to have a base Ime from which

to start some pomt at which the combmation of the factors is known For

mcreasea of output beyond this pomt the device will work accurately, but if the

base hne changes, aU the separate supply curves of the factors have to be

In some of the cases m which we have made use of this device there can

actually be no base hne For instance, when we are comparmg monopoly with

competation, the proportions of the factors under monopoly (either producing

a ei-ven output or workmg with a given number of men) may be difierent at

everv Pomt from the proportions under competition We mtroduoed the

sepSate supply curves of the factors m order to deal with the fwt that the

average cost o^e of the commodity and the average net

of labour are not always the same under monopoly and competition We now

find that even the separate supply c^es are not

1 j Tt. was for this reason that, m the foregomg chapters,

wtL we (h^SSsed economies of large scale mdust^ (shown by a

- i„i\ M an example the case of machmes becoming cheaper

comparisons between monopoly and p xi,.™ onmnansons should not

JXhat Trfl not toWj-

us^mL^wfiSB^he competitive d^^d
“ata the demand curve of «ie

Sy S^wiKe^^^^^
umts) of the other factors We ^®^^j^4ibe^ of men, and then, takmg

of other factors (m natural
of the other factorsm efficiency

this as the base hne, we discuss the composition of the

umts for greater or sm^er amoimte^^ curvesmnat^

units oi au '
,,1,1 Up, uaedm mainng it, ~7 *

“^S^^roSy.nt.oooynt—
then only m certain eases, that the above oojeo

impairs its vahdity
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IS a certain amount of money, fhis tuut becomes more efiBcient Trben

more is employed, because it can buy more machmes as the machmes
become cheaper, and the supply price m efficiency umts is fallmg

In more compbeated types of economies of large-scale mdustry it

cannot so easdy\e seen to irhich factor the economies can be attri-

buted, but by means of this device they can be represented in the
supply curve of ai^ one of the factors, arbitrarily chosen
When the amounts of the factors are measuredmterms of efficiencv

umts, constant physical returns irill prevail That is to say that
when the amount of each factor m efficiency umts is mcreased m
the same proportion, output wiU also be mcreased in that proportion
and the marginal physic^ productivity of each factor (measured m
efficiency umts) will be the same as before Thus by means of this

device conditions of constant physical returns are established, and
any change can be imputed to the prices of efficiency umts of the
factors This device for drawing up the supply curves of the factors
throws no fresh bght on the nature of mcreasmg and dimimsbino-

returns, and can tell ns nothing that we do not know already about
the cost curve of a commodity It is merely a piece of analytical
apparatus which makes it possible to treat every type of increasing
and diminishing returns m the terms appropriate to the simplest
possible type, the type in which a uniform factor of production,
composed of exactly similar men, acres, or machines, has a nging
or falling supply price to an mdustry

9

In the course of the argument m the foregoing chapters, we have
made use of this device When we drew up the demand curve for
labour of a competitive mdustry we reckoned labour m natural
umts (men) and ^owed economies to show themselves m a falling
supply curve (m efficiency umts) of the other factor (capital) If we
wished to draw up a demand curve for capital, we should reverse
the process and reckon capitalm umts of money and labourm units
of efficiency, so that if there were economies of large-scale mdustry
they would be shownm a fallmg supply curve of labour
When we were dealing with the demand for labour of an mdividual

firm, we found it unnecessary to make use of this device Wereckoned
both labour and capital m physical umts (men and money capital)
and allowed the economies of large scale of the firm to show them-
selves merely m the mcrease of the physical productivity of labour
and capital as the amount employed by the firm mcreasesm comparing the demand for labour under monopolv and com-
petition, we had to con-^ - ’ ' ' - - J

a factor to
One IS the

ductivity of

the mdustry
the firm with its margmal productivity to
marginal physical productivity of the factor
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to the firm multiplied by the pnce of the commodity, the other is

marginal physical productivity to the industry multiphed by
margmal revenue It remains to show that we were justified m
treating marginal physical productivity to the firm and to the
mdustry as identical, so that the ratio of the mar^al productivity

of a factor to the finn to its margmal productivity to the industry

IS the same as the ratio of price to margmal revenue If we were

to reckon any factor not m e£S.ciency umts but m natural units,

this would not be true To take, once more, the simplest case in

which capital consists of a certain type of machmes which hecome

cheaper (without any other alteration) when more are employed

then if we measure capitalm money (which is the corrected natural

nnit), when one firm mcreasea the amount of capital which it em-

ploys hy one umt of money capital, machines become cheaper for

all the firms, and if the amount of capital employed by the other

fiiims measured in money remains constant, they are uamg more

machmes and producmg a larger output Thus margmal physical

productivity to tlie mdustry would be greater than to the firm But

if we measure capital m efi&ciency umts (m this case the machmes,

which are aU alike) and if the only economy consists m the fall m
the pnce of machmes, then when one firm mcreases its employment

of capital by one efficiency umt, a machme, and the other firms keep

constant the amount of capitalm efficiency umts (that is, the number

of machmes), their output does not mcrease, and the whole benefit

to them 18 shown m the faU m the pnce of machmes The mar^al

physical productivity of capital, measuredm efficiency umts, is then

the same to the firm and the industry

More comphcated cases can be treated m the saine way li tiie

number of efficiency units of capital employed by the other firms

remains constant when the amount employed by o"®^f
Uen (by the defimtion of an efficiency umt) then output rema^

constant and margmal physical productivity to the firm and to the

induSry 'ate jdent.^ The heneflt to the mdertry dee

^

m eapW is shotm enteely m the cheepe^
“'f

of camtal, that is to say. it .3 shown m the
f.3

to the mdustry. and net m the physical

Thus when the whole of the economies are representedm th pp y

whose maxgmal

the 2 arSonoiuL are shownm the supply

firm and to the mdustry If the econonu^
If economies are

curve of some other factor, this wiB n
marcinal physical pro-

shown m the supply c^ve of
te^San tJffie fir^

ductivity of labour to the mdustry will be greater tnan
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10

We finil that it 18 possible to represent both increasmg returns

and diminishing^turns in the supply curves of the factors to an

mdustry and from the point of view of a smgle mdustry they are

perfectly symmetnial Dmumshing returns arise from a rise m the

efficiency cost of a factor when more is employed, and increasing

returns anse from a fall in the efficiency cost of a factor when more

IB employed
But m their nature, as we have seen, mcreasmg and diminishing

returns are not symmetrical Increasmg returns arise when the

emplo3mient of more of a factor has a favourable reaction upon the

efficiency of the umts already employed, and diminishing returns

arise when the employment of more of a factor has an unfavourable

reaction upon the pnce of the umts already employed

A typ6 of mcreasmg return symmetrical with dunimshing returns

would anse if a factor became cheaper (its efficiency remaimng the

same) when more was employed This is very unlikely to occur m
practice ^ A type of dimimshmg returns symmetncal with mcreasmg
returns would anse if a factorbecame less efficient (itspnceremammg
the same) when more was employed This may sometimes occur

We found that mcreasmg returns to an mdustry would anse in three

ways Pirstly, it can ansefrom specaabsation of firms It is impossible

to find a type of decreasmg returns symmetncal with this Secondly,

it can anse from external economies which are mdependent of the

size of any subsidiary mdustry, for instance from an improvement
m the natural gifts of the labour force when a larger number of men
are employedm one mdustry If it were the case that when a large

labour force was devoted to a smgle mdustry the labour detenorated,
BO that each man became less competent when more were employed,
we should have an external diseconomy symmetncal with this type
of external economy Thirdly, external economies can anse when a
subsidiary mdustry becomes more efficient as it grows m size

External diseconoimes symmetrical with this type of external
economies are more likely to occur If a machme making mdustry
were workmg under mcreasmg cost, the supply pnce of machmes
would nse, and the same amount of capital, supphed at the same
rate of mterest, would buy fewer or worse maohiuRg This would have
the same efiect from the pomt of view of the mdustry as if the supply
pnce of capital rose when more was employed But we must not

^ A reduotion m piece rates may sometunes lead to an increase m the
Bupply of labour, amce each man may produce more pieces when he is paid
less per piece But this does not provide a true example of a falling supply
curve of labour, smce here it is the fall in the pnce of labour which is the
cause of the increase in supply, and not the increase m supply which is the
cause of a fall m pnce
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leave the matter tmtil we have inquired why the machine makme
industry is working under increasing cost,^ and this must be due to
a scarce factor of production somewhere, or else to the somewhat
improbable cause of an actual deterioration of fetors, supphed at
the same price, asm the case where weimagmed thfet workers became
less competent when more were employed Thus we find that the
common types of mcreasmg and diminishing rCtums are not sym-
metrical, but that it is possible to imagine casesm which the common
t3rpe of dinumshmg return (due to a scarce factor) would be sym-
metncal with a rare type of mcreasmg return (when the factor

becomes cheaper as more is employed), and in which the common
type of mcreasmg return (due to improvements in the ejficiency of

the factor) is symmetncal with a rare type of dimmishing return

(when the factor deteriorates as more is employed) In any case

from the pomt of view of an mdustry mcreasmg and dunimBhing

returns are perfectly symmetncal ^

Although from the pomt of view of an mdustry the vanoua types

of rliTnimahing returns and of mcreasmg returns can be regarded

as symmetncal, the distinctions between them are of fundamental

importance to society as a whole A change m efficiency represents

a net gam or loss to society as a whole, while a changem pnce does

not Thus changesm cost which are due to the rare type of dimimsh-

mg returns and the common type of mcreasmg returns (changes in

the efficiency of the factors) are mcreasmg or decreasing cost both

from the pomt of view of the mdustocy and from the pomt of view

of society, while changes m cost due to the rare type of increasing

returns and the common type of dunmishmg returns (change in

the pnce of the factors) are decreasmg or mcreasmg cost offiy from

the pomt of view of the mdustry, and not from the pomt of view of

society ®

1 If the subsidiary mdustry is m a foreign coimt^ the
^

ceived to end at the frontiers of the home f’“‘‘^JP^fessor P

rise m the pnce of imported raw matenals (when the

of disecMon-M o! I-*, soale to toa !<»»

ns the result of the existence of a scarce factor of production J

coat due to a iSga m tha pnce el the

change m the efficiency of the factors
^dto deal with these

rented natural umts) But the analysis can easily be adapted to oeai

rare types of decreasmg and mcreasmg cost

* Bee Econormca of Welfare^, pp 219 27
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